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Abstract 

This thesis is a theoretical analysis drawing on immersive ethnographic methods relating to 
the phenomenon of festivalisation in Senegal, with a particular focus on the Festival 
International de Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga. Following a long history of 
festivities in the country, which date from the precolonial period, and the celebration of the 
Premier Festival Mondial de Arts Nègres in Dakar in 1966, Senegal has experienced an 
increasing festivalisation. The 1966 Festival was celebrated under the patronage of first 
president of independent Senegal, Léopold Sédar Senghor, as a state-funded initiative, and 
thus as a political project. Later, festivalisation would undergo an increasing detachment 
from the state. In the twenty-first century, as cultural actors took the lead on festivalisation 
and a large number of festivals proliferated across the country, festival organisers had to 
seek alternative funding sources and formulas in order to achieve sustainability.  

The second Reform of the Law of Decentralisation took place in 1996. It aimed to 
transfer power and foster local development by dispersing economic, social, political and 
cultural activity from the capital of Dakar across different geographic regions. The political 
application of the Law has been challenging. However festivalisation in Senegal – led not by 
the state but by committed individuals from across the country – has increasingly 
contributed to the implementation of the cultural decentralisation. In line with the festival 
scene worldwide, which has experienced internationalisation since the 1990s, in Senegal, 
since the year 2000, festivals have also started to be conceived internationally. However, 
they have also been created with a strong attachment to the local roots. I refer to these as 
‘two-tier festivals,’ to stress their multifaceted conception, as having both international and 
local scope. In this thesis, I have sought to explore precisely that ‘two-tier’ conception and 
its variety of implications for the festival programme but also for people’s experiences of 
festivals. In particular, I was interested in examining the different ways in which the local 
and the international frameworks were understood by those who participate in the festival, 
such as curators and other organisers, sponsors, performing artists, and audiences, and how 
they were reflected through the temporal and spatial dimensions of the festival.  

By analysing the case study of the Festival International de Folklore et de 
Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga, which could be considered one of the first ‘two-tier 
festivals,’ created in the year 2000, this thesis contributes vital new research into 
festivalisation in Senegal. It further contributes to festival studies by emphasising the 
importance of studying rural festivals, since festivals have overwhelmingly been treated as 
urban phenomena in the scholarship. Based on research influenced by ethnographic 
methods, conducted between October 2015 and September 2016, and a variety of other 
research methods, this thesis offers a novel approach to understanding the role of rural 
festivals in festivalisation. In exploring FESFOP, based in a rural region in northern Senegal, 
and thus rooted within its territory, yet partly framed as international, this thesis questions 
the relations between the festival and local development, and the variety of complexities and 
factors these relations entail. By looking at the spatial and temporal dimensions of FESFOP, 
the thesis reveals that festivals have a social, economic and cultural impact that supersedes 
the festival event and further forges different forms of local development. This thesis thus 
aims to contribute to (African) festival studies, (African) cultural studies, and creative 
industries studies. It also aims to make a specific contribution to Senegalese cultural studies.  
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Introduction 
 

This thesis is a theoretical analysis drawing on immersive ethnographic methods 

relating to the phenomenon of festivalisation in Senegal. It traces, for the first time, 

the history of festivals in Senegal. I focus solely on events specifically defined as 

festivals by their organisers, in contrast with other cultural events which are not 

named and framed as festivals. Senegal is a country with a long history of festivities 

that date back to precolonial times and which are still practised today. They are 

perceived by Senegalese people as an important form of cultural heritage that needs 

to be preserved. Since festivals are often viewed as spaces and events of heritage 

(re)creation, it is vital that their study needs to be contextualised within the tradition 

from which they arose.  

Festivalisation in Senegal has often been analysed as a postcolonial 

phenomenon, with the Premier Festival Mondial de Arts Nègres as the emblematic 

reference and first festival in Senegal. It was hosted in Dakar in 1966, only six years 

after independence under the patronage of Léopold Sédar Senghor, first president of 

Senegal. Ever since the celebration of such a pan-African festival of international 

relevance, the country has experienced an increasing festivalisation, particularly 

from the beginning of the twenty-first century.  

This thesis responds to an interest in examining the implications of what it 

means to call an event a ‘festival.’ From the year 2000 a large number of festivals 

have proliferated across the country. This period coincides with the Second Reform 

of the Law of Decentralisation, which aimed to disperse the centre of the political, 

cultural and economic activity from Dakar to the rest of Senegal, transferring power 

to the different local governments. However, its application has been challenging 
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(Diop 2006: 160-168; 179-201), as most economic, social and cultural activities 

continue to be concentrated in Dakar. This Law is thus key to the study of festivals 

in Senegal, which in the twenty-first century – unlike in the immediate post-

independence period – have no longer been the result of political initiatives from the 

president of the Republic of Senegal, but of individual cultural actors from across 

different regions (although there are a few exceptions to this rule). The festivals that 

these individuals are organising have increasingly been framed as “international,” in 

line with festivalisation globally (Dovey 2015). Yet, at the same time, festival 

organisers in Senegal insist that their festivals are locally rooted, even if they are 

framed as international events.  

This thesis thus seeks to address the history of festivalisation in Senegal, in 

order to contextualise contemporary festivals, and to question how they are 

experienced within the communities where they are organised. Rather than 

presenting a broad conclusion that aims to define festivals in Senegal, the thesis 

relies on a main case study and a wide range of examples of different festivals that 

shed light on what the local and international framework means, and how it is 

reflected through different festival experiences by the range of festival participants, 

curators and other organisers, sponsors, performing artists and audiences.  

In order to reflect on the multifaceted conception of festivals after the year 

2000, both as local and international events – two terms that are vague and 

understood in a multiplicity of ways, as I discuss later – I have referred to these as 

‘two-tier festivals.’ Not all festivals in twenty-first century Senegal are ‘two-tier.’ 

‘Two-tier festivals’ are those framed as international while being locally rooted. 

They seek the local benefit, for instance, through raising visibility of the cultural 

heritage of a particular place. They are directed by inspirational local actors, who are 
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native to the festival regions. Such directors tend to have an international dimension. 

Target audiences are firstly, local, even if the festival project aims to boost cultural 

tourism in the region. ‘Two-tier festivals’ are also marked by geographical 

decentralisation, which leads to cultural decentralisation.  

The notion of ‘two-tier festival’ has been inspired by Saliou Ndour’s concept 

of “two-tier music” (“musique à deux vitesses”), in relation to the music industry in 

Senegal (2008: 3-4), referring to the different ways in which artists perform 

depending on whether their target audience is international or local. The thesis aims 

to further expand on such a concept, applying it in this case to festivals, moving 

beyond its dualistic conception and using it to elucidate the multifaceted dimension 

of festivals as both local and international events. I examine the notion of ‘two-tier 

festival’ through a particular focus on the Festival International de Folklore et de 

Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga, which could be considered one of the first two-tier 

festivals in the country, created in the year 2000, conceived both as international and 

local – of, by and from Louga, a rural region in the northern area of Senegal. This 

case study has also been selected as it allows me to question the specificities of a 

rural festival and what it means to organise a festival in a rural context as well as in 

relation to the broader process of festivalisation in Senegal and globally. This 

constitutes a significant contribution to festival studies, since festivals have 

overwhelmingly been treated as urban phenomena in the scholarship. Due to 

FESFOP being located outside of Dakar, it also serves to examine it in relation to the 

Law of Decentralisation. Decentralisation is a key term used by FESFOP in relation 

to its rural and local rooting.  

Through a comparative approach with other festivals in the country, the 

thesis seeks to find certain coherence among two-tier festivals, exploring their 
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conception and a variety of implications for the festival programme but also for the 

festival experience. It specifically looks at how these frameworks are reflected in the 

temporal and spatial dimensions of the festivals, seeking to contribute to the study of 

festivals in both space and time. By offering a historical overview of festivals in the 

country, and by examining festival spaces and temporalities specifically in FESFOP 

as an illustrative example of two-tier festivals, this thesis also contributes vital new 

research into festivalisation in Senegal more broadly.  

Based on research influenced by ethnographic methods, conducted between 

October 2015 and September 2016, and a variety of other research methods, this 

thesis offers a novel approach to understanding the role of rural festivals in 

festivalisation. In exploring FESFOP, this thesis questions the relations between this 

rural festival and local development, and the multitude of complexities and factors 

that arise from this relationship. By looking at the spatial and temporal dimensions 

of FESFOP, the thesis reveals that festivals have social, economic and cultural 

impact that supersedes the festival event and further forges different forms of local 

development. To illustrate this multidimensional impact, I draw on Akin Adesokan’s 

term “crossroads of capital” (2011: xii-10), which he applies to the West African 

marketplace to reflect the different types of capitals exchanged in such a space. 

Similarly, FESFOP, hosted in a region defined as a “crossroads of culture” by its 

inhabitants, constitutes a “crossroads of capital,” not just by offering a cultural 

platform, but by leading to the exchange of social and economic forms of capital 

whose impact continually extends across the territory of Louga on an everyday basis.  

Accordingly, before my literature review, I want to offer a brief context for Louga 

and FESFOP, and analyse the Law of Decentralisation, since it is a continuous point 

of reference in the thesis.  
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1.1. A Brief Overview of Louga with a Focus on its Economy 

Louga is a rural region in the northern area of Senegal, located between two 

former colonial capitals, Dakar and Saint-Louis. It is an under-researched area; 

publications refer to its geographical aspects and its long history of human 

movement, which dates back to the second half of the eighteenth century (Sarr 1982: 

36), and that today involves movement abroad, referred to as “migration” (Maggi et 

al. 2008: 4-5, Sall et al. 2010). 

 The region 

corresponds to the former 

province of Njaambur, from 

the second half of the 

eighteenth century (Sarr 

1982: 35) which belonged to 

the kingdom of Cayor (1565-

1888), which was one of the 

main kingdoms of the Djolof Empire, with a majority of Wolof people, with an 

ongoing and diverse flux of peoples.  

As a crossroads of various peoples, Louga has played an important economic 

role in its region, with the creation of Marbat, a livestock market, in 1905, and with 

a continuous movement of different populations which led to the increasing 

urbanisation of the region of Louga. The region of Louga was officially created in 

1976, under the Decree 76-61. Today, the region is composed of three departments: 

Kébémer, Linguère and Louga. Each department is divided into boroughs. The 

population of the region is around 898,732 people (estimate from 2014, Agence 

Figure 1. Louga in Senegal. (Elaborated by author, 2017).  
Louga is located between Dakar and Saint-Louis. 
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Nationale de la Statistique et la Démographie (ANSD), July 2015: 20), with an 

estimated 550,000 rural population (PEPAM, 2016), and an estimated population of 

86,000 in the town of Louga.1 The scant infrastructure, despite the existence of a 

town, makes Louga a largely rural region. A staggering 81.51 percent of the 

population is under 40 years old, with 70.56 percent under 30 (ANSDA July 2015: 

20). The high percentage of youth indicates a promising situation for the region and 

its future, as young people have the potential of engaging in the transformation of 

their region. However, such potential is often hampered due to the high percentage 

of unemployment: 30.8 percent, in contrast with the national average of 25.7 

(ANSD, July 2015: 111). Unemployment is higher in the case of women (50.2 

percent) than in the case of men (21.3 percent).  

 

 

																																																								
1 See reference: http://www.pepam.gouv.sn/acces.php?idreg=08 (Accessed on 12.11.17).  

Figure 2. Pyramid of age in the population of the region of Louga. Source: ANSD, July 2015: 22. 
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The main economic resources are agriculture (peanuts), and livestock which 

rely on an “increasingly degraded ecosystem” and very little rain, varying from 200 

to 500 mm per annum (ANSD, July 2015: 16). Unlike urban centres across Africa, 

such as Dakar and Saint-Louis in Senegal, or Nairobi in Kenya (McNamara 2016: 

29), the number of aid-related groups and large-scale international development 

organisations in Louga is limited. Instead, foreign organisations tend to partner with 

local organisations. NGOs form only 4 percent of the institutions in Louga (ANSD, 

July 2015: 112). However, the number of NGOs has increased considerably in the 

country since independence, and following global events, such as the international 

events in 1968, a moment of war, students’ protests and revolution; and the drought 

in Senegal in the 1970s. It is also in this period that a number of French and other 

European NGOs implemented development projects in Senegal (Diop 2006: 169).  

The region has a long cultural tradition. A large number of artists are 

concentrated in the area, which has led to the creation of troupes of national 

importance, such as the Cercle de la Jeunesse, created in 1951 by Mademba Diop. 

However, despite its rich cultural history, the region has experienced a decrease of 

activity in the cultural scene, due to the mobility of artists to the urban areas, notably, 

to the capital, Dakar, and in the past two decades to international destinations. 

Besides the Centre Culturel Régional de Louga, created in 1977 as a service of the 

Ministry of Culture, and opened in 2003,2 there are no performance spaces in the 

region or cultural infrastructures with a cultural calendar. Cultural activity is led by 

festivalisation in the region, with FESFOP as the longest running festival. FESFOP 

also serves as a year-round association allowing for a large number of people from 

																																																								
2 See http://www.culture.gouv.sn/centre-culturel-regional-de-louga for more information (accessed on 
27.03.2018).  
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different generations in Louga to develop high levels of social capital. This in turn 

contributes to the rebuilding of the cultural sector of the region. 

1.2. A case study: Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP) 
in Louga 

To address my key questions in specific and detailed rather than generalised 

terms, I will focus on a key case study: the Festival International de Folklore et de 

Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga, created in the year 2000, and thus arguably the first 

two-tier festival in the country.3 This festival has not yet been discussed in 

scholarship, despite its long uninterrupted trajectory and the prominent role of Louga 

in the cultural history of the country, which I address in Chapter Three in an attempt 

to contextualise the festival. 

 

																																																								
3 FESFOP is not the first festival in Senegal to frame itself, via its name, as ‘international.’ A number of previous 
festivals had already incorporated the term into their names, such as the Festival International des Peuples de 
l’Eau, Eco Arts in Dakar (created in 1997), the Festival International de Culture et Développement de Thilogne 
in Matam (created in 1998) and the Festival International du Film de Quartier in Dakar and Ziguinchor (created 
in 1999). However, in contrast with FESFOP, which has had 17 uninterrupted annual editions since its inception, 
none of those festivals have achieved an annual celebration, or, as in the case of the Festival International du 
Film de Quartier, have already disappeared.  

Figure 3. Troupe Communale de Louga performing at opening ceremony, 15th FESFOP, 28 December 2015. (Photo: E.S.). 
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The festival focuses on percussion and folklore. It is a non-competitive 

festival that hosts performances from percussion troupes (bands) from different 

regions in Senegal, and from other African and non-African countries. Performers 

from Louga are given visibility through the participation of the Troupe Communale 

de Louga. It is one of the major festivals celebrated outside of Dakar during the 

winter festivals season, and runs from 28 December to 1 January, on an annual basis. 

While the first four days are held in the town of Louga, the last day takes place in 

Léona, a rural region in the department of Louga. The festival is composed of 

afternoon performances across different areas in the town of Louga, and evening 

performances at a public square in front of the town hall, named Place Civique. 

While the festival is framed as international, the audience is mainly local, 

with some international participants also present at the evening performances in the 

Place Civique. It gathers around a thousand people per evening. In contrast, the 

afternoon performances, named Animations des Quartiers, are mainly composed of 

locals from the neighbourhoods in which performances are hosted, allowing access 

to the festival to people in places where gaining access to the town centre of the 

Place Civique is difficult. The local character of this festival activity is reflected in 

that it is simultaneously hosted in different neighbourhoods, with different artists, 

including those based in the neighbourhoods where performances are hosted.  

1.3. Law of Decentralisation in Senegal 

The Second Reform of the Law of Decentralisation in Senegal of 22 March 

1996 consisted of transferring administrative power, in the economic, educational 

social and cultural sectors, from the state to the local government to foster local 

development (Gilbert & Taougourdeau 2013: 210). This Law has received a certain 
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amount of academic attention, particularly in relation to politics (Diop 2006, Gilbert 

& Taougourdeau 2013, Vengroff & Johnston 1989) and land (Faye 2008). Djibril 

Diop (2006) offers a vital contribution, as his is the first analysis tracing the process 

of decentralisation from its origins to 2006, questioning its efficacy and addressing 

the main problems of its implementation. Djigo (2015: 338) and Tamba and Blin 

(2014: 47) also refer to it in their studies of cultural policy and heritage respectively. 

Building on these studies, I apply it to my focus on ‘two-tier festivals.’ I argue that 

despite its challenging application, the rise of two-tier festivals across different 

regions could be seen as an alternative implementation of the Law of 

Decentralisation to the one supposedly implemented by the state. In the case of two-

tier festivals, which are not state initiatives, the Law is rather implemented, to some 

extent, by local individual actors and cultural associations. 

This Law is tightly linked with ideas of territory and local development since 

it refers to the organisation of territory. Present-day Senegal is the result of such 

organisation. The Law of Decentralisation traces its origins back to colonial times, at 

the end of the nineteenth century, when Senegal was divided into territorial 

collectives (collectivités territoriales).4 These constituted the basis of the current 

administrative organisation of the territory of Senegal (Diop 2006: 17). In 1873, the 

colonial power operated from four main points, named as the Four Communes 

(Quatre Communes): Dakar, Gorée, Rufisque and Saint-Louis. The country has 

experienced an increasing geographical decentralisation, with the creation of 20 

‘mixed communes’ in 1903, which further increased upon independence (Gilbert & 

Taougourdeau 2013: 207; Diop 2006: 61).  

																																																								
4 There are three types of territorial collectivities, all of them being created by Decree: the region, the commune 
and the rural community. The communes are referred to as towns in urban areas.  
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The 1972 Reform of the Local and Territorial Administration is considered 

the “real point of departure of the Law of Decentralisation” (Diop 2006: 85).5 It 

established “rural communities” that would become centres for development. 

Following successive reforms, the watershed year was 1996, with the Reform of the 

Law 96-06, which transferred power to the regions, communes and rural 

communities.6 Local authorities would be able “to design, programme and 

implement actions for economic, educational, social and cultural development of 

regional, communal or rural interest” (in Gilbert & Taougourdeau 2013: 210). This 

implied that issues and concerns would be managed locally in a way that was 

deemed most appropriate by local people. Cumulatively, it would contribute to the 

socio-economic development of the country as a whole (Diop 2006: 18). The transfer 

of power would be accompanied by the transfer of resources and means to be able to 

implement their programmes for local development, through grants, tax transfers or 

both (Gilbert & Taougourdeau 2013: 210; Diop 2006: 91), thanks to the 

establishment of an Endowment Fund. 

The main aim of this Law was to counterbalance the centralisation of 

political, social, economic, cultural power in Dakar by creating space for initiatives, 

infrastructure and enabling the development of projects across the different regions. 

This would lead to a more equal distribution of resources and opportunities (Diop 

2006: 62-75). Yet the application of the Law would be challenged by practical 

realities, and the complexity of local structures (Diop 2006: 18). The transfer of 

																																																								
5 This is the Law 72-25 of 19 April 1972, under Senghor’s presidency. Please note that all translations from 
French to English included in this thesis are my own, both for direct quotes of any work published in French and 
statements in interviews. 	
6 This covered nine sectors: land registry; environment and natural resources management; health, population and 
social welfare; youth, sports, and recreation; culture; education; planning; territorial development; and urban 
planning and housing.  
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power would involve a very complex process, with authorisations from the national 

government in Dakar, and the approval of budgets before the end of the calendar 

year (Gilbert & Taougourdeau 2013: 252). This reflects a persistence of 

centralisation of the administration and political activity in the capital. The result 

would be a proliferation of actors without coordination – such as those representing 

the state (governors, prefects, sub-prefects), the supporting structures (such as the 

national societies for development), the projects or programmes, their executors, 

traditional leaders, NGOs or further associated organisations (Diop 2006: 18-19). 

The state would increasingly detach itself from the establishment of local initiatives, 

and these would face an insufficiency of financial and human resources (Diop 2006: 

18).  

Diop further identifies another problem that has to do with the ambiguity of 

the term ‘local.’ He shrewdly observes that “in Senegal, when we speak about the 

local, we do not quite know what that is about. We are confused, in a complete blur” 

(2006: 152). The local can refer to the region, the commune, the rural community, 

the village or territory (Diop 2006: 153). This is a crucial point in my thesis, where I 

seek to unveil precisely the ways in which people in Louga and FESFOP organisers 

refer to, understand and experience the local and international frameworks of the 

festival. Diop suggests that the difficulty of defining the local lies in the fact that it 

refers to an “undetermined space,” which is “dense, because it is social but also 

physical, political, economic, cultural and other” (2006: 152). Similarly, the use of 

the term ‘local’ throughout the thesis entails the ambiguity noted by Diop, and can 

refer to different geographical areas. I suggest that locality in two-tier festivals refers 

to territoriality, particularly in rural regions, due to the focus on decentralisation in 

this period, and the relation between decentralisation and the territory.  
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Finally, I build on Diop’s point that decentralisation is rather implemented 

through associative movements than by the state, such as Village Associations, 

migrant-associations (Associations de Ressortissants) or women’s groups 

(Groupements de Promotion Féminine) who support each other through networking 

(Diop 2006: 148-166), or as Pierre Bourdieu (1986) would put it, through “social 

capital.” Bourdieu defines “social capital” as “the aggregate of the actual or potential 

resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less 

institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition – or in other 

words, to membership in a group” (1986: 86). The group members engage in 

“material and symbolic exchanges” based on their physical or social “proximity” to 

other members, in order to benefit the collectivity of the people within the network. 

This way, social capital transforms into other kinds of capital, such as cultural and 

economic (Bourdieu 1986: 88-89).  

While Diop does not mention the work done by festivals as projects of 

building territorial identity, he does mention journées and semaines culturelles, 

giving the 72H of Ndium, Thilogne or Ndouloumadji as examples (Diop 2006: 147). 

He goes on to say that “these events also constitute moments of convergence and 

communion, since they participate in the creation of conditions of return of natives to 

their territory of origin” (Diop 2006: 147). I further explore this in relation to “social 

capital” (Bourdieu 1986) in the context of FESFOP, suggesting that decentralisation 

is implemented, in practice, not by law, but by cultural actors through their creation 

of festivals across the country, often framed as projects for the development of their 

regions and often through not just economic resources but also intangible resources 

such as trust.  The volume of the social capital of FESFOP is the result of the “large 

size of the networks of connections” (Bourdieu 1986: 86) mobilised by FESFOP 
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members, and notably, the Festival president, but also, by people from Louga based 

both abroad and in Louga, who see the festival as a meeting point that can further 

lead to different kinds of capital.   

In 2013, Macky Sall introduced a new Reform, named Law 2013-10 portant 

Code Général des Collectivités Locales, in order to overcome some of the problems 

noted by Diop, which referred mainly to the inability to foster territorial 

development due to the “inefficiency of operations” and limited infrastructures.7 The 

Reform reorganised Senegal into “viable territories, competitive enough to forge 

sustainable development.” The Reform also transformed the departments into local 

collectivities, and the rural communities and municipalities (communes 

d’arrondissement) into communes, in a process of “integral communalisation.” Yet, 

as the case study of FESFOP in Louga shows, this has still not been applied in 

practice, as the region of Louga keeps being described by locals as divided into three 

departments, Louga, Kébémer and Linguère. In terms of culture, the Law gives 

specific and separate powers to the department and the commune. This distinction of 

powers according to territory aims to clarify the duties that are the responsibility of 

the state and those assigned to the local authorities. However, despite the large 

number of festivals in the country, festivals do not appear in any section in the Law.  

While the aim of the 2013 Reform was to delineate the scope of powers 

attributed to each of the collectivities, the power transferred to the department is very 

similar to the power given to the communes. As such it does not overcome the 

inherent confusion which arises from having a multiplicity of actors. Many examples 

from the wording of the Law illustrate such similarities. For instance, “the creation 

and management of socio-cultural centres and libraries” at departmental level does 
																																																								
7 See the reference to “Cultural Decentralisation” in the 2013 Reform in Appendix 1.  
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not seem significantly different from “the creation and management of reading 

centres and centres of cultural entertainment” given to the commune.  

In short, the Law of cultural decentralisation favours either cultural initiatives 

revolving around tangible heritage, such as through the preservation of historic sites, 

or intangible heritage, through the creation and preservation of cultural performances 

revolving around tradition. This is key to understanding the context of festivalisation 

in Senegal after the year 2000, where initiatives which are successful in securing 

funding from the local government often frame their festivals around heritage and 

tradition, as I will show in the thesis.  

1.4. Literature Review 

My main disciplines are festival and cultural heritage studies, although the 

complexity of my object of study requires a multidisciplinary approach, including 

creative and cultural industries, anthropology of tourism, performance studies, 

ethnomusicology and African studies. Some of the most important sources informing 

my study come from film festival studies, that have addressed the increasing 

internationalisation of festivals (Dovey 2015) and identified the complexities within 

the festival network (De Valck 2007 & 2016, Gibson & Connell 2011) to a greater 

extent than broader studies of cultural festivals (Goerg 1999). According to film 

festival scholar Marijke de Valck, there has been a notable increase in publications 

about film festivals, yet these tend to focus on a single festival. To her, the challenge 

lies in the study of the “universality of the festival experience as a series of related 

events” (2007: 18). This constitutes a remarkable shift in the mode of research, from 

one in which one particular festival is taken as the object of study, to the weaving 

together of a variety of aspects to be looked at through the broader phenomenon of 
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festivalisation. In her book, De Valck suggests new conceptual and theoretical 

parameters to approach these studies in an era of globalisation. She selects four 

major (European) film festivals (Cannes, Berlin, Venice and Rotterdam) to address 

the specificities of film festival culture. Her approach contrasts with traditional 

European film theory, which focuses on ‘art cinema’ and ‘film authors’ usually by 

undertaking close film analysis. Instead, De Valck adopts a broader sociological and 

theoretical approach (De Valck 2007: 15).  

I start my review of the scholarship on festivals by exploring the various 

ways in which festivals have been defined and understood. I then introduce my own 

idea of the ‘two-tier festival,’ which is a key concept that I explore in the thesis. I 

then look at two main strands in festival research – the focus on festivals as sites of 

cultural heritage (re)creation on the one hand, and the commodification of culture 

through festivalisation on the other. These two strands are related to both the local 

and the international, a tension I seek to approach by suggesting the concept of two-

tier festivals. Finally, I review the existing literature linking Africa and festivals and 

more particularly festivals and Senegal. 

1.4.1. Understanding festivals 

 ‘Festival’ is a word that has been adopted internationally. Its etymological 

origin is related to the Latin terms festus, festivus (festus derives from the Indo-

European root *dhes-, which is also the root of fanun, which means temple: 

Daremberg & Saglio 1877-1904: 1065-1073).   Although the origin of festivities is 

unclear, they are associated with religious and political practices designed to create a 

sense of unity among villagers. Initially it referred to something solemn, and worthy 

of being celebrated. The term ‘festival’ has been used in different cultures and 
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languages to name different festive events, not necessarily political or religious. In 

Senegal specifically, it generally covers ‘the arts’ – for example, music, theatre, 

dance, and cinema. 

Festivals have been ‘traditionally’ conceived as “rituals or recurrent short-

term events” (Bennett 2014: 1) through which socio-cultural aspects are affirmed 

and celebrated (Bakhtin 1984; Falassi 1987; Geertz 1991; Turner 1982). Andy 

Bennett also considers them as a response to the threat of cultural homogenisation in 

a context of globalisation (2014: 1). African screen media scholar Lindiwe Dovey 

(2015) further sees festivals in relation to internationalisation and as sites where the 

interaction between audiences and the curated programme reflect local and 

international tensions. To stress the diversity of live interactions and experiences 

they forge, Dovey (2015) refers to Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s understanding of 

festivals as “multisensory, multifocal” events (1998: 57) and Leslie Witz’s notion of 

“festive excitement” (2003: 10). Dovey then argues that festivals are, to some extent, 

“public events that invite us to position ourselves in the midst of other bodies – of 

curators, spectators, jury members, filmmakers – introducing, watching, laughing at, 

commenting on, judging, rejecting, and discussing those films” (2015: 22, my 

emphasis).  

Aware of the diversity of ways in which festivals have been defined, and 

acknowledging their dynamic nature, I understand festivals as “multisensory” and 

“multifocal” events. They imply an experience of embodiment, engaging all the 

senses – olfactory, gustatory, auditory, tactile, kinaesthetic and visual (Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett 1998: 57-58). They are associated with “the creation of a time and space of 

celebration,” separate from the everyday (Gibson & Connell 2012: 4 in McKay 
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2015: 3). This celebration is what Witz describes as “festive excitement” (2003: 10). 

This does not lie so much in the enjoyment of the official festival programme – one 

‘imagined’ way of experiencing the festival, as curated by its organisers – but in the 

pleasure of transgressing prohibitions, “when struggles over symbolism are 

increasingly evident” (Witz 2003: 9). The festival constitutes in the end an “open 

forum,” shaped by the spontaneity of its ‘liveness’ and unofficial encounters, despite 

its initial structure by festival organisers (Witz 2003: 10). This view resonates with 

Dovey’s warning about any naïve understanding of festivals “simply as public 

events,” since they constitute spaces where private realms are also convened (2015: 

22).  

While open, this forum also aims to be central to the preservation of the 

cultural form it promotes and displays. De Valck has explained this relevance 

through the notion of film festivals as “sites of passage,” which are “so important to 

the production, distribution, and consumption of many films that, without them, an 

entire network of practices, places, people, etc. would fall apart” (2007: 36). This 

leads to a questioning of the kind of spaces that constitute a festival, which is 

pertinent to another key concept that has been used to describe festivals in 

scholarship, namely (Quinn & Wilks 2017) – the “heterotopia” (Foucault 1998 

[1986]). This idea draws attention to the heterogeneity of the space in which we live, 

“inside a set of relations” (Foucault 1998 [1986]: 231). Michel Foucault 

distinguishes between two main types of sites: “utopias, with no real place (…) 

presenting society itself in a perfected form,” and “heterotopias,” which are kind of 

“counter-sites (…), outside of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate 

their location in reality” (1998 [1986]: 231). What Dovey finds more useful in her 

analysis of film festivals is Foucault’s emphasis on “how the heterotopia is 
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experienced differently by distinct people, as opposed to the idea of a utopian 

“public sphere” (or multiple, utopian “publics”) to which all have access” (2015: 22). 

Linda Wilks and Bernadette Quinn’s (2017) use of the notion of heterotopia in 

relation to festivals is also particularly relevant for my thesis, since they examine 

rural folk music festivals (in Australia and England). Foucault’s concept allows them 

to examine the spatial and temporal transformations of the rural places where the 

festivals are hosted.  I hope to contribute to this theorisation through a focus on two-

tier festivals that are positioned between the local and the international, and where 

festival participants have different interpretations of these very terms. I thereby place 

the variety of ways of experiencing festivals at the centre of the research, in a 

relational dimension concerning festival organisers, artist-participants and audiences.   

The kind of festive excitement generated through festivals has not just been 

attributed to the importance of space, but to the exceptionality of festivals’ temporal 

frameworks, as events that happen at a particular time, situating themselves within a 

broader festival circuit. Film festival scholars have discussed the influence of such 

temporal frameworks in adding value to the cultural products they circulate – 

through the accumulation of awards and reviews – and setting agendas (McKay 

2015; Elsaesser 2005, De Valck 2007 & 2016, Harbord 2016, among others). 

Festivals are often seen as “temporary townships” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 

2011: 8). Janet Harbord defines film festivals as “intense temporal happenings” in 

that they are “unique events” yet “cyclical rituals repeated annually or on occasion 

biannually” (2016: 70). However, this understanding of festival times makes us 

question whether the impact and experience of festivals also exists outside of the 

temporal framework of the event, and the extent to which this is the case with rural 

festivals. A recent study suggests that the cyclical aspect of a festival, as an annual 
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event, can lead to its transformation into a structure, implying the extension of the 

festival’s temporality (Harbord 2016: 70). While acknowledging the uniqueness of 

festival time, inspired by Harbord, in this thesis I seek to question the fixed temporal 

circumscription attributed to festivals in scholarship, examining different ways in 

which the festival begins before and continues after the festival dates.  

The understanding of festivals as “temporary townships” has also led to their 

comparison with “fairs,” focusing on the commercial opportunities of festivals 

(Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 8). Festivals and fairs are both “spatially 

bounded: usually stage-set in, and framed by, a particular location (…) They are 

temporarily bounded in terms of both duration and regularity (…) Finally, fairs and 

festivals are also functionally unbounded. By this we mean that they serve multiple 

purposes” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6-8). While this may be a limited 

understanding of festivals, it can help explain the commodification of culture 

implied within the phenomenon of festivalisation. Similarly, it highlights how 

festivals are increasingly being used as mediators of cultural encounter and thus as 

boosters of tourism (Arcodia & Whitford 2011). At the same time, some have argued 

that “festivals can be an important means of strengthening community ties and a 

sense of local identity” (Bennett et al. 2014: 1). That is, like markets (Adesokan 

2011), festivals are multi-functional, with social, cultural and economic implications.   

1.4.2. Festivals as sites of cultural heritage (re)creation 

Festivals have been discussed by scholars as sites of identity and cultural 

heritage (re)creation (Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 1998, Cooley 2010, De Jong 2007, 

2009, 2010; Manuel et al. 2009; Bennett et al. 2014; Witz 2003). This understanding 

of festivals is useful to the study of festivalisation in Senegal in relation to former 
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and current festivities in the country, which have not been designated as festivals, 

but under specific names depending on the festivity. They consist of animist 

festivities and are often referred to as rituals or “traditional festivities” which 

continue to date – in coexistence with festivals – and are considered as intangible 

heritage to be preserved (Djigo 2015: 76-90).  

Adama Djigo’s (2015) study of heritage in Senegal from 1816 to 2000 is vital 

in the challenging aim of this thesis to trace a history of festivals in Senegal, 

shedding light on precolonial animist festivities, and to discuss festivals in relation 

also to what are not festivals, such as ritual festivities and religious festivities that 

have been ritualised, like the Maggal, that some scholars have studied as festivals 

(Coulon 1999, De Jong 2010).8  

In her study, Djigo noted that it was difficult for her interviewees in Senegal 

to respond to the Wolof term for heritage, ndono. In contrast, it was not difficult for 

them when heritage was translated as ada ak cosaan, which are two Wolof terms to 

designate tradition (Djigo 2015: 47). Ndono refers to the ancestors’ heritage, and it 

includes the ensemble of ada and cosaan and goes beyond it (Djigo 2015: 92). The 

word could come from the French verb donner (in English, to give), according to 

linguist Miriam Weidl (pers. comm. 2016). The foreign origin of the term could 

explain local people’s difficulty with it; they instead felt at ease when the term was 

replaced by ada or cosaan.  

The words ada and cosaan are also continuously evoked in festivals, not so 

much in written accounts of them, but in the oral discourses during the presentations 

of the performances. This reflects a local understanding of festivals as platforms to 

																																																								
8 This consists of a pilgrimage in commemoration of the exile of the founder of Muridism, Cheikh Amadou 
Bamba Mbacke.  
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showcase and remember tradition, as well as to (re)invent it (Hobsbawm & Ranger 

1992). Hélène Neveu Kringelbach notes that the “reference to tradition serves to 

construct a respectable status for the profession [dance] in a context in which the 

reputation of the public performer is always fragile” (2013:10). Similarly, festivals 

often refer to heritage as an overarching framework, or include a discussion or 

activity on heritage in order to achieve recognition and endorsement by local 

political and international institutions, which are concerned about the preservation of 

heritage, as I discuss later in this thesis.  

Ritual festivities have experienced an increasing “patrimonialisation,” that is, 

a transformation into heritage, in French, patrimoine (Djigo 2015: 90, De Jong & 

Rowlands 2007: 139). Ferdinand De Jong and Michael Rowlands note a “tendency 

[on the part of the State in Africa] to monumentalise itself,” reinforced by the 

promotion of “heritage technologies for the production of official pasts and futures,” 

by organisations such as UNESCO (2007: 13). They see this as a consequence of 

colonialism, where postcolonial African nations take Europe as a reference for their 

modus operandi. They illustrate the patrimonialisation of rituals through the example 

of the Kankurang, a Mandinka9 initiation rite, listed by UNESCO as Intangible 

Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2005.10   

Ritual festivities have not just experienced patrimonialisation, but also, in the 

past decades, an increasing festivalisation. Even if ‘festivalisation’ refers to the 

arrival of new festivals, these are rooted in precolonial festivities and use traditional 

ritual elements that are adapted to be performed for festival audiences. During my 

																																																								
9 This is a large ethnic group in the Southern region of Senegal.  
10 In Chapter One I further elaborate on this aspect, giving examples of rituals that have been patrimonialised by 
UNESCO and discussing some of the implications of the process of patrimonialisation and festivalisation of 
animist festivities.  
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fieldwork year, which concluded with the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of 

the First World Festival of Negro Arts, heritage has been a guiding topic in festivals. 

Festivals have been studied as “modern rituals,” not just preserving heritage, “a 

memory, a way of life,” but also, (re)inventing and re(creating) it (Cooley 2010: 74). 

As Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett shrewdly points out, festivals are very different to 

other forms of heritage, such as monuments, ethnographic books or museums. In 

festivals, “people are themselves the medium of ethnographic representation, they 

perform themselves (…), they become living signs of themselves” (1998: 18). The 

performance is shaped by the liveness of the festival, which results in a dynamic 

representation of tradition – (re)created and (re)invented – through the body.  

Illustrative of the dynamism of heritage and its performance in festivals is De 

Jong’s study of the Lantern Festival of Saint-Louis, also called Fanal (2009). He 

takes on the notion of ‘palimpsest,’ adopted from the Egyptian parchment scroll, that 

would be reused for accounting purposes, where there were always remains of 

previous writings, to describe the festival as a “palimpsest heritage” (De Jong 2009: 

38). In so doing, De Jong suggests that the Fanal does not just sustain the past but 

constitutes “an intervention in the present” in that the contemporary festival intends 

“to enhance the touristic potential of the city of Saint-Louis.” It further situates the 

“historical modes of self-fashioning (…) in the postcolonial present” (ibid.). In this 

way, he adds, what is more significant about the Fanal is that it contains “sediments 

of meaning that have accumulated over centuries and are still visible in today’s 

palimpsest performance.” That is, the (re)creation within the liveness of the 

performance in the festival does not prevent the origins of the tradition from being 

seen and recognised. At the same time, by continuing in the present articulation, they 

prevent this memory from becoming erased (De Jong 2009: 45). Similarly, in this 
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thesis I seek to contribute to the study of festivals as sites of heritage (re)creation, 

further drawing on the ways in which the term is evoked in relation to ideas of the 

‘local’ and the ‘international,’ and particularly in the context of a rural festival whose 

focus on ‘folklore’ is also understood as being related to heritage.  

1.4.3. Festivalisation and the commodification of culture 

Festivalisation has also been studied as a phenomenon involving the 

commodification of culture (Bennett et al. 2014). Festivals become not just cultural 

projects, but they can also generate economic income, for instance, through tourism 

(Bennett et al. 2014). The economic function of festivals has led to their comparison 

with markets or fairs, where there is not only a commercial kind of participation, but 

a series of symbolic and social functions that come into play (Moeran & Strandgaard 

Pedersen 2011). I seek to contribute to the study of festivals in relation to fairs 

through applying Akin Adesokan’s notion of “crossroads of capital” (2011), as 

reflective of the shuttle between the economic and the cultural spheres in West 

African markets (2011: 6). He uses this notion as a way of illustrating the complex 

relationships between artists, writers and intellectuals in the period of decolonisation 

and today in a context that Adesokan calls “fitful globalisation” (2011: 6). The West 

African market thus becomes a metaphor for the complexities and contradictions of 

the systems that govern time and place. Here, agriculture complemented by other 

economic activities, is situated within the neoliberal economic context of the last two 

decades of the twentieth century. This emphasises that markets are multifaceted, in 

that they serve multiple functions. It is a point “where journeys begin (…) It is a 

meeting point (Adesokan 2011: 10), “an all-pervasive social relation where buying 

and selling, exchanging, is a way of life, the place where roads cross in an endless 

pursuit of both profit and other things” (2011: 7).  
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Adesokan’s notion of crossroads of capital becomes particularly useful in the 

analysis of festivals in Senegal, and more specifically, in rural festivals, located 

outside of the capital. This is because very often festivals are not just framed as 

cultural projects, but also as projects for local development. Through the festivals, 

different regions seek to generate economic income in their community, often in 

areas disregarded by the state. In the internationalisation of festivals, tourism cannot 

be disregarded. Several scholars consider the generation of tourism so relevant that 

they question the extent to which festivals serve to forge a sense of communion 

among the community where they are hosted (Brennan-Horley et al. 2007; Darian-

Smith 2011: 40). One of the most influential researchers on the commodification of 

culture for touristic purposes is Kirschenblatt-Gimblett. In her discussion of 

museums and festivals as presented for tourists, she defines heritage as “a mode of 

cultural production in the present that has recourse to the past (…), where dying 

economies and dead sites are given a second life” (1998: 7). Similarly, Hélène 

Neveu Kringelbach notes that tradition has been commodified for political, cultural 

and economic purposes (2013: 26). She explores this in the context of the 

contemporary dance scene in Senegal, and the Festival Kaay Fecc. Both scholars 

share the view of a process of commodification of heritage – often discussed as 

‘tradition’ – resulting from festivalisation. At the same time, tourists find in festivals 

immersion in the “everyday” life of their destination, which is offered in “a 

concentrated form, at a designated time and place” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 59). 

Festivals can grant access to a place and its culture that could have been difficult or 

more time-consuming to experience outside of the festival. However, Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett warns about the problem of knowing a society “only in its festival mode, 

filtered through the touristic lens of spectacle,” where the everyday is turned into a 
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continuous holiday, at times exoticised, and where there is an illusion of “cultural 

transparency” (1998: 62). I illustrate her view in relation to the local and 

international dimension of FESFOP, with particular attention to its rural context.  

The commodification of culture has also been stressed in studies of rural 

festivals. While rural festivals remain under-researched in comparison to urban 

festivals, some scholars have examined the potential of these festivals to transform a 

rural place (Quinn & Wilks 2017). In so doing, studies mainly highlight two aspects: 

first, the promotion of the region as a tourist destination (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 

1998, Darian-Smith 2011, Gibson & Connell 2011, Bennett et al. 2014); and second, 

in relation to it, the re-profiling of the place-image of the region, putting it on the 

map (, Getz 1991, Gibson & Connell 2011: 15). Kate Darian-Smith (2011: 40) notes 

an increasingly closer relation between rural festivals in Australia and tourism, 

illustrative in the Darwin Festival and the Swan Hill’s Shakespeare Festival. Like 

other scholars (Brennan-Horley et al. 2007, Gibson & Connell 2011, among others), 

Darian-Smith suggests that festivals appear as alternatives and opportunities for 

regions to reinvent themselves, in non-metropolitan rural areas where their 

traditional source of income, agriculture, is in an uncertain situation (Darian-Smith 

2011: 40). Both the function of generating tourism and marketing a place through a 

festival are aspects I address in my thesis through the case study of FESFOP. When 

addressing the cultural and economic dimensions of FESFOP, I do not take tourism 

for granted. As Quinn observes, festival studies have attributed “an undeserved 

degree of naturalness in the relationship between festival activity and tourism” 

(2006: 288). In other words, FESFOP, like other festivals, is not just a “tourist 

attraction.” In fact, the number of tourists is still very limited compared to local 

audiences. This case study helps to question the wider social significance of the 
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event and further reflect on the local and international dimensions of the 

commodification of culture that festivals entail. 

1.4.4. Africa and festivals 

When looking at cultural festivals in Senegal, it is important to situate them 

within the broader festivalisation occurring on the African continent, and as such, in 

relation to the specific scholarship on Africa and festivals. This approach allows a 

more in-depth and inter-relational understanding of the phenomenon of 

festivalisation on the continent, which remains under-researched. It seeks to 

contribute to the study of festivals in Senegal as being “entangled” and related to 

other festivals on the continent, as suggested by art historians Dominique Malaquais 

and Cédric Vincent (2016: 195). However, as noted by Dovey, the number of 

scholarly works devoted to the study of festivals in Africa is still very limited (2015: 

9). Some scholars (Goerg 1999, Olaniyan 2012, Dovey 2015) focus on Africa as a 

whole in relation to festivals. Others focus on festivals located in particular places 

within Africa (Apter 2005, Murphy 2016, Andrieu 2013). Finally, there is a third 

strand that has focused on particular festivals (Bikales 1997, Dupré 2012, Neveu 

Kringelbach 2014). The concerns and methods in these different regional approaches 

are very diverse. 

Dovey’s book Curating Africa in the Age of Film Festivals (2015) offers, for 

the first time, a well-documented historical trajectory of the development of film 

festivals in Africa and outside of Africa, with a remarkable focus on audiences. Hers 

is a multi-sited study, particularly insightful for my thesis in contextualising the rise 

of international festivals in Senegal, which does not just apply to film festivals, but 
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to cultural festivals more broadly. Her research methods rely strongly on fieldwork 

and also on practice-based research, through actual work with and at festivals.  

If Dovey focuses on film festivals in Africa and African film festivals outside 

of the continent, Odile Goerg’s (1999) Fêtes urbaines en Afrique11 constitutes one of 

the first edited collections dedicated entirely to the study of festive moments in 

Africa initiated during the colonial era. Her focus is on urban space, thus examining 

festivals as an urban phenomenon. She considers to what extent the urban space 

shapes festival dynamics and how festivals lead to alternative uses of space (1999: 

6). In Goerg’s book there are only two articles relevant to the Senegalese context; the 

first by Mamadou Moustapha Dieng, on the festival Fanal of Saint Louis (1999: 37-

50) and the second by Ibrahima Thioub and Ndiouga Benga on “modern” music 

groups in Dakar and Saint Louis (1999: 213-228). Dieng’s approach to the Fanal 

also involves positioning it as an urban phenomenon, and raises issues around 

cultural appropriation in a city with an accented colonial history and a history of 

métissage. He argues that even if the Fanal was not initially a Senegalese (or 

African) custom, it was nevertheless re-signified in Senegal, constituting an essential 

element of urban culture in Saint-Louis (Dieng 1999: 38-39). Goerg also argues that 

in these “festive moments” there is an “appropriation of the space” (1999: 7) in 

different ways, depending on the historical moment. It is noteworthy to try to 

identify who is appropriating this space: who is experiencing the “festive moment” – 

how and under what circumstances? This quest, to which I hope to contribute 

through this thesis, conjures Nelson Goodman’s (1976: 9, 27-31) question of when is 

art in opposition to that of what is art, as ‘art’ cannot exist independently – this 

concept is brought into being in certain places and by certain people. I will apply it 

																																																								
11 Urban festivals/festivities in Africa. [This is my own translation of the original title]. 
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to the rural context, in order to contribute to the study of Africa and festivals, more 

broadly, which tends to focus on urban festivals, as is the case in Goerg’s book 

(1999).  

Other scholars have focused on festivals occurring in particular places within 

Africa (Apter 2005, Murphy 2012, Andrieu 2013). Historian and anthropologist 

Andrew Apter focuses on Nigeria, critically examining the way in which the 

postcolonial government heralded a particular vision of culture. He suggests that the 

Nigerian government forged a definition of national culture to which artists and 

communities were unable to relate.  He criticised the way in which Nigeria promoted 

a “return to origins” as “the only way toward final emancipation and self-

determination,” evident in the pan-African festival celebrated in Nigeria in 1977, 

FESTAC (Apter 2005: 5). This was the Second World Festival of Negro Arts, 

following the first one, which was hosted in Senegal in 1966. Apter suggests that the 

“discourse of black global citizenship (…) mirrored a discourse of Nigerian 

citizenship often discussed in terms of ethnicity and oil”. Ultimately, Apter argues, 

FESTAC was “a mirror of the broader political economy of oil” (Apter 2005: 9). 

This study is approached through a methodology based mainly on fieldwork and 

archival research in Lagos in 1993. 

Apter’s pioneering work has inspired other scholars interested in pan-African 

festivals. Given the scale of these festivals, however, it is rare to find analyses of the 

entire festivals but rather a focus on specific aspects of them, such as, the art 

exhibitions (Snipe 1998; Harney 2004, Grabski 2006), dance performances (Castaldi 

2006, Neveu Kringelbach 2013) or theatre (McMahon 2014), among others. The 

1966 Festival in Dakar, for instance, has usually been “relegated to passing (albeit 
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often glowing) references in biographies of Senghor as the high water mark of 

Negritude” (Murphy 2016: 6). David Murphy’s volume engages, for the first time, 

with the contexts and legacies of the First World Festival of Negro Arts celebrated in 

Senegal in 1966.12 The volume gathers key scholars who have mainly applied in-

depth and varied archival research, analysing the context in which the 1966 festival, 

and following pan-African festivals, took place; as well as fieldwork which 

questions the legacy of the 1966 festival, as reflected on the contemporary festival 

and cultural scene, more broadly.   

If Apter focuses on Nigeria, and Murphy’s edited volume on Senegal, Sarah 

Andrieu offers a study of regional cultural festivals in Burkina Faso from the 1990s 

to today. Her work stresses the importance of the local dimension, shedding light on 

a range of “more modest festivals” (Andrieu 2013: 123) in a country known 

primarily for its film festival in the capital, FESPACO. She suggests that regional 

festivals aim to revalorise local cultural traditions and that festivals are very often 

framed around ideas of (local) development (ibid) and to the aim of promoting 

sustainable forms of tourism in remote areas (2013: 124). This international 

dimension of festivals has a transformative aspect, as a consequence of the 

spectacularisation of culture (2013: 127-128). I seek to contribute to this analysis 

between the local and international dimensions of festivals through a focused 

diachronic study of FESFOP, a well-established rural festival in northern Senegal, 

where the dynamics differ from the urban festivals in Dakar, such as the Biennale de 

Dak’Art, or in Saint-Louis, like the long-running Festival Saint-Louis Jazz. 

My quest is also in response to a scarcity of scholarship devoted to specific 

African festivals. Thomas Bikales (1997) and Colin Dupré (2012) offer two of the 
																																																								
12 This was published on the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary in 2016.  
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few in-depth ethnographic studies of such kind, with a focus on the Pan-african 

Festival of Cinema and Television of Ouagadogou, known as FESPACO 

(historically the most important film festival on the African continent). Both Bikales 

and Dupré have analysed the link between culture and politics with regard to 

FESPACO. At the same time, they have stressed the role that the festival has played 

in curating Africa for the world (Bikales 1997: 209, Dupré 2012: 15), as a highly 

politicised event which was founded in 1969, during a period of decolonisation of 

African countries. In the next section, I also refer to Hélène Neveu Kringelbach’s 

work on the Festival Kaay Fecc in Dakar (2014), since this is particularly relevant to 

the study of festivals in Senegal.  

More diachronic reflections on particular festivals in Africa are needed in the 

academic discussion. In my thesis, I seek to integrate a case study of one particular 

festival – FESFOP – within a broader consideration of the proliferation of 

contemporary festivals in Senegal. I do so by tracing a genealogy of festivals in the 

country and by drawing on examples from different festivals. This serves to identify 

threads in the festivalisation of the country, the relation between rural and urban 

festivals, and between the local and international dimensions of festivals, building on 

the existing scholarship dedicated to the relationship between festivals and the 

national and Pan-African (Bikales 1997, Dupré 2012), and the international (Dovey 

2015).  

1.3.5. Senegal and festivals 

As mentioned, no academic sources have traced the history of festivalisation 

in Senegal. This constitutes one of the most important contributions of my thesis, 

and it is the result of in-depth research within Senegal. As Murphy notes, in the 
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afore-mentioned first edited collection on the First World Festival of Negro Arts, 

even that festival, considered as an emblematic event and “apotheosis” of Négritude, 

lacked an in-depth analysis, and was often to be found mentioned across dispersed 

citations (Murphy 2016: vii).  

Studies of festivals in Senegal are still scarce and can be divided into three 

types: first, those that emerge from studies on the cultural policy of the country since 

independence, either focusing on Léopold Sédar Senghor and the Premier Festival 

Mondial des Arts Nègres as part of his cultural policy and the relation between arts 

and politics (Harney 2004, Snipe 1998), or in the cultural policies by each of the 

presidents in Senegal, except for Macky Sall (Tamba & Blin 2014, Diouf 2012). 

Second, there are also some studies that focus on a particular festival, shedding light 

on broader cultural aspects, while examining specific dynamics of the festival 

(Murphy 2016, Neveu Kringelbach 2014, De Jong 2009 & 2016). Finally, a few 

recent publications, particularly emerging from scholars and cultural actors in 

Senegal, focus on culture – mainly urban – and take into account festivalisation in 

the country, citing some festivals (Djigo 2015, Kandé Senghor 2015, Samba 2014, 

Niederhuber & Thiam 2016). Building on this variety of sources, and complemented 

by in-depth research in Senegal, I seek to contribute to the tracing of the history of 

festivals in the country.  

The first kind of study offers important insight to contextualise the political 

context in which different festivities and festivals in particular have emerged in the 

country. Both Tracy Snipe (1998) and Elizabeth Harney (2004) are key in 

understanding the ideological context that led to the celebration of the Premier 

Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, in 1966, an event that set the ground for the later 
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festivalisation in the country. Murphy’s edited collection (2016) is central to 

understanding the tension between nationalism (of Senegal at the heart of the pan-

African and Négritude movement) and the pan-Africanism at the time, embodied, 

understood and performed in the Festival, in a variety of ways. Harney argues that 

“all Senegalese artists, during Senghor’s time and since, have had to grapple with the 

influence of Senghor, his patronage, and the Négritude philosophy he propounded” 

(2004: 5). In this sense, Murphy’s edited collection constitutes a central contribution 

to the examination of the context and legacy of the First World Festival of Negro 

Arts, with a range of key authors in the field. Another widely studied “festival” (a 

Biennale) in relation to Senghor’s legacy - and also of great controversy - is La 

Biennale de Dak’Art (Araeen 2003, Oguibe 2008, Underwood 2014a, Vincent 

2014b, among others). Art historian Cédric Vincent devotes a comprehensive article 

to the analysis of the history of this festival, whose first edition (in 1990) “seems to 

be forgotten” (2014: 4). It is widely considered that the Biennale first took place in 

1992.13 The Biennale experienced a rebirth in 1996, when it repositioned itself as a 

Biennale de l’Art Contemporaine Africaine or Dak’Art.14 As a Biennale, it could be 

considered as responding to a different dynamic. However, in Chapter One I 

examine how it operates within the context of festivalisation in Senegal, looking at 

relations with festivals taking place after the year 2000.  

While vital for understanding the importance of Senghor and his legacy in the 

cultural scene in Senegal, the focus of these studies does not cover festivities in 

precolonial Senegal. Neither do these studies address the role that individuals and 

cultural actors have had in the festivalisation of the country. These are the gaps my 

																																																								
13 Vincent notes that “the tenth anniversary of the event was celebrated in 2002, revising the timeline to exclude 
the 1990 gathering” (2014: 4). 
14 Its previous name was Biennale des Lettres et des Arts. 
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study seeks to fill, building on the existing scholarship, and with contributions from 

the other two kinds of studies I have identified.  

One of the most emblematic contributions published to date emerges from 

Neveu Kringelbach (2014), because of its contemporary focus on an embodied form 

of culture (dance). Neveu Kringelbach uses the dance festival Festival Kaay Fecc as 

a point of departure to discuss dance in Dakar and the uses of the body in negotiating 

identities and status in present-day Senegal. In so doing, she traces a history of this 

international dance festival, which started as “a biennial event in 2001, by an 

independent group of performers, choreographers and arts organisers, with the 

blessing of the government” (Neveu Kringelbach 2014: 3). She argues that life and 

stage are continuously intertwined, to the extent that “people do not always make a 

clear distinction between the two” (2013: 5). This is an interesting point to further 

explore in my thesis, especially in relation to the potential legacy of Senghor’s 

philosophy, and to the professionalisation of culture advocated at festivals, since at 

FESFOP there is also dance. Neveu Kringelbach adds that during the Kaay Fecc, the 

festival venue, Maison de la Culture Douta Seck, becomes “an island of 

cosmopolitan activity,” where the locals eventually go to see the free performances 

or “the festival village” (2014: 4). Inspired by her study, I build on her exploration of 

the spatial dimension of festivals, examining the use of space also in the rural 

context, particularly in relation to ideas of the local and the international.  

Ina Thiam (& Niderhuber 2016) and Fatou Kandé Senghor (2015), festival 

actresses, also constitute vital contributors to the study of urban festivals in Senegal, 

such as Hip Hop Awards, FESTA2H and Festigraff, in Dakar. The particularity of 

Thiam and Kandé Senghor’s studies is that they tell the story of urban culture in the 
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country by giving voice to the protagonists - rappers, producers, promoters, and 

further cultural actors. While they do not trace specifically the history of festivals of 

urban culture, the testimonials in the books are key when attempting to trace the 

festivals’ trajectory. They put the accent on the individuals who are responsible for 

them. In the case of Thiam and Niederhuber (2016), such testimonials are 

complemented by photographs taken by Ina Thiam in different festivals. I build on 

these through stressing the role of collaboration among festivals, which is 

particularly evident in the case of festivals of urban culture, and which I explore in 

Dakar and other urban and rural regions.   

Recent studies have approached cultural festivals in contemporary Senegal 

through the idea of memory. Witz refers to this kind of festivals as “deliberately 

engineered festivals,” whose key objective is “to create a sense of belonging and 

identification to what is proclaimed to be a new nation, conveying a sense of 

pastness that is distinct and revelatory” (Witz 2003: 9). One of the studies of 

festivals in relation to memory is De Jong’s (2009) article on the Lantern Festival of 

Saint-Louis or Fanal, a festival that has been celebrated in different historic periods 

for different purposes: In the colonial period, from the eighteenth century, during the 

transatlantic slave trade and then also as part of the “construction of colonial 

hegemony” (De Jong 2009: 39); and in the postcolonial period, with a festivalised 

format appropriated by the local population as part of the tourist agenda of the city. 

This is the festival De Jong refers to as “palimpsest heritage” and “palimpsest of 

postcolonial modernity” (2009: 38),15 in that it does not just have a very specific 

relation to the colonial past, as identified by previous studies (Dieng 1999 in Georg 

																																																								
15 See ‘Section 1.4.2. Festivals as sites of cultural heritage (re)creation’ for an explanation of the term. 
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1999: 37-50, Gamble 1989, Rémy 1974, Samb 1975), but also, it is reinterpreted in 

the postcolonial present from which it is remembered (De Jong 2009: 38).  

De Jong’s view of the Fanal corresponds with the view of both Cooley 

(2010: 74) and Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1998: 7) that there can be both tradition and 

the (re)invention of tradition at the same time, in contrast with Hobsbawm and 

Ranger’s idea of the “invention of tradition” (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1983). By that, 

Hobsbawm and Ranger mean that even if the term ‘tradition’ appears to be old, it is 

“often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented” and manages to establish itself 

within a short period of time (1983: 1). This establishment of a certain practice as a 

tradition, they argue, occurs due to a continuous repetition, which implies certain 

continuity with the past, but that responds to “novel situations” (1983: 1-2). That is, 

tradition, as performed in the present, is not just linked to the past, but also, to the 

present within which is situated and remembered. As Ranger himself notes, in his 

book chapter written in 1993, revisiting the idea of “invention of tradition,” the 

argument was not that all traditions are “invented.” Rather it was a term situated in a 

specific context that, in the case of Africa, referred to the way in which colonialism 

brought “systematic inventions of African traditions” in a simplistic way, which 

contrasted with the plural precolonial African society (1993: 63). Building on this 

academic discussion about the relation between past and present in the performance 

of traditions in festivals (De Jong 2009, Dieng 1999 in Georg 1999, Gamble 1989, 

Rémy 1974, Samb 1975), and Witz’s accent on the social function of festivals 

curated around the idea of tradition (2003: 9), I seek to examine further uses and 

performances of tradition in relation to the ideas of the local and the international in 

‘two-tier festivals.’  
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The role and performance of tradition in contemporary festivals has also 

recently been studied by De Jong in the context of a rural festival in the north of 

Senegal. He uses the fourth edition of the Festival International de Culture et 

Développement de Thilogne, celebrated in 2004, to illustrate that festivals are 

“platforms for the articulation of modern subjectivities” (2016: 173). The notion 

emerges from his concept of  “masquerades of modernity,” that he coins to refer to 

cultural festivals in Senegal both as “archives of tradition” and “mediations of 

modernity” (De Jong 2007). His work gives excellent insight into the diversity of 

festival experiences and the view of festivals as open fora, where public and private 

realms are conveyed (Dovey 2015: 22, Witz 2003: 10), which I seek to further 

explore in the case of FESFOP.  De Jong’s chapter also discusses how the festival is 

used as a tool for development in the region (Kane 2010 in De Jong 2016: 173), 

stressing the role of migrants in the organisation of the festival. In so doing, he 

examines the complexities and contradictions at a cultural festival conceived both as 

a project of heritage (re)creation and transmission, for development purposes, aimed 

at “an unwilling audience of international migrants” and with a notorious local 

audience, where different individual ideas of modernity were conveyed (De Jong 

2016: 174). These observations also fit neatly with the case study of FESFOP, in a 

region shaped, as I discuss in Chapter Three, by a continuous movement of people – 

today labelled as ‘migration’ – where I further examine the relation between local 

development and internationalisation, illustrative of the multifaceted aspects of 

festivals. More specifically, my study seeks to fill a gap in the scholarship on 

festivals and Senegal, as I have mentioned in the previous section, which has not 

devoted attention to the role and place of rural festivals in the festivalisation of the 

country.   
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1.5. Research Aims 

This thesis aims to shed light on the process of festivalisation, festival culture 

and, in particular, rural festivals. It seeks to examine the relation between festivals 

and festival locations in a world of an increasingly accentuated globalisation. In so 

doing, it aims to analyse the role that festivals play in the societies in which they are 

hosted, not only on a cultural level, but also socially and economically, as well as the 

way in which the local dimension of the festival interacts with the international. 

Through a regional focus on Senegal, this thesis will also take into account the 

relation between festivals and postcolonialism. 

This thesis departs from the perception that festivals in Senegal are conceived 

as both local and international. It questions what the local and the international 

framework respectively mean and how they are reflected through different festival 

experiences by the range of festival participants, such as programmers, participating 

artists, sponsors and audiences. 

This main aim is complemented by further specific aims, seeking to 

contribute to the study of festivalisation both within Senegal but also globally. In so 

doing, I intend to explore a series of questions:  

- What is the history of festivalisation in Senegal? 

- What are the implications of calling an event a ‘festival’ in a country with 

such a long history of festivities? 

- Is there any coherence between the different festivals in Senegal?  

- How are festivals experienced within the communities where they are 

organised? 
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- If festivals are conceived locally and internationally at the same time, when 

does the internationalisation of festivals start? 

- Do the local and the international frameworks have the same implications in 

rural and urban contexts? In other words, what does it mean to organise a 

festival in a rural context and in relation to the broader festivalisation of 

Senegal? 

- What does the focus on rural festivals add to the scholarship, which usually 

understands festivals as an urban phenomenon?  

- How are the local and international frameworks reflected in the spatial and 

temporal dimensions of the festival?  

- What is the relation between rural festivals and local development and what 

are the complexities such a relationship entails? 

- And lastly, why FESFOP and why Louga as my case study? What is the 

relevance of this festival?  

1.6. Research Methods 

1.6.1. The point of departure and resulting multi-positionalities 

The first time I encountered the cultural arena of Senegal was through the 

media, as a filmmaker, and as a journalist for the Senegalese public newspaper Le 

Soleil. 16 It was then, in 2012, that I heard about FESFOP. I decided to travel to 

Louga, just 200 km to the north of Dakar to see the festival space, meet the 

president, Babacar Sarr, and artistic director, Ibrahima Ndoye, and write an article 

about the festival.17 This first encounter encouraged me to further explore this 

festival which was local and international at the same time, and where folklore was 

																																																								
16 In the summer of 2012 I presented Témoignages de l’autre côté at Cultura Dakar. It is a documentary about 
Senegalese migration in Spain. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXur_jftRRg  
17 See Appendix 2 for the article.  
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discussed as “tradition” (pers. comm. 2012). I did a first analysis of the festival 

programme for my MA dissertation and realised that the festival required a much 

more in-depth study.  

In 2014, at the beginning of my PhD, I attended the fourteenth edition in an 

exploratory trip for the purpose of this thesis. Although I was clear that the reason 

for my presence was my doctoral research, whenever I was introduced I was referred 

to as a “journalist” or “filmmaker.”18 This time, instead of simply doing interviews 

as a journalist would, I undertook participant observation, one of the cornerstones of 

ethnographic methods. It was a key trip to make contact with FESFOP, become 

familiar with the town of Louga, and build connections with some people there. 

More importantly, it was indispensable to understanding the academic interest of 

FESFOP, even if by then I was not aware of its relevance as arguably the first ‘two-

tier festival’ in the country, and the extent to which its programme of “cultural 

decentralisation” was important in the broader festivalisation and cultural dimension 

nationally.  

After this exploratory trip, an official letter was sent to FESFOP informing 

the organisers of the selection of the festival as my main case study, and requesting 

access and collaboration for the purposes of my research. This was responded to 

positively and I was granted an extra role, introduced often as an “intern” (stagiaire) 

rather than as a researcher. These multi-positionalities and background in Senegal 

made my research ‘immersive’ and participatory. I see it more as an immersive than 

practice-based ethnography in that it consisted of an immersion into the context and 

the territory of Louga and Senegal more broadly. It was in Senegal, where I spent 

																																																								
18 It has to be noted that after meeting Ibrahima Ndoye, theatre director, I filmed a scene of a play he directed 
about clandestine migration, for the purpose of my documentary Témoignages… “waa Suñu Gaal” / 
Testimonials from the people in Senegal (Mariama Badji & Estrella Sendra, 2015).		
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around nine months in total (from October 2015 to January 2016, then from April 

2016 to June 2016, and from July to September 2016) that I accessed a wide range of 

oral and written archives about festivals, finding them live, on the streets and 

people’s testimonials, rather than in existing literature. It was also in Senegal that I 

got in touch with Senegalese scholars researching the field of cultural studies, mainly 

with a focus on music, from the disciplines of Sociology, Urban Studies and Hip 

Hop Studies. I consulted and bought books I would not have found in London, and 

established contact and collaborated with scholars in Senegal, in particular, with 

Saliou Ndour, whose concept of ‘two-tier music’ had inspired my idea of two-tier 

festivals. I immersed myself – or was rather immersed by others within the circle – 

in the festival scene through adopting multiple positionalities, as a researcher, but 

also as festival organiser and a filmmaker journalist with work experience in the 

country. This background favoured my immersion in the festival network across 

journalists and researchers. At the same time, my three-month fieldwork period in 

Louga, working closely with FESFOP contributed significantly to my immersion in 

the network of festival organisers, whom I refer to more broadly in my thesis as 

cultural actors, during the rest of my fieldwork year. 

At times I took on roles and attitudes beyond what was necessary for the 

purpose of the thesis, but that have ultimately led to my in-depth understanding of 

the research topic and sparked unexpected connections. I was welcomed as part of 

“the FESFOP family,” with a mutual collaboration where I was given access and the 

opportunity to perform a variety of roles, mainly related to the FESFOP Commission 

of Communication. Whenever FESFOP was invited to other festivals, such as 

FESNAC, I became part of the FESFOP delegation, presented as a stagiaire, which 

comprised a variety of roles, such as analyst, videographer, and photographer. This 
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participatory approach at FESFOP was key to my immersion in the festival scene in 

the country, where I was identified as a festival researcher focusing on FESFOP, but 

also as a filmmaker and journalist. The experience I had gained while working at Le 

Soleil, and contact with its journalists, in particular Omar Diouf and Ibrahima Bâ, 

was also central to the immersive approach of my research, not just facilitating 

contacts with festival organisers, but also, including my work in the collective 

documentation and coverage of festivals in the country. 

1.6.2. Research Methods for this Thesis 

I have engaged with my research object in two main ways, through the 

academic literature written on festivals, and through fieldwork. When I began the 

process of researching festivals in Senegal, the literature was still scarce and the 

references were to be found spread across a range of disciplines, such as African 

studies (Coulon 1999, Goerg 1999), African cultural studies (Dieye 2012), 

anthropology (De Jong 2009, 2010, Neveu Kringelbach 2013), history (Barry 2012, 

Diouf 2012), urban studies (Benga 2002, 2005), sociology (Tamba & Blin 2014), 

musicology (Bizas 2014, Counsel 2009) and history of art (Harney 2004, Snipe 

1998).  

One of the few works that offered an overview of festivals in the country was 

Moustapha Tamba and Myriam Odile Blin’s co-authored book, which had been 

published in 2014, a year before I started my PhD. In the book, festivals were 

discussed as part of a historic overview of cultural policies under each of the 

presidents of postcolonial Senegal.  Sociologists Tamba and Blin had noted that 

since the 1990s, Senegal experienced an emergence of cultural events by private or 

individual initiatives in a period that they classify as “cultural and artistic 
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decentralisation” (Tamba & Blin 2014: 85). While they briefly explained what the 

second Law of Decentralisation in 1996 consisted of (2014: 73-74), the book made 

no reference to the colonial origins of the Law. At the same time, the discussion of 

festivals, among other cultural industries since the 1990s, in a second part of the 

book titled “the decentralisation of culture and cultural industries” might be seen to 

imply that there had been a successful implementation of the Law of 

Decentralisation. Yet this was not analysed nor questioned in depth. Festivals were 

just chronologically listed by name and location in order to illustrate the cultural 

production in the country (2014: 88), with some exceptions of key festivals, such as 

the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz (2014: 85-86) or Festival Kaay Fecc in Dakar (2014: 

87-88), with a quantitative approach that encourages scholars to engage in further 

research across different disciplines.  

I have sought to continue their conversation within the field of festival 

studies, where Senegal and Africa more broadly have been under-represented 

(Iordanova 2013, De Valck 2007 & 2016, Bennett et al. 2014). This gap was 

addressed in film festival studies more specifically by Lindiwe Dovey, whose book 

Curating Africa in the age of film festivals (2015) was published during my second 

PhD year. Dovey’s book identified an increasing internationalisation of film festivals 

in Africa (2015: 131-158) and addressed the complexities involving the curation of 

Africa for international and local audiences that have greatly benefitted my reflection 

on the international framings of festivals and the different political, cultural and 

economic tensions involved. The same year, Senegalese historian Adama Djigo 

published a book covering a period of cultural policies on heritage that had not yet 

been studied, from 1816 to 2000. This was also a key source for my study of 

festivals in Senegal, that I see as rooted in a long history of cultural, traditional and 
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religious festivities in the country.  

In 2016, coinciding with the fiftieth anniversary of the First World Festival of 

Negro Arts, celebrated in Senegal in 1966, David Murphy edited the first collection 

entirely dedicated to this historic event, its context and legacies. The book responded 

to an academic gap, that had yet not offered such in-depth analysis of the 1966 

Festival, with a series of voices from different disciplines whose area of expertise is 

Senegal, such as art historians Cédric Vincent, Dominique Malaquais and Elizabeth 

Harney, anthropologist Hélène Neveu Kringelbach – who has researched the Festival 

Kaay Fecc in Dakar (2013) –, and Ferdinand De Jong, from heritage studies, with a 

chapter on cultural festivals in Senegal. I have sought to contribute to Senegalese 

festival studies through a focus on a rural festival, FESFOP in Louga, in order to 

study the broader festivalisation in the country, both in urban and rural areas.  

The fieldwork of this thesis has involved ethnographic methods and archival 

research. I have accessed (written) printed archives – the National Archives of 

Senegal and the UCAD archives of the news publications on the Premier Festival 

Mondial des Arts Nègres (in Dakar-Matin). While valuable sources, they are still 

limited for a comprehensive study of the wide range of festivals hosted in the 

country, since some of the festivals do not have any printed record, but just oral or 

digital. I complemented these with the printed archives of Le Soleil, 19 the national 

state newspaper, which has digital archives since 2010. However, very few people 

know of the existence of such archives, as I was told by cultural journalist Omar 

Diouf (pers. comm. 2017), who had facilitated my access to them. I further accessed 

a variety of digital ‘archives,’ such as the PANAFEST Archive, the printed and 
																																																								
19 Le Soleil was a name given by Senghor. The national newspaper had previously been called Paris-Dakar 
(1933-1961), stressing the link between the two colonial capitals, and since independence, Dakar-Matin (1961-
1970). It is after then that the newspaper was re-named Le Soleil, suggesting a rupture with the colonial origins of 
the newspaper. For more information, see (18.08.17): https://www.musicinafrica.net/node/1481.  
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digital archives of the Cultural Department of the Spanish Embassy and its cultural 

centre, Aula Cervantes,20 in Dakar, as well as Senegalese-based online platforms and 

networks, with articles, images, and videos.  

The collection of festivals for my PhD research required a much more in situ 

collaborative and immersive position, with close attention to oral testimonials, and 

attending different festivals (17 in total), where I met with directors of other festivals 

celebrated in different regions. With the exception of Kaolack, most of the festivals I 

attended were concentrated in the northern region, from Dakar to Saint-Louis. This is 

because a large number of festivals take place around the same dates, which hindered 

any possibility of going to the southern region of Casamance, where a large number 

of festivals are also celebrated, such as the long-running Abene Festivalo, launched 

in 1994. I found 94 festivals, a number that kept growing throughout my PhD period 

and increasing immersion in the field, which led me to see the number as illustrative 

of the festivalisation in Senegal. When I first wrote the historic chapter that would 

follow the introduction, with a chronology and brief explanation of each of these 

festivals, the chapter had the full length required for the PhD thesis. While I could 

not use this for the thesis,21 it constituted an essential primary work to find common 

threads and be able to make sense of the data collected and the history of 

festivalisation in Senegal. 

The ethnographic part of the study mainly consisted of participant 

observation and the adoption of visual methods, through photo-reportage and video-

recording of a variety of festivals, and the production of a documentary film on the 
																																																								
20 See the list of collected materials in Appendix 4.  
21 I am already in the process of transforming this into a co-authored book with cultural journalist Omar Diouf, 
with a first part written by me with this chronological history of festivals in Senegal, possibly adding some 
festivals that have not been including in my thesis; and a second part written by Omar Diouf, with a selection of 
his coverage of festivals and artists in Senegal, put together discursively in order to tell the history of music in 
Senegal. We hope to publish this in French in Senegal in the upcoming years.  
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main case study, FESFOP. This visual ethnography has also been key to this study, 

precisely seeking to address festivals via their multifaceted nature, which requires a 

multi-positionality by the festival researcher, as Toby Lee (in De Valck 2016: 123) 

and Neveu Kringelbach (2013: 20) observe. It has also been central to the 

participatory approach, as these are materials that festival organisers and artists have 

been using for their own purposes.22  

I have relied on oral sources, through first-hand oral testimonies of festival 

participants and cultural actors, semi-informal, semi-structured and formal 

interviews. I have conducted a total of 58 formal interviews,23 and around 20 semi-

informal interviews, as well as engaged in a large number of casual discussions and 

meetings among festival participants and journalists. In other words, I have produced 

contemporary documents that can then become part of an archive of festivals in the 

country. Consent forms were completed by interviewees in the case of formal and 

semi-informal interviews, as well as formal letters both from SOAS and FESFOP. 

This served to express agreement with my choice of research focus and case study, 

as well as my audiovisual and written methods. In the case of filmed interviews, 

consent was expressed orally, as well as in the case of casual discussions and 

meetings.   

I divided my fieldwork research into three trips of two to three months: 

October 2015 to January 2016, April to June 2016, and July to September 2016. Due 

to the immersive character of my research, during the two one-month intervals of 

fieldwork, I was seen as part of the cultural scene (almost as a cultural actress) but 

																																																								
22 Very often I was requested to make short videos or to take photographs, to be sent to sponsors, or just for the 
organisers to have a visual documentation of their festival. I also gave these to artists, who were building their 
portfolios, and who were interested in opportunities for mobility and exchange in their artistic careers.  
23 The full list is included after the bibliography at the end of the thesis.  
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based abroad,24 rather than just as “a foreign researcher.” My constant 

communication with cultural actors and journalists made me part of the “festival 

circle,” in the sense of being part of the local discussions on festivals, among 

organisers, journalists and artists. Having a close relation to the media has also been 

fundamental in the attempt to assemble for the first time, the list of festivals in the 

country.25 As mentioned, a central figure and research partner in this task has been 

the figure of Omar Diouf, a highly qualified and experienced journalist, director of 

the cultural section of Le Soleil, as well as Ibrahima Bâ, journalist at the newspaper 

since 2012.26  

During the first period of my fieldwork, especially when I was mainly based 

in Louga, I became part of the FESFOP “delegation,”27 as videographer, 

photographer and analyst of the Festival. I consulted the FESFOP archives and 

further documents about Louga, and interviewed a large number of FESFOP 

members and festival participants. This period was also key for networking and 

contacting other cultural actors and festival organisers in the country, as well as local 

researchers both at the Université Cheikh Anta Diop (UCAD) in Dakar and the 

Université Gaston Berger (UGB) in Saint-Louis. I attended five other festivals in 

this period,28 the Festival du Film Documentaire, in Saint-Louis; FESNAC, in 

Kaolack; Banlieue Film Festival, in Dakar; Festival Xeex, in Dakar; and Festival 

Njaambuur Hip Hop, in Louga.  

																																																								
24 As I discuss in Chapter Five on spaces, the ‘territory’ of Senegal does not just comprise the physical territory 
of Senegal, but it is also virtual, as there is a large history of mobility, today labelled as ‘migration.’ This 
community abroad is also an active participant in the festival scene.  
25 See Appendix 3 for the festival calendar during my fieldwork year.  
26 He has been covering a large number of cultural events in Senegal, including the 8th FESNAC and the Biennale 
de Dak’Art during my fieldwork year.  
27 This involved travelling with FESFOP, as part of the delegation (or team), to the 8th FESNAC (9-12 December 
2015), as well as participation in a wide range of FESFOP activities, and attendance at their meetings and 
everyday gatherings.  
28 See the full list of festivals attended during my whole fieldwork year in the Appendix 5.  
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During my second trip, I attended seven festivals of the spring season, the 

Festival de Rire, in Louga; the Festival International Rapandar, in Saint-Louis; 

Festigraff, in Dakar, the Biennale de Dak’Art, in Dakar; the Festival Saint-Louis 

Jazz, in Saint-Louis; FESTA2H, in Dakar; and Festival Duo Solo Danse, in Saint-

Louis. This proved to be indispensable for the study of FESFOP in relation to the 

broader festivalisation of the country. It was also key to interviewing further festival 

organisers and cultural actors. I did most of the archival research at Le Soleil 

archives, the Spanish Embassy and the Aula Cervantes archives in Dakar. This 

proved to be helpful in understanding the national media coverage of festivals, and 

the relations and tensions between international institutional sponsors and festivals.  

The third trip took place just after the end of Ramadan, and thus there were a 

very limited number of festivals. I attended four of them: FESTEFF, in Louga; 

FIRPI, in Louga, the Festival Gorée Cinema, on Gorée Island; and the Festival 

Chemins Croisés de Danse, in Louga. The field trip consisted mainly of, first, 

continuing data collection, and completing interviews with key festival organisers, 

such as Rokhaya Daba Sarr, director of the music festival Africa Fête, and cultural 

actors and actresses, such as Ina Thiam, manager of the Africulturban Archives, 

Urban Doc. Second, it also allowed me to see festival spaces outside of the festival 

dates, such as the Chateau, in Saint-Louis, which hosts the Festival Duo Solo Danse. 

Finally, it also led to a collaboration with Saliou Ndour, one of the leading scholars 

on cultural industries in Senegal, based at the UGB, with whom I analysed the 

archives of the coverage of the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres in Dakar-

Matin. The results of our collaborative research, related to this thesis, were presented 

at an international conference at Florida State University in October 2015, devoted to 

the fiftieth anniversary of the 1966 Festival, which is in the process of publication in 
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a special journal issue. More importantly, it allowed me to be part of the Senegalese 

scholarship on cultural studies and to engage in collaborative academic dynamics. 

During the second and the third periods, meetings and visits to FESFOP allowed me 

to further understand the structure of FESFOP and its relation to festivalisation and 

local development in Louga. In order to better illustrate the festivals that took place 

during my fieldwork research, I support the text with visual elements, such as 

videos29 and photographs, as well as maps of the festival spaces.  

As an individual researcher, it is impossible to attend every festival, as they 

may overlap and are celebrated in different places; and it is also impossible to attend 

the variety of activities within the same festival. Nor is it possible to disregard my 

positionality as a white European researcher. This shaped the ways in which many 

people in Louga and Senegal talked to me about their festival experiences and how 

people understand them in relation to the local and the international. At the same 

time, being visually identifiable as a white European gave me privileged access in 

certain arenas where a black body may have encountered greater barriers or the need 

for special clearance. For instance, during the opening of the Biennale de Dak’Art, 

featuring a speech by president Macky Sall, despite the strict security controls and 

need for a badge or official invitations to access the National Theatre Sorano where 

the opening was held, a completed and printed application form from me was enough 

(prior to collecting my badge) to let my three Spanish visitors and me in.  

The tracing of a genealogy of festivals was also challenging in that these are 

highly dynamic and fragile structures, emerging and disappearing continuously, or 

interrupted or cancelled for a variety of reasons, such as security and sustainability. I 

																																																								
29 I provide links to these when pertinent, yet they can also be accessed through my personal website at 
http://www.estrellasendra.com/phd-research/, Vimeo channel https://vimeo.com/user5786345 and in a CD 
included in this thesis with the rest of the visual figures.   
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hope my thesis constitutes valuable sources or tools of research in festival studies. 

Ultimately, I hope to contribute to a critical understanding of festival culture, of rural 

festivals, and how particular festival organisers, participants and audiences are 

reflecting on ideas of the local and international through and within the festivals, 

with particular attention to festival spaces and temporalities.  

The genealogy of festivals traced in this thesis is the result of oral accounts 

and “social capital,” borrowing Bourdieu’s term, thanks to “being there” and to 

“deep hanging out” (Gertz 1998, 2001 in Lee 2016: 124).  Some scholars (such as 

Carmel 2011) have compared ethnography to gossip, with negotiations of access and 

an attempt to grasp as many perspectives as possible. This is why we can never say 

anything final about a festival, as this is experienced differently by the different 

people who attend it. There is a Wolof proverb that captures this idea of 

“ethnography as gossip” – ‘Lu gan xam ci dëkk, ku fa dëkk ko ko wax’ (‘what a 

stranger knows about a town, someone living there has told him/her’). More 

importantly, this proverb shows the collaborative dimension of the social capital 

entailed in the research that has led to this thesis. While written by me, it is 

polyphonic and only possible thanks to testimonials – conversations, semi-structured 

and semi-informal interviews, generously given based on trust, and on belief that we 

are all invested in the same cause – Senegalese culture – in a context where this 

investment has a highly activist dimension, that the thesis hopes to shed light on.  

Learning Wolof, thanks to an excellent linguist, Miriam Weidl, PhD 

researcher at SOAS, and part of the Crossroads project, was key for my fieldwork 

research and engagement with the topic and its protagonists. Having travelled to 

Senegal several times since 2012, I knew some basic expressions. However, thanks 
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to the SOAS Language Acquisition Fund, I could study Wolof in private tutorials 

from November 2014 to May 2015 and then again from November to December 

2016. While my Wolof is still not at a native proficiency level, I am able to 

understand the vast majority of any oral conversations, particularly, in relation to the 

topic of festivals and the every day. I am also quite fluent in oral and written Wolof. 

Most of the interviews were conducted in French, at times shifting from French to 

Wolof, or vice-versa. However, a large number of interviews in Louga were 

conducted in Wolof, sometimes with help from Wolof speakers. Other interviews 

were conducted in Spanish, with Spanish cultural actors or institutional figures, or 

Senegalese people who can speak Spanish due to mobility or education. Being able 

to understand Wolof was also indispensable to interacting with people, as well as to 

following meetings and identifying the difference in speeches at festivals or cultural 

events, when switching from French to Wolof. English was just used in interactions 

in the field with American artist participants at festivals. This multilingual approach 

has to be taken into account when reading the thesis, as before the written English, 

there may (most likely) have been at least three different languages involved. 

1.6.3. Ethical considerations 

Due to the immersive, participatory and self-reflexive approach, where I was 

continuously aware of the variety of roles that my title of ‘researcher’ entailed, the 

result of this research is also shaped by several ethical considerations. My immersive 

approach allowed me to compile a very comprehensive list of festivals in Senegal, 

with a series of theoretical implications beyond those arising from my main case 

study, what I consider the landmark of my thesis. It also led to the development of 

trust, which offered me crucial insights into the political and economic tensions in 

cultural festivals and which have been key to the theorising of festivalisation in 
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Senegal in this thesis. However, it also led to implicit rules of confidentiality which 

have sometimes prevented me from making explicit or even implicit references to 

some of the critical views and aspects of festivals. I still consider the respect of such 

rules crucial in this and any other kind of research, which I see as collaborative. I 

think that it is that “silence” of the unsaid that has made possible what has been said 

in this thesis. I also think that the points arising from this thesis can further be 

elaborated by other scholars, and serve as a point of departure for their consideration 

of the ways in which festivals and thus cultures are related to social movements, 

migration, politics, economics, foreign aid and development organisations.  

The relations of trust and, ultimately, of friendship led to critical and 

controversial statements and situations that I have preferred not to refer to, for ethical 

reasons, as they were implicitly confidential or told to me as a ‘friend’ rather than as 

a researcher. I have also anonymised certain statements and people used to illustrate 

certain festival dynamics, whenever the information was not received first-hand or 

authorised, stressing the phenomenon rather than specific personal situations.   

The testimonials did not solely derive from relations of trust. They often led 

to expectations of achieving further visibility, funding or mobility opportunities, due 

to my international networks and multi-positionality. While the realisation of such 

expectations was enlightening for the purpose of my research to examine the ways in 

which ideas of the ‘international’ are understood by artists and other festival 

participants, I have also avoided excessive personification, that is, naming specific 

people to illustrate examples. I refer only to certain statements made during semi-

formal or formal interviews where interviewees were aware of the academic purpose 

of the discussion, and had consented through signed forms or oral agreement.     
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The multi-positionality in the field was not just defined by others – who 

described me in different or multiple ways depending on the situation – but often by 

myself. That is, I sometimes introduced myself as a journalist or filmmaker too, 

depending on the situation. This was often complemented by an explanation that I 

was now a PhD ‘student’ writing a thesis about festivals in Senegal. It helped 

contextualise my research for those who did not know me yet, or in situations in 

which I had not been put in touch through someone else. That is, it served to show 

that I had not just arrived there but that there was certain background to my research.  

The need to adopt different positions is something that other scholars have 

also noted in festival research. Iordanova notes that many scholars usually find 

themselves looking for alternative “excuses” other than their academic research, to 

approach festivals, since these “do not seem, for some reason, to find academics of 

much use at all” (Iordanova 2013: 4). Neveu Kringelbach shares this concern about 

the difficulties of justifying the presence of a researcher in the festival field – where 

she took on the role of a festival organiser and had to deal with a constant feeling of 

having “to give something back” and took on workshops on sabar and dance to help 

legitimise her presence in the field (2013: 20-24). In so doing, she implies a reason 

why this may happen. The local perception, Neveu Kringelbach argues, is arguably 

“distrustful of the ethics of research in Africa by outsiders,” because a scholar from 

outside Africa travels to observe, learn from people, draw conclusions and “go back 

to be called an ‘expert’” (2013: 24). These are experiences I also encountered, and 

which I tried to counterbalance through a collaborative, participatory and immersive 

approach, as I have tried to illustrate: with a local scholar, in the co-writing of a 

conference paper; with FESFOP, through the production of photographs and videos 

put at their disposal, as well as through providing them visibility in the academic and 
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journalistic spheres; and with a large number of festival organisers, cultural actors 

and people in the country, with whom I try to keep in regular contact, and with 

whom I hope to share my thesis upon completion.  

1.7. Outline and Structure of PhD Thesis 

This thesis is composed of six chapters, preceded by this introduction and 

followed by a conclusion. Due to the scarcity of primary sources, the first part 

contributes vital research on festivalisation in Senegal, from a historical point of 

view. This is divided into two chapters. Chapter One offers a historical overview of 

festivalisation in Senegal since precolonial times up to the year 2000, when I argue 

that ‘two-tier festivals’ arose. Chapter Two then looks at festivals after the year 

2000, upon the implementation of the Second Reform of the Law of Decentralisation 

in 1996, seeking to find coherence among them. These chapters are followed by 

another historical chapter which aims to contextualise the cultural role of Louga, the 

region of the selected case study, labelled as “cultural capital of Senegal” by Mame 

Birame Diouf, former Minister of Culture in Senegal, in 2008.  

Chapter Four focuses on the main case study, the Festival International de 

Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga, offering a historical overview of the 

festival since its inception, in the year 2000, to the present. The historical approach is 

complemented by a festival and cultural studies approach, which aims to further 

examine key aspects of ‘two-tier festivals’, as discussed in Chapter Two. Chapter 

Five focuses on the spatial dimensions of FESFOP, described by President Babacar 

Sarr as a “project of territory” (pers. comm. 2015). It looks at the importance of the 

geographical rooting of the festival, particularly in relation to rurality. It also 

examines the range of festival spaces and thus the decentralisation of the festival 
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through space, and the different ways in which they entail different forms of 

engagement and understandings of the local and the international. Chapter Six 

focuses on the temporal dimensions of FESFOP, suggesting there is also a 

decentralisation of the festival time, through a structure whose activity and impact 

extends beyond the festival dates. Each chapter closes with a conclusion, gathering 

the key findings of the chapter. This allows me to offer a broader conclusion at the 

end of the thesis, highlighting the main contributions of this thesis to the literature on 

festival studies and Senegalese festival studies in particular.  
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Chapter One: Towards a “history” of festivalization in 
Senegal. Festivals until the year 2000 

In this chapter I seek to trace, for the first time, a history of the phenomenon of 

festivalisation in Senegal. I hope to lay the groundwork and invite others to 

participate in a collective effort to trace it dynamically. I could have classified it in 

chronological periods under each of the presidencies in the Republic of Senegal: 

Léopold Sédar Senghor (1960-1980), Abdou Diouf (1981-1999), Abdoulaye Wade 

(2000-2012), and Macky Sall (2012-present). This is how some of the most 

significant contributions to studying culture in Senegal have been approached. Tracy 

Snipe (1998) examines the relation between arts and politics in Senegal from 1960 to 

1996. Abdou Sylla (1998) looks at fine arts and the state in Senegal. Elizabeth 

Harney (2004) looks at Senghor’s legacy in the art scene in Senegal beyond his 

presidential period. More recently, two books have examined culture in Senegal, 

approaching it historically via presidential periods, from Senghor to Wade. One such 

contribution comes from Mame Birame Diouf (2012), Abdou Diouf’s cultural 

advisor, and Minister of Culture from 2007 to 2009, under Abdoulaye Wade’s 

presidency. The second publication is a co-authored book by Moustapha Tamba and 

Myriam Odile Blin (2014), whose preface is written by Abdoulaye Élimane Kane, 

also Minister of Culture from 1995 to 1999, under Abdou Diouf’s presidency.  

In contrast to these significant studies of culture in Senegal, I have chosen 

not to approach festivalisation in Senegal according to each of the presidential 

periods. Neither do I trace the origins of festivalisation only from the postcolonial 

period. Such classification would not shed light on the variety of festival initiatives 

that derive from individual people and associations. It would also imply that there 
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were no festivals before the postcolonial period. By no means does this choice imply 

a rejection of the involvement of each of the presidents and the influence of their 

cultural policies on the festivalisation of the country. There are continuous political 

references in my analysis, and local responses to the political context. However, with 

the exception of the Law of Decentralisation, cultural policies are not analysed in 

detail, as in Tamba and Blin (2014) and Diouf (2012). Instead, I suggest that while 

presidents and their cultural policies have affected the way in which festivals have 

been conceived, they have not been the protagonists of festivalisation in the country. 

I then seek to place the agency in the people, artists, cultural actors and associations 

who are actively participating in the festivalisation of Senegal.  

In this chapter, I cover the period from precolonial festivities to the year 2000 

and in Chapter Three I look at festivals in the twenty-first century. This classification 

has been established due to an important spatial distinction: centralisation before the 

year 2000 and decentralisation since then. In other words, if festivals until the year 

2000 are mainly concentrated in the colonial capital of Saint-Louis and the urban 

postcolonial capital of Dakar, from that point festivals start to spread across the 

different regions in the country.  

1.1. Ritual festivities in precolonial Senegal  

There has been a long history of festivities in Senegal before the European idea 

of the ‘cultural festival’ was introduced. In precolonial Senegal, a variety of cultural 

performances including music, dance, and fashion, were part of crucial moments in 

life. The variety of rituals is as rich as cultural diversity in Senegal, due to the 

country’s strategic geographical position, in an area of “confluence and cultural mix 

and populations” (Djigo 2015: 27). They are often referred to as “ritual festivities” 
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(Djigo 2015: 92) or “traditional festivities” [in French, fêtes traditionnelles] (Sarr, 

pers. comm. 2016). Senegalese historian Adama Djigo’s study of cultural heritage in 

Senegal from 1816 to 2000 constitutes an emblematic contribution to studying the 

origins of festivalisation in Senegal, shedding light on some of the ritual festivities.  

The study of festivals needs to be grounded in exploring the celebration of 

these ritual festivities to better understand the implications of the designation of an 

event as ‘festival.’ A first observation is that most rituals involve the celebration of a 

transitional period, in the life cycle of human beings or from a season to another, in 

relation to agriculture and nature, more broadly. This celebration of transition 

distinguishes rituals from festivals, which showcase culture, framed differently to 

express different ideas for different purposes. In contrast, festivals inherit from ritual 

festivities the idea of a ‘festival season,’ during which there is a high number of 

festivals. Some of the rituals always take place on the same date, such as the fertility 

ritual for women and for the arrival of the rain, named Gamond, among the Bedik 

population in Eastern Senegal. Many ritual festivities take place around the rainy 

season, known as hivernage. Similarly, festivals are usually organised around a 

similar date, before or after the hivernage, during the Easter and Christmas periods, 

considered as two high festival seasons.  

The study of festivals in relation to rituals also serves to acknowledge the 

existence of moments of festivity before the notion of ‘festival’ is adopted to refer to 

festivities in Senegal. As Babacar Sarr notes,1 “the traditional festivities have always 

existed. Their origins go back hundreds of years” (pers. comm. 2016). Ritual 

festivities, which appear in a variety of names and local languages, have been 

																																																								
1 Babacar Sarr, president of FESFOP association and director of its festival, is described by many people in 
Louga, his native region, and more broadly, in Senegal as an homme de culture and as heritage himself. 
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practised and celebrated across time, not just in precolonial Senegal. During 

colonisation and even before the spread of Islam and Christianity, they played an 

important role in society (Djigo 2015: 92). Many of them are still practised today. 

Rituals have been “patrimonialised” (Djigo 2015: 89), that is, considered as 

intangible cultural heritage to be preserved. This is further illustrated in that rituals 

are still practised today, as Sarr claims. “Even if there is Islam today, these 

traditional rituals still continue. They came before Islam and they have stayed” (pers. 

comm. 2016). Festivals have not replaced them. They cohabit with each other. 

Despite their relation to heritage, rituals are perceived as different from festivals. 

This is reinforced by Sarr: “[Traditional] festivities [fêtes] have to be called 

festivities and not festivals because festival is a modern concept” (pers. comm. 

2016). He emphasises the “modern” nature of festivals, in contrast with rituals, and 

thus implies a series of differences, which I seek to explore throughout this thesis.  

Rituals have not just been going through a process of patrimonialisation 

(Djigo 2015: 90), but also are increasingly experiencing “festivalisation” (De Jong 

2013). One such case is the Xooy, a ritual of divination of nature, predicting the 

future of the kings, the weather conditions for the needs of agriculture and to avoid 

any natural hazard. Practised in Fatick, the Xooy has been patrimonialised by 

UNESCO since 2013, but also festivalised, that is, transformed into a festival. It calls 

audiences to attend even if they are not participating in the ritual. A further example 

of festivalised ritual is the Kankurang, studied by Ferdinand De Jong (2007, 2013), 

which was proclaimed Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO in 

2005. In the past, the circumcision ritual was a secret where only boys and men 

participating were allowed access. As such, the reproduction of the images of the 

Kankurang (a masked body) was forbidden. Today, the ritual has been transformed 
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into a festival where tourists and different audiences are invited to take photographs 

or even video- record the Kankurang. De Jong and Rowland discuss the process of 

patrimonialisation as a current trend to promote “heritage technologies for the 

production of official pasts and futures” (2007: 13). They further note that the 

process of patrimonialisation is related to colonialism, which implemented certain 

models of nationalism (De Jong & Rowlands 2007: 13). De Jong shares how a 

tradition – that is, a ritual – he had been studying as “degenerated” was “all of a 

sudden [after being listed as Intangible Cultural Heritage] rehabilitated within the 

international framework, (…) opening towards the perspective of a second life as 

cultural heritage” (2013: 100). What is particularly relevant for the purpose of this 

thesis is how he discusses the variety of registers, sometimes contradictory, of 

patrimonialisation and hence commodification of the ritual, as a consequence of 

French colonialism, “a period in which cultural ceremonies were ‘translated’ into 

spectacles” (De Jong 2013: 101). This observation is key to discussing the historical 

period of colonial festivals, with the illustrative example of the Fanal, which is also 

a religious – Christian – festival.  

1.2. Religion, festivities and festivals: The Maggal and Tabaski  

The cultural diversity of Senegal is also manifested in the different religious 

practices and their harmonious coexistence. The Republic of Senegal is described by 

its Constitution as “secular, democratic and social.” 2 However, over 90 percent of 

the population adhere to Islam, making the religion what Paul Gifford terms as “by 

far the most salient element of society” (2016: 689). Another five percent adheres to 

Christianity and the rest of the population (mainly concentrated in rural regions) 

adheres to animist practices. Scholars have shared the difficulties of determining an 

																																																								
2 Constitutional Law nº78-60, 28 December 1978.  
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exact date at which Islam was first introduced in Senegal. Augustin Simmel Ndiaye 

argues that Islam may have reached Senegal five centuries before the arrival of the 

first Christian missionaries (2002: 604). Other sources date the arrival of Islam “as 

early as the first millennium” (Tang 2007: 3). Khadim Mbacké claims that the first 

contact with Islam started approximately at the end of the seventh or beginning of 

the eighth century, but that it “did not however signify the wholesale adoption of the 

new religion” (2005: xiii). Its spread in West Africa and in Senegal, in particular, 

would begin in the eleventh century and have the most significant impact around the 

fifteenth century (Mbacké 2005: xiii-xiv).  

Islam in Senegal is mainly practised through Sufi brotherhoods, known as 

tariqas or turuq, which are social organisations that derive from Sufi mysticism 

(Seck 2010: 45). The particularity of Sufism is that it places the accent on the 

spiritual education of disciples (Mbacké 2005: 9), and on the relationship between 

the shaykh and murid (aspirants), also known as talibés (students) (2005: 10). These 

proclaim the need for an intermediate between the disciple and God. That 

intermediate is known as a marabout, from Arabic,3 cheikh or shaykh, or seriñe, in 

Wolof, and seen as a spiritual guide. These marabouts are characterised by their 

abandonment of the jihad, that is, the ‘holy war’. This is one of the main factors, 

according to Abdourrahmane Seck (2010: 49) that led to the spread of Islam in the 

Senegalese population, particularly under the colonial order.  

The three main Sufi brotherhoods are the Tidjanyya (51% of the whole 

Muslim population), Mouridiyya (30.1%) and Qadryya (10.9%) (Mbacke 2005: ix),4 

that most of the Senegalese population identify with. Muridism was founded by 

																																																								
3 Transcription from the word murâbit, from Arabic, meaning “militant of faith” (Seck 2010:47).  
4 These are spelled and named differently depending on the sources, which explains the variety of ways in which 
I refer to them, seeking to respect the transcriptions in the sources.  
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Cheikh Amadou Bamba (c. 1853-1927) in 1883, and its spiritual capital was Touba, 

the holy city he would found in 1887, where his disciples would gather together 

(Mbacké 2005: 58). Among Murids, there is a branch of disciples of Cheikh 

Ibrahima Fall, known as the Baay Fall (or Baye Fall), or Yaay Fall, in the case of 

women. They are characterised by a total devotion to their spiritual guides, and 

service to the community, and a series of physical elements, such as the use of 

accessories or amulets, dreadlocks, and patchwork clothes. The Tijaniya brotherhood 

was founded by Sheikh Ahmad al-Tijani (1727-1815). Tijanes place less emphasis 

on loyalty to the guide, and are instead committed to the spread of Islamic education 

(Gifford 2016: 694). The Qadiriyya, named after Sheikh Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani (c. 

1077-1166), have strong Mauritanian connections, “reached Senegal at the beginning 

of the nineteenth century, but declined considerably in the second half of the 

century” (Gifford 2016: 695). Finally, although some have identified the Layennes 

(6% of adherents, Mbacke 2005: ix), as a Sufi brotherhood (Gifford 2016: 695), 

others see it as “a special assembly” or congregation, as they see Prophet Mahomet5 

as their founder (Seck 2010: 46). Sufi brotherhoods count on “folkloric aspects,” 

including music, clothing, dances and ecstatic experiences. They are influential in 

cultural, social and economic life (Seck 2010: 45).  

Christianity arrived in Senegal during European colonisation and operated as 

a tool to allow the machinery of the colonial authority to work. The first generations 

of adherents to Christianity were the nationals from the Quatre Communes or 

emancipated Senegalese people who wanted to achieve and preserve a higher status 

than the vast majority of the population, associated to the mass (Ndiaye 2002: 605). 

This is where most of the small percentage of adherents to Christianity is 

																																																								
5 This is another spelling of Mohammed, used by Seck.  
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concentrated today, in Dakar, Saint-Louis and Thiès, or in part of the Joola and Serer 

ethnic communities. Seck suggests that the French colonial power conspired against 

Islam (2010: 49). However, colonial authorities also realised the advantages of using 

the brotherhoods for political purposes, which led to the support of the colonial 

regime by certain cheikhs (Mbacké 2005: 101).  

The postcolonial period led to a religious decolonisation and subsequent 

Islamisation of the country, the religion whose leaders had fought against 

colonialism (Djigo 2015). However, as Ousmane Sembène illustrates in his film 

Ceddo (1977), Islam had also operated as a form of colonisation of the people, who 

had previously been practising animist traditional religion (Seck 2010: 97-98). 

Today Senegal cannot be seen without taking Christianity into account, and the 

country prides itself on the cohabitation of the different religions (Ndiaye 2002: 

606).  

Most of the main festivities celebrated by a large part of the Senegalese 

population, which are not referred to as festivals, are thus Muslim festivities. These 

have become part of the Senegalese cultural heritage since the spread of Islam in the 

country. Some of them are the Gamou, celebrating the birth of the Prophet 

Mohammed; the Maggal, commemorating the exile and prayer of the founder of 

Muridism, Cheikh Amadou Bamba Mbacke; the Korité, which celebrates the 

completion of Ramadan; the Tabaski, which is the sheep festivity, ten days after the 

Korité; and the Tamxarit, which is the Muslim New Year’s evening, 40 days after 

Tabaski. The main Maggal, known as the Grand Maggal, takes place in Touba, the 

holy city of the Murids, founded by Cheikh Amadou Bamba.6 It is an annual 

festivity “which brings together hundreds of thousands of devotees” (Coulon 1999: 
																																																								
6 There are other smaller scale Maggals, such as the one in Saint-Louis, first performed in 1976. 
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195). Most scholars (Coulon 1999, De Jong 2010) have discussed these festivities as 

religious festivals.  

In Coulon’s discussion of the Maggal, he reflects on what a festival is, 

although this is not his primary aim. “Like any other festival, the Maggal is both a 

ceremony (a ritual event whose stages are rather precisely defined) and an 

entertainment, containing a certain measure of exuberance,” with “an important 

recreational element” (Coulon 1999: 196, my emphasis). Coulon explicitly adds that 

it can be considered as a festival “in as much as it takes place within a defined 

temporal cycle, on a fixed date, commemorating a specific event in the life of the 

founder of the Mouride brotherhood” (1999: 196). 

However, these religious and cultural festivities are locally considered 

separate from the ‘modern’ idea of festivals. The Maggal is an excellent illustration 

of the different form of festiveness they lead to. In contrast with festivals, the whole 

population is aware of the celebration of the Maggal. Even those who are not Murid 

are aware of its celebration. For instance, Dakar is remarkably silent during its 

celebration, as a large number of devotees and vehicles are in Touba.  

The Tabaski has been studied as a religious festivity in relation to the urban 

space (Brisebarre & Kuczynski 2009 & Fourchard et al. 2009). This is the 

Senegalese festivity of Aïd el-kebir.7 It is a festivity that transcends religion and is 

celebrated nationally both by Muslims and Christians. The term Tabaski has a 

Berber origin, which itself derives from Latin and Greek (Pasqua, Pâches, in 

English, Easter), although the festivity itself has Egyptian origins, according to 

Islamic scholar Saliou Kandji (Brisbarre, Fall & Kane 2009: 42). It takes place on 

																																																								
7 The literal translation of Aïd el-kebir is big festivity.  
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the last month of the Islamic calendar and coincides with the day of nah’r, 

immolation, that is, the moment when pilgrims gather in the valley of Mina, in 

Mecca, where Ibrahim’s sacrifice was accomplished. It is a ritual of commemoration 

of this sacrifice, symbolised by the sacrifice of a sheep. It is uncertain when it was 

first celebrated in Senegal, where it is “taken for granted as part of religion by 

foreign ethnographers or missionaries” (Brisbarre, Fall & Kane 2009: 47). However, 

this lack of documentation is also perceived by the authors as related to a “fear of 

Islam” among the French colonial politicians at the end of the nineteenth and the 

beginning of the twentieth century (ibid.).   

During the Tabaski, the streets are taken over by sheep markets, which means 

the festivity involves an important economic aspect and spatial transformation. There 

are official and non-official selling points. These are not banned because “the 

authorities seem to be concerned about banning an activity linked to the religious 

practice” (Brisbarre, Fall & Kane 2009: 61). This is a central observation for the 

study of festivals in Senegal, as it shows that religious festivities can happen at the 

same time as festivals. In fact, there are even cases in which people have argued that 

some religious festivities are organised as counter-festivals, that is, to disrupt 

festivals or express disagreement with their celebration, for instance in the case of 

the gamou celebrated around the same dates of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 

(anonymous sources, pers. comm. 2016). 

I argue that these religious festivities (mainly Muslim) share with festivals a 

sense of festiveness, and the periodical frequency of the moment of celebration. 

However, they differ from each other in the kind of festiveness celebrated. While 

festivals involve entertainment, Muslim festivities revolve around the idea of 
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sacredness, as noted by cultural journalist of Le Soleil, Ibrahima Bâ (pers. comm. 

2016). They are also different in their spatial and temporal dimensions, as Chapters 

Five and Six further examine. If festivals usually revolve around a central stage 

space conceived as a platform for the visibility of culture, and to which audiences 

travel, Muslim festivities involve other forms of human movement, towards a sacred 

place or a domestic space. While in Muslim festivities the movement is itself an 

important component of festiveness, in festivals what matters is the performance 

within the festival programme, once the movement has been completed. This 

conception, as we will also discuss bellow, is currently being challenged, with 

festivals engaging themselves in movement towards the population to reach a wider 

audience, in a strategy of “decentralisation.”  

1.3. Colonial festivals: The Fanal  

European colonisation in Senegal started in 1444 with the arrival of the 

Portuguese, who were followed by the Dutch (from 1528), British (from 1756), and 

French (from 1677 and then more prominently from 1850). Before this, the territory 

of Senegal was divided into kingdoms, which date from the first millennium, as 

studied by Senegalese historian Boubacar Barry (2012 [1985]). The island of Saint-

Louis, in the northern area of the country, constitutes a central place in the history of 

colonialism in Senegal, and in French West Africa (AOF) more broadly.8 Saint-

Louis became the first colony of Senegal (1673-1902) and the first colonial 

administrative capital of the AOF (1895-1902).  

From 1850, the French expanded from Saint-Louis to the “areas adjacent to 

the lower and middle Senegal, particularly [the kingdoms of] Waalo, Kajoor, Futa 
																																																								
8 Known as AOF, from Afrique occidentale française, it was a federation of eight French colonial territories in 
the African continent, composed of Senegal, Mauritania, French Sudan (now, Mali), French Guinea, Ivory Coast, 
Upper Volta (now, Burkina Faso), Dahomey (now, Benin) and Niger.  
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Toro, and the southern parts of Trarza and Brakna” (M’bayo 2016: vii). The 

geographic choice of this expansion was due precisely to the economic potential of 

the location, by the coast or river. It was also a time of great peanut production, 

concentrated mainly in the kingdom of Kajoor, a Wolof area that would also attract 

colonial rule (M’bayo 2016: viii). By the end of the century, the French had 

established a colonial government.  

During the colonial period there was a process of appropriation of the space 

by the colonial power (Djigo 2015: 109-146). They created four centres, key to 

spreading their colonial authority. These were called the Four Communes (Quatre 

Communes): Saint-Louis, Gorée, Dakar and Rufisque. Among them, Gorée Island 

played a key role, as the centre of the slave trade.9 Inhabitants of these communes 

were called originaires, évolués or assimilés, as people who had assimilated the 

French culture (Djigo 2015: 121). They were given political rights, such as the 

election of a city council and a Senegalese deputy for the National Assembly in Paris 

(Djigo 2015: 120).  

Saint-Louis, as the centre of colonial administration and commerce, was the 

residence of the governor of Senegal and of the AOF until 1902, as well as of the 

largest numbers of French nationals and businessmen in West Africa. This centrality 

of colonial rule led to marriages between French colonial officers and traders, and 

local women, known as siñares. Their beauty was exoticised by Western travellers, 

as Dieng analyses (1999: 44). The interracial mixing in colonial Saint-Louis forged a 

particular “mixed” identity (Jones 2013: 4) known as ndar-ndar or doomu-ndar 

(children of Saint-Louis), with people characterised by their sophisticated ways of 

																																																								
9 Gorée Island was first colonised by the Dutch in 1588, and it was taken by the French in 1677, where the 
French settled until independence in 1960.  
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dressing and behaving (Djigo 2015: 127-128). Both siñares and their children, 

known as métisses (from mixed race), would become key in the social, economic (as 

property owners and labour recruiters) and political life of Saint-Louis (Jones 2013, 

Brooks 2003). Métisses are not described in racial terms, but as a bourgeois or elite 

class that could also speak Wolof and understand the regional political situation. 

They were also seen by the French authorities as key to the reproduction of the 

colonial society and the accomplishment of their aims (Jones 2013: 7). However, 

they still respected and followed Wolof traditions of the town, as well as Muslim 

holidays (Jones 2013: 183). Upon independence, siñares and métisses from Saint-

Louis played central roles in the new postcolonial nation (Jones 2013: 1). Dieng 

(1992: 42) highlights their religious role, spreading Christian values, as well as their 

economic activity. This context is key to understanding the kind of festivities that 

took place during colonialism. While precolonial traditional festivities were still 

practised, a set of “French festivities” (Babacar Sarr, pers. comm. 2016, my 

emphasis) emerged during the colonial period.10 They replicated the features of 

festivities in Paris (Djigo 2015: 135). One of those French festivities was the 

National Festivity of the 14th of July.11  

One of the most emblematic colonial festivities was the Fanal, the most 

famous one hosted in Saint-Louis.12 The Fanal is a festivity – like the Takusaanu 

ndar – led by the siñares and hosted by the (French colonial) local government of 

Saint-Louis. While it is challenging to determine a specific date at which the Fanal 

was first celebrated, some studies (Dieng 1999, De Jong 2009, Rémy 1974, Gamble 

																																																								
10 There is no record of the precise date at which these were celebrated for the first time. 
11 This is the festivity of the National French Republic, when the Bastille was taken on 14 July 1789. 
12 The Fanal was not just celebrated in Saint-Louis, first capital of the AOF, but, as a colonial festival, in all the 
Four Communes, Saint-Louis, Dakar, Gorée and Rufisque. This is reflected in Dieng’s historic study of the 
festivity (1999: 37). 
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1989, Samb 1975) have placed its origins in the second half of the eighteenth 

century, when the métisses from Saint-Louis went to midnight Mass at Christmas. 

These origins show a religious (Christian) component.  De Jong also claims that the 

Fanal is rooted in the transatlantic slave trade and that it was used by the colonial 

regime as part of the expansion of its colonial hegemony (2009: 38-39). Similarly, 

Dieng speaks of a “Frenchifying” of the festivity, evident, for instance, in the use of 

the colours of the French flag across the festivity (1999: 42). The Fanal is, however, 

often described as a “colonial festival” (Diouf, pers. comm. 2015) and not a religious 

festival. This shows the ambiguous nature of the attribution of the term ‘colonial,’ 

when charged with nostalgic connotations.  

The name ‘Fanal’ is inspired by the small lanterns that illuminated the 

siñares on their way to Mass at Christmas. In the eighteenth century, when the 

festivity was first celebrated, there were no street lights in the city of Saint-Louis. 

Women were accompanied by their slaves, whose task was to carry lamps and light 

the way as the siñares processed to and from church. Dieng notes that the Fanal 

constituted “one of the rare circumstances when the métisses were directly [and 

publicly] presented as powerful personalities” (1999: 42) in the city. The festivity 

involved the singing of praise songs by siñares to their patrons, as the processions 

entertained passers-by and notably, the white colonisers, as noted by Senegalese 

writer Fatou Niang Siga (1995, unpublished, archived by The University of Western 

Australia). At the same time, the festivity evolved as a competition among the 

different districts, whose singers would rehearse for months to gain honour and 

popular prestige. In time, it became a “great moment of communion and popular 

excitement” (Mbaye, in Le Soleil, 21 November 2016).  
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The foreign origin of the Fanal is also identified by Charles Béart, who 

argues that “the Fanal is not a Senegalese or even African custom. It is of European 

origin. While completely lost in Europe for the past 200 years, it has been preserved 

in Africa” (in Dieng 1999: 38). However, the twenty-first century has marked a 

‘modernisation’ of the festivity, with an annual theme, set by journalist and 

comedian Marie Madeleine Diallo (Mbaye, in Le Soleil, 21 November 2016). It has 

been (re)claimed by people in Saint-Louis who have made the festivity a landmark 

of the city (Dieng 1999: 39). The links to Christianity are no longer central to the 

performance, as the Fanal has been secularised. It is rather discussed as a showcase 

of women’s elegance, as cultural journalist Omar Diouf suggests (pers. comm. 

2015). This is a key difference from Muslim festivities, which are not perceived as 

‘colonial.’  

The claiming of the festivity by locals in postcolonial Senegal is seen by De 

Jong as a consequence of a commodification of the festivity for touristic purposes 

(2009: 38). To him, the Fanal today consists of “a range of embodied representations 

of the past in the present,” and of “remembering a [colonial] history of Senegal” (De 

Jong 2009: 52). The Fanal differs also from other colonial festivities in that the 

colonial past is not remembered with resentment but with nostalgia. De Jong 

understands the Fanal as “a palimpsest heritage” (2009: 38). He suggests the Fanal 

is a dynamic festivity, changing across time, whose “sediments of meaning that have 

accumulated over centuries are still visible in today’s palimpsest performance” (De 

Jong 2009: 45). This multi-temporal aspect of the Fanal is also key to understanding 

the performance of ‘tradition’ in contemporary festivals.  
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The current format of the Fanal is organised across ‘IN’ and ‘OFF’ spaces, 

terminology also used in contemporary ‘two-tier festivals.’ The ‘IN’ refers to the 

official programme in one or more central (stage) spaces. In contrast, the ‘OFF’ 

consists of a series of parallel events across different spaces, reaching non-central 

areas. Moustapha Ndiaye, director of the Regional Cultural Centre of Saint-Louis, 

declares in an article in Le Soleil that “what is interesting in the Fanal today is that 

all artistic branches are included, dance, theatre, etc.” (Ndiaye in Mbaye, in Le 

Soleil, 21 November 2016). The event is discussed as part of the cultural and 

touristic agenda of the city, as De Jong also notes (2009). It is only in the last 

sentence of the article that he mentions that that year’s Fanal had been cancelled 

“due to a lack of financial resources.” The discreet announcement may have been an 

attempt to evoke a sense of continuity of the festivity. 

This is the Fanal that should have taken place during my fieldwork year, and 

whose ‘silent’ cancellation was lamented extensively by the media, showing the 

local attachment to the festivity. The local newspaper of Saint-Louis, Ndarinfo, 

published an article on 27 December titled ‘Culture: No Fanal this yearint Saint-

Louis’ and the following day, ‘Ndar without Fanal: cultural catastrophe.’ On 29 

December, a further article was published by Oumar Khol in the same newspaper, 

titled ‘Contribution for the protection of cultural heritage: the Fanal.’ The 

cancellation was described by the newspaper as a “cultural drama” that had 

happened for the first time in history. The reactions to the cancellation in 2015 reveal 

the multifaceted aspects of the festival, understood and experienced differently by 

different people at different times for different purposes.  
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1.4. Nationalism and Pan-Africanism: The 1966 Premier Festival Mondial des 
Arts Nègres and the 2010 Troisième Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres  

On 4 April 1960, Senegal was declared independent from France, leading to 

the establishment of the first postcolonial cultural policy for the country. 

Colonialism had established a cultural policy of assimilation, with a denial of the 

cultural identity of the colonised people, onto whom imported values had been 

imposed. Postcolonialism sought to overcome that cultural destruction and this 

would be reflected in festivals.  

In the 1960s and 1970s, as African countries were becoming independent, 

four major festivals took place that would be curated around the idea of pan-

Africanism, in a trans-national effort to reclaim African culture. The first of these 

festivals was hosted in Senegal and named the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts 

Nègres (1966, Dakar), followed by the Premier Festival Culturel Panafricain (1969, 

Algiers, sometimes called PANAF); the Festival Zaïre74 (1974, Democratic 

Republic of Congo), and the Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and 

Cultures (1977, Lagos, usually called FESTAC). These four festivals need to be seen 

as “entangled,” that is, in conversation with each other, as Malaquais and Vincent 

suggest (2016: 195). While each of them performed a different idea of pan-

Africanism, they shared four main points: the context of nation building approached 

through pan-Africanism; the showcasing of a variety of cultural forms supported by 

the government for an international audience; the movement of artists, cultural 

actors, intellectuals and politicians from all over the world to engage in 

performances, meetings, and conferences; and the attraction of audiences of tens of 

thousands of people from the continent and beyond. 
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In this context the first cultural event self-defined as a ‘festival’ in Senegal 

emerged in 1966. Organised in the newly independent Senegal, it would be used as a 

part of the nation-building project. It was hosted in Dakar, another central urban 

location of the colonial regime. It marked a period of centralisation of the 

postcolonial cultural policy in Dakar, and to a lesser extent, Saint-Louis. This is 

particularly relevant in that the Festival was a state – and thus a political – initiative, 

hosted under the patronage of Léopold Sédar Senghor (1906-2001), first president of 

Senegal and one of the main philosophers and advocates of a specific pan-African 

ideology, claiming the racial idea of shared ‘blackness.’ Senghor also used the 

Festival to spread an already existing ideology, Négritude, whose international 

relevance is worth mentioning briefly before delving into the dynamics of the 

Festival.  

The concept of Négritude was first developed by the poet and dramatist Aimé 

Césaire, from Martinique, in the 1930s, in Paris. Césaire, and other black students 

with Western education, engaged in a project of intellectual decolonisation where the 

negro-African cultural heritage was placed at the centre. The aim was to restore 

black dignity, by returning to local (African) sources. The pan-African ideas were 

spread in Présence Africaine, a francophone journal, advocating a Négritude 

movement, which was founded by Alioune Diop in 1947.  

Poet, writer and philosopher, Senghor believed that Négritude responded to a 

reality whose origins dated back over 40,000 years ago (Djigo 2015: 218). He 

defined Négritude as “the ensemble of cultural values from the black world, as they 

express themselves in the life, institutions and work of black people” (Senghor 1964: 

9, in Djigo 2015: 218). It was conceived as “a weapon for decolonisation, (…) 
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contributing to fissuring the colonial structure” (Djigo 2015: 220). When Senghor 

became president in 1960, the national identity of Senegal was defined via that 

ideology. Négritude promoted a return to ancestral values in conversation with 

Western cultural values, and very particularly, with Francophonie and French 

identity. In Senghor’s words, Négritude consisted of “enracinement et ouverture” 

[rooting and openness] (Senghor 1964; Benga 2008: 2). Senghor’s view of pan-

Africanism was highly contested (Soyinka 1962, Sylla 2002, Fanon 1963 & 1986). 

Several intellectuals argued that it romanticised African realities. They also 

suggested that it constituted “a mask for accommodationist policies” (Harney 2004: 

45), not very different from the assimilation theory undertaken by colonisers (Djigo 

2015: 218).  

Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, 1966 

The Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres was celebrated from 1 to 24 

April 1966, featuring an array of cultural performances, including dance, drama, 

musical performances, theatre, poetry, art exhibitions, with masks, plastic arts and 

sculptures, and film screenings, as well as a colloquium. It involved the participation 

of over fifty nationalities, with guests from Senghor’s intellectual circle, such as 

Haïlé Sélassié, Emperor of Ethiopia, among many other guests and visitors from all 

over the world. It is considered the first festival in Senegal in the modern sense of 

the term, yet it is rooted and projected alongside a wide set of cultural festivities.  

I do not have the space here to fully detail this Festival, which has been 

described and analysed in depth elsewhere (Murphy 2016). Rather, I highlight 

certain features that help to understand the trajectory of festivals in Senegal and the 

legacy of the Premier Festival in the later festivalisation of Senegal. This analysis 
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seeks to contribute to the scholarship on Senghor’s legacy. This quest is particularly 

relevant in the context of this PhD research, since 2016, my fieldwork year, marked 

the Festival’s fiftieth anniversary. During this period, I was struck by the number of 

references to Senghor and his cultural vision at different festivals throughout 

Senegal.  

The Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres is extremely important 

historically in that it orchestrated the first public and global debate about the concept 

of Négritude in the pan-African world, where Senegal was placed at the centre. This 

is to say that the “national imaginary” – or “imagined community,” following 

Benedict Anderson’s (1991) terms – came into being through this festival. In 

Murphy’s words, “the festival sought to perform an emerging Pan-African culture” 

(Murphy 2016: 5). The Festival is considered an intangible infrastructure and 

embodiment of Senghor’s ideas of Négritude, through theatre performances (Quinn 

2016: 83-96), art exhibitions, the colloquium (hosted from 1 to 7 April 1966), the 

involvement of France in the organisation13 and cultural infrastructures, with the 

Musée Dynamique being seen as the “real heart” of the Festival (Djigo 2015: 252 & 

Vincent 2016: 45-63). This was reinforced by the national state media coverage in 

Dakar-Matin, with explicit references to Négritude, stating, for instance, that the 

festival “enhances the cultural forces of Négritude”14 (Soellé, in Dakar-Matin, 1 

April 1966). 

It constituted a highly significant and controversial event in the whole pan-

African world, thus going beyond the national frontiers of Senegal. One of the most 

controversial and criticised aspects revolved around the term nègre, as it was 

																																																								
13 The organising committee, led by Alioune Diop, was composed of both French and Senegalese figures, in a 
similar number.  
14 My own translation of « La mise en valeur des forces culturelles de la Négritude ». 
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considered as excluding certain collectives, art forms and ideas, such as the African 

Arab world or the liberation movements. However, as Murphy suggests, this 

perception of the festival as solely being an affirmation of Senghor’s ideas of 

Négritude may have been prompted by a biased approach, even if unintended, due to 

the focus on the official written archives of the Festival, and a restrictive 

understanding of the idea of Négritude (Murphy 2016: 1-44).  

As a multifaceted event, the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres was 

not a mere translation and affirmation of Senghor’s philosophy of Négritude, but a 

platform where different, and often conflicting, views on pan-Africanism came 

together. Murphy argues that the festival also constituted an arena for expression and 

showcasing of popular culture (2016: 27), “full of official and unofficial events” 

(Murphy 2016: 25). This ideological context made of this event not just a cultural 

rendez-vous, but also a political determining moment, with culture as a “rallying 

point” (Harney 2004: 19) in the nation building process.  

The Festival also became a window on the rest of the world. The 

international dimension can be seen in its conception as a festive moment that would 

lead to the hosting of an international relations politico-cultural meeting, “used to 

lionise the host nation as a modern, stable, and cultured society” (Harney 2004: 73). 

The international target of the Festival, where the new Senegal was to be presented 

to the rest of the world, and as the centre of the Négritude movement for 

decolonisation, was evident in the articles in Dakar-Matin. For instance, a large 

number of statements referred to the opportunity given by the Festival to open 

Senegal to the world. One such statement came from the President of the Chamber of 

Commerce in Dakar at the time, Charles-Henri Gallenca: “The Festival opens 
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Senegal to the world, and it does so not just at a particular time and level, but also, 

aiming at a continuity covering all domains”15 (Dakar-Matin, 13 April 1966). There 

were also numerous references to the foreign authorities, artists, journalists, tourists, 

and intellectuals. This shows the view of the festival’s potential to boost tourism, and 

the beginning of a cultural tourism industry. This constitutes one of the main 

legacies of the Premier Festival in the later festivalisation of the country. The 

Festival operated as a festive background and unique site for international relations 

that could lead into agreements, and economic contributions. 

Senghor’s statement that “culture is at the beginning and the end of 

development”16 (Senghor in Fall, in Dakar-Matin, 25 April 1966) has become a 

highly recurrent reference to Senghor. It is more frequent in contemporary Senegal 

than statements referring specifically to Négritude. Senghor’s understanding of 

development has to be seen in relation to the immediate postcolonial context in 

which the Festival was organised as a political initiative. Ideologically charged by a 

pan-African and pan-nègre framing, it consisted of a decolonisation and nation-

building project where culture was located at the centre. In festivals in the twenty-

first century, no longer state initiatives but cultural initiatives whose sustainability 

relies largely on international funding, Senghor’s famous quote is (re)claimed, with 

an understanding of development based around a discourse of cooperation. The 

importance of international participation and framing at the 1966 shows that 

festivals, in contrast with animist and religious festivities, often involve a dimension 

of internationalisation.  

																																																								
15 My own translation of « Le Festival ouvre largement le Sénégal au monde et cela, non seulement pour un 
temps et sur un seul plan, mais en vue d’une pérennité couvrant tous le domaines. » 
16 This phrase was first pronounced by Senghor at the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres. 
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The Festival was not just a site for international relations. It was a cultural 

landmark which forged a sense of festiveness in Dakar, experienced in a variety of 

ways. Tsitsi Jaji’s analysis of the coverage of the Festival in popular magazines 

highlights the view of festivals as “necessarily messy, noisy, crowded and 

contentious” (2016: 113). I build on this observation to argue that some of the 

features of festivals from the year 2000 are rooted in the Premier Festival, with key 

differences that I further explore in Chapter Two.  

The first spatial aspect to consider is the building of cultural infrastructure, 

some of which is perceived as the centre of the Festival. Two of the central spaces 

were brand new infrastructures, built by Senghor in 1965: The Théâtre National 

Daniel Sorano, in the financial centre of the city, the Plateau, and the Musée 

Dynamique, on the western corniche. Other indoor festival spaces include the 

National Assembly, for the colloquium, which is also a festival activity that would 

be organised in the later festivals; the Ancien Tribunal du Cap Manuel, known as 

well as (Ancien) Palais de Justice, for the contemporary art exhibition. The Théâtre 

National Daniel Sorano is still a central event venue and festival space in Dakar 

today, which is not the case for the Musée Dynamique, which is now the Supreme 

Court of Senegal, or the Ancien Palais de Justice – which exceptionally returned to 

hosting the 2016 and then 2018 Biennale de l’Art Contemporain de Dakar (Dak’Art) 

after being abandoned for many years.  

However, the Festival did not just take place in that locality, but also in other 

outdoor festival spaces across Dakar, such as the Stade de l’Amitié, Soumbedioune, 

Gorée Island, as well as some popular squares. While the historical focus of this 

chapter does not allow an in-depth analysis of the different festival activities across 
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these spaces and their architectural background, I want to briefly address the 

distinction between the indoor central spaces of the Festival and the outdoor spaces. 

This separation suggests a continuity between this Festival and festivals from the 

year 2000 onwards, which tend to divide the programme into an ‘IN’ and an ‘OFF’ 

section.  

 

In the Premier Festival, performances were hosted at both indoor and 

outdoor spaces. Indoor spaces were reserved mainly for theatre, fine arts and 

sculpture, and some highlighted performances, with ticketed entries ranging from 

200 to 1,000 FCFA (equivalent to £0.26 to £1.34, then unaffordable for most of the 

Senegalese population). In contrast, most of the outdoor spaces hosted folkloric 

performances, in their majority, non-ticketed. A large part of the outdoor festival was 

conceived as the Animation de Dakar (Dakar’s entertainment). This activity was key 

to the festiveness of the event, involving entertainment, and discussed as the most 

popular events, allowing people from Senegal to feel and participate in the festive 

moment. The Animations took place from the late afternoon to the early evening, 

Figure 1. Théâtre National Daniel Sorano during 
Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres in 1966. 
(Photo donated by the National Archive in Dakar 

(Senegal, accessed in August 2016).   
	

Figure 2. Théâtre National Daniel Sorano during the 
opening of the Biennale Dak’Art 2016.  

(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 3.05.2016).	
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across different spaces in Dakar. Their aim was to take the festival to the streets of 

the city, that is, to give access to the Festival to the local population.  

The spatial hierarchy – with the view of the Musée dynamique as “the heart 

of the festival,” or with ticketed entrance to Théâtro Sorano, in contrast with the 

folklore associated with a mass art form – triggered different festival experiences, 

since the performances offered across the different spaces were diverse. This 

constitutes another feature that shapes the later festivalisation, which decentralise its 

activities towards different areas through the ‘OFF’ programme.  

 

Yet the chosen spaces at the Premier Festival (such as Place de 

l’Indépendance and Place de Soumbedioune) were not too far from the city centre. 

This means that while there was an aim of decentralisation, this was still not 

Figure 3: Animation de Dakar at Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres. (Photo retrieved from Dakar-
Matin, 14 April 1966. Accessed in July-August 2016 at Université Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar). 
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reaching a large part of the population. It was in the third edition17 of the Festival 

Mondial des Arts Nègres, celebrated in 2010, that decentralisation was finally 

achieved, or at least greatly increased. This is due to the different contexts in which 

both editions in Senegal took place: with a 44 year-gap between them; a different 

president (Senghor for the first, Abdoulaye Wade for the second [2000-2012]); a 

different political situation, no longer marked by post-independence euphoria; a 

different cultural policy; and also a different cultural context, with an increasing 

festivalisation. While this historic context is later examined in more detail 

chronologically, I seek to further discuss the legacy of the Premier Festival Mondial 

des Arts Nègres by looking at its third edition, hosted in 2010.  

I focus on the importance of decentralisation and popular music and sport at 

the 2010 Festival as key to the festiveness and endorsement of the Festival within a 

broader context of festivalisation. This is in contrast with the ideological charge of 

the 1966 Festival. According to Murphy, “the centrepiece of the [1966] festival was 

the juxtaposition of so-called traditional African arts and European high modernist 

art” (2012: 29). While these were still present at the 2010 Festival, they did not 

constitute the centrepiece of its festiveness among the population.  

Troisième Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, 2010 

The Troisième Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, also referred to as 

FESMAN 2010, took place from 10 to 31 December 2010. During the three weeks, 

the Festival hosted a total of 434 events, comprising 16 different disciplines, such as 

theatre, cinema, music, literature, dance, urban culture, architecture, visual arts, and 

a symposium (Tamba & Blin 2014: 71-72). In line with the urban focus of the first 

																																																								
17 The second edition took place in Lagos (Nigeria) in 1977.  
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edition, but also with the increasing decentralisation of new festivals spread across 

the country, both in urban and rural regions, the third edition chose two locations as 

centres of the Festival. These were Dakar and Saint-Louis, old colonial urban 

communes. However, there was also a large ‘OFF’ programme hosted across 

different regions in Senegal, marking a certain decentralisation. This was 

implemented mainly through a system of labellisation (labelling), which consisted of 

partnering with local festivals. It was a form of mutual endorsement. FESMAN 

achieved visibility and granted larger access to the Festival across different regions 

in Senegal. At the same time, the ‘partner’ festival (labelisé) benefited from different 

kinds of logistical support for their festival programmes, such as through funding the 

performance of an acclaimed artist, through sound and lighting equipment or 

financial grants.  

Tamba and Blin (2014) argue that the 2010 Festival was a pan-Africanist 

project, where the cultural infrastructures built, such as the Monument de la 

Renaissance Africaine (inaugurated on 3 April 2010), played a central role, in a 

festival precisely themed around ‘African Renaissance.’ However, I suggest that the 

historic relevance of the Festival in the festivalisation of Senegal lies rather in the 

popular music performances hosted at the outdoor spaces, such as the Place de 

l’Obélisque, all free and open to crowded audiences, as well as in the 

decentralisation through the labellisation of, or partnering with, the different regions. 

There were also football matches and a parade of black heroes in sport, reinforcing 

the popular aspect of the 2010 Festival. This is in stark contrast with the 1966 

Festival, where fine arts, the cultural form par excellence in the nation-building 

project by Senghor, played a central role (Vincent 2016: 45-63).  
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For the smaller festivals, it was an honour to partner with, or be ‘labelled by’ 

FESMAN, not so much for the logistical support, but because of the historic 

importance of the Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, due mainly to its 1966 edition. 

This idea could be implied from a conversation with Babacar Sarr, festival president 

and director of FESFOP, which was one of the labelled festivals. An article in Le 

Soleil is also illustrative of the interest in becoming labelled, reporting the “large 

number of demands of labellisation from several regions” (Ndong, in Le Soleil, 23 

November 2010).18 

The 2010 Festival differed significantly from the 1966 edition in the degree 

of involvement by the French government. Even though there were French sponsors, 

such as the media group Mondomix, among other collaborators, their involvement 

did not reach the scale of the 1966 Festival. This is largely due to the different 

political contexts, but also due to the festivalisation of the country, leading to a more 

“transnational” event than in 1966 (Murphy 2012: 31), which had been shaped by a 

French-Senegalese duality.  

1.5. Internationalism in postcolonial Senegal  

The euphoria that marked the post-independence period in which the Premier 

Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres took place, described by Murphy (2012: 19) as 

“utopian idealism,” changed after a decade. Abdou Diouf became the second 

President of Senegal from 1981 to 2000, having to deal with the different context of 

his presidential period. Senghor – as poet, philosopher and president – was so 

influential in the cultural policy of post-independent Senegal and other African 

countries that some scholars (Abdou Sylla in Tamba & Blin 2014: 189-198), 
																																																								
18 These included around 20 festivals and cultural events, such as FESFOP in Louga, Zigfest in Ziguinchor, 
Festival du Sahel in Lompoul, Fesmud and Kaayrap in Diourbel and Les Blues du Fleuve  in Podor (Le Soleil, 4-
5 December 2010).  
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journalists (Faye, in Sud Quotidien, 20 December 2014) and cultural actors (Dia, 

Ameth, in Le Quotidien, 8 May 2017) question whether there has been a cultural 

policy after Senghor.  

Abdou Sylla claims that “neither Abdou Diouf nor Abdoulaye Wade have 

had visions to establish a real cultural policy (…), that is an ensemble of principles, 

orientations and previously defined laws to lay a foundation for a political action” 

(Sylla in Tamba & Blin 2014: 189). Similarly, Tamba and Blin suggest that culture 

is ignored and even neglected in the post-Senghorian period. They claim that 

“Senegal roots its culture in millenary traditions and an over-fifty-year-old cultural 

policy inspired by Senghor” (2014: 18).19 Tamba and Blin, however, list a number of 

legislative and regulatory texts adopted by Abdou Diouf in the cultural sector, noting 

they are less prolific than in the Senghorian period (2014: 47-48). If there is a post-

Senghorian cultural policy, this is usually perceived as “anti-Senghor” (Diagne 2002: 

244), with a contrasting perception of Senghor as a man of culture, and of Diouf as a 

technocrat (Snipe 1998: 61-62).  

Mame Birame Diouf, cultural advisor to President Abdou Diouf, and 

Minister of Culture (from 2007-2009) in Wade’s presidency, offers a different 

interpretation of the post-Senghorian period. He claims that Abdou Diouf was 

arguably the only president to have really attempted to establish substantial reforms 

in the [cultural] sector.20 Abdou Diouf’s main change consisted of a shift from the 

personalisation under Senghor’s presidency to the professionalisation of the sector 

(Diouf 2012: 9-10). He notes however that these attempts remained intentional, due 

to a series of factors, and gives the example of the transformation of Musée 

																																																								
19 My own translation from French to English. 
20 His study does not include Macky Sall’s presidency (2012-present).  
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Dynamique into Cour Suprême of the Ministry of Justice, and the closing of cinema 

venues (Diouf 2012: 10). Similarly, Ndiouga Benga (2008: 2) argues that the 

importance of Senghor’s cultural policy overshadows the cultural initiatives by his 

successor Abdou Diouf, particularly the Charte Culturelle Nationale and the Festival 

Panafricain des Arts et Cultures.  

Charte Culturelle Nationale 

The Charte Culturelle Nationale was a state initiative evoked for the first 

time in 1982 by President Abdou Diouf in a congress of the socialist party. 

Elaborated by different layers of society, organised in a national commission and a 

number of regional commissions, it would constitute a reference text in preparation 

for the twenty-first century. The return to the sources advocated by Senghor did not 

seem to respond to the later postcolonial context (Benga 2008: 6). The new text 

would “bring together the past, the present and the future, and not an imprisoning 

past” (Kane, in Le Soleil, 19 January 1985).21 However, the development of the text 

took a long time to complete (1982-1989), with each delay eliciting comments from 

the media (Keita, in Le Soleil, 18 October 1984).  

The uncertainty regarding the development of the text was due to the “lack of 

understanding, content and interest in it” (Jean-Bart, in Le Soleil, 19 January 1985). 

When the official text was finalised and published (27 June 1989), it was described 

as a reference text to be taken into account by cultural initiatives, monitored by a 

committee and implemented through projects: 

It is not a corset. It is not a repertoire of prescriptions and 

proscriptions. It does not aim to dictate culture. It is simply a 

																																																								
21 As elsewhere, all references from Le Soleil and further Francophone sources, are my own translation from 
French to English.  
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methodology which allows the emergence of a new Senegal. (Ka, in 

Le Soleil, 27 June 1989, my emphasis) 

 

This way of presenting the text has been read as a response to the criticism of 

Senghor’s cultural policy as “elitist, non-collaborative, extraverted and concentrated 

in the national capital” (Djigo 2015: 331). Both Diouf and Senghor framed their 

cultural policy around nationalism. However, this is approached differently by each 

of them. For Senghor, the cultural policy was understood around the ideology of 

Négritude. For Diouf, it was seen as a more inclusive “national awakening” (Djigo 

2015: 332), beyond the central position of Dakar. The relevance of the Charte 

Culturelle Nationale for the purpose of this thesis is its aim of “decentralisation of 

the cultural action” (Ka, Le Soleil, 27 June 1989), since ‘decentralisation’ is a key 

term for the history of festivals in Senegal from the late 1990s. 

Festival Panafricain des Arts et Cultures 

 

Figures 4 & 5. FESPAC logo and focus on diaspora in the pre-festival communication, in Le Soleil 6 January 
1987 (Photos donated by Le Soleil Archives, accessed in April 2016 by Estrella Sendra) 
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The first festival promoted by Abdou Diouf was the Festival Panafricain des 

Arts et Cultures, known as FESPAC. The stark contrast between the number of 

studies on the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres in 1966 and FESPAC 

implies the different scope of the two festivals. Yet, it may also be due to the fact 

that FESPAC in the end did not take place in Senegal, but in Morocco. This was 

mainly due to financial problems, which corresponded with the economic crisis that 

Senegal was facing at the time.  

While the scope of this thesis does not allow an in-depth study of the written 

archives on the festival, a brief analysis of how FESPAC was conceived helps to 

understand the changing context of festivalisation at the end of the century. Ever 

since, festivals conceived upon ideas of nationalism, in an attempt to emulate 

Senghor and his Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, seem to have ended up 

disappearing after one or a few editions.  

This is how FESPAC was conceived, around ideas of pan-Africanism and 

nationalism. Like the 1966 Festival, it also involved the readjustment or building of 

infrastructures, particularly for guests. The festival was also seen as an economic 

opportunity for Senegal, for instance, through the promotion of its cultural industries 

and tourism (Diouf, in Le Soleil, 3 November 1988).  However the economic crisis at 

the time was one of the main challenging factors for its celebration, other than 

“technical reasons,” as noted by Adama Diallo, Abdou Diouf’s personal advisor 

(ibid.). Unlike the 1966 Festival, FESPAC was not endorsed by international 

institutions, such as UNESCO or the French government. However, the cancellation 

of its celebration in Senegal was also due to the inability of the organisers to provide 

a detailed programme. There was a conceptual problem, since FESPAC was framed 

within national terms that failed to adapt to the context at the time. Initially 
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scheduled for 1986, FESPAC intended to emulate the Premier Festival Mondial des 

Arts Nègres, on its twentieth anniversary. The impossibility of achieving its 

commemorative celebration would only highlight the change of the political, 

economic, social and cultural context in Senegal, and place greater emphasis on the 

uniqueness of the 1966 Festival.   

FESPAC was not just a written project for Senegal, occupying the pages of 

several newspapers from 1985 to 1990. I rather suggest that the festival was 

experienced prior to its non-celebration. This was possible through a series of events, 

panels, discussions and meetings that were organised in anticipation of the festival. 

The point is that the festival experience, through active participation, involved only 

part of the population, mainly intellectuals and politicians. At the same time, since 

the festival was not taken out onto the streets and was thus not accompanied by a 

sense of festiveness, it could also be argued that for the majority of the local 

population, there was no festival or pre-festival. In other words, the rest of the 

population was limited to reading about the preparations and pre-festival activities.  

FESPAC is illustrative of the two constraints of Abdou Diouf’s establishment 

of a new cultural policy, the ideological context and the economic and social crisis 

that Senegal was facing by the end of the 1970s (Diop 2004, Tamba & Blin 2014: 

41). Agriculture saw the decline of the peanut production from 1973 due to the 

ending of the French support, the exportation, and the structural adjustment 

programmes (SAPs) imposed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

World Bank (WB), whose privatisation and promotion of free market contrasted with 

the “socialist” intentions of Senegalese politicians (Diop 2004: 11). Education faced 

a strike in May 1980, led by the Syndicat Unitaire et Democratique des Enseignants 
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du Sénégal (SUDES). This context resulted in limited resources and the consequent 

structural adjustments at a political level. This changing situation marked the two 

last decades of the twentieth century, which included the Senegalese Plan de 

stabilisation (1978-1979) and the Plan d’urgence in the 1990s, with cuts in the 

salary of civil servants. The effects of this Plan were quite limited, since it was not 

fully implemented, in practice, due to the adversity of the context, with an 

accentuated poverty, degradation of health institutions, schooling problems, among 

other social issues (Diop 2004: 13-14). The informal economy and “bazar culture” 

started to spread while the WB and IFM “became strategic actors providing guidance 

on the economic management of the crisis” (Diop 2004: 14). 

At a cultural level, these adjustments sought a popular and non-elitist 

orientation (Diouf 2012: 11). The large number of existing cultural infrastructures 

that existed by the 1960s was constrained by the structural adjustment under Diouf’s 

presidency, and the depreciation of the national currency, FCFA in 1994. Abdou 

Diouf still managed to build four main cultural infrastructures: the National Gallery 

of Art, in 1983; the Maison de la Culture Douta Seck, in 1996; the Musée des Forces 

Armées; and the Village des Arts in 1998, by the Léopold Sédar Senghor Stadium, all 

of them located in Dakar (Tamba & Blin 2014: 44; Djigo 2015: 334). 

Further festivalisation from the 1970s 

In the late 1960s and in the 1970s, a small number of festivals emerged in 

Dakar, such as the 1967 Festival of Rock and Jerk, held at the Théâtre de Verdure 

(Benga 2002b: 79). These were still framed within a national scope. In fact, the 

Festival of Rock and Jerk was a prelude to the Semaine Nationale de la Jeunesse, 

showcasing youth talents from across different regions in Senegal. The artists 
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participating were teenagers whose bands would compete in the Festival (Benga 

2005: 157-158).22  

In 1980 there was also a Festival de Jazz in Dakar, which saw the 

participation of Dizzy Gillespie, Dexter Gordon and Stan Getz. However, these 

various initiatives did not settle into established and sustainable festivals and 

disappeared after some time. Besides festivals, there were also a wide range of 

activities, such as theatre plays and cultural association events, especially during 

holidays. Cultural journalist Omar Diouf recalls the Navétanes, a term deriving from 

the Wolof word navète, which means rainy season, hivernage (Mbaye 2017: 24). 

These were football leagues organised by the Associations Sportives et Culturelles 

(ASC) during the hivernage holidays from July to October which involved a both a 

cultural and social element. They served as “platforms for the convergence of young 

people,” and included a cultural element, with theatre, music or dance performances 

(Diouf, pers. comm. 2016, Mbaye 2017:22).   

Benga argues that from the 1980s, the cultural scene in Senegal is marked by 

a “de-territorialisation” of cultural initiatives, and the attempt to create an alternative 

popular culture, marked by improvisation and informality (2005: 160). It was a 

period in which both mbalax and rap were experiencing an upsurge, with artists, 

such as Youssou Ndour, Ismael Lô and Positive Black Soul, who were achieving 

both national and international recognition. However, according to Benga, “there 

was a lack of national policy to promote Senegalese music” (2005: 160-162). 

Musicians had to pay very high taxes, and were not insured, among many other 

difficulties.  

																																																								
22 For more details about the bands participating and the urban music context at the period, see Benga 2005, 
2002a and 2002b. 
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The detachment from the state, in a context of economic crisis, led also to a 

proliferation of private initiatives, private galleries and associations created by 

cultural actors (Djigo 2015: 322-328). However, the state still organised certain 

festivals which coexisted with the private initiatives and influenced each other. From 

the late 1970s there was a transition from state-run festivals, framed within national 

terms, to international festivals across different regions, starting a decentralisation 

that would be consolidated after the year 2000. The major national state initiatives 

were the Festival National des Jeunes Créateurs du Sénégal, in the 1980s; the 

Biennale de l’Art Africain Contemporain (Dak’Art),23 and the Festival National des 

Arts et de Cultures (FESNAC)24 in the 1990s.25 In this period, a major festival whose 

relevance persists today was founded, the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz (1993). It was 

the most prominent of several regional festivals taking place that year which were26 

conceived internationally, with local associations (rather than the President of 

Senegal) as the architects. 

From the Festival de Jeunes Créateurs du Sénégal to FESNAC 

One of the few festivals founded in the 1980s was the Festival de Jeunes 

Créateurs du Sénégal. This was an initiative by the Centre Culturel Blaise Senghor, 

organised by the Cercle de l’Avenir, presided over by Mame Ndella Diouf, under the 

guardianship of the Ministry of Culture and the United Nations Children’s Fund 

(UNICEF). Its organisation was possible thanks to a small grant of one to two 

millions FCFA, as well as private and public donations. The Festival sought to 

																																																								
23 See Appendix 1 for its chronology.  
24 See Appendix 2 for its chronology. 
25 In 1994 there is also an important cultural state run event, a colloquium hold at Kaolack, entitled Convergences 
culturelles de la nation sénégalaise. 
26 These were the Festival des Origines Serer et Diola (1993), see Appendix 3 for its chronology; the Abene 
Festivalo or Festival d’Abène (1994), see Appendix 4; the Festival International des Peuples de l’Eau (Eco arts) 
(1997), see Appendix 5; the Festival International de Culture et Développement de Thilogne (1998), see 
Appendix 6; and the Festival International du Film de Quartier (FIFQ) (1999), see Appendix 7.  
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reconcile cultural and artistic activities with education and provide a platform for 

experimentation (Mbodj, in Le Soleil, 27 July 1998) and discovery of young 

Senegalese artists (Samb, in Le Soleil, 28 February 1986). It was a five-day festival 

hosted annually, at the Centre Culturel Blaise Senghor, with the closing evening at 

the Théâtre National Daniel Sorano.  

Like other festivals at the time, it was framed nationally, with participants 

from the different regions of Senegal, aged from 8 to 16 years old (Samb, in Le 

Soleil, 28 February 1986), who competed in different categories: painting, singing 

and theatre. There were also other cultural forms included, such as rap music 

(Mbodj, in Le Soleil, 27 July 1998), cinema and fashion, or even a Son et Lumière 

spectacle in the 1998 edition on Gorée, recalling the famous show during the 1966 

Festival. The aim was, according to Pouye Faye “to forge a platform for expression 

for talented children” (Mbodj, in Le Soleil, 25 July 1998). It discovered some 

acclaimed musicians, such as Coumba Gawlo Seck, in the singing competition, 

called Voix d’Or (Voice of Gold). The archival sources suggest this particular 

festival activity was not just a competition, but a festival, encouraging further 

opportunities for exchange and long-term impact (Samb, in Le Soleil, 27 February 

1986). 

Due to the scarcity of sources, however, it is difficult to specify the number 

of editions or their exact dates. The archival research and interviews I conducted 

indicate that it could have started in 1986 and ended in 1998, due to organisation 

difficulties and lack of resources (Mbodj, in Le Soleil, 25 July 1998). However, the 

legacy of the singing competition remains evident, particularly in the current music 
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scene in Senegal, which still features some of the young talents “discovered” in the 

Festival. 

Despite the lack of attention devoted to the Festival National de Jeunes 

Créateurs, it constituted the foundation for the first festival of state initiatives run on 

a decentralised basis, which coexists today with two-tier festivals in twenty-first 

century Senegal, named the Festival National des Arts et Cultures (FESNAC). Its 

focus on decentralisation is what leads Tamba and Blin to conclude that this festival 

marked the end of Abdou Diouf’s cultural policy (2014: 51). They consider it a 

crucial event and site of discovery of the cultural and artistic heritage of “the deepest 

Senegal” (ibid.).  

 

 

FESNAC, hosted for the first time in December 1997, did not just follow 

Festival National de Jeunes Créateurs of the 1980s, but three other important 

cultural moments of Diouf’s presidency: the elaboration of the Charte Culturelle 

Nationale in 1989; the implementation of the Law of Decentralisation, in 1996; and 

the colloquium organised in 1994 in Kaolack named Convergences Culturelles de la 

Nation Sénégalaise. 

Figure 6. Dance performance by the Troupe 
Communale de Louga at FESNAC 2015 

(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 12 December 2015).	

Figure 7. Theatre performance by group from Thiès at 
FESNAC 2015 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 10 December 

2015).	
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FESNAC is the first festival in which a more inclusive idea of nation is 

implemented, through its itinerant nature. 27 It granted the population cultural access 

and the “feeling of national belonging,” in contrast with the centralisation in Dakar 

of the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres (Diouf 2012: 34). 

The legacy of the decentralisation is 

visible in festivals founded after the 

year 2000. FESNAC is an itinerant 

festival, run every other year, until 

the eighth edition in 2015 after 

which the Festival decided to 

change to an annual periodicity. Its 

first edition was hosted in Thiès, followed by Dakar, Ziguinchor (for two 

consecutive editions), Tambacounda, Saint-Louis (also for two consecutive editions), 

Kaolack and Kolda in December 2016. The decentralisation of the Festival is not just 

evidenced in its itinerant nature, but in the organisation of district animations, with 

festival cultural activities across the city beyond the competitive sections. The 

competitive sections are composed of three categories – dance, theatre and music. In 

2015, the theatre performances were hosted at the Institut Français, in an open-air 

auditorium, with no ticketed entrance. These open spaces are characterised by 

significant levels of local participation, with a significant presence of children. It is a 

thematic festival, whose theme (marriage, initiation, etc.) varies each edition.  

																																																								
27 An itinerant festival is a festival that is hosted in different locations every year.  

Figure 8. Institut Français at Kaolack, with Aby Faye 
(director Centre Culturel Régional in Louga), and Yacine 

Ngott (director Centre Culturel Régional in Kaffrine), 
during FESNAC 2015 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 9.12.15). 
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Like the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, it consecrated a central 

space to a colloquium on culture.28 This was composed mainly of intellectuals and 

cultural actors, who held their discussions in an indoor, partially private space, in 

contrast with the open-air cultural performances. The choice of space for the 

colloquium implies certain institutional dimensions, arguably as a result of its 

political management. The selected space for the intellectual forum during the eighth 

FESNAC was the Chamber of Commerce. This spatial choice suggests a reference to 

the 1994 Colloquium on cultural 

convergences, also hosted there, 

reinforced explicitly by some of the 

interventions and by the shared 

perception among the participants 

that a report should be written on 

the points discussed for decision-

																																																								
28 This is a three-day colloquium composed of three sessions: Cultural and political potentialities of local 
development; Partnership and funding of the de-centralised cultural action; Regulation and training of cultural 
actors. 

Figure 9. Round table ‘Economic Impact of Festivals’ at Colloquium FESNAC, Chamber of Commerce.  
(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 10.12.15) 

Figure 10. Chamber of Commerce in Kaolack, in Le Soleil, 
11-12 June 1994. (Photo donated by Le Soleil Archives, 

accessed in April 2016 by Estrella Sendra) 
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makers to take it into account in formulating cultural policy. 

The focus was mainly on the economic impact of cultural heritage in Senegal, which 

also suggests similarities with some of the speeches during the 1994 Colloquium, 

which stressed the cultural diversity of the country (Tambadou 1996: 23-39).  

The 2015 Colloquium opened with a panel on cultural potentialities and local 

development, and hosted a round-table in the afternoon on the economic impact of 

festivals. Participants included Babacar Sarr, the president of FESFOP.  During this 

round-table the different panellists highlighted the local development that their 

festivals have achieved. This is illustrative of the change of context from the 

inception of FESNAC to the 2015 edition, in which festivalisation is no longer 

managed by the state, but by cultural actors, who feel politicians are not cultural 

actors and hence do not have the skills to manage festivals. This was a point 

continuously raised at the eighth FESNAC, where there were logistical difficulties 

and a high degree of disorganisation which were loudly criticised by journalists and 

participants of the colloquium. They were accommodated in a non-central hotel with 

inconvenient transport links to the festival venues. The controversy at FESNAC 

illustrates the challenges faced in the implementation of the Law of Decentralisation. 

However, the sense of pride in participating in the colloquium as a guest is revealing 

of the cultural and political tensions at festivals, and an acknowledgment of the 

benefits of being supported by the state. 
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Biennale des Lettres et des Arts 

 

 

Another major state initiative of the decade, celebrated for the first time in 

December 1990, was the Biennale des Lettres et des Arts, that became the Biennale 

de l’Art Contemporain Africain (Dak’Art) in 1996.29 In contrast with the FESNAC, 

the Biennale was hosted in Dakar. Yet, in later editions, it moved towards the 

decentralisation of certain events, classified as the ‘OFF’ programme. While this is a 

‘Biennale,’ and indeed takes place every two years, there are certain aspects 

regarding its international dimension, audiences and organisation, that are worth 

mentioning for the purposes of this thesis, as they can help to illuminate post-2000 

festivals. 

																																																								
29 See Appendix 1 for its chronology.  

Figure 11: Frontal view Ancien Palais de Justice, during the Biennale Dak’Art 2016 (Photo: E.S., 13.05.18 )	
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The project has been analysed as an expression of Senghor’s legacy and as an 

“obvious attempt to emulate Senghor Patronage” (Harney 2004: 222).  Harney 

argues that the Biennale is rooted in the contemporary art exhibition ‘Tendances et 

Confrontations’ (Tendencies and Confrontations), at the (Ancien) Palais de Justice, 

during the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres (2004: 74). This origin was 

implicitly evoked in the twelfth Dak’Art, whose international exhibition ‘The City in 

the Blue Daylight’ was also hosted at the Ancien Palais de Justice. This was a 

symbolic space, re-utilised after many years of abandonment for the commemoration 

of the fiftieth anniversary of the 1966 Festival. Harney considers that despite the 

change of context, “the strength of those first structures remains vivid in the minds 

of government cultural workers, artists, and scholars” (2004: 218). Illustrative of it 

was the re-use of the Ancien Palais de Justice. 

Run every other year, it showcases artistic creation in Africa, for 

international audiences and critics (Djigo 2015: 335). With the exception of its 

Figure 12: Patio Ancien Palais de Justice at Festival 66. Figures 13 & 14: Patio at Biennale Dak’Art  2016.  
(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 13.05.18 )	
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cancellation in 2012, it is the longest running “festival” in Senegal, and has evolved 

throughout the years, as entangled with the rest of the festivals in the country. It has 

several of the main characteristics associated with Biennales: It usually runs for a 

month; is part of an international circuit of Biennales; and inspires elitist 

connotations associated with the fine arts. However, it does not solely offer this kind 

of art, which is one of the reasons why it has to be considered as part of the 

phenomenon of festivalisation in Senegal. 

Like FESNAC, the Biennale is a state-run initiative characterised by a series 

of difficulties with logistics and a certain degree of disorganisation. Djigo argues that 

in every edition there is a concern about where to host an event of such international 

dimensions (since the Musée Dynamique no longer exists) (2015: 313-314). 

Similarly, Joseph Underwood observes a lack of organisational maintenance and low 

audience attendance beyond the first week of the Biennale. The latter is mainly due 

to the limited local audiences (2014b: 6). This is something I also observed in 

Dak’Art 2016, with almost ‘ghostly’ buildings, such as was the case with the main 

international exhibition at the Ancien Palais de Justice or the Institut Fondamental 

d’Afrique Noire (IFAN). After the first week, these were empty with some young 

volunteers who could hardly offer any insight into the work exhibited. 

The 2016 edition also evidenced challenges in decentralising the events, 

despite an effort to help festival activities overcome a distinction between 

perceptions of an ‘IN’ or an ‘OFF’ programme. Tamba and Blin see these as a binary 

opposition where the ‘IN’ is associated with the elite – “generally private, aimed at 

art connoisseurs, professionals, experts, the foreign clientele, etc.”, and the ‘OFF’ 
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associated with popular culture (2014: 51).30 I further suggest that there is a spatial 

difference. The ‘IN’ evokes the idea of a festival centre. In contrast, the ‘OFF’ takes 

the festival to different areas across the region, beyond the festival centre. This takes 

place in a context where transport is not to be taken for granted, particularly at night 

time, when public transport stops operating. These two facets of the Biennale trigger 

different festival experiences, as the exhibitions and performances at the ‘IN’ and 

‘OFF’ are different. 

The ‘IN’ constitutes the ‘official’ and ‘curated’ programme, to be announced 

in festival communications and publicity – particularly ‘written’ publicity – of the 

festival. As the festival centre, it demands a concentric movement of the population 

towards that festival centre with the sole aim of attending the exhibition or event 

hosted in that space. Located in the urban centre of Dakar, it is mainly attended by 

the metropolitan population of the urban capital, as well as international guests and 

visitors. It is the space for official ceremonies, with journalists and sponsors, and 

thus with an acute internationalism.  

 Among the ‘IN’ spaces, Dak’Art has been using emblematic spaces of the 

Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, such as the Théâtre National Daniel 

Sorano for Macky Sall’s opening speech in Dak’Art 2016. The curated art 

programme just occupies the spaces during the festival period, triggering a 

temporary festive moment for the re-imagination and (re)claiming of the city, in a 

conversation that engages locals and internationals. As Underwood puts it, the 

Biennale is a site of “dialogue for artists from the continent and the diaspora (…) It 

generates a temporary community of creative minds” (2014b: 4).  

																																																								
30 The original source is in French and has been freely translated by me.  
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Figure 15. Panoramic view of Sorano during the opening of Dak’Art 2106. (Photo: Áurea Puerto, 03.05.16).	
 

    
 

 The extent to which local artists actually see themselves as invited to this 

festival is also questionable. For instance, at Dak’Art 2016, the Spanish Embassy in 

Dakar funded a series of video-mapping performances and concerts at some of the 

central festival sites. To overcome the transport problem, a train was made available 

from the outskirts of Dakar to the central train station, so that people could go back 

home after the concerts. However, these were observed to be used only by a limited 

number of people, according to the first secretary of the cultural attachment of the 

Spanish Embassy (pers. comm. 2016). What is unclear is whether the low usage was 

due to participants being unaware of the availability of these trains, or due to a 

reluctance to rely on a transport that is not part of their everyday lives and may be 

subject to even greater uncertainty and timetable irregularities than is already the 

norm in Dakar.  

The ‘OFF’ spaces appear to allow wider access and increased participation of 

artists across the region. While some of the ‘OFF’ spaces are pop-ups in public 

spaces on the outskirts of the city, a large number of them are artistic spaces, such as 

galleries or cultural centres and spaces. These artistic spaces are ‘IN’ (active) the rest 

of the year, and become peripheral during the Biennale dates. It is the combination of 

these two spaces which constitutes the festiveness of the Biennale. This curating 

technique started to be applied more generally in festivals that emerged in the same 

period, shaping festivals of the twenty-first century in Senegal.  
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 Besides these two major state initiatives, in line with the proliferation of 

festivals in Africa since the late 1990s, non-state-managed festivals started to spread 

throughout Senegal, more noticeably since the year 2000. The independence from 

the state entailed a different funding strategy. Cultural initiatives started to seek 

support from private funders, as well as a variety of economic and cultural sectors. 

Official structures have played a particularly relevant role in this respect (Djigo 

2015: 328-329). These are, for instance, Aula Cervantes (from the Spanish 

Embassy), the Institut Français (from the French Embassy) and the Goethe Institute 

(from the German Embassy). As such, their involvement in the cultural sectors has 

been following diplomatic missions, that is, national agendas and aims of the 

Foreign Office and international relations of each of their countries with Senegal.  

France continues to be considered as a “privileged partner,” particularly in 

emblematic areas during the colonial period, such as fine arts, architectural sites and 

the organisation of the Biennale de Dakar (Djigo 2015: 329). Djigo also notes an 

increasing number of cultural exchanges between Senegal and other countries from 

both the South and the North, and Support Programmes for Cultural Initiatives 

(SPCI) from the European Union (2014: 328-329).31 The involvement of 

international sponsors is one of the factors that has led to a more international 

framing of festivals as they search for financial support.  

 While internationalism prevails, festivals are rooted in the local space, and 

organised across both urban and rural regions of Senegal, in continuity and 

coexistence with other local festivities. While this local and international format of 

the festival was established in the year 2000, it was incipient since the 1990s. It was 

then that the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, one of the major and longest running festivals 
																																																								
31 The SPCI is funded by the European Development Fund, and was launched in Senegal in 1995. 
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was created. This presents a series of features that resonate with further festivals 

emerging in the following years, which is why it is important that I briefly detail the 

history of this festival and these features before arriving at my conclusion to this 

chapter.  

Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 

The Festival Saint-Louis Jazz,32 also known as Festival International de Jazz 

de Saint-Louis, is one of the most important festivals in the city and the country. It 

has the longest running history, with 25 editions celebrated on an annual basis from 

1993 to 2018. 33 It is considered the largest jazz festival in Africa, attracting 

thousands of tourists and jazz lovers who travel to this city from their home 

countries specifically for the festival. While its first edition did not take place until 

1994, the project was initiated in 1991, by a generation of jazzmen in Saint-Louis, 

who organised a small format festival with a couple of groups.34 It was celebrated for 

two years in small venues until the initiative gained the support of the French 

Cultural Centre in 1993. This constituted an opening of the gate towards the 

establishment of an international, larger format jazz festival in 1994, organised both 

by the Saint-Louis Jazz Association and the French Cultural Centre.  

The Festival Saint-Louis Jazz has had diverse local, national and 

international sponsors, such as the municipality of Saint-Louis, the Ministry of 

Culture and Tourism, the French, Turkish, and USA Embassies, and Air France. This 

financial support has led to a larger format and festival venue, now with a closed 

festival space composed of a stage facing rows of chairs for the audiences, a bar and 

information point, in the area of the Place Faidherbe. A large number of 

																																																								
32 See Appendix 8 for its chronology.  
33 While the Biennale has been running for longer, this is not self-defined as “festival.”  
34 For a historical overview of the festival see Tamba & Blin (2014: 85). 
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international musicians and bands, such as Marcus Miller and Manu Dibango, and 

famous Senegalese musicians, such as Youssou N’Dour, and Doudou Ndiaye Rose 

and Cheikh Lô, have participated in the different editions. It is a festival based on the 

logic of tourism, as an interview with Mame Birane Seck revealed. Seck is the 

curator of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, and a tourist guide the rest of the year. 

Going back to the origins of the event, Seck argued that it was motivated by the need 

for doing “a cultural event that moved beyond what was already offered in Senegal. 

It would allow us to extend the tourist season” (pers. comm. 2016).  

According to Seck, this template has really worked, noting a particularly 

good economic income for hotels in the city (pers. comm. 2016). Hotel owner and 

cultural actor Jay Hernández’s testimonial is particularly enlightening in this respect: 

“I remember back in the days of the first festivals, the hotel was overcrowded. 

People came in groups of 15. It was full, with gin and tonics, drinks, food… I had to 

even bring tables down from my house. That was the festival. That was what made 

the festival atmosphere” (pers. comm. 2016). During the festival, the streets of Saint-

Louis are bustling with both residents and visitors from abroad, as well as artists and 

musicians. Hernández’s testimonial is also enlightening regarding what constitutes 

the festiveness of Saint-Louis Jazz, the festive atmosphere in hotels, cultural spaces 

and in the streets, beyond the closed (still open-air) central stage space of the 

‘official’ programme. This is because in the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz there is an ‘IN’ 

and an ‘OFF’ programme, a distinction that has become increasingly frequent in 

festivals since the year 2000. The particularity of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz is that 

there are two ‘OFF’ programmes: one organised by the curators of the Festival and 

another one curated by other cultural and touristic venues in the city, which is 

advertised separately by each of the venues.   
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As in Dak’Art, the ‘IN’ programme is the only one curated by the organisers 

of the Festival, and, as such, the only one performed at the Place Faidherbe, with a 

ticketed entrance. It offers an international programme, where certain curatorial 

choices are influenced by the type of funders. That is, there is a certain degree of 

dependence.35 Mame Birane Seck notes, however, a change of approach in recent 

years. If before it was the embassy that suggested the group, programmers now 

prefer to “talk directly and give an artistic orientation” (pers. comm. 2016), as 

guidance to sponsors curating the performing artists. This tension between 

dependence and independence is present in the broader festival scene in the country.  

According to Seck, the ticket price should not constitute any obstacle to 

access the ‘IN’ because “it is a very low fee to see someone like Marcus Miller. It is 

not expensive at all” (pers. comm. 2016). Yet the truth is that a large part of the 

population cannot afford it – it costs from 5,000 to 10,000 FCFA per evening or 

																																																								
35 For instance, in 2016, the Turkish embassy, sponsor of the Festival, suggested the performance of Senay 
Lambaoglu Quintet, whose performance did not impress festival audiences. 

Figure 16. Cheikh Lô performs at Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 2016 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 12.05.16) 
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15,000 to 25,000 for the whole Festival,36 with the exception of the first night, which 

is free of charge. The organisers have considered offering free concerts, but decided 

not to in the end “to filter a bit (…) as it’s a kind of music that one needs to listen to” 

(Seck, pers. comm. 2016). The free concert is in contrast with the official ‘OFF,’ 

with a focus on local artists. The end effect is that there is a certain elitism associated 

with the genre, with the colonial history of Saint-Louis reverberating especially in 

the audience it targets and reflected through a spatial hierarchy in the programme.  

 

However, as Hernández’s testimonial unveils, the wider ‘OFF’ programme 

plays a key role in triggering the festiveness across the city, both for local and 

international audiences, but more particularly, for locals. In contrast with the ‘IN,’ 

the wider ‘OFF’ programme takes place at different venues in the city, such as 

hotels, the Institut Français, Meyazz Club in the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth 

edition, and other bars and open-air spaces, offering free or affordable entrance to 

performances. The ‘OFF’ section, particularly that curated by different ‘OFF’ 

spaces, contributes to the festiveness and larger local engagement with the festival. It 

																																																								
36 These ticket fees refer to the 24th Festival Saint-Louis Jazz in 2016. 5,000 FCFA equals £6.70; 10,000 equals 
£13.50; 15,000 equals £20.10 and 25,000 equals £33.60. These are quite expensive for a large part of the 
population.  

Figure 17: Audience at Place Faidherbe during closing of 24th Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 2016  
(Photo: E.S. 15.05.16.) 
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also boosts tourism in an array of ways. First, the ‘OFF’ section offers an alternative 

performative space for artists from across different regions and, particularly, for 

local artists. Secondly, it allows wider audiences, particularly local audiences, to take 

part in the Festival. Furthermore, these venues tend to be much more interactive than 

the seated rows at Place Faidherbe, usually with a nightclub environment triggering 

social gatherings of different ages, from tourists to metropolitan locals and 

international residents, as well as other residents in the country. Thirdly, it boosts the 

economy of local businesses. These benefit from the sales of drinks and meals while 

the performances take place.  

The wider ‘OFF’ programme has become so relevant that it has shaped the 

‘IN’ programme in two directions. On the one hand, the festival organisers have 

established a specific starting time of performances at ‘OFF’ spaces, after midnight, 

once the ‘IN’ has finished. This restriction shows a fear of low attendance in the ‘IN’ 

because of people’s preference for the ‘OFF.’ On the other hand, the ‘OFF’ has 

become so strong in the constitution of the festiveness that when in 2016 there were 

rumours that the ‘IN’ of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz was going to be cancelled, 

some of the organisers of the ‘OFF’ were still ready to go ahead with their ‘OFF’ 

programme, as if that was the Festival. While it was not cancelled in the end, the 

festiveness at the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 2016 emerged mainly from the streets, 

with the performance of famous local kora player, Ablaye Cissokho, or outstanding 

performances of acclaimed musicians such as Cheikh Lô, Orchestra Baobab, Omar 

Pène and Mao Sidibe at the brand new Meyazz Club. 
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 The difficulties of achieving an annual celebration of festivals are also visible 

in other festivals that emerged in the period. For instance, the Festival des Origines 

Serer et Diola hosted the first edition in 1993, the second edition in 1996, and the 

third edition in 1999. The Festival International des Peuples de l’Eau (Eco Arts), 

celebrated in Dakar, also had a very irregular and uncertain periodicity. Other 

festivals, such as FESNAC, the Festival International de Culture et Développement 

de Thilogne preferred to opt for a biennial format, which was equally challenging. 

Some festivals faded away after a number of editions, such as the Festival des 

Origines Serer et Diola, or the Festival International du Film de Quartier (FIFQ). 

This is the context in which, I argue, ‘two-tier festivals’ arose. 

1.6. Conclusion 

The effort to trace the history of festivalisation in Senegal for the first time 

has led to the conclusion that this history could be divided in two periods, before and 

after the year 2000. The period before 2000 is characterised by a centralisation of 

festivals in the former colonial capitals of Dakar and to a lesser extent, Saint-Louis, 

in line with the centralisation of cultural, economic and political activity in Dakar. In 

contrast, the period after 2000 is marked by an increasing decentralisation of 

Figure 18: Abdou Diouf at opening of the 3rd Festival des Origines Serer et Diola, in Le Soleil 21 
November 1999. (Photo donated by Le Soleil Archives, accessed in April 2016 by Estrella Sendra). 
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festivalisation, with the proliferation of festivals across different regions of Senegal, 

and also of festival activities within the same festival across different spaces, often 

through a distinction between a central ‘IN’ programme and a decentralised ‘OFF’ 

programme.  

The historical overview of festivals in Senegal in this chapter provides an 

original contribution to festival studies, where the regional focus on Senegal 

constituted a gap, as publications had mainly examined the Premier Festival 

Mondial des Arts Nègres, celebrated in 1966. It draws together a wide range of 

festivals and cultural initiatives, some of which are analysed for the first time in this 

thesis. It emerges at the same time as the first ever edited collection entirely devoted 

to the 1966 Festival, its context and legacies (Murphy 2016), and as such contributes 

to a regional gap identified by scholars (Dovey 2015, Murphy 2016, Neveu 

Kringelbach 2013) not just in festival studies but in African and Senegalese studies 

and more specifically African and Senegalese festival studies.  

This chapter in particular offers for the first time a historical overview of 

festivals in Senegal, moving beyond existing scholarship of Senegalese culture in 

relation to its postcolonial politics (Snipe 1998, Harney 2004, Tamba & Blin 2014). 

This is because of the identification of the two afore-mentioned periods, before and 

after the year 2000, when festivals started to proliferate across different areas. As 

Dovey notes, since the 1990s, festivals have experienced an increasing 

internationalisation (2015). Here I add the specificity of Senegal, where the 

internationalism coincided too with an increasing detachment from the state, and the 

involvement of private and international funders. The resultant internationalisation 
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was then the fruit of the change of context and of the prominent role played by 

individual independent cultural actors and associations, as founders and directors.  

Instead of discussing culture and more particularly, festivals, under each of 

the presidential periods, the suggested approach to festivalisation in Senegal in this 

thesis seeks to open up new ways of studying festivals in Senegal. While festivals 

have been shaped by cultural policies under each of the presidents, they are not the 

result of them, but of committed individuals who have taken the lead on the 

festivalisation process, particularly since the late 1990s. The scope of this thesis does 

not allow me to delve into the variety of precolonial festivities that have existed for 

centuries in Senegal. However, these are acknowledged, challenging the idea that 

festivals constitute the first moment of celebration involving live “festive 

excitement” (Witz 2003: 10).  

I have addressed some of the ways in which festivals are related to religious 

and ritual festivities, a comparison under-researched in heritage and festival studies. 

Festivals do not replace rituals, but cohabit with them, yet differ from each other in 

the kind of festiveness involved. Their similarities and differences can be seen 

through certain spatial and temporal aspects. Rituals have experienced a process of 

patrimonialisation (Djigo 2015: 90), that is, of transformation into heritage, central 

to the (postcolonial) state’s endeavour to preserve heritage. Rituals have also 

experienced an increasing festivalisation in that festivals are conceived as sites of 

heritage recreation. I hope this thesis invites further research in that area, engaging in 

comparative research between festivals, rituals and religious festivities, in order to 

examine the relation between culture and religion in a contemporary and 

“palimpsestic” context, and thus contributing to heritage studies. In line with my 
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focus on participants, such research could explore who the participants are, what 

kinds of participation there are in rituals and religious festivities and whether these 

have changed at all due to the increasing festivalisation.  

The spatial criteria established for the distinction between festivals before 

and after the year 2000 also contributes significantly to festival research in that to 

date scholars have mainly studied festivals as urban phenomena (Goerg 1999). As 

such it invites new conversations questioning what the differences are between rural 

and urban festivals and how the spread of festivals across rural areas is shaping, if at 

all, the range of festivals celebrated at urban and metropolitan areas.  

Another key finding of this chapter is that the grounds of the contemporary 

focus on the decentralisation of festival activities can be found in the Premier 

Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres, the first festive event in Senegal self-defined as a 

“festival.” This was celebrated in 1966 in Dakar in a unique immediate post-

independence moment, under the patronage of the first president of the Republic of 

Senegal, Léopold Sédar Senghor. If in this 1966 Festival there were indoor spaces at 

central locations with performances and exhibitions associated with the elite, and 

considered as the heart of the festival, there were also outdoor spaces known as 

Animations de Dakar showcasing folkloric performances across different places, 

reaching broader local populations. Murphy’s edited collection reflects the variety of 

performance spaces and consequent diverse performances of pan-Africanism (2016: 

27). In this chapter, I further suggest that the Animations de Dakar were still quite 

central, yet their inclusion in the festival programme denotes an incipient effort at 

cultural decentralisation, that resonates with the ‘OFF’ activities at post-2000 

festivals. It would be worth exploring the extent to which contemporary festivals 
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acknowledge the legacy of the 1966 Festival or think of themselves in relation to it, 

as well as the contexts in which Senghor is evoked at contemporary festivals. 	
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Chapter Two: Festivals since the year 2000: The rise 

of ‘two-tier festivals’ 
In this chapter, I focus on festivals in the twenty-first century in Senegal. I propose 

this is the period of the rise of ‘two-tier festivals,’ a term I suggest and seek to 

explore in this chapter through the analysis of the different festival features. The year 

2000 marks the beginning of a period of festivalisation in Senegal. If before the year 

2000 a certain number of festivals emerged, mainly concentrated in urban cities of 

important colonial history (Dakar and Saint-Louis), after the year 2000 a large 

number of festivals started to spread across different regions in Senegal, both in 

urban and rural areas. I illustrate the festivalisation of these two periods in the figure 

below.   

 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of festivals in Senegal before and after the year 2000.  
Source: elaborated by author from data collection, 2016.  
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The figure is illustrative of two key aspects of festivals since the year 2000. 

First, there is a geographic shift from a centralisation of festivals in Dakar and Saint-

Louis to a decentralisation of festivals across different rural and urban regions in the 

country. However, the number of festivals in both former colonial communes, and 

particularly in Dakar, is still considerably higher. Secondly, there is an increase in 

the number of festivals after the year 2000. While it is challenging to quantify the 

exact number of festivals in Senegal, I have sought to trace the history of festivals in 

Senegal and identified the creation of around 80 festivals after the year 2000, in 

contrast with the 14 identified before the year 2000.1  

By the year 2000, the second Reform of the Law of Decentralisation had 

been implemented, granting power to the regions, communes and rural communities 

in cultural matters.2 If festivals before then had mainly been the result of state 

initiatives, as platforms to express and spread their ideas about the new postcolonial 

nation, festivals after the year 2000 have been mainly non-state initiatives. This has 

led to a different function for festivals, in which the aim is not so much to showcase 

national culture to the rest of the world, but to claim a place for the local community 

in the nation and the rest of the world. During this period, festivals also start to add 

“international” to their names, with a series of implications I seek to explore in this 

chapter.   

1.1. A brief introduction to the political context in twenty-first century Senegal 

Following the economic crisis, depreciation of the FCFA, and structural 

adjustment under Abdou Diouf’s presidency, Abdoulaye Wade became the third 

president of Senegal from 2000 to 2012. Ferdinand De Jong and Vincent Foucher 

																																																								
1 See full list of festivals in Senegal in the Appendix 1 of this Chapter and the Festivals Calendar of my fieldwork 
year in Appendix 3 of the Introduction. 
2 This Law, nº96-07, was proclaimed on 22 March 1996. See the Introduction for further details.   
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argue that Wade embodied the “revival of the dream of modernisation” (2010: 193) 

and the “recycling of pan-Africanism” (2010: 194). This was particularly evident in 

the controversial building of the Monument de la Renaissance Africaine,3 whose 

inauguration in April 2010 coincided with the fiftieth anniversary of the 

independence of Senegal. However, Wade was also criticised during his reign for his 

“bad governance,”4 as “clientelist, whimsical, and megalomaniac,” “materialist” and 

“neoliberal” (De Jong & Foucher 2010: 198-199). This criticism became apparent 

during the celebration of the third Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres in 2010, 

described as a “caricature,” and a “metaphor for a comedy,” the “Wade Show,” in 

which a large number of Senegalese became “unwilling actors” (Niang 2012: 31). 

His candidacy in the 2012 elections was highly controversial and unpopular, 

following twelve years in office, aged 86 years old, and acting against the 2001 

Constitution, which limited the presidential term to two terms of five years each. It 

inspired the citizens’ movement Y’En A Marre (Enough is Enough), led by rappers 

from the well-known group Keur Gui and journalists, who peacefully demonstrated 

and raised awareness in the streets to discourage the vote for Wade’s third term. In 

2012, Macky Sall was elected as the fourth president of Senegal.  

Wade’s cultural policy was marked by a lack of definition and strategy, with 

ten different ministries and Ministers of Culture, some of them in the position for 

only a few months (for example, Madior Diouf, from February to March 2001), 

which makes it difficult to understand what Wade’s view on culture was. According 

to Murphy, for Wade, “art, creativity, and the spirit of entrepreneurialism go hand-

in-hand” (2012: 31). Murphy sees this as a promotion of free-market culture, where 

																																																								
3 See De Jong & Foucher 2010 (in French, translated here by me). 
4 This is also reflected in Diagne’s article in Le Soleil (3 April 2017), which refers to the lack of rigour in the 
reports and the opacity of the funding of certain projects.		
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culture is understood more broadly as “creativity that informs all areas in life,” in 

contrast with Senghor’s support of “high art” (2012: 31). Wade built three new 

cultural infrastructure: the Porte du Troisième millénaire, in 2001; the Place du 

Souvenir Africain, in 2009; and the Monument de la Renaissance Africaine, in 2010. 

This infrastructure was an expression of Wade’s pan-Africanism, emulating not just 

first president Senghor, but other leaders of pan-Africanism, such as Ghanaian 

president Nkrumah (Tamba & Blin 2014: 63). However, they are also seen as part of 

Wade’s desire to be remembered (Badiane in Tamba & Blin 2014: 186), thus the 

grandiose scale of his projects, and particularly of the Monument de la Renaissance 

Africaine. All his built infrastructure played a key role at the third Festival Mondial 

des Arts Nègres, and in terms of the visual writing of the Festival.  

The beginning of the twenty-first century was marked by a weak cultural 

policy, with less than one percent of the budget devoted to culture, except for the 

year of the celebration of the 2010 FESMAN, with two percent given to culture 

(Tamba & Blin 2014: 60). The second decade of the twenty-first century, since 

Macky Sall’s ascent to power in 2012 has been seen as a “social state of solidarity,” 

marking “the end of the Senghorian period,” and “embodying the new generation” 

(Diagne, in Le Soleil, 3 April 2017). This does not imply a rupture with Senghor, 

however. In fact, during the opening speech at the Biennale de Dak’Art 2016, Macky 

Sall made continuous references to Senghor and Négritude and referred to the “duty 

of historical continuity” (Dak’Art, 3 May 2016), also emphasised in the international 

colloquium at the Biennale.5  

“The end of the Senghorian period” refers rather to the adaptation to the new 

context, of cultural industries, putting culture, development and economy into 

																																																								
5 See Appendix 2 for full opening speech (in French). 
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conversation, and stressing the role of tourism. In 2014 Macky Sall launched a three-

year Programme d’Urgence de Développement Communautaire (PUDC), to improve 

the access of the rural population to social services and infrastructure, as well as to 

reinforce their agricultural and livestock production.6 Sall elaborated a Plan of 

Emergent Senegal7 in 2015, aiming to provide the means to satisfy the citizens’ 

needs and to achieve in a five-year period certain budgetary sovereignty in order 

“not to depend any longer on foreign financial partners” (Diagne, in Le Soleil, 3 

April 2017). This point is particularly relevant, since cultural actors involved in the 

festivalisation of Senegal in the twenty-first century identify precisely a dependence 

on international funding, due to the lack of state funds or grants. 

Following the celebration of the ninth FESNAC in Kolda, from 27 to 31 

December 2016, and the fiftieth anniversary of the Premier Festival Mondial des 

Arts Nègres, Macky Sall declared 2017 the Year of Culture, which he announced in a 

national speech on television, the day before independence day: 

The celebration of our newfound freedom also gives us the 

opportunity to reflect on our culture, as a factor of social cohesion, 

which participates in the effort of raising awareness about the 

nation-building process; because it is our culture that embodies our 

collective identity, tells our history and helps in preserving values 

held by our civilisation. (Official speech, 3 April 2017) 

 

Following this, Sall stressed his endeavour to preserve heritage, which he illustrated 

through various examples: the refurbishment of religious buildings and spaces of 

memory, such as the historic Théâtre National Daniel Sorano; the creation of 

copyright in Senegal; the doubling of the budget devoted to the Biennale de Dak’Art, 

																																																								
6 More information about this programme can be found in the official page of the government: 
https://www.gouv.sn/Programme-d-urgence-de.html.   
7 The Wolof slogan is ‘Yoonu yokkute,’ meaning ‘the path of emergence.’  
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and his speech at the official opening at the Théâtre Sorano; the refurbishment of the 

former Palais de Justice (for the Biennale de Dak’Art) and its transformation into 

Palais des Arts; among other infrastructural contributions. In 2016, an important 

cultural infrastructure was also put in place, the Musée des Civilisations Noires, 

already imagined by Senghor and evoked during the Premier Festival Mondial des 

Arts Nègres, but which would not start to be thought about until the year 2000, under 

Wade’s presidency. Despite the building of the infrastructure, in 2016, coinciding 

with the fiftieth anniversary of the 1966 Festival, the population was reluctant about 

the extent to which this could be used appropriately to face the daunting aim of 

preserving heritage. Its opening was estimated in the first semester of 2017 (Roger, in 

Jeune Afrique, 19 December 2016), but there is still no information about the 

opening or programme for it. The relevance of the project lies nonetheless in the 

importance devoted to heritage, a recurrent theme during my fieldwork year. 

 

The period from 2012 and more particularly from 2015, when Macky Sall’s projects 

started to take shape, has been characterised by an effort to consolidate in practice the 

idea of making culture an economic asset in Senegal, in line with the global shift 

towards cultural and and creative industries – which is not without problems (Le 

Soleil, 27 March 2017), evident, for instance, in the increase of funds both for cinema 

Figure 2. Panoramic view of the opening of Dak’Art 2016 at Théâtre National Daniel Sorano. 
(Photo: Áurea Puerto, 3.05.18.) 
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(through the Fonds de Promotion à l’Industrie Cinématographique et Audiovisuelle, 

FOPICA) and urban cultures (through the creation of the Maison des Cultures 

Urbaines in Ouakam). This idea is coherent with the direction towards cultural 

tourism and its relation with heritage, evident in festivalisation. Yet the extent to 

which it is applied is questionable, as cultural actors and artists openly criticise the 

president’s cultural policy, and as the festival scene reflects, with a challenging 

sustainability. 

Since the year 2000, private local initiatives, created by cultural actors, have 

been taking the lead on the organisation of festivals, engaging differently with the 

contemporary context, no longer marked by the enthusiastic and young post-

independence era of the second half of the twentieth century. If the previous state 

initiatives had mainly been centralised in Dakar, as the capital of Senegal, the non-

state initiatives have emerged from different regions across the country, thus leading 

to a decentralisation of culture. While it is implemented through cultural actors, the 

term ‘decentralisation’ has a political context worth mentioning. It emphasises the 

people’s agency in the festivalisation of Senegal, despite the historical relation 

between the state and culture, through the figure of Senghor, and through the Law of 

Decentralisation.  

As a consequence of the 1996 Law of Decentralisation, post-2000 festivals 

have often been supported by the mayors or Town Halls where they take place. 

Activities, in theory, no longer operate from Dakar, as the national capital. Yet, in 

practice, very often, cultural actors have to request authorisations from the local 

authorities that then require a signature in Dakar for final approval, prior to being 

implemented in the localities. The process can then take a long time.   
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The notion of decentralisation is closely tied to that of ‘local development,’ a 

concept whose origins come from France in the 1960s and 1970s and is associated 

with the rural areas, particularly those considered of “strong cultural identity” (Diop 

2006: 13). In Senegal local development has been applied to refer to the range of 

actions implemented by NGOs and non-state organisations, and very particularly by 

local collectives or networks. They advocate for a valorisation of the territory to 

achieve better living conditions for its population (Diop 2006: 140). This needs to be 

seen in line with the New Economic Programme for African Development (NEPAD) 

promoted by Abdoulaye Wade, granting seats to African leaders at G20 meetings, 

and thus, forging new transnational ties beyond France (Murphy 2012: 32). This is a 

key context to understanding the dynamics at festivals created after the year 2000 in 

Senegal. As such, it is also key to understanding the conception of the Festival 

International de Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga, as a “project of 

territory” through a focus on decentralisation and local development. 

The non-state involvement in the initiation and management of festivals, 

particularly since 2000, has triggered a diversification of types of festivals, leading to 

the diversification of audiences, both local and global. This is not just specific to 

Senegal, but part of a worldwide phenomenon of the festivalisation of culture. It was 

also around the year 2000 that the Ministry of Culture started elaborating a cultural 

calendar, conceived as a way of encouraging “the discovery of Senegal as a whole” 

(Macky Sall, Agenda Culturel et Touristique National, 2015: 7). Inclusion in the 

agenda is perceived as a form of recognition and prestige that can trigger the 

expansion of the festival and its professionalism. However, it does not necessarily 

guarantee state financial support, the securing of which is rare. It is simply an 
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acknowledgement of the importance of the event in the cultural scene, and thus 

perceived as a movement towards its professionalisation. 

1.2. In search of coherence in two-tier festivals across Senegal since 2000 

The notion of ‘two-tier festivals’ is inspired by a concept adopted from 

Senegalese sociologist Saliou Ndour. As mentioned in the Introduction, Ndour 

suggests that there are artists, such as Youssou Ndour, who practise a “two-tier 

music,” with pure mbalax8 for local consumption and a soft world-music version – 

that is, an international version – for outsiders (2008: 1-4). By applying this notion to 

the context of festivals, I aim to further address the complexity within these two 

layers, looking at the ways in which they interact within festival spaces and 

temporalities. I also suggest there is a current tendency in festivals to curate 

programmes that can speak to local and international audiences simultaneously. 

Two-tier festivals are festivals that are framed as international while being 

locally rooted. These festivals are marked by geographical decentralisation, which 

leads to cultural decentralisation. That is, they move the centre of the cultural 

activity from Dakar to the broader territory of Senegal, across the different regions. 

However, this does not mean that festivals in Dakar cannot be two-tier festivals. 

Rather it refers to a trend in which festivals do not just emerge in the capital city, but 

in an increasing number of regions.  

Two-tier festivals are not defined by either their rural or urban nature. Rather, 

they need to be seen as entangled events as part of the increase in festivalisation in 

Senegal. It needs to be noted that certain festivals can be seen as both metropolitan 

and rural; there is an increasing number of festivals which host their activities not 

																																																								
8 Mbalax, meaning ‘rhythm’ in Wolof, is one of the main rhythms and forms of drumming and dancing played 
with the sabar and for Wolof celebrations (Durán 1989, 1996) with “a faster turnover of simple innovations 
produced by the singer or their dancers” (Neveu Kringelbach 2013: 101).  
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just in a city centre, but in a range of spaces across the same region. This sometimes 

involves the ruralisation of festivals, that is, the inclusion of festival activities in 

rural areas, beyond the urban ones.  

There is no such thing as an ideal formula or model for two-tier festivals. 

However, the term does imply a consideration of the festival as local within the 

international framework within which they are conceived. People take ownership of 

the festivals in different ways. Consequently, while the context of festivalisation is 

marked by the rise of two-tier festivals, not all the festivals respond to this format in 

which the local and the international interact.  In other words, not all post-2000 

festivals are two-tier. What I suggest, however, is that many two-tier festivals are 

explicitly seeking to tackle the challenge of sustainability, which is a worldwide 

challenge in the festivals scene. In contrast, festivals conceived as “national” or 

solely international, tend to disappear after some editions. The aim for sustainability 

in two-tier festivals needs to be seen in relation to non-state involvement in the 

founding of these festivals. Two-tier festivals are very often conceived by a cultural 

actor or social association. However, as I illustrate in this and the following chapters, 

the analysis of two-tier festivals serves to shed light on the tension and interactions 

between the cultural and political spheres, as even when festivals claim to be 

apolitical, there are political aspects involved in their dynamics.    

1.2.1. Festival seasons 

In Senegal, most festivals are condensed within the spring and winter periods, 

giving rise to two festival seasons. As Figure 3 shows, May and December constitute 

the two months with the highest number of festivals. This is a strategic choice 

shaped by the weather conditions, avoiding the extreme hot temperatures the country 

can reach in the summer, the rain in the wet season (hivernage) and the cold winter 
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nights. However, it also has to be seen as a strategic choice shaped by the 

international Easter and Christmas holidays. 

  

The location of these festival seasons in the annual calendar reveals the 

harmonious coexistence of religions in the country. As mentioned before, while 

Senegal is a country of a majority of Muslims, Christian holidays are also celebrated, 

as there is a minority of Christians in the country. A large number of schools in 

Senegal are on holiday during Christian holidays, which frees people to attend these 

festivals. However, the choice of dates is also relevant to two different aspects of the 

internationalisation of festivals. Firstly, it is arguably a way of attracting tourists, as 

noted by Cécile Rata, artistic director of the music festival Africa Fête in Marseille 

and part of the organisation of Africa Fête in Dakar (pers. comm. 2016).9 Second, it 

reveals the participation of Senegalese migrants in these festivals. People abroad, 

mainly in European countries, including Italy, France, Spain or Belgium, can travel 

to their home regions during the Christian Holidays to take part in festivities with 

their families. The festivals calendar is also shaped by the estimated dates of 

Ramadan, which vary every year, so that no festivals take place during this Muslim 

festivity, which is celebrated nationally. This not only shows respect for the religion, 
																																																								
9 See Appendix 3 for its chronology.	

Figure 3. Number of festivals per month (April 2015 to March 2016). Source: Elaborated by author, 2016. 
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which is a firm part of the culture in Senegal, but denotes again the importance of 

local audiences, who would be very unlikely to participate in festivals during the 

Ramadan period. One of the few exceptions is the Festival Salam, the only music 

festival in Senegal framed as religious. It was launched in July 2015 by 

internationally acclaimed mbalax musician Youssou Ndour.10   

1.2.2. Aspirations of becoming international  

Most contemporary festivals in Senegal call themselves international, 

sometimes from their inception, and others, over time. The internationalism within 

which two-tier festivals are usually framed reflects a desire to achieve international 

recognition. This is an aspect Dovey also notes in the case of African film festivals 

more broadly (2015: 132). In Senegal, this emphasis on internationalisation is also 

visible in other cultural festivals, such as Festival Saint-Louis Jazz11 and the Festival 

Kaay Fecc,12 but also smaller scale festivals such as the Festival International des 

Arts et Traditions du Saloum,13 and the Festival International des Arts Hip-Hop de 

Kaolack.14 There is an international aspiration among people in Senegal, like 

everywhere in the world, and it is eloquently summed up by one of the cultural 

actors participating in the festivalisation of Senegal, Hamedine Fall, a young man 

from Louga, co-founder of the Festival Njaambuur Hip-hop15 in Louga:     

In life, everything is a process. The human being starts at his home. 

He grows up, he goes out, he evolves in society and, eventually, he 

is in a locality (…) He leaves a house to find himself in a district. 

And then he will be known in a department, and then in a region, 
																																																								
10 See Appendix 4 for its chronology. Another religious festival had already launched in 2011 named 72 Heures 
de la Médina: Médina en fête. The patron of this festival was, again, Youssou Ndour, native of this artistic 
neighbourhood in Dakar.  
11 See Appendix 8 in Chapter One for its chronology.  
12 See Appendix 5 its chronology.  
13 See Appendix 6 its chronology. 
14 See Appendix 7 for its chronology.	
15 See Appendix 8 for its chronology. 
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and then in a country. This same evolution that the human being 

follows in his life is the one that any sustainable project has to 

adopt. Of course this project must have a specification, and can be 

known as local. Yet, any project dreams of moving forward. And 

we speak of going forward in the context of a festival, it is about 

becoming inscribed in the agenda of international festivals (…) 

(Fall, pers. comm.  2015) 

 

Here, Hamedine Fall offers insight into the international framing of festivals as a 

process. Several festivals do not initially include international in their names, but add 

it after certain years. That is the case of the Festival Hip-hop Awards,16 launched in 

2001, and then renamed Festival International des Musiques Urbaines Yakaar in 

2010.  

1.2.3. Internationalisation as a fund-raising strategy 

Some scholars have suggested that the international framing of festivals can 

evidence a marketing strategy to raise global funding (Dovey 2015: 139). Similarly, 

in Senegal, there is a shared perception among journalists and festival organisers that 

framing a festival as international can trigger wider funding opportunities from both 

private and public sponsors. Among the international partners, the Spanish,17 

German, British and French embassies are recurrent sources, due to their physical 

presence in the country through the cultural centres funded by the cultural branches 

of their embassies. These are, respectively, Aula Cervantes, Goethe Institut, British 

Council and the Institut Français, often referred to as Centre Culturel Français. 

Their involvement in festivals is linked to their diplomatic missions. They offer three 

main kinds of support: free access to their spaces; a financial contribution towards 

																																																								
16 See Appendix 9 for its chronology.  
17 See Appendix 10 for a list of festivals supported by the Spanish Embassy.  
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the organisation; or the sponsoring of an artist from their countries to participate in 

the festival. Another international funding source is the Support Programmes for 

Cultural Initiatives (SPCI), established by the European Union to support cultural 

projects launched by decentralised actors. 

In this international panorama, France continues to be considered as a 

“privileged partner” (Djigo 2015: 329). It funds large number of festivals, hosted 

mainly in Dakar and Saint-Louis. One such case is the Festival International de 

Poésie,18 launched in Saint-Louis in 2007. It was organised by the Cercle des 

écrivains et poètes de Saint-Louis, a collective of writers and poets of Saint-Louis, 

under the presidency of Alioune Badara Coulibaly, in partnership with the Ministry 

of Culture, the French Embassy and the Organisation Internationale de la 

Francophonie. This funding was reflected in the festival programme, in 2012, for 

instance, in the selected theme, ‘Francophonie and National Languages.’ It was 

further reflected in the festival venue, the Institut Français in Dakar. The French 

funding is, however, more significant in festivals hosted in the former communes, 

particularly Gorée, Saint-Louis and Dakar. The diversification of international 

funding sources increases in festivals in rural areas, opening towards other countries, 

such as Belgium, Italy, Switzerland and Spain. These are often the destination 

countries of the Senegalese diaspora, key in the establishment of international 

networks.  

The fact that Europeans are the predominant funders is revelatory of the 

politics of the internationalism at festivals, and, more specifically, of the ongoing 

complex postcolonial relationships between European and African countries. This 

raises the question of whether the detachment of the Senegalese state from 

																																																								
18 See Appendix 11 for its chronology. 
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festivalisation in Senegal has led to a form of dependence on European funds and if 

this could lead to certain neo-colonial dynamics. Festivals become occasions for 

foreign embassies to achieve visibility, reflecting the cultural policies of the 

ministries of external affairs. This leads to the framing of festivals as projects for 

development, as Bécaye Ndiaye, in charge of arts and culture at the Town Hall of 

Dakar, notes (in Tamba & Blin 2014: 82).  

This is to say that the development framework of festivals also raises an 

important postcolonial component, which could imply the dependence on foreign 

funds to develop the country. This is also addressed by Dovey in the case of film 

festivals, unable to move away from the global system of neoliberal capitalism 

(2015: 142) and creative industries, which are not just artistic expressions but artistic 

products to be commodified. Dovey further refers to the postcolonial context during 

the height of the Cold War, where “‘Western’ global financial institutions and 

nongovernmental organisations orchestrated a situation in which African countries 

became economically dependent on Europe and the US, paradoxically through a 

combination of aid and high-interest-rate debt” (2015: 142). The postcolonial or 

neocolonial implications of European funding is not just due to the political nature of 

the funding bodies involved. Besides embassies and other political institutions, 

nongovernmental organisations also play an important role in the funding of 

festivals.  

Furthermore, the international funding of festivals is usually reflected in the 

presence of international artists in the programme, whose nationalities depend on the 

sponsors involved, on the one hand; and on the other hand, in a set of workshops or 

conferences that justify the development framework and thus the international 

support for the initiative. An illustrative example is the first film festival ever 
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launched in Senegal, in 2001, Festival Image et Vie,19 which has been supported by 

the cultural section of the Spanish embassy in Dakar, named Cultura Dakar, the 

French embassy in Senegal and the Institut Français, Goethe Institut, Délégation 

Wallonie-Bruxelles (also funders of FESFOP), and the embassies of Canada, 

Burkina Faso and of Morocco, among others. The festival aim, as stated in the 

official website, is “to contribute to the promotion of culture and sustainable 

development in order to impact positively on the well-being of the population (…) 

through the cinema and audiovisual [culture].” While it is unquestionable that 

cinema can contribute to the socio-economic development of Senegal, like elsewhere 

in the world, this focus may well respond to the strategy of international fundraising.  

Amadou Fall Bâ, cultural actor and festival director of one of the leading 

urban cultural festivals in Senegal, the FESTA2H,20 stresses the fund-raising 

opportunity the international framework offers, due to the difficulties of finding 

private partners or state support (in Kandé Senghor 2015: 142). In FESTA2H, 

organisers have adopted measures that could appeal to international funders, such as 

the selection of themes of international concern, for instance, “clandestine 

migration” in 2008 (ibid.), thus based on development priorities.  

The view of the opportunity granted by festivals for embassies to achieve 

visibility for their cultural policies is also shared by the first secretary of the cultural 

sector of the Spanish embassy in Dakar (pers. comm.  2016). Similarly, the cultural 

space of the Spanish embassy, named Aula Cervantes, is also offered for free. 

According to its director, Ignacio Villapadierna, “it is about putting Cervantes on the 

cultural map” (pers. comm.  2016). This statement shows awareness of the support 

being mutually beneficial. Yet the optimism it implies also has to be seen as 

																																																								
19 See Appendix 12 for its chronology.  
20 See Appendix 13 for its chronology. 
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connected to the complexities of the postcolonialism that can be involved in 

relationships between European and African countries. 

The Spanish funding of festivals in Senegal is also illustrative of the 

challenging nature of international institutional funding, highly dependent on the 

economic situation of the funding country and on its international relations with 

Senegal. In this respect, the first secretary of the cultural sector of the Spanish 

Embassy in Dakar stressed the difference in funding of festivals before and after the 

economic crisis in Spain, which has led to “increasing budget cuts” (pers. comm.  

2016). He specified that “since 2009, the budget has decreased from €200,000 to 

€20,000, due to the crisis in Spain” (pers. comm.  2016). Due to economic 

constraints, the embassy has prioritised festivals organised by itself, such as the 

Festival Afroflamenco.21 The first secretary highlighted this as one of the most 

successful festivals ever organised by them. However, it only lasted for three 

editions, due to economic unsustainability, as it mainly depended on the Spanish 

embassy. This example shows the challenges faced by festivals whose sponsors are 

mainly international. As Amadou Fall Bâ notes, “this funding is often insufficient to 

run the festival, which is what the Senegalese state seems to fail to understand” (in 

Kandé Senghor 2015: 143).22  

European financial endorsement is shaped by criteria of selection to serve the 

interests of their entities, such as being organised by the embassy itself, being 

international, or framed around themes that resonate with broader general aims of 

foreign policy, and the geographic area (first secretary of the Spanish embassy, pers. 

comm. 2016). This last criterion is also revealing of the tension between 

decentralisation and centralisation, since the first secretary notes that their “intention 
																																																								
21 See Appendix 14 for its chronology. 
22 This confirms that in practice nobody feels the implementation of Macky Sall’s Plan of Emergence, which 
seeks to avoid the dependence on foreign aid. 
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is to support activities and festivals taking place in the priority areas of cooperation, 

such as the regions of Saint-Louis and Casamance.” However, in practice, they 

“usually support festivals in Dakar” (pers. comm.  2016). He gives the example of 

the Festival Kaddu Yaraax,23 as a participant festival, “towards the social awareness, 

not just with performances but working towards a change of attitudes;” or the 

Festival du Sahel,24 covering an area of their interest. However, had the festival 

organiser of Festival du Sahel not been a Spanish cultural actor, the support may 

have been different. In short, while the international framework of festivals is used 

as a fund-raising strategy, the funds from abroad do not necessarily guarantee the 

economic sustainability of festivals. This can lead to problematic postcolonial 

dynamics by forging, to some extent, neo-colonial dependence.    

1.2.4. Internationalisation as professionalisation 

The international framing of festivals often entails an aim of 

professionalisation. While internationalism is more taken for granted in festivals 

hosted in the two former colonial capitals of Saint-Louis and Dakar, festivals in rural 

regions refer more explicitly to the opportunity provided by the international 

framework for professionalisation, however gradual. FESFOP members usually 

claim they are still in an amateur phase, or, as the festival president, Babacar Sarr, 

puts it, “in the age of adolescence” (pers. comm.  2015), referring to their fifteenth 

edition; and that they are walking towards professionalisation. 

This aim of professionalisation is not unique to festivalisation in Senegal. In 

her study of African film festivals, Dovey notes that the addition of the label of 

“international” can denote an intention of professionalisation (2015: 139). In 

																																																								
23 See Appendix 15 for its chronology.	
24 See Appendix 16 for its chronology.  
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Senegal, this is not limited to film festivals but to different cultural festivals. Omar 

Diouf reflects on this international aspiration as related to festivals as modern events, 

in contrast with other traditional festivities, such as baptisms. He suggests that the 

international framing motivates festival organisers to improve the technical quality 

of their festival so it is seen as “serious,” and that it motivates local artists to improve 

(pers. comm.  2016). 

The statement is illustrative of the different facets involved in the aim of 

professionalisation. First, it involves an understanding of festivals as platforms of 

visibility, where artists from Senegal can interact, exchange and collaborate with 

artists from abroad. This can potentially lead to joint artistic projects of international 

scope. It can thus trigger the mobility of artists, where international touring is 

considered almost as mandatory criteria for professional artists. Mamyto Nakamura, 

one of the leading female figures in the Senegalese urban cultural scene, sees 

festivals as “moments of test. They are the occasion to seduce those who don’t know 

you” (pers. comm.  2016). The opportunity for mobility is further accented by the 

presence of international sponsors and cultural actors who attend the festival. These 

international figures are often seen as those who can also become the sponsors of the 

artist’s mobility. 

The aim of professionalisation is also embodied in two different spaces, a 

colloquium or discussion space; and a training or workshop space. A large number 

of festivals include workshops on aspects that relate to the management and 

technical aspects of events, such as training young people interested in the field. One 

such example is the Festival International de Cultures Urbaines Yakaar, which 

started as an award ceremony to encourage young Senegalese rappers to improve.25  

																																																								
25 Yakaar means ‘hope’ in Wolof.  
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Beyond the professionalisation of artists, there is an aim of professionalising 

the live event, with good quality sound and lighting, through workshops. That is, 

professionalisation is taken to refer to improved technical and technological skills 

and resources. This consequently seeks to improve the cultural sector more broadly. 

Omar Diouf speaks of the Festival Yakaar or the Festival 72h de Hip-Hop,26 as 

having tried “to contribute to several propositions of solutions for the hip-hop music 

sector” (pers. comm.  2016), training different professional actors and thus 

developing human resources.  

The aim of professionalisation is further reflected in the intangible and 

tangible legacy of the festival, for example through the building of cultural 

infrastructure. Bécaye Ndiaye, chief of the Arts and Culture department at the Town 

Hall of Dakar, emphasises that the success of the first edition encouraged the Town 

Hall of Dakar to build a Maison du Hip-hop et des Cultures Urbaines (MCU) in 

Ouakam (Tamba & Blin 2014: 81). Officially created in 2014, but whose centre 

started in August 2015, this space is now a reality. It has become the first centre for 

urban culture, and a sort of co-working and performance space, where over seven 

organisations have a space to manage their activities, such as Africulturban,27 

Doxandem Squad, Kaay Fecc, and Yakaar.      

While festival workshops can certainly contribute towards the 

professionalisation of the festival event and cultural actors, sometimes they can be 

inserted also in a capitalist logic. They are usually funded by international sponsors, 

yet instructors are not necessarily international. Their aim of professionalism 

sometimes results as a commodification of the event for individual aspirations of 

mobility or economic earnings. This is noted by McNamara in the case of the Slum 

																																																								
26 See Appendix 17 for its chronology. 
27 Africulturban is now based at Cité Technopole, in Pikine, at a brand new centre inaugurated in March 2017.  
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Film Festival in Kenya, where workshops often “embodied a type of “Africapitalist” 

(Elumelu 2014) spirit that promoted the neoliberal idea that self-promotion and 

personal investment, and empowerment and social mobility, are primarily the same 

thing” (McNamara 2016: 195). The workshops’ focus shifted from ideas about 

“participatory empowerment through film, toward an idea of financial success and 

economic stability” (2016: 197). In Senegal, while the discussions did not 

necessarily explicitly refer to the aspiration to achieve mobility, the participation per 

se in the event already showed, implicitly, such aspirations.  

	

 
Professionalisation is further suggested through the inclusion in the 

programme of a colloquium, forum or discussion space. This can either be on social, 

environmental, or development themes. These themes are illustrative of the 

understanding of festivals as educational sites; yet they can also be motivated by a 

postcolonial relationship with the funding entity, as discussed above. In other words, 

Figure 4. Diisoo Cinéma with Rama Thiaw and Hind Meddeb at Gorée Cinema Festival 2016  
(Photo: E. S. 23.07.16.). 
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such forums can serve to justify international funding, thus fitting into diplomatic 

agendas, where festivals are part of their international cooperation mission. For 

instance, the graffiti festival called Festigraff 28 selects different themes per edition, 

such as ‘Ethics at the base of education’. These are explored in roundtables and 

workshops which are usually hosted during the day and rarely at the spaces in the 

banlieue. However, the attendance is poor, in comparison to concerts or DJing 

sessions, and sometimes they are even cancelled, which makes one question the 

extent to which these activities are effective in contributing to professionalisation at 

all. 

Professionalisation is also reflected in the colloquium space when the theme 

revolves around the industry. This is the case of Festival Afrikabok,29 with round-

tables with filmmakers, experts, artists, and journalists, on aspects of the industry of 

animated film in the context of Senegal. They can also take the form of Q&As and 

discussions with the artists, particularly at film festivals. One such case is Gorée 

Cinema,30 with Q&As following the open-air screenings by the beach, and a forum 

space with the guest filmmakers aimed at journalists and a few cinephiles. The space 

is called Diisoo Cinéma,31 and hosted at a small gallery near the Maison Gorée 

Island Cinema, where festival organisers and guests are based.  

1.2.5. Internationalisation as a marketing tool for cultural tourism 

The international framework of festivals operates as a marketing tool for both 

the festival and the region hosting it. There is a shared view that the 

internationalisation of festivals can help to market a place as a tourist destination, 
																																																								
28 See Appendix 18 for its chronology. 
29 See Appendix 19 its chronology.  
30 See Appendix 20 for its chronology. 
31 ‘Diisso’ is a Wolof term to refer to the dialogue and respect towards the words. It means ‘to meet around a 
subject of common interest, or situation of conflict or misunderstanding, in a climate of equality, fraternity and 
mutual tolerance, in order to reach a sustainable agreement’ (Direct nº10, November 1974, in Diouf, in Le Soleil, 
27 March 2017).  
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particularly for areas outside of tourist routes (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 59). 

Some festival scholars have stressed the central role that festivals play in the re-

profiling of a town or region (Getz 1991 in Gibson & Connell 2011: 15, Dovey 

2015, Quinn & Wilks 2017). Dovey discusses how through the film festival 

FESPACO, Ouagadougou became internationally known, raising the profile of a city 

with limited resources (2015: 98). Recent publications on rural festivals in Australia 

have stressed the role that festivals play in the marketing of remote regions (Getz 

1991 in Gibson & Connell 2011: 15). They provide visibility and “new meanings” to 

the regions hosting them (Quinn & Wilks 2017: 36). The international audience is 

often seen as part of the economic impact of the festival, as their presence can boost 

the mobility of artists, lead to further opportunities for fund-raising and boost the 

economy of the region.  

There are different ways of conceiving the idea of tourism in relation to 

festivals. At times the relation with tourism is more explicit, through a 

commodification of culture for tourist purposes, where culture is understood as part 

of the cultural industry, and thus as a product to be consumed. However, the target is 

not the local population, but rather, international tourists staying at hotels, where the 

festivals take place. Such is the case for instance with the Cisko Jazz Festival,32 at 

the Hôtel Cisko in Cap Skirring, in the southern region of Casamance. There is a 

general trend in the festivalisation of the country to promote a form of sustainable 

tourism, respectful towards the environment and its people, emphasised in rural 

festivals. Tourists can find in festivals ideal occasions to visit locations they would 

not visit otherwise in their tourist itinerary – for instance, the Abene Festivalo, 

																																																								
32 See Appendix 21 for its chronology.  
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founded in 1995 in Abene (Casamance).33 Participants are not just from Casamance, 

but also from different countries of West Africa and occasionally, from Europe. The 

tourist target is shared among a large number of festivals, as became evident during 

the 2015 colloquium at FESNAC on the economic impact of festivals. Khalifa 

Drame, director of the Festival Koom-Koom in Ziguinchor, stressed the relation 

between tourism and the Festival, particularly in a region that is usually associated 

with violence because of the separatist conflict that started in 1982.34  

While tourism can contribute a great deal to the viability of festivals, the 

presence of tourists is not to be taken for granted, as noted by Quinn (2006: 298). 

Most of the audiences remain local both in small festivals and larger scale festivals. 

Young festivals that have over-relied on tourism but which have not yet established a 

solid relationship with any financial endorsers, neither international nor local, have 

often struggled to reach both local audiences and tourists.  

On the other hand, there is a certain centralisation of tourism through the 

marketing of former emblematic colonial sites, such as Gorée Island and Saint-

Louis, as tourist destinations.35 This is due to continued French funding or interests, 

and to the imposition of European priorities of turning these into sites of heritage, 

which may not be coherent with Senegalese notions of heritage and culture. 

 

																																																								
33 See Appendix 22 for its chronology.  
34 See Appendix 23 for its chronology. 
35 See Appendix 24 for festivals in colonial sites.  

Figure 5. Panoramic view of Gorée Island (Photo: Áurea Puerto, May 2016) 
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1.2.6. Festival directors as “rooted cosmopolitans” and 
“transformational leaders” 

In twenty-first century Senegal, with a few exceptions, contemporary 

festivals are no longer state initiatives, but rather, individuals’ initiatives. They are 

usually run by local associations, and very often by artists or cultural actors native to 

the different regions, motivated to take on the managing role in order to give back 

and to contribute to the local development of their regions.  

De Valck’s identification of the “age of the festival director” since the 1990s, 

following the “age of the programmers” (2007: 192) serves to emphasise the leading 

role played by local cultural actors in the process of festivalisation. They are key in 

networking with professionals, sponsors, as well as local and cultural institutions 

(2007: 194). In post-2000 Senegalese festivals, directors are charismatic individuals, 

embodying the passion and commitment of particular individuals. This is a crucial 

aspect which I further examine in the following chapters through the case study of 

FESFOP and its president Babacar Sarr. Here I briefly examine the importance of 

this figure of the festival director, which I analyse as a “rooted cosmopolitan” 

(Appiah 2005) and as a “transformational leader” (Davies 2011). I draw on examples 

from different festivals in order to understand it as a broader phenomenon in two-tier 

festivals.  

The director role is often assumed by an artist or cultural actor who takes on 

management tasks. This decision is motivated by the perception of a lack of 

management of the cultural industry, and a resulting willingness by directors to 

contribute to its professionalisation. That is, the director role is assumed with the aim 

of transforming the cultural sector. This daunting challenge requires strong 

leadership, with a solid sense of engagement with a community to which the festival 
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director wishes to give something back. Amanda Davies’ distinction between 

transactional and transformational leadership, building on James MacGregor Burns’ 

work (1978), can help to examine the primary characteristics of festival directors in 

post-2000 Senegal. She argues that transactional leaders are those who move 

followers to execute tasks in a network of exchange. The participation of followers is 

motivated by their own interest. In contrast, transformational leaders are those who 

appeal to self-interested followers, who themselves want to be part of the network 

inspired by their admiration for the director and consequently for the project (Davies 

2011: 61). Transformational leaders need to be, Davies suggests, charismatic and 

inspirational, respected by the community, and able to stimulate others intellectually 

through training, advice, feedback or rewards (2011: 71). Through her focus on 

SnowFest, a rural festival held in Gloucester (New South Wales) since the year 

2000, Davies discusses some of the challenges faced by festivals which are not 

organised by transformational leaders. These are mainly the lack of engagement by 

the population due to the perception of non-transformational leaders as outsiders and 

the lack of admiration for them.  

In Senegal, a large number of festivals that have achieved the endorsement 

and engagement of the population are directed by charismatic, respected and 

inspirational figures. An illustrative example of a transformational leader, highly 

respected by musicians, cultural actors and the population in Senegal more broadly, 

is the acclaimed Senegalese rapper Didier Awadi. He founded the Festival 72H de 

Hip-Hop in 2009 in order to pay tribute to the twentieth anniversary of hip-hop in 

Senegal, born around 1989, with the creation of Positive Black Soul. He is also co-

organiser of the Festival de Film Ciné Droit Libre36 in Dakar, celebrated annually 

																																																								
36 See Appendix 25 for its chronology.  
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since its inception in 2013. Further examples from the urban cultural scene are 

Matador and Amadou Fall Bâ. They are both artists who transferred their skills to 

found and manage FESTA2H, a festival of urban culture and arts. If the Festival is 

managed by Amadou Fall Bâ, the organising association, named Africulturban, is led 

by Matador. Today FESTA2H constitutes one of the leading festivals of urban 

culture in Senegal. 

The charismatic attributes of the director are often complemented by an 

international dimension,37 for example, a Senegalese figure with an international 

trajectory, at times not just through professional but also through personal 

relations.38 This is where Kwame Appiah’s notion of “rooted cosmopolitanism” 

(2005: 213-273) becomes particularly enlightening of further features shared by 

festival directors in Senegal. “Rooted cosmopolitans” are people who identify 

themselves as citizens of the world, while feeling rooted and grounded in a particular 

place that they feel connection to through birth, love, friendship or further symbolic 

experiences (Appiah 2005: 214). That sense of rootedness leads to a feeling of 

commitment with those places a rooted cosmopolitan feels connected to, seeking to 

make a contribution, through giving back or making them better places (Appiah 

2005: 241). This is often the case with festival directors, based both in Senegal or 

abroad, with a cosmopolitan view of the world forged by an international experience, 

but who feel, at the same time, very attached to their local roots in Senegal.  

One of the most emblematic examples of a rooted cosmopolitan and 

transformational leader is Mamadou Konté (1948-2007). He was born in Mali, raised 

in Dakar, and then established himself in Paris until 1994, when he returned to 

Senegal, where he passed away in 2007. He is remembered as one of the main 
																																																								
37 This leads to the international conception of the festival even if still imbricated locally. 
38 These have not been explicitly acknowledged to me, so I have not included any specific examples for ethical 
reasons.  
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producers of African music. Konté was the founder of one of the leading music 

festivals in the country, Africa Fête, launched in Senegal for the first time in 2001, 

following the French Africa Fête launched in 1978 in Paris. As Cécile Rata, current 

manager of Africa Fête Marseilles, claims, the project started with Konté in 1978 

with “a militant dimension. It emerged to denounce the working conditions of 

workers. Konté had arrived at France, in the 1960s, and was one of the students who 

were preparing May 1968” (pers. comm.  2016). These origins and the inspirational 

figure of Mamadou Konté, according to Rata, have been shaping the festival for 30 

years. 

Konté’s motivation was to showcase the music of his peers, who had also 

migrated to France. According to the current festival director of Africa Fête in 

Senegal, Rokhaya Daba Sarr, trained by Konté himself, “as soon as you arrive in 

Paris, you think of Mamadou Konté, because he is the African operator who is there 

for Africans. He did everything to spread African music internationally” (Sarr in 

press conference at Aula Cervantes, 21 February 2012, Spanish Embassy Archives). 

Konté then decided to give back to his community in Senegal by contributing to the 

musical scene through providing a performance space. He returned in 1994 and 

created a Centre d’Action Culturelle (cultural centre) downtown, in response to his 

perception that there were not enough spaces of diffusion, other than Just 4 U,39 or 

Sorano. The idea was, according to Daba Sarr, “to help many debut artists to kick 

off,” putting the example of Awadi (pers. comm.  2016). Sarr’s statement is 

illustrative of the respect for inspirational and charismatic transformational leaders, 

using Davies’ terms: “Mamadou must feel proud of what he has done because he has 

participated in what the music community is today” (pers. comm. 2016). Despite the 

																																																								
39 This was called Nosy Be, created in 1998, and which became Just 4 U in the beginning of the century (Diouf, 
pers. comm. 2018).  
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Konté’s leading role in the festival, when he passed away, the festival continued, 

perpetuating his legacy and further contributing to the professionalisation of the 

music sector. 

The Banlieue Film Festival40 is also the fruit of the passion and devotion of a 

charismatic figure, named Abdel Aziz Boye, who recently passed away in November 

2017. After 22 years based in Paris studying and making films, he returned to 

Senegal in 2002 and founded Ciné-UCAD, and Ciné Banlieue, in 2007, two key 

centres for cinema training. He also took young filmmakers to acclaimed 

international film festivals such as Cannes. Ciné-UCAD was the first cinema training 

institute at the University. Ciné-Banlieue is the only one allowing young people in 

the outskirts to get free access to and training in cinema and make their own films. 

The Banlieue Film Festival was born as a platform to showcase the work made by 

the students in this space, but it also screens other African films and hosts film 

workshops. 

 

 
																																																								
40 See Appendix 26 for its chronology.  

Figure 6. View of Parcelles from the terrace of Ciné Banlieue during the 2nd BFF  
(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 12.12.15) 
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A further example can be found in the Festival Blues du Fleuve, directed by 

internationally acclaimed musician Baaba Maal, in his native region of Podor, in the 

north of Senegal.41 The Festival is described as a “multidisciplinary event composed 

of music, fine arts, artisan crafts, and public conferences,” showcasing the cultural 

heritage of the region (Ndiaye 2016: 37). Baaba Maal’s international trajectory and 

admiration by people in his region and Senegal more broadly are an asset of the 

Festival.  

Besides the technical and financial difficulties, the creation of festivals and 

their continuity can also be challenging if there is a lack of identification with the 

festival director by local participants. Non-transformational leaders find it difficult to 

attract local endorsers of the project, as illustrated by Davies (2011) in the case of 

Snowfest. This kind of leadership can result in a lack of adaptation to the festive 

dynamics and to an “importation” of a misfit festival format. Dovey analyses this 

problem in international film festivals in Africa curating “indigeneity” (2015: 151-

153). The festival director’s vision and commitment may be replaced by a festival 

design that responds to the interest of the work of “governments, development 

organisations, embassies, and other institutions,” often failing to “contribute to the 

social, cultural and creative lives of ordinary people in Africa” (Dovey, McNamara 

& Olivieri 2013 in Dovey 2015: 151). Consequently local participants struggle to 

identify with “the people founding, funding and running the festivals” (Dovey 2015: 

151).  

In Senegal, some festival directors are also non-Senegalese residents in the 

country, who have also wanted to contribute to festivalisation in the country. Due to 

my in-depth study and focus on FESFOP, it would be too early to determine whether 

																																																								
41 See Appendix 27 for its chronology. 
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specific festivals respond to imported formats. I instead observed a high degree of 

collaboration between different festivals, and between Senegalese and non-

Senegalese cultural actors, as discussed above. However, I want to briefly mention 

some of the festivals organised by non-Senegalese directors, some of which have 

already disappeared. In so doing, I acknowledge their participation in the 

festivalisation of the country, and identify a shared feeling of giving back and 

contributing. This intention does not prevent the festival from falling into some of 

the (postcolonial) traps that international festivals in African can encounter.   

Rafael Rodríguez is one of the non-Senegalese festival directors moved by 

the idea of “giving back” to a country that has given him so much (pers. comm.  

2016). Originally from Spain, and based in Senegal for a long time, he initiated the 

Festival du Sahel, in the desert of Lompoul, in 2009. He wanted the festival “to be a 

mirror, a window on the rich culture and music scene here (…) to portray a positive 

representation of Africa (…) in contrast with the mainstream [negative] image of 

Africa” (pers. comm. 2016, my emphasis). Some other examples of non-Senegalese 

actors that have participated in the festivalisation of Senegal are: Bruno Ventura, 

director of the Festival Afrikabok, from France; Ben Zimet, director of the Festival 

international de Contes et de Paroles,42 from France; or Gérard Chenet, theatre, 

novel and poetry writer, founder of the Festival Rythmes et Formes du Monde, born 

in Port-au-Prince, son of a Haitian father.43 As with Africa Fête, these festivals 

aimed to offer performing spaces and support to artists in Senegal. The importance 

of the individual figure is such that he or she becomes a determining factor for the 

cultural sustainability of the festival. This entails, first, that the festival director 

																																																								
42 See Appendix 28 for its chronology.  
43 See Appendix 29 for its chronology. Gérard Chenet participated in the organisation of the Premier Festival 
Mondial des Arts Nègres in 1966. 	
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hardly ever changes and, second, that the continuity of the festival is challenged as 

soon as this figure leaves the director’s role, because of age, death, or another reason.  

1.2.7. Rural Festivals, heritage and local development. 

Some of the key rural festivals in Senegal are: the Festival International de Folklore 

et de Percussion (FESFOP), in Louga (2000); the Abene Festivalo (1994); the 

Festival Koom-Koom or Festival de la Calabasse (2008), in Ziguinchor 

(Casamance); the Festival Blues du Fleuve (2005) and the Festival à Sahel Ouvert 

(2010) in Podor (Saint-Louis); and the Festival International de la Culture et 

Développement de Thilogne (1998), in Thilogne (Matam).44  

Most of these festivals are managed by nongovernmental organisations, such 

as cultural and development associations, in which people with experience of 

international mobility – so-called ‘migration’ – usually play a role. These do not just 

organise the festival, but are often involved in long-term projects aimed at local 

development. For example, the Festival de Thilogne is organised by the Thilogne 

Development Association, formed by people from Thilogne living in the diaspora. 

Beyond the festival, which aims to connect children born in the diaspora with the 

hometown of their parents (De Jong 2016: 171-173), the association is involved in 

the building of educational and health infrastructure (Kane 2001 & 2010). Similarly, 

the Festival Koom-Koom is organised by the cooperative Goorgoorlou (which means 

hard-working people, in Wolof), also involving the ‘migrant’ community. 

Goorgoorlou was created in 1990 by a collective of local people who had already 

returned to Senegal after having lived in Europe – in other words, by rooted 

cosmopolitans. The cooperative works on the transformation and commercialisation 

																																																								
44 See Appendix 30 for a list of some of the longest-running rural festivals in the country.  
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of local products. Its aim is to contribute to economic development and protection of 

the environment, through arts, artisans and cultural tourism, as expressed through its 

official website. The festival, as in the case of Thilogne, is just one such activity.  

 Rural festivals are often non-ticketed and free to the public, although there 

are some exceptions. They spread their activities across different spaces, in order to 

reach as much of the local population as possible. They often involve a 

transformation of the space in the region into a temporary festive space, made lively 

through open-air cultural performances. The spatial transformation is very evident at 

times, through the set-up of a pop-up stage – often referred to as a ‘podium’ – and 

chairs. However, a large number of festival activities are non-staged, at times 

marked only by plastic sheeting, at other times marked just by the people watching 

and participating in the performances. These festivals often constitute unique 

occasions for the entertainment of the population, but rural festivals also become 

important platforms for the visibility of local artists.  

While usually framed as international, rural festivals are deeply rooted in the 

locality where they take place. Their particularity is that since there is hardly ever 

cultural infrastructure for the festivalisation of culture, they rely on human resources, 

that is, on people in the region. These constitute the “medium of ethnographic 

representation” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 18), the intangible heritage to be 

recreated in the festival. Local artists are invited “to perform themselves,” to become 

“living signs of themselves” (ibid.) and their heritage. This often leads to the 

conception of rural festivals as sites of heritage (re)creation.  

In Senegal, the idea of heritage is often used as synonymous with cosaan or 

ada, the Wolof words for tradition, as noted by Djigo (2015: 47). These four terms – 
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heritage, cosaan, ada and tradition – are also often associated with folklore (as used 

in FESFOP’s title), and constitute driving forces in festivals. That is, a large number 

of rural festivals are curated around the very idea of tradition. This is remembered 

and performed in the festival in different ways.  

What I want to stress is that when tradition is framed within an international 

paradigm, festivals enter into complex cultural, political and economic dynamics, 

illustrative of the tensions between these different spheres. In this respect, Andrew 

Apter’s analysis of FESTAC in Nigeria is particularly insightful regarding the 

political and colonial implications of the spectacularisation of culture. Apter 

criticises the performance of the “return to origins” at FESTAC, celebrated in 1977 

in postcolonial Nigeria, where festival directors curated an idea of tradition “with 

precolonial pedigrees” (2005: 6). This criticism could also be applied to the 1966 

Festival and to certain post-2000 festivals, where the focus on tradition reveals 

political and cultural tensions. In the twenty-first century, even when the festivals are 

non-state initiatives, the focus on tradition can shed light on the tensions between 

economic, political and cultural spheres. Neveu Kringelbach, for example, argues 

that tradition has been commodified for political, cultural and economic purposes: 

“Neo-traditional performance has become an industry as well as being a cultural and 

political project” (2013: 26). The invocation of tradition as a source of prestige, as 

she identifies it (2013: 10), is particularly relevant in rural festivals, home of a wide 

range of artists seeking to pursue an international career, due to the lack of 

opportunities and cultural infrastructure in their regions.  

Some of the festivals curated around the idea of tradition are the Festival 

International des Arts et Traditions du Saloum, in Kaolack, or the Festival à Sahel 
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Ouvert.45 A further example is the Festival International de Ziguinchor (Zig’Fest), 

also named Festival International des Cultures Urbaines et Traditionnelles, 

launched in 2010 by the mayor of the city, Abdoulaye Baldé.46 It is also curated 

around the idea of tradition and heritage, with rituals and music performances, as a 

“resurrection of Casamance” and economic opportunity for the rebuilding of the city 

(Sadio, in Le Soleil, 24 April 2010).  

There is a reliance on human resources, as festival organisers, artist 

participants and audiences require a high degree of endorsement of the festival by 

the local population. People need to see the project as benefiting their communities. 

Festivals conceived as sites of heritage (re)creation, and as such, as platforms of 

visibility for tradition, are often framed as projects that can boost tourism, generating 

economic income. A further implication of the understanding of festivals as sites of 

heritage (re)creation is that they usually also involve an aspiration to foster local 

development. That is, festivals can be both conceived as sites of heritage (re)creation 

and as projects for development at the same time, particularly in rural regions.      

As mentioned, many festivals are organised by development associations, or 

enjoy funding from them. These intertwined aspects forge a series of questions – Is 

development more of a priority in rural festivals than in urban festivals? Is 

development then related to the idea of decentralisation? Is it just a marketing 

strategy or is it actually fostering development? In that case, what kind of 

development? How are development, tourism and festival temporalities related? 

How are urban festivals being fed by and benefiting from the dynamics adopted by 

rural festivals, as part of the general phenomenon of festivalisation in the country? 

																																																								
45 See Appendix 31 for its chronology.  
46 See Appendix 32 for is chronology. 
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These are some of the questions I seek to address in the following chapters, through 

the case study of FESFOP. But, before I come to this case study, the issue of 

‘development’ requires further analysis. 

 

The aim here is not to assess the extent to which cultural decentralisation 

forges local development and consequently the development of Senegal more 

broadly. Rather, I am interested in how the notion of development is used in the 

phenomenon of festivalisation and the reasons for those uses. Joshua McNamara’s 

notes that “after more than a century of one form of ‘development’ or another in 

Kenya, elements of development discourse have been localised, assimilated within 

situated understandings and contexts of knowledge” (2016: 34). In Senegal, also, the 

notion of development appears in a large number of festivals – and further projects – 

both in urban and local areas, but more explicitly in rural festivals. However, as 

McNamara observes in the case of Kenya, “very little sustained critical attention has 

Figure 7. Dancer from the Troupe Communale de Louga during FESFOP 2014, Louga  
(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 29.12.14). 
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been paid to how supposed beneficiary communities use the funding that flows 

through governments and NGOs and the different ways in which ‘development’ is 

articulated by different social, political, economic and cultural actors” (2016: 34). 

Inspired by McNamara, I shift from a focus on what is development to a focus that 

rather questions how, when and why do people refer to ‘development’ in the context 

of festivals in Senegal. Theorists of ‘post-development’ note that while development 

is a notion invented by the ‘West’ (Europe and the United States), the ‘East’ and 

‘South’ have also evoked and defended the idea of ‘development’ (Sachs 2010: viii). 

I also suggest that this is often, like internationalisation, a fund-raising tool, at least 

in the context of festivals, illustrative of postcolonial complexities that complicate 

the idea of independence.47   

In Senegal, festival programmes often include workshops and forum spaces 

framed as activities for development, which encourage wider international funding 

opportunities. I question whether these activities are also factors that promote local 

development within two-tier festivals. I suggest that there are further forms of local 

engagement and impact of the festival, which extend beyond the festival dates and 

the festival spaces. By no means do I imply that the workshops and conferences 

organised thanks to international funding are of no benefit for the festival or region 

in which the festival takes place. Instead, I seek to examine further implications of 

the term development, and the contexts in which it is used.  

I identify different kinds of interaction with the term ‘development’ which 

shape the understanding of the festival. First, there are festivals that are not framed 
																																																								
47 Recent critical media platforms have been explicitly addressing the dependence on France, illustrating it 
through the fabrication of the currency, FCFA. The acronym is meant to stand for Communauté Financière 
d'Afrique (“Financial Community of Africa”), but its initial name was Colonie Française d’Afrique (French 
Colony of Africa). See (28.08.2017): 
https://www.facebook.com/makhtarmansour.bourba/videos/852118301579812/ [in French] and (26.08.2017): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=vUSGMJ6FMPo&app=desktop [in French and Wolof]. 
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as projects for development. Second, there are festivals which introduce certain 

activities revolving around development or social themes. Third, there are festivals 

explicitly framed as projects for development.  

Festivals that are not framed as projects for development are conceived as 

cultural projects where the idea of development appears just in reference to the 

cultural sector. In other words, there are festivals initiated by cultural actors or artists 

who want to contribute to the professionalisation of the cultural sector. While the 

term ‘development’ is not used per se, the aim of professionalisation can itself be 

seen as a development project. One could question why Senegalese culture should be 

necessarily seen as any less “professional” than culture anywhere else in the world. 

Certain urban festivals do not necessarily frame their contributions to the cultural 

sector as a (postcolonial) form of development, implying the underdevelopment of 

Senegal or its cultural sector. They see it as a natural process in any sector, and as an 

expansion of their cultural organisations, offering cultural services to artists in the 

country, for instance, through the creation of performance spaces, which are scarce 

in the country. Nevertheless even when this is the case, the terms ‘development’ or 

‘professionalisation’ often appear among their aims as interrelated. The use of these 

terms can imply a situation of under-development as compared to other parts in the 

world, such as Europe and the United States of America. However, development is 

also considered as synonymous with contributions to and transformation of the 

cultural sector, for instance, through explicit and tangible aims and infrastructure 

able to meet the needs and aspirations of artists in Senegal and internationally. The 

variety of uses and ways of understanding development, both as part of the 

international agenda and the local agenda is further revealing of the two-tier 

dimension of festivals in twenty-first century Senegal.   
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Festivals not initially framed as development projects, are mainly located in 

urban areas, such as Festival Kaay Fecc and Africa Fête. Africa Fête contributes to 

the music sector, in response to the lack of performance spaces. According to festival 

director, Daba Sarr, “Mamadou Konté saw the need for developing the cultural 

sector,” because many regions had technical and spatial problems (pers. comm.  

2016). While ideas of development are implied, they do not necessarily respond to 

‘Western’ definitions of development, but are used in specific circumstances that aim 

to stress the need for providing cultural spaces and services able to cater to artists’ 

aspirations and needs.  

The second type of festival corresponds to the introduction of certain festival 

activities revolving around development or social themes. These are often small 

scale and young festivals that seek financial support to be able to run their activities. 

One such case is the African Women Film Festival, whose first edition focused on 

‘Violence Against Women.’ In certain cases, the activities are well attended, and 

achieve a certain impact among the population, which may result in the creation of 

other activities in relation to the topic, outside of the festival dates, or in the 

continuation of activities and their larger scale in the following editions. In other 

cases, these may not even take place, or have very poor attendance, to the extent that 

some festival participants (in the performance space) may not be aware of the 

celebration of such activities.  

The third type of festival refers to projects explicitly framed as initiatives for 

development, often nuanced through specific themes that may or may not change 

over time. Usually, festivals framed as initiatives for development are part of a set of 

activities run by an over-arching association, like the FESFOP Association in the 
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case of FESFOP. At the same time, the festival is a very tangible project of the 

association’s mission. Another example is the Festival Blues du Fleuve, hosted in 

Baaba Maal’s native region, the rural area of Podor (in the region of Saint-Louis), 

celebrated by the river and showcasing its heritage through a multi-disciplinary 

programme and a concert by him. The festival is not only a cultural event, but is also 

framed as a project for local development. This is emphasised by Amadou Ndiaye in 

his recent monograph about Baaba Maal (2015). Ndiaye claims that Baaba Maal is 

not just a musician, as in July 2003 he was appointed as Youth Emissary for the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), becoming a “musician-

ambassador” for the country (2015: 35). Development is, in this case, articulated in 

resonance with an international agenda.  

 

Figure 8. Mame Cheikh, festival organiser, poses by the Baye Fall cats painted by Mous Leye at 
Festival Xeex 2015 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 13.12.15). 
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Even when approaching social and development themes in line with the 

priorities of the international agenda, the subject is contextualised within the locality 

of the region or country more broadly. An illustrative example is the street art 

festival named Festival Xeex, born in response to the national problem of garbage. It 

was launched by Spanish director Nicolás de la Carrera, in collaboration with some 

artists in the Medina, to raise awareness of the importance of caring for the 

environment. 

Since festivals evolve and change across time, these three different kinds of 

interaction with development can be found in the same festival over time. Finally, 

there is a shared perception, in the variety of festival formats, that the festivalisation 

of culture can trigger economic development, as a result of the cultural tourism 

which they are seen to boost. 

1.2.8. Festival audiences: Distinction between the ‘IN’ and the ‘OFF’ 
programme and multidisciplinarity of festival programmes.  

The decentralisation of post-2000 festivals seeks the diversification of 

audiences. This is attempted through three strategies: the division of the festival 

programme into two sections, the ‘IN’ and the ‘OFF;’ the use of familiar figures in 

Senegalese society as endorsers and promoters of the festival; and the curation of 

multidisciplinary programmes, even in festivals initially devoted to a particular 

cultural form.  

As mentioned, the binary opposition ‘IN’ versus ‘OFF’ establishes two 

different spatial dynamics, a centralisation of the festival programme towards the IN, 

a central space where performances are hosted and where audiences are invited to 

travel to in order to see them; and a decentralisation towards the ‘OFF,’ where the 

festival is instead what travels towards the audiences, spread across different areas. 
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However, this binary opposition may imply a certain hierarchy (Sarr, pers. comm.  

2016). One such example is the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, where the ‘IN’ implies an 

entry fee in contrast with the free entry or lower fee at the ‘OFF,’ which also holds 

true for the Biennale de Dakar, both discussed in the previous chapter.48 

 

 

         

 

																																																								
48 See Appendix 33 for information about entry fees and the clear distinction between the ‘IN’ and ‘OFF’ in the 
official website of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, and Appendix 34 for the ‘IN’ of the Biennale de Dakar. 	

Figures 9 & 10. Signs indicating OFF spaces of the 2016 Biennale de Dak’Art on Gorée Island  
(Photos: E. S. 13.05.16). 

Figure 11. Poster of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz. Figure 12. Poster of the ‘OFF’ festival offered at Meyazz Club. 
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The distinction between an ‘IN’ and an ‘OFF’ programme is not always 

explicitly referred to as such. For instance, the Festival Duo Solo Dance49 includes a 

section called Cour Parcours, which could be associated with the ‘OFF’ in other 

festivals, and that offers five different performances in five different spaces. The 

festival programme is scattered across different spaces. The Château and the Institut 

Français occupy a central position. There are also other open spaces across the city, 

decentralising the event, and dance discussions and post-performances drinks and 

evenings at the three-floor boat Bou El Mogdad, by the river. This becomes a hub for 

the cultural exchange among the festival participants, including artists, sponsors, 

organisers and audiences. The outdoors auditorium of the Institut Français, filled by 

the audiences, is the selected space for the intimate performances of contemporary 

dance, hosted with extreme punctuality, in a resounding silence, very rare in the 

festival scene. The environment is highly different in the afternoon opening the 

festival, at the Château, with significant participation by the local children, as well as 

young rappers and dancers from Saint-Louis. It is during the open-air performances 

that the aim to decentralise the festival and reach wider audiences is achieved, 

showing the multiplicity of forms of participation and engagement with the festival. 

																																																								
49 See Appendix 35 for its chronology.  
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Other festivals, like FESFOP, prefer not to distinguish between an ‘IN’ and 

an ‘OFF,’ as all activities are considered of equal importance (Sarr, pers. comm.  

2016), as I further elaborate in Chapter Five. At times, even if the festival itself does 

not explicitly distinguish between an ‘IN’ and an ‘OFF,’ the press echoes such terms. 

Figure 13. Programme of Festival Duo Solo Danse 2016. 
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One such example is the Festival des Vieilles Pirogues,50 in Saly, which in 2016 

solely distinguished between ticketed and non-ticketed events. Yet, both Music in 

Africa and Au Sénégal made a distinction in the festival between an IN ticketed 

programme, and a non-ticketed OFF programme.  

 

The second strategy consists of the use of familiar figures within Senegalese 

society as endorsers of the festival who can help spread the word about it and engage 

the local community more actively. Dovey discusses the flexibility and audience 

focus in (film) festivals in Africa as signs of creativity among curators. She notes 

how curators incorporate “popular references” in order to meet “audiences’ possible 

desires and needs” (Dovey 2015: 157). In Senegal also, a large number of festivals 

relies on traditional communicators, such as chiefs, griots, or marabouts. These are 

key endorsers of festivals, who support them by spreading the word, and 

																																																								
50 See Appendix 36 for its chronology and Appendix 37 for the full festival programme in 2016. 

Figure 14. Festival programme uploaded on Festival Facebook Page (16 December 2016). 
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participating in their organisation, such as in the Festival à Sahel Ouvert in 

Mboumba.51 I examine this strategy more closely in relation to FESFOP in the 

following chapters.   

 

 

The effort to broaden and diversify festival audiences is further reflected 

through a third strategy that consists of a kind of multidisciplinary curation, that is, 

comprising different cultural forms. Even if a festival features a particular cultural 

form, it integrates further disciplines, notably music, in order to increase the 

festiveness of the event and attract a larger sector of the population. For instance, the 

film festival Moussa Invite includes music, dance and theatre. Similarly, the jazz 

festival in Saint-Louis does not just programme jazz, but other music forms in which 

																																																								
51 See the official website for evidence (07.03.17): http://www.sahelouvert.com/.  
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Figure 15. Estimated percentage of different kinds of festivals in Senegal. Source: Elaborated by Luis 
Sendra with data collected by Estrella Sendra from April 2015 to September 2016. 
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there can be some jazz elements. The Festival Afrikabok does not just show animated 

film screenings. The programme is complemented by some music, particularly 

dances and griots’ performances, by local groups framed by the festival as 

‘traditional.’   

As De Jong shrewdly observes, “cultural festivals in Senegal draw upon a 

wide variety of cultural traditions that are staged for an array of local, national and 

international audiences” (2016: 166). However, I suggest that the internationalisation 

of two-tier festivals in Senegal is different in urban and rural festivals. In Dakar, 

there is a (post)colonial history of centralisation of culture that has led to a wider 

internationalisation of festival audiences. In contrast, in rural regions, the 

internationalisation of audiences is still challenging. It rather refers to its programme, 

with festival (artist) participants coming from a range of African countries, and, on 

occasions, from non-African countries. There is a common shared desire to attract 

international audiences, using the festival as an incentive for tourism. In short, two-

tier festivals in Senegal have a majority of local audiences, and an aspiration of also 

reaching international audiences.  

In this regard, the first secretary of the cultural sector of the Spanish Embassy 

in Dakar, one of the funding bodies, reflected on the dynamics of audience 

participation in festivals, after the celebration of Dak’Art 2016, suggesting it was 

difficult to have a mixed audience. Even though there are festivals attended by “more 

expats (…) there is still an overwhelming majority of locals” (pers. comm.  2016). 

He added that for local audiences to engage, festivals needed to be “in open spaces 

and usually without involving great movement,” giving the Place de l’Obélisque as 

an example of successful festival space, due to its being open-air and easy to access 
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(ibid.). Khalifa Ababacar Cisse, current president of the Festival Njaambuur Hip-

hop, also referred to the local character of audiences in another interview with me, 

particularly in relation to festivals in rural regions. “Regarding audiences, we cannot 

speak of the internationalisation of audiences. We are in Louga and it is the 

population of Louga who comes to see the spectacles” (pers. comm.  2015). 

Similarly, Weuz, a local rapper who is in charge of the programming and 

organisation of the Festival, claimed “it is not easy to have an international audience, 

because this is a local event. This is a local festival which takes place just in one city, 

Louga. Yet the international audience will come. Step by step” (pers. comm.  2015).  

While festivals in rural regions have enjoyed the presence of tourists, in the 

past few years, as claimed by FESFOP president, Babacar Sarr, tourism in Senegal 

has decreased due to conflicts in neighbouring countries. The lack of tourism is not 

due to the lack of interest in rural regions as tourist destinations. It is in part due to 

the persistent postcolonial international view of ‘Africa.’ Gibson and Connell (2011) 

discuss how rural Australia is being reinvented through festivals. However, within 

this “re-invention” through festivals, the references to audiences in the variety of 

studies imply these are mainly local. While studies (Gibson & Connell 2011, Darian-

Smith 2011, Quinn & Wilks 2017, among others) have not examined yet in detail the 

festivals’ outreach, the references to audiences help us compare rural festivals in 

Senegal with rural festivals in other parts of the world. Gibson and Connell (2011) 

note that festivals target “specific high income demographic groups” that would 

“generate economic activity in otherwise quiet ‘off [tourist] seasons.’” This can be 

compared to the international audiences in the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, where 

tourists stay at hotels and pay for the festival tickets, further boosting the income of 

other local businesses. Gibson and Connell discuss how the Parkes Elvis Festival in 
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Australia can prove the economic benefits of a festival, “attracting increasing 

numbers of visitors” (2011: 12). However, they note that most audiences are local. 

Across their festivals survey, “59 percent of participants were from the immediate 

locality and 11 percent were from the state capitals (Sydney, Melbourne or Hobart). 

Most of the rest (21 percent) were from elsewhere in the state, a handful came from 

interstate (8 percent) and a tiny one percent were international visitors” (Gibson & 

Connell 2011: 14, my emphasis). Similarly, the vast majority of festival audiences in 

Senegal is local, as I illustrate in Figure 16. 

 

The range of festivals and their activities shed light on the different forms of 

audience participation. Some may participate in the festivals through attentively 

watching the performances, in a more or less interactive way triggered by the spatial 

dynamics. People can interact through dancing, through the establishment of 

networks and cultural exchange, or through learning experiences at workshops or 

colloquium spaces. Others may just use them as a socialising space, to meet friends, 
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Figure 16. Average of local and international audiences. Source: Elaborated by Luis Sendra from data 
collected by Estrella Sendra, based on the festivals attended from April 2015 to September 2016. 
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where the festival is just the background for such social interactions. Other audiences 

may be defined by their lack of engagement, with different degrees of awareness of 

the festival taking place. For instance, people may be aware of the celebration of a 

festival activity, but not feel called to participate in it. Others may not even be aware 

of the celebration of it. For example, in the film festival 2016 Gorée Cinema, which 

hosted open-air screenings by the beach and discussions around the Maison Gorée 

Island Cinema, there was a variety of audience participation. For many, the film 

screening was just background. They may not have been necessarily interested in it, 

but it was an activity that may also well be encouraging the use of the public space 

and thus socialisation. While the screening was taking place, many children were 

swimming in the sea, other residents sat for a while and then left. Teenagers and 

some adults watched the film with various degrees of attention; and young couples 

from Dakar enjoyed the setting as a summer date. There were also locals and 

residents in Gorée who were not necessarily participating in the Festival.  

1.2.9. Spontaneity, uncertainty and fragility of festivals 

Two-tier festival programmes, like all festivals, are marked by a high degree 

of spontaneity and uncertainty of the programmes and are often of a fragile nature, 

disappearing over time. This responds to the wider context of festivalisation in 

Africa, as Dovey notes, with a proliferation of festivals, “sometimes enduring, 

sometimes fading away as quickly as they appear” (2015: 131). In festivals in 

twenty-first century Senegal the unpredicted, the unexpected and suspense are the 

norm. These aspects stress the multisensorial and live nature of festivals. 
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Several festivals end after the first edition.52 The disappearance is mainly due 

to the financial unsustainability of the project. However, it can also be due to a weak 

local rooting of the festival, in contrast with two-tier festivals, or to an overwhelming 

sense of commitment from a festival director. The Festival Story Blues was an 

initiative hosted under Macky Sall’s patronage and the sponsorship of Magnick 

Ndiaye, Minister of Culture and Communication. The disappearance of this festival 

after only a year of celebration raises questions about the challenging sustainability 

of festivals when these rely mainly on institutional support. The type of support that 

festival organisers seek from the government is two-fold. Firstly, the government is 

expected to maintain a robust cultural policy and institutional framework within 

which cultural actors and local associations can operate. Secondly, there is an 

expectation for dependable and ongoing funding which would allow for forward 

planning as opposed to sporadic or ad-hoc grants. 

The disappearance can also imply an outdated understanding or inability to 

adapt to the contemporary context. The Festival des Danses Sacrées, organised by 

the Association Festival des Danses Sacrées de Thiès (AFDST), led by Ousmane 

Diakhaté, hosted the event as part of the celebrations of Independence Day (4 April). 

The Festival was significantly built around Senghor’s legacy (Dia, in Walfadjri, 18 

March 2004). The festival was substantially different from the festivals that were 

emerging in that period, and its lack of continuity could be read as an inability to fit 

into the phenomenon of festivalisation and particularly the pattern of two-tier 

festivals. Other festivals disappear after a number of editions.53 Others fade out 

																																																								
52 Some examples are the Festival des Danses Sacrées, only celebrated from 2 to 3 April 2004; the Festival 
Sénérap International in Dakar, just hosted from 14 to 15 March 2003; the Festival Dakar, ville en danses, only 
hosted in October 2013; or the Festival Story Blues, only celebrated once, from 4 to 6 June 2015. 
53 Examples of these are the Festival de Jazz in Dakar, celebrated from 2007 to 2012; Folk International Festival 
(FOLKFI), that disappeared just after two editions in 2008 and 2010; Festival Afroflamenco, only hosted from 
2009 to 2011; or the Festival International de Contes et de Paroles, hosted on Gorée Island from 2007 to 2009.  
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following several interrupted editions, such as the Festival au Royaume des 

enfants,54 from 2007 to 2014, with an interrupted edition in 2012. A further example 

is the Festival Ribidion,55 only hosted three times from 2009 to 2012, also as an 

institutional initiative drawing explicitly on the legacy of the 1966 Festival.56  

The uncertainty further affects the festival dates and periodicity, challenging 

the idea of fixed dates. While there are two high festival seasons, as well as a desired 

annual periodicity, and a tendency to fix approximate festival dates – as a strategy to 

become part of ordinary people’s regular yearly activities – both the periodicity and 

the dates of festivals are often unpredictable. There are a large number of interrupted 

editions.57 This means that annual periodicity is not to be taken for granted, but 

should be seen as an achievement that not a large number of festivals accomplish.  

The uncertainty surrounding festivalisation in Senegal is largely due to the 

challenging sustainability of festivals. This is a result the lack of state financial 

support, which is a recurrent claim by festival organisers in the media. For instance, 

in March 2017, when the first urban cultural festival, now named Festival 

International des Musiques Urbaines Yakaar, celebrated its seventeenth edition, 

Amath Dia, one of the organisers, claimed “Please, support culture!” (…) It is time 

to put in place a cultural policy and a cultural agenda” (Le Quotidien, 8 May 2017). 

The lack of economic support is particularly noticeable in festivals launched in rural 

areas, which struggle to achieve the celebration of every edition.  

																																																								
54 See Appendix 38 for its chronology.	
55 See Appendix 39 for its chronology. 
56 It was an initiative by the Town Hall of Dakar and the Baatine Agency offering music concerts to different 
points of the city of Dakar, over the New Year’s Eve festivities. The second edition included as well a ‘son et 
lumière’ show at Gorée, evidence of the legacy of the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres from 1966. 
57 African Women Film Festival was first launched in April 2003, to reappear thirteen years later with the 
aspiration of running on a biennial basis. Zig’Fest hosted its first edition in 2010 and the second one did not take 
place until 2015. The Festival des Tambours du Sahel was first celebrated in 2008, and its second edition did not 
take place until 2016, among other examples. 
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1. 3. Conclusion  

The year 2000 marked the beginning of a new period in the festivalisation of 

Senegal. Since then, an increasing number of festivals have proliferated across 

different urban and rural areas in the country. There was a shift from a centralisation 

of festivals in Dakar, and Saint-Louis, former colonial capitals, to a decentralisation 

of festivals across the country. This shift coincided in time with the second reform of 

the law of decentralisation from 1996.  

The particularity of festivals since 2000 is that they are framed as events of 

international scope, while being locally rooted, that is, tightly linked to the regions 

hosting them. I have designated these festivals of twenty-first century Senegal as 

‘two-tier festivals,’ which refers to the simultaneity of these two framings – local 

and international. These are highly fluid terms in that they can be interpreted in a 

multiplicity of ways. I have contextualised such ambiguity in relation to the Law of 

Decentralisation, which has colonial origins, and which is studied for the first time in 

relation to festivals in Senegal in this thesis. The consequent division of Senegal into 

diverse territories for different political purposes has led to confusion among the 

population, since the local territory can refer to rural community, village, city, 

department or region. It has also led to a situation in which there are a multiplicity of 

actors, often uncoordinated, hampering the efficient implementation of political and 

cultural projects (Diop 2006).   

I have suggested that two-tier festivals share certain features that are related 

to the ways in which the local and the international framings are used. That is, since 

2000, festivals have been responding to a format where the local dimension of the 

festival is discussed in relation to the international dimension of the festival and vice 
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versa. The local and the international facets are perceived as complementary and 

evoked for different purposes in diverse circumstances. For instance, festival 

organisers stress the international dimension of their festivals in order to promote 

cultural tourism in the regions where they are hosted.  

One of the most salient features of two-tier festivals and of the key arguments 

in this thesis is that post-2000 festivals emerge from committed individuals or 

associations with significant networking skills. They are led by a festival director 

that I have defined as a “transformational leader,” inspired by Amanda Davies’ 

(2011) studies of festivals in rural Australia. This kind of leader is inspirational, 

intellectually stimulating, charismatic and well-considered among the local 

community (Davies 2011: 71).  I have further explored the figure of the festival 

director as a “rooted cosmopolitan” (Appiah 2005 & 2006). This concept helps to 

stress the two-tier conception of festivals and the leading role of the director, as well 

as the role that international mobility – so-called ‘migration’ – plays in the political, 

economic and cultural sectors of the home-town or country. A large number of 

festival directors have an international trajectory yet feel very attached to their local 

roots. The consideration of rural festivals has been crucial for that finding, further 

complicating De Valck’s statement that today we are in the “age of festival 

directors” (2007: 192). Through the examples of Abene Festivalo (1994), Festival 

Blues du Fleuve (2005), or FESFOP itself, among others, I hope to have shown the 

benefits of examining rural festivals, as these are particularly enlightening regarding 

the importance of the figure of the director in the network that leads to a festival 

organisation.  
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I have also argued that festivals in rural areas are used to market those places 

as tourist destinations, but also more remarkably as projects for local development. 

Due to the lack of infrastructure in these places, rural festivals are often curated 

around the idea of ‘tradition’ or ‘heritage,’ where people in the community become 

the “medium of ethnographic representation” themselves (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 

1998: 18). In so doing, the reference to ‘tradition’ can be used to imply 

professionalisation (Neveu Kringelbach 2013) and as a reflection of the aspiration of 

achieving opportunities of international mobility through participation in the festival. 

Another key finding of this chapter is that as post-2000 festivals diversified, 

they also sought to diversify audiences with creative curating techniques such as the 

spread of festival activities through different spaces, classified through an ‘IN’ and 

‘OFF’ programme, and a multidisciplinary curatorial practice, that can arguably 

appeal to a larger section of the population. 	

	



Chapter Three: A brief history of Louga: From 
marketplace to festival space 

 

If globally the internationalisation of festivals started in the 1990s (Dovey 2015: 

131-159), in Senegal this is even more pertinent from the year 2000, with the 

arrival of Abdoulaye Wade as president, and a resulting weak cultural policy 

(Tamba & Blin 2014, Djigo 2015). From the 94 festivals identified as 

representative in tracing a history of festivalisation in Senegal, 80 have emerged 

since the year 2000. Chapter Two sought to find coherence among these festivals, 

which I have explored through the notion of ‘two-tier festivals.’ I have argued that 

this period has been marked by a decentralisation of culture, with the spread of 

festivals across different regions in Senegal, in contrast with the centralisation of 

culture in the immediate post-independence era. In 1996, a second Law of 

Decentralisation was instituted, which also concerned the cultural sector. I have 

suggested that two-tier festivals, run by non-state associations or cultural actors, 

have been key in implementing the decentralisation of culture, in a context still 

marked by a centralisation of state resources and support in Dakar, mainly, and 

also Saint-Louis.  

In this chapter, I seek to offer a brief history of Louga, an under-

researched rural region in the north of Senegal. This historic overview sets the 

ground for the next chapter, in which I trace the history of FESFOP. I aim to 

contextualise this festival by discussing the geographical and socio-cultural 

aspects that define the region, suggesting there has been a transition from the 

market place to the festival space that is revelatory of the festivalisation process 

itself.  
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1.1. A brief history of Louga: From marketplace to festival space  

  

 

The region of Louga has received very scarce academic attention, except in 

the literature on migration (Sall et al. 2010, Ndiaye 2010, Maggie et al. 2008). This 

is arguably a consequence of the centralisation of culture and focus on the current 

capital, Dakar, and the colonial capital, Saint-Louis. However, these few sources are 

key to understanding the close relationship between the cultural history of Louga and 

its geography. In other words, these few writings constitute valuable sources to 

understand the way in which the cultural scene in Louga is discussed today among 

the cultural actors in the region, and more specifically, in relation to the Festival 

International de Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP).  

While this is not the place to trace in depth the history of Louga, I briefly 

outline some of its geographical aspects to shed light on two main points, which I 

consider key to the understanding of the Festival and the socio-cultural environment 

of the region more broadly. First, I focus on “cultural diversity,” the role of 

migration in the region, and the view of Louga as a “crossroads.” These features 

have led to its position as the cultural capital, rooted in a long history of human 

movement which dates back to the second half of the eighteenth century (Sarr 1982: 

36). Second, Louga has experienced a transition from a marketplace, at the 

beginning of the twentieth century, to a festival space, at the end of the twentieth 

Figure 1. The city of Louga, and its region, also 
called Louga, in Senegal. Source: Elaborated by 

author, 2016. 

	

Figure 2. Detailed map of the three departments 
of the region of Louga, with the city of Louga 

located in a department also named Louga.  
Source: Elaborated by author, 2016. 
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century, which puts economy and culture in conversation. I build on Adesokan’s 

term of “crossroads of capital” (2011: xii-10)1 to explain the transition from the 

marketplace to the festival space, in a region that has precisely been described as a 

crossroads of culture, a role that is also being claimed by FESFOP.  

Moustapha Sarr’s doctoral thesis (1982) on the city of Louga and its region, 

also called Louga, offers a detailed analysis of the importance of geography in its 

socio-economic sector. He argues that this has been shaped by the strategic position 

of Louga, between Dakar and Saint-Louis, two former colonial capitals. 2 Louga is 

the second largest region in the country, by area. It is a rural region, with the 

exception of 0.06 percent3 of urban area in the city-town of Louga, located in a 

department also called Louga, like the city and region.4 This is why I often refer to 

Louga and FESFOP as rural, also in an attempt to focus on the broader scope of the 

Festival, coherent with the focus of the festival on decentralisation.  

Louga is located 43 km from the Atlantic Ocean, and has a climate 

characterised by refreshing winds from the Azores, from November to February, and 

hot and dry eastern winds, the Harmattan, flowing in from the Sahel (Sarr 1982: 11). 

Louga has historically been at the crossroads of different communities. The origins 

of Louga go back to the eighteenth century. Paradoxically, the date of the publication 

of Sarr’s thesis on Louga, 1982, which could seem an outdated source, is particularly 

relevant. It challenges the postcolonial understanding of the region that establishes 

the ‘official’ founding (of the region) on 26 June 1976, under the Decree 76-61. As 

Sarr argues, the origins of the habitation of the region are precolonial, and respond to 

																																																								
1 Term explained in the Introduction.  
2 More specifically, it is located 200 km north of Dakar and 75 km south of Saint-Louis.	
3 Pape Issa Ndiaye (2007) estimates that the urbanisation of the department of Louga is 18.4 percent. 
4 The surface of the city of Louga has 1,800 hectares, and the surface of the region of Louga has 2,918,800 
hectares.  
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the division into kingdoms. The region of Louga corresponds to the former province 

of Njaambur,5 which belonged to the kingdom of Cayor (1565-1888), located 

between the river Senegal and Salum. Cayor was one of the main kingdoms of the 

Djolof empire, with a majority of Wolof people, who cohabited with Fulanis, Serers, 

Toucouleurs, Mandinkas, Lebus and Moors. Louga is then “at the heart of Wolof-

land” (McLaughlin, 1997: 569). In fact, Sarr argues the term ‘Wolof’ could come 

from waa lof, the people from Lof, in reference to the Djolof empire, with Lof being 

the territory of Djolof Mbengue (Sarr 1982: 34). The name of Njaambur is 

associated with a territory inhabited by ‘free men’ (Sarr 1982: 35). According to 

linguist Miriam Weidl, jaambur is a Wolof word to refer to a person who is free in 

contrast to slaves and unfree people. It therefore implies a higher position than them, 

that is, a position of leader. If used for a region, it could be translated as the “region 

of the leader, or a region of the ones that have a social higher status than others. 

Jaambur can also be used for peaceful person” (Weidl, pers. comm. 2017). 

It is the influx of people which forged the origins of Njaambur, from the 

second half of the eighteenth century (Sarr 1982: 35). However, Sarr remarks that 

the occupation of Cayor and Djolof started from the twelfth century, and that many 

of the villages have disappeared since then or changed names, mainly due to 

problems of land fertility (1982: 35). Sarr traces the changes of the population and 

administration of the region across the centuries up to the decade after the 

independence of Senegal (1982:46-57). He further offers different hypotheses 

regarding the origins of the name of Louga, which fluctuates precisely in relation to 

the different accounts of the first populations settled in the area, which are “diverse 

																																																								
5 Njaambur often appears written differently, as Njaambuur, Ndiambour, etc. I have tried to respect ways in 
which each of the written sources refer to it, although its “correct” Wolof transcription would be Njaambur, 
according to linguist Miriam Weidl (pers. comm. 2017).  
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and contradictory” (Sarr 1982:40). One such account argues Louga could come from 

Loug naa, which could be translated from Wolof to English as “I have found a place 

to stay.” As Sarr notes: 

After many years in Mauritania in order to learn the Koran, the 

ancestor of Lô, Amaroune Ndame, accompanied by his brother 

Moctar, on the way back to his native village of Guéoul, stopped 

by the south-east of Louga in a valley called Avalé, which was 

seen as haunted by the silkworm ants whose bite would lead to 

sudden death. Having learned the news from his father, Amaroune 

replied: ‘Loug na,’ which means ‘I have found a place to stay.’ 

This would later become Louga. (Sarr 1982: 57-58) 

 

As Sarr argues, the population and history of Louga are characterised by a 

continuous movement of people, and cultural diversity, which Sarr refers to as 

“ethnic heterogeneity” (1982: 17). This human movement has more recently been 

studied as ‘migration,’ not just interregional, but also international, and particularly, 

towards Europe. Yet the term ‘migration’ usually has negative connotations, which 

Figure 3. Emblematic tercentenary baobab at Guéoul, known as Gouye de Birame Coumba. It is 
believed to heal madness and female infertility (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 13.05.16). 
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is why I often refer instead to human movement or rooted cosmopolitans based 

abroad, or with an experience of international mobility. While the regional focus on 

Louga in academia is still scarce, most of the more explicit references lie precisely in 

studies in relation to ‘migration’ (Maggi et al. 2008: 4-5, Sall et al. 2010 & Ndiaye 

2010).  As Sarr points out, the phenomenon started very early, in 1907. It was 

influenced by the construction of the railway, and at the same time by the expansion 

of Muridism, and more specifically between 1932 and 1934, when spiritual guides 

both from the Murid and Tijaniya brotherhoods encouraged their followers to settle 

in new lands (Sarr 1982: 40).  

Since the end of the twentieth century, this human movement has had a local 

impact in the department of Louga, for instance, by increasing the urbanisation of the 

city, as noted by Papa Issa Ndiaye (2007). This is evident, Ndiaye claims, in that the 

neighbourhoods with a higher number of buildings were and still are those inhabited 

by people who have had an experience of international mobility that has enabled 

them to fund the building of houses or further infrastructure (Ndiaye 2007). Many 

Senegalese people say that whoever speaks about Louga speaks of migration, and 

vice versa.6 Senegalese scholars researching migration, Mohamadou Sall, Serigne 

Mansour Tall, Aly Tandian et al. argue that “Louga is one of Senegal’s most 

important migrant sending areas,” even if the census does not quite reflect this 

(2010: 23).  

As elsewhere, one of the main reasons for the mobility abroad is the “over-

estimation of the potential for success in Europe” (ibid.). Sall et al. cite the Wolof 
																																																								
6 In 2013 I started making the documentary film Témoignages… “waa suñu gaal”, in co-direction and co-
production with Mariama Badji. This is the second part of Témoignages de l’autre côté, shot in Spain in 2011, 
about migration from Senegal to Spain. The local perception was that we had to film in Louga, as it was a city of 
migration, and so we did, including the filming of a theatre play ‘Au délas des frontières’ directed by Lébou 
Ndoye, first secretary and artistic director of FESFOP. The documentary film can be seen online here: 
https://vimeo.com/152733471 
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phrase of “the four T’s: tukki, tekki, tedd and terale,” which literally translates as 

“travelling, making it, social success, and helping family and friends” (2010: 24). 

Famous Senegalese rapper Nit Doff,7 native to Louga, and the well-known TV 

programme Journal Télévisé Rappé, led by rappers Xuman and Keyti, describe 

Louga in relation to their ‘Modu-Modu’s,’ a way to refer to migrants abroad who 

then go back to Senegal to show off their supposed success abroad, participating in 

the overestimation of migration and the association of Europe with El Dorado. They 

criticise the way in which people risk their lives in their trip to Spain or Italy, in 

search of that supposed success (Keyti & Xuman, in JTR, 16 August 2013).8 Oral 

testimonials also share the view that “the city has been built by migrants” (Ndiaye 

2007).  

In particular, people in Louga stress the figure of Djily Mbaye (1927-1991), 

as a spiritual leader with an international trajectory who greatly contributed 

financially to build the small palace in 1975, the great palace in 1980, the mosque, 

the mausoleums, the gate of Louga, the market, Alboury Ndiaye Stadium and the 

hospital of Louga. Djily Mbaye disappeared in unknown circumstances in 1991. His 

personality and relevance in Louga would require a whole separate study, as so far 

there is just a vague academic reference to him in Maggi et al.’s study of migration 

in Louga (2008: 10).9 He has been described as “the billionaire marabout (spiritual 

guide), the man who knew how to talk to the kings and to listen to the poor” (Dakar 

92, 20 April 2016). I acknowledge him here as an example of a “rooted 

cosmopolitan” (Appiah 2005) who contributed to the construction of some of the 

																																																								
7 ‘Nit Doff’ means ‘crazy person.’	
8 Available (03.02.2017): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjbQbXqr4kc	
9 A documentary film on him was screened at the Hotel King Fahd Palace in Dakar, entitled El Hadji Djily 
Mbaye: L’homme derrière la légende, produced by Khady Sall Diagne and directed by Khady Pouye. More 
information (10.03.2017): http://www.lesoleil.sn/2016-03-22-23-38-25/item/59323-film-el-hadji-djily-mbaye-l-
homme-derriere-la-legende-le-parcours-elogieux-du-bienfaiteur-porte-a-l-ecran.html 
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main non-colonial buildings of Louga, still to be classified as heritage of the region. 

He is also of relevance to the study of FESFOP because his family has contributed 

generously to the realisation of FESFOP since its origins. Some of the guests of the 

first editions of FESFOP stayed at his palace, in the neighbourhood of HLM Bagdad. 

Djily Mbaye constitutes an example of a rooted cosmopolitan whose wealth and 

international trajectory created a local impact in Louga, contrasting with the lack of 

building of infrastructure by the state. 

 

Djily Mbaye was a particular case of a rooted cosmopolitan because of his 

position in society and his wealth. However, different kinds of people with an 

experience of international mobility who did not enjoy a privileged economic 

situation, have also contributed a great deal to the economy of their families and 

regions. The income from Lougatois based abroad has highly impacted the territory 

of Louga, both in the urban and rural areas, and allowed the construction of 

infrastructure, according to Ndiaye (2007). The imperative form Ndiaye uses 

Figure 4: Gate of Louga, built by Djily Mbaye (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 25.11.15) 
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suggests that migrants have a duty to contribute to the local development of their 

communities: “Today, migrants have a role to play in the development of their 

territories. Migrants not only have to be a source of currency for their families; they 

have to participate on a wider scale in community development” (Ndiaye 2007). 

While the scope of this thesis does not allow me to analyse the phenomenon of 

migration in Louga in detail,10 I briefly acknowledge it here, as the reference to 

migration appears in a variety of ways in FESFOP, and with rooted cosmopolitans 

who have contributed to the festivalisation of Senegal, more broadly, as directors, 

organisers, artists or sponsors. In fact, both Sall et al. (2010: 22) and Maggi et al. 

(2008: 10) mention FESFOP in their studies of the phenomenon of migration in 

Louga.  

In this sense, I hope to contribute in much-needed attention to the 

phenomenon of migration, more broadly.  As scholars point out (Sall et al. 2010: 1), 

the effects of migration on local governance and urban change are still scarce.11 

More specifically, I hope that the incorporation of international mobility and rooted 

cosmopolitanism in the study of FESFOP invites further research on migration and 

internationalisation in relation to festivalisation. The references to migration that 

arise from FESFOP bring an intangible dimension into the assessment of the impact 

of migration. In other words, I suggest that in order to examine migration, qualitative 

research approaches are needed, in addition to the existing quantitative methods (Sall 

et al. 2010).  

The initial small village of Louga experienced a demographic growth during 

the colonial period. According to Sarr, some of the factors contributing to this 

																																																								
10 Maggi et al. (2008) point out some of the main factors leading to migration in Louga.  
11 In their study of migration (2010), Sall et al. seek to tackle these aspects of migration through focusing on 
Louga and Ourossogui. 
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phenomenon were the building and establishment of a fort, in 1883, when Louga 

started to acquire notable military functions during the French colonialism. The 

building of the neighbourhood of Artillerie, which still exists today, is illustrative of 

this. By then, the plans to build the railway had already started in the late 1870s (Sarr 

1982: 73). The fort was evacuated in 1887 (Sarr 1982: 60). After 1900, the 

demographic growth of the city of Louga was due, according to Sarr, to two main 

factors: on the one hand, to the already built railway and, on the other hand, to its 

position as a crossroads between the Sahel in the north and Sudan in the South.  

These two factors led to the establishment of remarkable economic activity. 

The establishment of the railway boosted the production of peanuts and made Louga 

a regional centre of its exportation and of distribution of imported products (Sarr 

1982: 62). The position as a crossroads led to the creation, in 1905, of what Sarr 

considers a “key event in the history of Louga” (Sarr 1982: 62). This was the 

creation of a livestock market, the Marbat. The name refers to a term of Arab origin 

which designates “a place where people gather together” (Sarr 1982: 62), which is an 

idea that can be transferrable to the context of festivities and thus, festivals. 

Sarr builds on J. Robin’s seminal work published on the Marbat in 1945 to 

reflect the importance of this livestock market, located in “the route toward the great 

centre of consumption in the south (Dakar, Thiès, Kaolack, Bthurst, etc.) (…) and 

beyond the limits of Senegal, towards Mauritania and Gambia” (Sarr 1982: 62). The 

Marbat was created by a group of businessmen, led by a Pulaar man named 

Mamadou Barka.12 It was initially located in a wasteland, occupied today by the 

C.F.A.O., next to the railway (Robin 1945: 47). In 1908 it was transferred to the 

																																																								
12 Robin referred to him as Hamadou Barka (1945: 47).  
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market in the middle of the village (Sarr 1982: 154).13 The market worked during the 

whole year, except for the rainy season (Sarr 1982: 159). According to Robin, it 

started to acquire importance in 1917, but experienced a crisis and decline after 1931 

(Robin 1945: 49). The importance of the Marbat evidences the close relationship 

between the economy of Louga and its geography. To put it in Robin and Sarr’s 

words: 

Due to its position as a crossroad and junction, the city constitutes 

‘a meeting point between complementary economies of nomadic 

pastoralists and sedentary farmers’ (Robin 1945). This position of 

crossroad has led to it being a centre of exchange between two 

different, while complementary, economic regions: one being the 

traditional agriculture of peanuts and subsistence crops in the south, 

the other being the extensive and semi-nomad migrant livestock 

farming, in the north (Mauritania) and in the east. (Sarr 1982:16-

17) 

 

 

It was precisely in 1905, coinciding with the creation of this market – while its 

official inauguration was not until 12 August 1906 (Sarr 1982: 65) – that the urban 

development of Louga began, “founded as a mixed city (“commune”) by decision of 
																																																								
13 Robin highlights the figure of the Ndiatigui, a Bambara word, who was key for the commerce of the livestock. 
He operated as a negotiator, advisor, and guarantor of the regularity of the operations. That is, he was the 
mediator (Robin 1945: 50). 

Figure 5. Livestock at a property in Louga, 2015 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 25.11.15.) 
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the General governor of AOF14 on 31 December 1904”, in application of the Decree 

of December 1891 (Sarr 1982: 63).   

By 1949, the city of Louga was composed of five neighbourhoods, Thiokhna, 

Santhiaba, Montañe, Artillerie and Keur Seriñe Louga (Sarr 1982: 68).15 As Babacar 

Sarr, president of FESFOP, claimed in his reflection about the cultural role of Louga, 

the city had its first town hall in 1956 (pers. comm. 2015). Its first mayor was 

Momar Gaye Diop, also known as Talla Diop (1911-2001), elected on 18 November 

1956. 

Today, the region of Louga is composed of three departments, Kébémer, 

Linguère and Louga. Each department is divided into boroughs (in French, 

arrondissements), which are also formed of rural communities. For instance, the 

department of Louga is divided into four boroughs, Coki, Keur Momar Sarr, 

Mbédiène and Sakal. Coki is composed of five rural communities, Coki, Ndiagne, 

Thiamène Cayor, Pété Ouarack and Guet Ardo; Keur Momar Sarr is composed of 

four rural communities, Keur Mamar Sarr, Nguer Malal, Syer and Gande; Mbédiène 

is composed of four rural communities, Mbédiène, Niomré, Nguidilé and Kéle 

Gueye; and Sakal is composed of three rural communities, Léona, Ngueune Sarr, and 

Sakal.  

Louga constitutes the only ‘commune’ or city of the department. The number 

of neighbourhoods has grown from five to thirteen today, an ever-growing number 

as the population increases, the main ones being Thiokhna, Montañe, Keur Seriñe 

Fallou, Keur Seriñe Louga, Artillerie, Santhiaba Nord, Santhiaba Sud, HLM Bagdad, 

also referred to as Grand Louga, Djang Bambodj, Voil d’Or, Medina Garage, Keur 
																																																								
14 AOF was a federation of eight French colonial territories in Africa: Mauritania, Senegal, French Sudan, French 
Guinea, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Dahomey and Niger. 
15 Seriñe Louga was considered the religious chief of all Njaambur (Robin 1945: 47). 
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Seriñe Bara and Touba Seras. The town has a population of around 86,000 people, 

with the population of the department being around 300,000, and of the region 

around 800,000 people.  
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   Figure 6. Satellite view from Louga (Source: assembled by author from Google Maps, 2016). 
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Testimonials of the co-founders of FESFOP – president Babacar Sarr and 

vice-president Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, who is a griot16 – suggest that this market 

and the economic sector of Louga have played a determining role in its cultural 

history:  

Obviously, it [the importance of culture in Louga] is not by 

accident. In Louga, there was the Marbat, in 1904, a livestock 

market. And speaking of a market is speaking of a cultural 

encounter. When people came here, the day was a festivity (…) 

When we celebrated the festivity of the peanuts, there were shows. 

The camels that were carrying the peanut bags were decorated. 

They were preceded by tam-tams and followed by others 

accompanying them. That is where troubadours come from. They 

were itinerant artists (artistes ambulants). This is just to say that 

Njaambur was a space, not only a city, of encounter. The first oil-

mill in Senegal, which dates back to 1928, is from here. There was 

also the fair, from 1954 to 1958, organised by the colonists, and the 

Marbat, since 1904. All those elements incubated a lot of things. 

(Babacar Sarr, pers. comm. 2015) 

 

Mbaye reinforces this idea. He claims that “Louga has an extraordinary cultural past, 

particularly, artistic” (pers. comm. 2015). Like Sarr, he highlights the cultural 

diversity of Louga. “The city is around 400 years old. At the beginning it was a mix 

(brassage) of people coming from different horizons who made the population of 

Louga. There is a métissage from the beginning” (pers. comm. 2015). His 

testimonial also highlights the Marbat, and the artistic element of the market: 

In the 1950s, before independence, people realised that Louga was 

a city of agriculture and livestock. The first grains of peanuts have 

																																																								
16 ‘Griot’ is a word which appeared written for the first time in the seventeenth century. It was the 
way in which French travellers referred to “musical-verbal artisans” (Charry 2000: 1). In Louga, most 
of them are Wolof griots, who are “masters of the sabar drum” (Tang 2007) and who transmit heritage 
through music, or/and through the spoken word. 
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been planted in Louga. It was a toubab [white person] called Mr 

Arène who brought it. The railway line running between Dakar-

Saint-Louis also passed by Louga and they said that the one who 

would have cultivated the most peanuts would be entitled to a train 

ticket between Louga-Saint-Louis (…) Louga then became a 

crossroads, a livestock fair. The most beautiful species were 

exposed. Louga led the livestock market through the Marbat. 

‘Marbat’ originates from Arabic and means ‘I have sold it before 

attaching it;’17 because the livestock market worked really well. 

The griots came to the market. They sang. They danced. They 

played instruments. They came from all horizons. Louga became 

also a cultural crossroads. It is from that situation that the idea of 

creating troupes derives. (pers. comm. 2015) 

 

Mbaye establishes a direct link between the economy (agriculture and livestock) and 

the cultural scene in Louga. Babacar Sarr reinforces this link claiming that “the 

economic role of Louga has pushed the cultural sector” (pers. comm. 2015). He also 

acknowledges the role played by the railway since its establishment in 1886 and the 

railway to Linguère since 1927, to argue that “Louga has always been a space of 

encounter and exchange” (pers. comm. 2015). This statement is particularly relevant 

in the festival scene, since some of the driving expectations of two-tier festivals 

involve the encounter and exchange between the local and the international artists 

and cultural actors.  

Sarr contrasts the rich cultural history of Louga with that of Saint-Louis, one 

of the most emblematic colonial communes, listed by UNESCO as world heritage. 

“When people came here, for the commercialisation of peanuts, the livestock market, 

they would dance, sing… Troubadours came, in the morning, in the afternoon… It 

																																																								
17 This offers a different but complementary view of Robin’s and Sarr’s interpretation of Louga as “a place where 
people gather together for different reasons” (Robin: 1945: 47). 
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[the cultural heritage of Louga] is not accidental. It has come, firstly, by the force of 

God, because we are believers, and then by that of men and women. Why Louga and 

not Diourbel? Obviously Saint-Louis has its history, colonial, but here it is economic 

and cultural” (pers. comm. 2015). Sarr’s statement, in which the heritage of Saint-

Louis is associated with its colonial past, could seem a bit problematic, as both 

places, Louga and Saint-Louis have colonial, economic and cultural reasons for 

existing. In fact, the strategic position of Louga for its economy and culture is due 

precisely to its location at the crossroads of two colonial capitals, Dakar and Saint-

Louis. However, the statement is particularly relevant to Adama Djigo’s point (2015) 

that the patromonialisation of monuments and practices in Senegal does not often 

represent cultural traditions and symbolic places people in Senegal identify 

themselves with.18 Saint-Louis’ heritage is not just colonial, even if this is often the 

officially declared heritage by international institutions such as UNESCO. In this 

sense, Sarr’s point is that the rich cultural history of Louga with origins unrelated to 

colonisation – although this is also questionable depending on the cases – is what 

constitutes the (intangible) heritage of Louga, to be (re)created, (re)claimed and 

preserved through FESFOP.    

The importance of Sarr and Mbaye’s oral accounts of the Marbat is that they 

add to previous studies (Robin 1945, M. Sarr 1982) the presence of music and artists 

as part of the market dynamics, giving to it a sense of festiveness. Building on their 

testimonials, I further suggest that at the end of the twentieth century the region 

experienced a transition from a marketplace to a festival space. This transition 

established a connection between the cultural and the economic spheres in Louga, 

																																																								
18 There are exceptions. For example, De Jong speaks about the listing by UNESCO of the Kankurang, a 
Mandinka initiation rite, as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, since 2005. However he notes that such 
recognition changed the international perception of the rite and led to a commodification of it by the people in the 
community for economic purposes (De Jong 2007).  
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key to understanding the festivalisation of Louga. Inspired by studies of rural 

festivals in Australia (Darian-Smith 2011, Gibson et al. 2011, Brennan-Horley et al. 

2007), I suggest that the transition is due to the uncertainty and demise of Louga’s 

former economic sources, peanut production and exportation and livestock. The 

festival appears then as a ‘modern’ structure with the potential to be considered as an 

additional economic asset, re-profiling the city and the region of Louga, more 

broadly, as a tourist destination, with an international projection that can lead to local 

development. 

The region of Louga, often described as a crossroads of culture, can further 

be understood as a “crossroads of capital” (Adesokan 2011). The concept arises in a 

context experiencing both a decolonisation and globalisation process (2011: xii), 

which entails “uneven geographical development” (2011: xiii). The particularity of 

this term is that it places artistic figures at the centre of the analysis, as Adesokan 

argues that “it is individuals, as artists, writers, activists, filmmakers, musicians, and 

so on, who have been able to clearly articulate the problems of postcolonial 

societies” (2011: 2). This resonates with my research focus of moving beyond an 

institutional focus on the nation-state or the cultural policies under each of the 

presidents. It emphasises that festivals are the result of popular initiatives based 

across the country. Adesokan further suggests that the relationship between 

globalisation and postcoloniality forges a reality that he defines as “postcolonial 

asymmetry” (2011: 9). By this, he refers to the tension between the national struggle 

for decolonisation and the social struggle needed due to the changes brought by 

globalisation (Adesokan 2011: 9). I argue that this tension is also reflected and 

experienced within the context of festivalisation, where ‘two-tier festivals’ constitute 

a “festival network” (De Valck 2007: 206), which comprises a variety of factors 
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from the political, economic, cultural and social spheres. As such, they entail 

postcolonial and global tensions, which can coexist in harmony or contradiction with 

festival values. Festivals can be part of the national and pan-African struggle to re-

invent Senegal, counterbalancing the colonial hegemonic mis-representation of the 

country and of Africa more broadly. They can also be part of the social struggle of 

individuals who situate themselves and their projects within the global, international 

world, yet rooted in their localities (outskirts of Dakar, a city, a village, a rural 

community, a region, etc.).  

If Adesokan addresses this question through the term “crossroads of capital,” 

focusing on the marketplace, Moeran and Strandgaard Pedersen (2011) compare 

festivals to fairs, as “institutions of economic and cultural exchange in the creative 

industries” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 1). They argue that “fairs have 

always taken on the appearance of temporary townships or cities (Skov 2006) (…), 

either (…) taking over everything in it and itself ‘becoming’ the town (…), or (…) in 

juxtaposition to a town” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011:4). I further explore 

the idea of fairs and festivals as temporary townships in Chapter Six, which 

examines the temporal dimensions of FESFOP. However, it is useful here to 

emphasise that 

fairs are not simply places in which to conduct business. They have 

always ‘meant noise, tumult, music, popular rejoicing, the world 

turned upside down’ (Braudel 1992: 82) and were often centres of 

popular entertainment (Isherwood 1981) where celebration could 

become contestation (Rearick 1977: 437; Delacour and Leca, 

Chapter 1). Fair time, in other words, was like carnival time 

(Thompson). It was also spectacle time with its processions, 
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competitions, bonfires, fireworks, juggling, miracle cures and 

tooth-pulling. (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 5) 

This leads them to conclude that “fairs and festivals, though not exactly the same, 

share a number of common features” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6), and 

they specify four main ones. As mentioned in the Introduction, both events are 

spatially, temporarily and socially bounded, and they are functionally unbounded, in 

that they serve multiple purposes (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6-7). This 

comparison sets the ground to shed light on Louga’s transition from a marketplace, a 

“crossroads of capital,” to a festival space, the “crossroads of culture.” Through my 

description of FESFOP as a ‘two-tier festival’ I will be shedding light on some of the 

aspects that motivate people to participate in the festival, in a variety of ways, 

drawing on their own statements.  

1.2. Louga: The Cultural Capital of Senegal 

Louga is considered a region of rich intangible cultural heritage. According 

to Babacar Sarr, “Louga has contributed to forging Senegalese culture, to promoting 

it, to enhancing it and to exporting it at an international level” (pers. comm. 2015). 

He gives the example of the Orchestra Saourouba, which he helped travel for the 

first time in June 1987 to France. Maggi et al. cite FESFOP to highlight the cultural 

relevance of the region. They argue that “Louga has been, for a long time, the centre 

of cultural attraction in the country, in particular in the domain of dance, traditional 

and folkloric music” as well as in fine art and theatre (2008: 10, my emphasis). The 

same year in which Louga was described in this article as “the centre of cultural 

attraction,” Mame Birame Diouf, then Minister of Culture – and with a long career in 

politics and culture, which would include in 2010 the management of FESMAN 

2010 – declared Louga the “cultural capital of Senegal” (Mame Birame Diouf 2008).  
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Before delving into the origins, structure and trajectory of FESFOP, it is 

worth devoting some attention to this claim, and reviewing a few key historical 

cultural figures and aspects that have led to this attribution. This attention is 

particularly justified due to the timing of writing of this thesis, since 2017 has been 

declared the “Year of Culture” by the president of Senegal, Macky Sall. In line with 

this proclamation, the bi-monthly news magazine Louga Infos, devoted the 152nd 

issue to the theme ‘2017, year of Culture!’ whose motto was ‘Make of Louga the 

National and International Crossroad of Culture’ (Bao, in Louga Infos, nº152, 1-15 

March 2017). It described Louga as “the major centre of cultural production in the 

country” (Bao, in Louga Infos, nº152, 1-15 March 2017: 3). 

The acknowledgment of Louga as “the cultural capital of Senegal” has to be 

seen in relation with the centralisation of culture in Dakar, the capital of Senegal, as 

Adama Djigo (2015) discusses in her study of heritage in Senegal. Since she mainly 

focuses on tangible heritage, she argues that the centralisation of cultural policy is 

based on a policy around monuments which seeks to emulate the French model 

(Djigo at L’Harmattan book launch, 23 July 2016). With this recognition of Louga 

as the “cultural capital” of Senegal, there is a decentralisation of the notion of 

capital, which involves the decentralisation of culture. Cultural journalist Omar 

Diouf reflects on the historic role of Louga in the cultural domain. He does so with 

Dakar as the central reference for culture: 

We have always known the role of Louga in the cultural world. We 

have even referred to it as the ‘cultural capital’ of Senegal. Louga 

was a cultural capital before Dakar. Culturally speaking, Louga was 

developed. There was theatre, dance…We knew that it was Louga 

which won in all national festivals that there were. And Louga also 

represented Senegal outside of the country. We all knew that. Then, 
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as a journalist, I went to Louga and noticed that it had kept all that 

culture. (Omar Diouf, pers. comm. 2015) 

In 1961, a year after independence, the state of Senegal created dance 

groups19 as a postcolonial project of “revalorisation of national cultural values” 

which were linked to the infrastructure of the Théâtre National Daniel Sorano 

(Djigo 2015: 244). Francesca Castaldi offers an insightful study of the Ensemble 

National de Ballet or National Ballet of Senegal in relation to Négritude and its role 

in the nation-building process in a postcolonial context. This is necessary to 

understand the historic cultural role of Louga, since one such group was named the 

Ensemble National de Ballet la Linguère.20 Composed of 35 dancers, the Ensemble 

was aimed at a foreign audience, through long tours funded by the state.21 The 

national dance troupes, created in a period of decolonisation, contributed to the 

“making of a national culture, reconfiguring local dance traditions as a vehicle of 

historical memory and continuity” (Castaldi 2006: 9). Castaldi suggests that the 

linguistic choice of ‘ballet,’ a French term, does not imply a “Frenchisation” of 

Senegalese culture, but rather, as “a challenge to European racist assumptions,” of 

African dance as tribal and primitive. In so doing, she claims that “African dances 

are classical forms that offer their own aesthetic, equal in sophistication and beauty 

to the ballet tradition” (2006: 9). National culture represented and performed through 

the ballet performances constituted an embodiment of the official idea of national 

culture, as defined by the state (Castaldi 2006: 2). Like the 1966 Festival, the 

performances were marked by the context of immediate postcolonialism.  

																																																								
19 These were the Ensemble Lyrique Traditionnel and the Ensemble National de Ballets La Linguère and Sira 
Badral. There was also a national theatre company named La Troupe Nationale Dramatique.  
20 Linguère is one of the three departments of the region of Louga. 	
21 Another dance ensemble – not from Louga – was Sira Badral, composed of 33 artists, and created for 
performances at the Théâtre national Daniel Sorano or short tours across the country (Djigo 2015: 244).  
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However, the cultural role of Louga, like elsewhere in the country, 

experienced a change of context, shaped by the economic and social crisis, the 

increasing migration to urban centres and abroad, as well as the lack of state budgets. 

As a result, the number of acclaimed dancers, choreographers, percussionists and 

other artists has declined since the 1990s. Omar Diouf suggests that it may be related 

to modernity and the spread of television and the Internet. Yet, at the same time, he 

blames it on the centralisation of cultural activities and festivals in Dakar and Saint-

Louis (pers. comm. 2015). Maggi et al. also observe an increasing decline in the 

leading cultural role of Louga in the history of Senegal (2008:10). Their 

interpretation differs from Omar Diouf’s, arguing it could be due to “the misconduct 

of the Associations Sportives et Culturelles, which invested mainly in sport, and 

football in particular” (Maggi et al. 2008:10). They illustrate this through the 

concentration of most of the leisure activities for the youth around the Alboury 

Ndiaye Stadium, particularly the navétanes.  

Massamba Ndiaye22 and Amadou Diop carried out a diagnostic study of the 

cultural associations in the region of Louga. They assessed the perception that 

cultural actors have of their situation, as well as spread of information and 

handbooks of best practices for cultural structures.23 They identified 35 different 

cultural associations in Kébémer, where the folkloric aspect was dominant, and a 

strong “cultural bubbling” in Kébémer and Guéoul in particular (Diop & Ndiaye 

2011: 11-12). In Linguère, they identified 27 different cultural associations, 55 

percent of which were of theatre and dance, and others on music in its ‘modern’ form 

(rap) and ‘traditional’ music (Diop & Ndiaye 2011: 13-15). The number of cultural 

																																																								
22 He is the current administrator of FESFOP.  
23 The report acknowledged certain limitations, such as the lack of written sources and the non-inclusion of 
certain rural communities, as well as the difficulty to arrange a time and location for the interviews (Diop & 
Ndiaye 2011:7). 
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associations increased to 6624 in the department of Louga, of whom over 42 percent 

were theatre associations, followed by dance, often combined with theatre, and both 

‘modern’ and ‘traditional’ music. They also identified eleven cultural events 

(festivals, and journées culturelles) in Kébémer, ten in Linguère and thirteen in 

Louga (Diop & Ndiaye 2011: 21-24).25 The results presented in the report are 

illustrative of the importance of the cultural sector in present-day Louga.  

The report is also revealing of the constraints and difficulties of the cultural 

domain in Louga. It helps to understand Diouf and Maggi et al.’s perception of the 

change of context and the decline of the cultural role of Louga in Senegal. According 

to the report, the associations and cultural actors often fail to meet the expectations 

regarding the level of the performances they organise due to a series of difficulties. 

They also identify a lack of adequate infrastructure and limitation of means. That is, 

they discuss the precariousness of the sector in relation to the technical quality of the 

event. They further note difficulties of mobility and transport across the region, 

which hampers access to the economic circuit by troupes and groups. I stress the 

word ‘economic’ because it is revealing of the expectation of a relationship between 

the cultural and the economic spheres. Diop and Ndiaye further stress the technical 

aspect suggesting there is a lack of training and weak income generated by the 

cultural activities. This also affects the communication and management, as cultural 

actors lack networking skills to be able to consolidate their activities. Ultimately, 

they note there is not a favourable legal and regulatory framework or efficient 

cultural policy. They share Maggi et al.’s view that the majority of the investment of 

the cultural associations goes towards sport and particularly football. Finally, they 

note that the high number of troupes leads to a situation of dispersion of skills and 
																																																								
24 See Appendix 1 for a full list of the cultural actors and associations.  
25 See appendix 2 for a full list of these events.  
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competences (Diop & Ndiaye 2011: 30-31). This conforms to Djibril Diop’s view 

that decentralisation often leads to a multiplicity of actors without coordination 

(2006: 18).  

This is important in understanding the emergence of FESFOP, which 

appears, as noted by Omar Diouf, as a way of preserving that cultural status of 

Louga, coherent with the history of the region. At the same time, FESFOP also seeks 

to rebuild the cultural status of Louga, in a context of late modernity, globalisation, 

and industrialisation, in which rural regions are marginalised. “Louga, through the 

FESFOP festival tries to persist [as the cultural capital]. Whenever we think of 

Louga, still today, we think of dance. There were really good dancers. And the basis 

of what made of Louga a cultural city is still there. Maybe it just needs someone to 

revive that” (Diouf, pers. comm. 2015). This statement is illustrative of the vision of 

festivals as “sites of heritage” (De Jong 2007, 2009, 2010; Manuel et al. 2009; 

Aitchison and Pritchard 2007 in Bennett & Woodward in Bennett et al. 2014: 11; 

Witz 2003), or as De Jong puts it, as “palimpsests heritage and postcolonial 

modernity that accumulate pasts in order to remember the present” (De Jong 2009: 

38). It is further illustrative of the importance of festivals in rural regions, as I 

elaborate on in Chapter Five.  

The centralisation of cultural initiatives in Dakar and Saint-Louis, as the two 

urban capitals of Senegal, has also led to the centralisation of the academic focus on 

festivals located mainly in these two cities. As mentioned, despite the cultural 

history of Louga, there are barely any studies on this region and its cultural role. My 

focus on festivals does not allow enough space to engage in a detailed analysis of it. 

However, I seek to briefly introduce it here, through looking at the dance troupe 
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Cercle de la Jeunesse, in order to understand the context in which FESFOP emerged, 

as well as the title of Louga as the “cultural capital” of Senegal, which is a recurrent 

reference in FESFOP.  

1.3. Cercle de la Jeunesse and cultural figures from Louga 

Due to the scarcity of written sources, oral sources have been key in this first 

attempt to shed light on the cultural history of Louga. Neveu Kringelbach (2013: 47) 

offers one of the few academic sources which acknowledges the creation of the 

Cercle de la Jeunesse. Besides the testimonial of cultural journalist, Omar Diouf, 

both oral accounts from Babacar Sarr, president of FESFOP, considered by people in 

Louga as cultural heritage himself, and Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, who is also the 

vice-president of the Réseau des Communicateurs Traditionnels in Louga, have been 

key in the daunting challenge of tracing, for the first time, a historical overview of 

the cultural role of Louga.  

  

Figure 7: Cercle de la Jeunesse. The text on the left reflects the agricultural link, with ‘the ballet of the 
women who grind millet’. It says that it is the symbol of the bravery and abnegation of women who grind 

millet, and transform it into flour prior to cooking the traditional ‘laax,’ which they serve to men in the field. 
(Photo donated by Abdoulaye Bao, Fouding Editor of Louga Infos. It appeared in Louga Infos nº 152 March 

2017, page 2). 
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According to Babacar Sarr, before independence there were four main traditional 

associations: L’Effort, formed in 1946, Cercle de la Jeunesse, formed in 1951, Le 

Foyer and L’Espoir. The most influential is considered to be the Cercle de la 

Jeunesse. The nostalgic description as “the lost Mozart of the folkloric culture of 

Louga” (Bao, in Louga Infos, nº 152, 1-15 March 2017) reflects a willingness to 

raise the Cercle to the category of ‘classic,’ highlighting their influence in the 

cultural history of the region. The troupe name may derive from the geographic noun 

used to designate the area of Louga, as ‘cercle’ (circle), and its large, young 

population. “The Cercle de la Jeunesse got inspiration from the local heritage to 

create theatre plays, dance, chants…” (Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, pers. comm. 

2015). It implied a performance of tradition taken to a different performance context 

for both national and international audiences.  

The Cercle de la Jeunesse was created in 1951 by Mademba Diop (1928-

2007), a performing artist and songwriter, native to Louga, who passed away in 

2007. The artist, who can also be considered as a “rooted cosmopolitan,” due to 

Diop’s international trajectory but attachment and return to Senegal, has been 

described with admiration: “He excelled in all artistic genres, from the ballets to the 

popular theatre” (Bao, in Louga Infos, nº152, 1-15 March 2017: 3). Neveu 

Kringelbach, who describes the Cercle as a youth club/theatre troupe, contextualises 

its success across Senegal in the postcolonial context, where “the role assigned to 

popular theatre in the nation-building was framed as educational” (2013: 47). The 

troupe drew on the peanut production in the region, including young people with 

working experience in the fields (Neveu Kringelbach 2013: 48). Such inclusion 

constitutes further evidence of the intrinsic connection between the cultural and the 

economic spheres, and of Louga as a crossroads of capital and crossroads of culture.  
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It is precisely their “evocation of agricultural work” which forged their fame, 

according to Neveu Kringelbach (2013: 48). She further suggests an economic link, 

as she describes the agricultural work characteristic of Louga as “a rhythmic activity, 

often with musical support from griots and with collective singing” (2013: 48). 

Neveu Kringelbach adds that the ‘popular’ character of youth theatre at the time, not 

just in Senegal but also in Guinea, was achieved through the entertainment it 

entailed, as “actors had fun doing it” (2013: 48). As Babacar Sarr and Youssou 

Mbargane Mbaye note in the case of Marbat, commerce and agriculture have 

contributed to the emergence and movement of artists in the region.    

As Neveu Kringelbach points out, the Cercle de la Jeunesse won multiple 

awards across the years (2013: 47). The troupe won the national competition 

organised in the Semaines Nationales de la Jeunesse thirteen times (Bao, in Louga 

Infos, nº152, 1-15 March 2017: 3). Both Youssou Mbargane and Babacar Sarr also 

highlight their success as follows:  

It won all competitions of the Conseil de la Jeunesse de l’Afrique 

de l’Ouest, until independence. At independence, Senghor, who 

was a big man of culture, had created the national competition of 

theatre and dance. The Cercle de la Jeunesse won everything. Until 

in 1970 we were told Louga can no longer participate in the 

competition because it always won. (Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, 

pers. comm. 2015) 

The importance of the awards, according to Neveu Kringelbach, was their economic 

impact and prestige, as they would lead to the mobility of their artists, following 

invitations to festivals abroad. This is in accordance with Youssou Mbargane 

Mbaye’s statement, which is that once out of competition, the Cercle de la Jeunesse 

started to travel around the world, representing Louga in cultural events in places 
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like Mexico, France and Holland (Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, pers. comm. 2015). 

Neveu Kringelbach specifies that the international performances took place between 

1962 and 1981 (2013: 47). In Louga Infos, the troupe is described as “a true temple 

of the culture of Louga, promoting Senegalese culture” (Bao, in Louga Infos, nº152, 

1-15 March 2017: 3). People in Louga still refer to it as an example to proudly show 

the leading cultural role of Louga in the history of Senegal. 

 

 

Neveu Kringelbach further 

speaks of the Cercle de la 

Jeunesse as a form of “neo-

traditional performance,” 

marked by their “malleability,” 

that is, the “ability to modulate 

the different elements” 

[depending on the context] 

Figure 8:  Cercle de la Jeunesse (Photo donated by Abdoulaye Bao, Fouding Editor of Louga Infos. It appeared 
in Louga Infos nº 152 March 2017, page 3.). 

Figure 9. Founding Members of Cercle de la Jeunesse, Baba 
Diallo, Birahim Dieng & Ibrahima Ndiaye (Photo donated by 
Abdoulaye Bao, Fouding Editor of Louga Infos. It appeared in 

Louga Infos nº 152 March 2017, page 4). 
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(2013: 48). Its founder, Mademba Diop, also worked as Youth Ministry officer, 

advising the Ministry on music to include in political events (Neveu Kringelbach 

2013: 47). This role evidences that it is difficult to draw a clear distinction between 

‘state and ‘non-state’ actors since Mademba Diop was also very involved with the 

functioning of the state.	He was an artist and intellectual who also wrote the songs of 

many singers. He was the father of acclaimed musician Papa Dembel Diop. 

Mademba Diop was an ambassador of Senegal who represented his country abroad, 

at festivals, conferences, and colloquia. Besides his cultural role, he was also a state 

actor.  

In the early 1980s, Mademba Diop also organised a “programme of cultural 

and artistic exchange” between Senegalese artists and intellectuals who were invited 

to study in the Soviet Union and people from the Soviet Union who travelled to 

Senegal for a number of purposes, in agreement with (and most likely fully funded 

by) the Soviet Union (Neveu Kringelbach 2013: 50-51). In 1984,26 he created the 

Festival International de Folklore (FIFOL), which celebrated two more editions in 

1985 and 1986. Although this project was separate from FESFOP, following the 

death of Mademba Diop in 2007, FESFOP paid tribute to FIFOL and its creator by 

nominating Diop as patron of the seventh edition of FESFOP.      

The Cercle de la Jeunesse is considered, according to Youssou Mbargane 

Mbaye, as “the mother of the Troupe Communal de Louga” (pers. comm. 2015). On 

1 October 1978, as the glorious moment of Cercle de la Jeunesse was fading out, 

both Babacar Sarr and Youssou Mbargane Mbaye decided to create another troupe, 

the Ngalam. “Six months later we were the champions of Senegal” (Youssou 

																																																								
26 Some sources (Grioo.com, 18 February 2007) place the origins of FIFOL in 1976.  
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Mbargane Mbaye, pers. comm. 2015). The  Ngalam won the gold medal of the 

Première Quinzaine de la Jeunesse et de la Culture in 1995 and 1997. 

 

 
The case of the Cercle de la Jeunesse is not isolated. The rich cultural history of 

Louga has also featured diverse artists of different generations, acknowledged by 

FESFOP through their website, speeches or through their nomination of patrons. For 

instance, acclaimed percussionist El Hadje Mbol Seck (1932-1985) was the patron of 

the first edition of FESFOP in the year 2000. He was part of the Ngalam troupe 

created by Babacar Sarr and Yousou Mbargane Mbaye. Like Mademba Diop, Mbol 

Seck also had a political role, being described as the “micro-centre of the Socialist 

Party (…) in Louga” and was very loyal to Abdou Diouf, second president of 

Senegal (Gscom, 14 December 2016). He further had an international career, 

continued by his son, Ndiawar Seck, also a percussionist, based in Madrid, as well as 

other relatives from younger generations.  

Figure 10. Ndiongue Cisse, actor of Cercle de la Jeunesse and FESFOP member (Photo donated by 
Abdoulaye Bao, Fouding Editor of Louga Infos, whose date is unknown. It appeared in Louga Infos nº 152 

March 2017, page 4). 
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Louga is the home region of some key cultural figures of the country, having 

composed famous soungs reinterpreted by acclaimed Senegalese musicians (Bao, in 

Louga Infos, nº152, 1-15 March 2017: 3). Sarr highlights a series of singers who 

have performed with Youssou Ndour, and who left Louga “to impose themselves in 

the musical scene” (pers. comm. 2016), such as Eric Mbacke Ndoye, Magatte Dieng, 

Marc Sambou, Cheikh Faye, Roger Selle Thiam, and Ousseynou Ndiaye. 

The historic and cultural figures of Louga were also female, such as Fatou 

Kassé, who was 77 years old at the time of my interview with Sarr. Originally from 

Kébémer, she used to sing the most important songs from Cercle de la Jeunesse, 

before and after independence (Sarr, pers. comm. 2016).27 Esi Sutherland-Addy and 

Aminata Diaw (2007: 227) also describe her as “one of the most beautiful voices of 

Cercle de la Jeunesse de Louga.” They highlight her lullabies, wondering “why does 

my baby cry?” in a poetic way, “offering the lullaby a very powerful sound vibration 

that moves those who listen to it” (Sutherland-Addy & Diaw 2007: 227).28 Fatou 

Kassé learned how to sing through her mother, and joined the Cercle de la Jeunesse 

at the age of 13. She is described as one of the most brilliant young artists of her age 

and generation, who left the troupe in 1963 when she got married (Mbengue, in Le 

Soleil, 8 February 2013).  

Sarr names further female figures, such as Aissa Tew Niang, described as 

“Pape Seck’s wife,” the famous singer (1946-1995) from Africando, with Afro-

Cuban and mbalax music, and who has also worked as a film actress. Sarr further 

names Daro Mbaye, currently at the Théâtre Sorano, and Sidy Samb’s mother. Her 

mother used to sing for Babacar Sarr’s generation. Another female name is Fatou 

																																																								
27 One such songs can be listened to online (11.03.2017): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHrDcl1RBFs  
28 The song speaks of the importance for mothers to take care of their children in order to prepare them for the 
future, through metaphors and proverbs. 
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Tala Ndiaye, who married Abdoulaye Mboup. Sarr also names the dancers, such as 

Magatte Sow: “She was one of the first dancers recruited at Sorano. She is still alive 

and would now be be around 80 years old. She is one of the best dancers in 

Senegal.”29  

Other artists named on the Festival website are the Orchestre Saourouba, 

which later became Louga Lô. The Orchestre Saourouba was formed around 1967 

but it only started to perform on a regular basis from 1970. It then became Louga Lô 

and some of the musicians travelled to France for a music tour with the group. Some 

members have already passed away, but others returned to Senegal. After playing in 

Tunisia, around 1992, some of the musicians and friends decided to form the 

Njaambur Salsa or Orchestra Salsa. 

 

 

																																																								
29 Babacar Sarr also names Les chevaux de parade, El Hadje Mbaye, Borom Mbar, who made his horse dance in 
1966, in the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres. Sarr specifies that he is from Santhiaba Sud, a 
neighbourhood in the city of Louga, to emphasise that “Louga is a cultural crossroad” (pers. comm. 2016).  

Figure 11. Ndiambour Salsa de Louga at Centre Culturel on the New Year’s Eve party of the 17th FESFOP on 
1 January 2018 (Photo: E.S. 01.01.18). 
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This brief account is shared by one of the musicians who played from Saourouba to 

Salsa, Seriñe Ibrahima Mbengue, bass player, more well-known as Vito, who is a 

very active FESFOP member, in charge of the Technical Commission. The 

Orchestra Salsa has so far played only within Senegal, with increasing performances 

in Saint-Louis (in Meyazz Club)30 and Gandiol (Océan et Savane), both venues run 

by Spanish cultural actor, and hotel manager, Jay Hernández.  

Further cultural references are the troubadours Takhorankats and Bandkats, 

Issé Teuw Niang, Malick Ndiaye, Fatim Mor Guèye, and the guitarist Alioune 

Badara Ndiaye, known as Pee Diamond, and currently based in Belgium. Another 

guitarist and artist native to Louga and already cited in Chapter Two is Cheikh Baye 

Fall, who has played in a large number of festivals, including Afroflamenco, Saint-

Louis Jazz and the first FESFOP in 2000. In the urban cultural scene, the most 

famous rapper is currently Nit Doff, locally admired and nationally acclaimed, and 

perceived as a source of pride by young people in Louga.  

One of the defining features of artists in Louga is their multifaceted 

character, according to Youssou Mbargane Mbaye (pers. comm. 2015). That is, they 

can perform in different disciplines. Mbaye’s testimonial stresses the role of 

mobility, that is, migration, among people in Louga, arguing that many artists based 

in Dakar and abroad are from Louga. Another particularity, according to Youssou 

Mbargane Mbaye, is the self-taught nature of artists: “We have never come from an 

educational background of an artistic institution” (pers. comm. 2015). Mbaye, who is 

himself a griot, adds that there is a large number of griot families in Louga, and that 

their music and culture has inspired many artists in the country.  

																																																								
30 Meyazz Club closed in April 2017, after a year of existence, due to financial reasons. 
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1.4. Conclusion  

This chapter has offered an innovative and original approach to the study of 

Louga, a rural region in the north of Senegal with one of the longest-running 

festivals in the country, named FESFOP. This has been analysed in depth for the first 

time in this thesis, contributing to festival research through a detailed case study, in 

conversation with broader festivalisation in Senegal and world-wide. The 

contribution arises mainly from the rurality of the chosen case study, which is put in 

conversation with other studies of rural festivals. FESFOP elucidates the close link 

between the festival and its location, as Darian-Smith (2011) and Gibson et al. 

(2011) discuss in the context of Australian rural festivals.  

One of the key arguments in this chapter is that the culture of Louga is 

closely linked to its geography, and its social, political and economic history. Louga 

is a “mixed commune,” yet overwhelmingly rural in its geography, whose position at 

a crossroads has led to an influx of people and consequently to economic and 

cultural exchanges. The local ways of describing Louga, as a crossroads, has inspired 

me to apply Akin Adesokan’s concept of “crossroads of capital” within West Africa 

more generally (2011) to the context of Louga specifically, and to explore the 

relation between the economic and cultural spheres. The adoption of this term 

elucidates the dimensions involved in the festival’s temporal and spatial dynamics, 

further elaborating on Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s crucial observation that festivals are 

“multisensory” and “multifocal” events (1998: 57-58). It also reflects on Dovey’s 

point that festivals are not to be seen “simply as public events” (2015: 22). The 

concept seems particularly relevant to be applied to festivals because Adesokan 

illustrates it through the idea of the West African market, and festivals have often 
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been understood as markets or fairs (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011), 

involving economic capital.  

I have suggested that in Louga there is a transition from the original 

marketplace to the more contemporary festival space. Like other rural festivals 

across the world (Gibson et al. 2011), FESFOP, as a rural festival, appeared 

precisely as a way of reinventing the region, to overcome the uncertainty 

surrounding the traditional source of income, agriculture. When FESFOP emerged in 

2000, it was conceived as an international folkloric festival and thus as a site of 

heritage (re)creation and preservation, strongly rooted in the locality of the rural 

territory of Louga, its agriculture and culture. Beyond the study of rural festivals in 

Australia (Gibson et al. 2011), very little festival research has attributed such close 

attention to the economic contexts in which festivals are embedded, arguably 

because of the lack of attention to rural festivals specifically.  

Adesokan’s notion of “crossroads of capital” is further relevant to the case 

study of Louga since this place has been referred to as the “cultural capital of 

Senegal” by former Minister of Culture, Mame Birame Diouf (2008). Louga was the 

home of a large number of artists, such as the Cercle de la Jeunesse, but the period 

of cultural splendour of the 1950s declined due to lack of opportunities in the region 

and resulting mobility in the postcolonial period towards urban areas, such as Dakar, 

and more recently, abroad. However, Louga is still claimed by its local population 

and by the artistic population in the country more broadly as the “cultural capital of 

Senegal” in that it is a “crossroads” of economic, social and cultural capital.  	
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Chapter Four: Understanding Two-tier festivals. A 
brief history of the Festival International de Folklore 

et de Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga 
In this chapter I seek to offer a broad historical introduction to FESFOP within the 

context of the region of Louga. I explore the origins of FESFOP, its founders, and 

the ways and circumstances from which it emerged. I also shed light on its trajectory 

over the years, and its relationship with other cultural events in Louga and in relation 

to festivalisation in Senegal more broadly. Launched in the year 2000, FESFOP can 

be considered one of the first two-tier festivals in Senegal.1 Its analysis allows me to 

further explore the different features and implications of two-tier festivals, and the 

particularity of festivals celebrated in rural areas.  

1.1. The origins of the Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion 
(FESFOP) 

FESFOP, the Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion 

(International Festival of Folklore and Percussion), was created in 1999, with a ‘zero 

edition,’2 and then held its first edition in the year 2000. Its conception has to be 

understood within the broader context of global festivalisation and 

internationalisation, but also under an uncertain Senegalese cultural policy (under 

Abdoulaye Wade’s presidency), and a direction towards the decentralisation of the 

government, following the implementation of the 1996 Law, which also concerned 

the cultural sector. While the state struggled to implement the Law of 

Decentralisation, with a persistent centralisation of the government in Dakar, it was 

																																																								
1 In the Introduction I explain that FESFOP was not the first festival to frame itself, via its name, as international. 
However, it is the only one created around that period that has celebrated 16 un-interrupted annual editions since 
its inception.  
2 A ‘zero edition’ is a term used for a pilot or test edition, which is not described by the festival organisers as the 
first edition, but a pre-event to check whether the format would succeed.  
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mainly through non-state local initiatives that cultural decentralisation started to 

become a reality.  

Two-tier festivals play a key role in cultural decentralisation, and can be seen 

as part of the legacy of the 1966 Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres.3 While 

the last years of the twentieth century already experienced an incipient emergence of 

two-tier festivals, it was not until the year 2000 that they acquired the format that 

would mark the festivalisation of twenty-first century Senegal, in line with the global 

phenomenon of festivalisation. FESFOP is the first two-tier festival to achieve 

sustainability, that is, a long uninterrupted trajectory, endorsed both locally and 

internationally.  

Before the birth of FESFOP in 1999, there were two troupes, the Cercle de la 

Jeunesse, created in 1951 by Mademba Diop, and the Ngalam, created in 1978 by 

Babacar Sarr and Youssou Mbargane Mbaye. There were also two orchestras, 

Saourouba and Back to Roots. Today there are over 20 troupes, according to Sarr, 

suggesting that “it is the Festival [FESFOP] that has boosted all of that” (Sarr, pers. 

comm. 2015). That is how the president of FESFOP initiates his reflection on the 

origins of the Festival, illustrating the impact on the cultural scene of the region.  

 

																																																								
3 During the 1966 Festival, a number of outdoors folkloric performances were hosted in different areas of Dakar.  

Figure 1. President Babacar Sarr (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 22 December 2015). 
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FESFOP is a folklore and percussion festival organised by the non-profit 

association and cultural and creative enterprise also named FESFOP, officially 

registered on 29 August the year 2000.4 The festival has ever since been running 

annually at a fixed date, from 28 December to 1 January, with a series of events 

surrounding the festival dates, and of further activities for local development all 

year-round. 

FESFOP constitutes an excellent example of two-tier festivals, whose 

defining features can be identified from its inception. FESFOP is a project that 

emerged with the aim to move the centre of attention from the official capital, Dakar, 

to Louga. It sought to situate the town as “the capital of reflection and good deeds in 

the world,” in the words of Babacar Sarr (pers. comm. 2015). It is a non-state 

initiative and the fruit of the commitment of rooted cosmopolitans, notably, its 

president Babacar Sarr, and Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, co-founder of FESFOP. 

They had few economic resources, according to Mbaye (pers. comm. 2015), yet it is 

a project also revealing of the relations and tensions between politics and culture, as 

I examine in this chapter. It is a rural festival that is attached to its geography in 

Louga, yet situated in the global context. Both Sarr and Mbaye allude to the 

perception that Louga was a cultural city and that as “children of the city” they “did 

not have the right to stand back and do nothing about it” (Sarr, pers. comm. 2015). 

This statement does not just denote the rooted cosmopolitanism of the project, but its 

conception as a site of heritage (re)creation and preservation, that would rebuild the 

role of Louga in the cultural history of Senegal. This is further emphasised by Sarr’s 

statement that “FESFOP arose from the perception of what was being made and the 

desire of what we wanted to do and be” (pers. comm. 2015). That is, FESFOP would 

																																																								
4 A video of the 15th FESFOP in 2015 was produced by me for the purpose of this thesis. It can be accessed 
online here: https://vimeo.com/155047706 and in the CD included in this thesis. 
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not just perform the cultural past of Louga, but also the present, and the aspirations 

of cultural actors in the present. There is then a reinterpretation and 

recontextualisation of heritage evident here – that is, a conception of the festival as a 

“palimpsest heritage” (De Jong 2009: 38).  

It is precisely in the present-future aspirations and its conception by “rooted 

cosmopolitans” (Appiah 2005) that FESFOP frames itself in international terms. 

Both Sarr and Mbaye had had experience of international mobility which inspired 

them to create an international festival. This framing is further illustrative of the 

ways in which two-tier festivals use internationalisation strategically for fund-

raising, professionalisation, creating a favourable environment for opportunities of 

mobility for cultural actors in the region, artists and organisers, and marketing to 

boost cultural tourism in Louga.  

 

FESFOP is also illustrative of the relation between rural festivals, heritage 

and local development, as well as Senghor’s legacy in the contemporary cultural 

scene and festivalisation more specifically. Mbaye often refers to statements by the 

first Senegalese president, such as his idea of culture being at the beginning and end 

of any form of development, as well as his openness to the outside world. “President 

Figure 2. Youssou Mbargane Mbaye (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 26 December 2015). 
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Senghor used to say that we had to open-up to the contributions from abroad while 

keeping our most cherished traditional values. And it is with this is mind that we 

have created FESFOP,” suggests Mbaye (pers. comm. 2015). The first theme of the 

festival was “cultural convergence and globalisation,” and the innovative use of 

“cultural convergence” is emphasised by Sarr since this came “even before 

UNESCO adopted the term of “cultural diversity” in 2004” (pers. comm. 2015).5  

 

The first festival started as a one-day event, and involved just the existing 

local troupes and orchestras at the time, as Sarr remembers:  

The zero edition took place on 31 December 1999, in front of the town 

hall. We put out some chairs, some benches… The two orchestras and the 

two troupes that existed by then played and that was it. People left (...) 

Then we needed to build the association, structure it (…) so that it could 

be shared with others. (pers. comm. 2015)  

 

																																																								
5 Sarr does not however refer to the 1994 colloquium held in Kaolack, entitled ‘Les Convergences Culturelles au 
Sein de la Nation Sénégalaise,’ which can have arguably been the inspiration for the selected theme.  

Figure 3. FESFOP Zero Edition, 31 December 1999, in front of the Town Hall (Photo donated by FESFOP). 
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While the nature of the project was apolitical, as stressed by Sarr, the endorsement of 

it by the town-hall from its first edition is illustrative of the potential tensions 

between politics and culture at festivals, and, in this case, at FESFOP. The Festival is 

supported by the local government, which according to the Law of Decentralisation, 

must provide funding for the implementation of cultural projects by regional actors. 

However, the implementation of the Law is, by no means, to be taken for granted, as 

discussed before. What is worth noting from the endorsement of FESFOP by the 

local government is that despite the voluntary nature of the festival and personal 

commitment that led to the creation of FESFOP, it is also important to question the 

relationship between the local government and FESFOP and examine the kind of 

support offered and whether this influenced the project and festival dynamics.   

	

1.2. FESFOP as a “thematic festival” of folklore and percussion 

FESFOP can be considered as a “thematic festival” (De Valck 2007: 166-

167), whose focus is on folklore and percussion. Festival co-founders selected this 

Figure 4. Ndianeck Touré, Minister of Tourism; Mamadou Diop Decroix, Minister of Culture and 
Communication; M. Diagne Faolá, Minister of Youth. 1st Colloquium, FESFOP, 30 December the year 2000, 

Complexe Omar Bongo (Photo donated by FESFOP). 
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theme because they considered it as defining of Louga and felt there was a need for 

“popular traditions” (pers. comm. 2015). This implies an association of folklore with 

tradition and an understanding of the festival as a site of heritage preservation – that 

is, as a platform to preserve and recreate “popular traditions,” particularly music, 

percussion and dance. 

The concept of ‘folklore’ is not 

just synonymous with 

‘tradition,’ but also implies a 

recreation or performance of 

tradition, often discussed in 

relation to authenticity and 

tourism. It is a term that reflects 

the internationalisation implied 

in the festivalisation of Louga as 

conceived by FESFOP. 

Australian geographer Robbie 

Begg, who has looked at the 

revitalisation of rural Australia 

through folk festivals, similarly 

relates folklore to the preservation of tradition and authenticity. According to him, 

folk festivals in Australia emerged in the early 1960s, as part of an effort to search 

for roots and preserve tradition, keeping it “alive” through the spoken word and 

music (Begg 2011: 249). Begg further refers to musicologist Franco Fabbri’s 

understanding of folk music as a “social musical genre” (1982: 136) to stress the 

sense of community fostered by festivals, and their ever-changing nature, used 

Figure 5. Poster of the first edition of FESFOP, 2000, featuring 
Mbol Seck. 
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differently across time as platforms for social and political processes, or leisure 

activities (Begg 2011: 249-250). A folk festival is thus a dynamic platform where 

ideas of tradition vary as claimed by a variety of people performing it for different 

purposes across time.  

This dynamic view of folk music has led scholars to the view that folklore is, 

in contrast with rituals, a genre incompatible with authenticity. This is suggested by 

Robert Nicholls in relation to the post-independence national folkloric troupes in 

particular. Nicholls suggests that these were inauthentic in that they were 

“westernised,” with very problematic implications, as he further suggests that 

African dance is the result of a transition from ritual to folklore to tourist art, 

implying thus that African culture should and can only remain static (1996: 42 in 

Castaldi 2006: 126). Francesca Castaldi’s study of dance, Négritude and the National 

Ballets of Senegal, critiques Nicholls’ view of the national troupes as inauthentic, 

suggesting that he fails to define what ritual and folklore mean and the difference 

between folklore and art aimed at tourists (2006: 126). She instead offers an 

optimistic account of the representation of culture by national ballets arguing that the 

latter responded to a process of “Africanisation of the colonial state” (2006: 126). 

National identity was then represented, through the post-independence national 

ballets, as “a cluster of ethnic identities” integrating their different cultural 

backgrounds and traditions, thus encouraging cultural production (2006: 202-203).  

Castaldi’s study is insightful not just because it moves away from the binary 

opposition of the West versus the rest, but also, because one such national troupe 

was La Linguère, from Louga. Castaldi’s view further resonates with Youssou 

Mbargane Mbaye’s account of how the Troupe Communale de Louga was formed, 
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following the creation of two prior local troupes, Cercle de la Jeunesse and Ngalam.6 

The Troupe Communale de Louga was an ensemble composed of artists 

representative of different groups in Louga, with different ethnicities and languages. 

According to Mbargane Mbaye, they all understand each other through Wolof (pers. 

comm. 2015). That is, the creation of the troupe implied a certain Wolofisation of 

culture, with a resulting performance that features sabar percussion and dance, in a 

region that corresponded to the former province of Njaambur in the Djolof 

kingdom.7  

Some scholars (Neveu Kringelbach 2005 & 2013, Bizas 2014, De Jong 2007, 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998, Mark 1994) further identify the tight connection 

between folklore and internationalism that can be found in FESFOP. Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett argues that the multifaceted dimension of folkloric troupes, offering an 

“eclectic programme of short selections” serves to “hold the interest of new 

audiences” (1998: 64). Neveu Kringelbach specifies the kind of performance they 

deliver, as “neo-traditionalism” (2013) and audiences, as “international.” Folkloric 

troupes, Neveu Kringelbach claims, “project the image of Senegal as a united nation 

or construct representations of ‘traditional Africa’ for tourists” (2005: 104). The 

tourist target is further identified by studies of the folklorisation of rituals in rural 

Casamance (Mark 1994 & De Jong 2007). In particular, Peter Mark observes two 

factors in the recreation of local dances as folklore, the post-independence formation 

of troupes by people from Casamance living in Dakar and the development of the 

																																																								
6 I have edited a video showcasing the variety of performances by the Troupe Communale de Louga during the 
15th FESFOP in 2015. This was produced at the request of the artistic director of FESFOP, Lébou Ndoye to be 
sent as part of the portfolio of the artists to other festivals, events and sponsors worldwide. See: 
https://vimeo.com/157348490. 
7 For studies on Wolofisation, consult O’brien (1998), Durán (2001), Benga (2002), and Lüpke and Storch (2013) 
among others.  
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tourist industry in the region (1994: 567). In this regard, De Jong claims that the 

performance of the Kumpo masquerade ritual for tourists implies a 

patrimonialisation of the ritual, that is, its transformation into heritage, that creates a 

distinction between Africa and Europe (2007: 170- 171).  

Folklore is thus a polysemic concept which involves the performance of 

tradition for international audiences. It has been used for a variety of purposes. Eleni 

Bizas discusses how it can be used as a strategy to raise funds from NGOs and of 

self-placement within broader international debates (2014: 90). Yet, as Neveu 

Kringelbach notes, folklore can also act to forge a sense of belonging and an idea of 

home, in a context of increasing mobility (Neveu Kringelbach 2005: 196 in Bizas 

2014: 90). The variety of meanings of the term folklore is illustrative of the multi-

faceted nature of festivals. This is why I do not attempt to define folklore. Rather, I 

am interested in how it is understood and used by people participating in the festival, 

from artists to organisers to audiences to sponsors, in their variety of degrees of 

engagement. In particular, I am interested in how this versatility of the 

understandings of the term operates in the two-tier dimension of the festival, which 

can be conflicting at times and complementary at others. I have intentionally chosen 

not to discuss it in relation to authenticity in contrast to other writing on folklore 

(Nicholls 1996) to move beyond fixed ideas of tradition, as I consider it as being 

dynamic. Instead, in the next chapters I refer to the ways in which folklore is 

discussed in relation to the local and international dimensions simultaneously. 

The versatility of the notion of ‘folklore’ is evident in the difficulties of 

defining it by different festival organisers, as I illustrate through direct quotes. It was 

mainly seen as a synonym for culture, specifying that percussion, the second element 
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of the festival theme, was one of the most important forms of folklore in Louga. 

There is a shared view that Louga is a city of folklore, as the 2011 report states. 

“Louga can be considered as a region of culture with a dominant folkloric aspect” 

(Diop & Ndiaye 2011: 9).  

Youssou Mbargane Mbaye defines it etymologically, where ‘folk’ stands for 

people and ‘lore’ for culture, which means that folklore is “the culture of the people” 

(pers. comm. 2015). Mbaye states that Louga is traditionally a city of folklore, with 

folklore being related to the main identity of the region, in contrast to other cities in 

Senegal (ibid.). Demba Keita, who is in charge of the Animations des Quartiers,8 and 

works as an actor and is a former member of Ngalam, shares with Mbaye the view of 

Louga as a city “living the folklore all the time,” through baptisms and weddings. He 

refers to the overwhelming presence of percussion: “You cannot walk around Louga 

without hearing the tam-tam the whole day. Dekku artiste la” (pers. comm. 2015). 

He concludes that “the choice of the name ‘Festival de Folklore et Percussion’ is not 

random” (ibid.). The association with percussion is also notable in a statement by 

Ngary Mbaye, another FESFOP member in charge of the carnival, and part of the 

Programming and Animation Committee. He defines folklore as xumb, which in 

Wolof means something noisy, and names a number of cultural forms typical of 

folklore, such as dance, praise singing, xalam, and a lot of percussion (pers. comm. 

2015). 

The international aspect of the term arises when Mbargane Mbaye continues 

his reflection on the festival name by claiming that “the aim was to make the folklore 

of Louga known all over the world,” through the creation of troupes that performed 

internationally. However, the international aspect of folklore does not prevent its 

																																																								
8 These are parallel performances happening outdoors in the different districts of Louga.  
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local understanding. For instance, Keita offers a mystic reflection on the thematic 

focus of FESFOP, arguing that God was the first one to create percussion and 

rhythm, through his heart beating on his chest. This leads him to the conclusion that 

FESFOP is a very “noble project,” approved by God, and that “the essential is that 

artists must have a good heart” (pers. comm. 2015). This reference was also evoked 

by Mbargane Mbaye during FESFOP, when he presented an evening gala, he 

claimed: “The first form of percussion is the heart. It beats. There are no 

dysfunctions” (see video cited above in Footnote 4).  

1.3. Beyond the idea of festival director: President Babacar Sarr as a “rooted 
cosmopolitan” and “transformational leader” 

The founding figures of FESFOP are key to understanding the trajectory of 

the Festival. However, they are, more importantly, central to understanding the 

importance of the figure of the festival director in two-tier festivals, and my view of 

them as “rooted cosmopolitans” (Appiah 2005) and “transformational leaders” 

(Davies 2011). Festival scholar Marijke De Valck refers to the period of festivals 

since the 1990s as “the age of festival directors” (2007: 194). This is a period in 

which festivals started to become significantly shaped by the director’s vision and 

their “networking skills,” with policymakers, sponsors, institutions and professionals 

(ibid.). Sarr in particular, as the president of the FESFOP association and director of 

the Festival, is a key figure in FESFOP, to the extent that it is challenging to imagine 

FESFOP without Sarr. He is highly regarded not just by FESFOP members, but also 

by the local authorities and population in Louga, who consider him as heritage 

himself. Every FESFOP member I interviewed during my fieldwork expressed their 

admiration for Sarr, confirming that he is perceived as a transformational leader who 

is charismatic and inspiring. For instance Ngary Mbaye describes Sarr as his 
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“professor,” “father,” “brother” and someone who knows how to lead, as he is 

“brave, honest, and open-minded.” He further describes him as “light” (in Wolof, 

dafa weef), stressing his humility and simplicity, claiming that “he could have 

bought a very nice car and all that but he has refused to do it. He has remained with 

us, like us” (pers. comm.  2015). Similarly, Marthé Khady Diallo stresses that he is a 

good leader in that he is inspiring and generous, which explains why he has not been 

replaced by anyone else (pers. comm. 2015). 

These statements show the importance of “social capital” in FESFOP, 

borrowing Pierre Bourdieu’s concept (1986), extensively applied to the study of 

festivals (Arcodia & Whitford 2007; Finkel 2010; Mykletun 2009; Quinn & Wilks 

2013 & 2016; Wilks 2011; Ziakas 2013). The term refers to the kind of capital 

forged by the relationships and exchanges within a network of committed 

individuals. These networks are based on trust and are often created by motivated 

people involved voluntarily in a project (Bourdieu 1986: 86-87). However, such 

commitment and social capital is largely due to the admiration and trust felt towards 

the charismatic figure of Sarr in particular. He is a “transformational leader,” able to 

inspire and engage people in Louga from different generations, including young 

people who have organised other festivals in the region. For instance, the co-founder 

of the Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop, Hamedine Fall, describes him as “a father for us 

[Lougatois], an old person whom we respect enormously for everything he has 

achieved so far” (pers. comm.  2015). The support extends beyond the regional 

frontiers of Louga to the national level, for instance, with Sarr having been invited to 

the colloquium on the economic impact of festivals in Senegal during Senegal’s only 

state-funded national festival, Festival National des Arts et de Cultures (FESNAC), 

held in 2015 in Kaolack. It also extends to the international level, since he is the key 
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contact for sponsors, such as Belgian association called Africalia, and was invited, 

from 1972 to 2017, to over a hundred events worldwide.  

Sarr is thus a personification of another two-tier dimension of FESFOP, as 

both a local and international figure, but also as a liaison for actors from different 

sectors, who encourages the creation of further forms of capital. The support for 

Sarr, and FESFOP co-founder Mbaye, is not accidental. Both Sarr and Mbaye are 

native to Louga, and share a long history of engagement in the social and cultural 

scene in the town. As mentioned, in 1978 they co-founded the multi-award winning 

troupe Ngalam, continuing the legacy of the Cercle de la Jeunesse. Mbaye 

introduces himself as an artist, griot, and vice-president of the Réseau National des 

Communicateurs Traditionnels du Sénégal, created in 1997 to raise awareness of 

health and social issues among the local population. Sarr’s profile is quite different 

from Mbaye’s, as the former was also involved in the educational and political 

sectors.   

Born in 1947, Sarr worked as a teacher since 1966 to 2006, when he retired. 

He has over fifty years experience in political and social associations, taking on a 

variety of political roles until the year 2000, the same year that saw the celebration of 

the first Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion. From 1969 to 1978 he 

was the general secretary of the Mouvement des Jeunes de l’Union Progressiste 

Sénégalaise (MJUPS) in the department of Louga, where he was also the national 

treasurer from 1971 to 1976. During that period, he was also the assistant general 

secretary. In 1976, he started taking on notable roles in the cultural sector, as the 

president of the Union Régionale du Théâtre Populaire et de la Musique de Louga, 

until 1984. He was then appointed as international relations officer for the Bureau 
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National de la Fédération Sénégalaise du Théâtre Populaire et de la Musique du 

Sénegal, from 1977 to 1983. In 1980, he was the president of the Conseil Régional 

de la Jeunesse in Louga, until 1984, and general secretary of the Conseil National de 

la Jeunesse du Sénégal (CNJS), until 1985, among other roles. Sarr’s long political 

career took a shift in 1999, when he founded FESFOP. Ever since, his activity has 

involved the socio-cultural sector, founding different associations for development 

or well-being, such as the Association pour le Développement or the Association 

Sénégalaise pour le Bien-Etre Familial. His trajectory shows that he is not simply a 

non-state apolitical actor, but a well-respected figure in Louga, partly due to his long 

career working with youth and involvement in regional political, social and cultural 

associations. The personal attributes of Sarr and Mbaye cannot be disassociated from 

the successful establishment of FESFOP. Although the conception of the festival as 

‘international’ was present from the start, it was the endorsement of the local 

population and the local political sector which was and remains the key aspect of 

FESFOP as a rural two-tier festival. As the transformational leader of the project, 

Sarr plays a key role in people’s appreciation of the project and in the integration in 

the FESFOP project of the most critical voices in Louga.9 These include the view 

that FESFOP promotes its own vision of culture in Louga and that it concentrates the 

few financial sources and infrastructure from the state and international partners. 

While there are situations where this criticism of FESFOP becomes evident, 

implicitly or explicitly, I have not encountered any negative statement about Sarr in 

my research.10 On the contrary, everyone in Louga, independent of their level of 

																																																								
9 Confidentiality and ethical considerations do not allow me to name or explicitly refer to any of these.  
10 One could argue this could also be due to the fact that people might not feel comfortable giving a critical view 
to an outsider, but critical views were shared with me in other cases, which shows the widespread admiration for 
Sarr.  
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involvement in FESFOP, speaks about Sarr as an inspirational, admired figure and 

source of pride for the region.    

1.4. The FESFOP family  

The social capital in FESFOP is reflected in its organisational structure, 

referred to as “the FESFOP family.” This association does not just organise the 

Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion, but a year-round set of activities 

framed as projects for local and sustainable development. The non-profit association, 

also named FESFOP, was created on 29 August 2000. It aimed to “contribute to the 

socio-economic development of the populations of the region through cultural action 

(…) in line with the national policy fighting against poverty and precariousness” 

(Official FESFOP statement). This statement is a further illustration of the two-tier 

dimension of the festival, and its contribution towards the implementation of the 

Senegalese Law of Decentralisation, in the cultural sector, through local initiatives 

that should be supported by the local government.  

The endorsement of FESFOP by the local government can be noted in the 

space where the administration of FESFOP is based, in the Village Touristique 

FESFOP, in a two-hectare area of land by the Station Total on the national road to 

Potou. It was given by the town hall in a convention dated from 24 March 2007 and 

has been functional since 2008. However, the eight-year gap from the inception of 

FESFOP to the donation of this space further evidences that FESFOP is not a state or 

political initiative, but the result of individual local actors, who have worked and 

networked with a range of institutions, associations and actors in search of funding 

to make their project a reality. The agency of particular individuals, and of president 

Babacar Sarr in particular, as a transformational leader, is further evident in the 
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international collaborative building of the infrastructures within the space of the 

Village FESFOP.11  

 

Bourdieu’s argument that social capital can lead to further forms of capital, 

such as economic and cultural capital (1986), becomes clear in this Village. FESFOP 

has not only created cultural infrastructures, but has also created local employment 

through three permanent full-time positions, of an administrator, Massamba Ndiaye; 

an accountant, Daouda Dieng, and an administrative assistant, Aminata Gueye, in 

charge of the operations and communications led by President Babacar Sarr. The 

Association is composed of a general assembly, formed of 85 members, with 

different degrees of commitment.12 There is also an executive board, formed of 23 

members, and an executive bureau of seven members.13 Besides the three permanent 

																																																								
11 More details about this space can be found in the next chapter on spaces.  
12 See Appendix 1 the full list of members.  
13 See Appendix 2 for members of the executive board and Appendix 3 for executive bureau.  

Figure 6. Entrance to the Village Touristique FESFOP (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 9 November 2015). 
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remunerated positions, the rest of the members involved in the organisation of the 

festival work on a voluntary basis. 

 

  

The operational structure of the Association is divided into two branches, as 

Figure 7.  shows. The general administration is in charge of five main projects and 

there is also an organisational committee in charge of the festival organisation. This 

is composed of different commissions, which are trained in stage management, 

where each of the commissions is analysed in a process referred to as 

professionalisation. The commissions include Administration, Programming and 

Animation, Accommodation and Hospitality, Logistics and Transport, Technical 

Commission, Human Resources, Health, Security, Communication, Urban culture, 

and Tourism.  

FESFOP members pride themselves on being part of the training 

programmes and highlight their learning outcomes as not just beneficial to the 
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Figure 7. FESFOP Diagram (See original in French in Appendix 4. Source: FESFOP, 2 November 2015). 
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quality of the event, but also for their personal lives, and sense of personal 

fulfilment. This is what makes professionalisation within FESFOP a defining feature 

of two-tier festivals. On the one hand, it is understood as a tool that will locate the 

festival in international discourses, not just making it eligible for international 

funding, but also achieving a technical quality that will be able to cater to 

professional artists and ultimately allow the festival to succeed, thanks to the 

technical quality of the event. On the other hand, it is understood as beneficial for the 

local population, thanks to the learning opportunity, but also as an opportunity for 

socialising, motivation and self-realisation.  

As the list of FESFOP members shows, there is a large number of people 

with an artistic and educational background. Some of them were artists of the leading 

troupes from Louga Cercle de la Jeunesse and Ngalam, such as Ibrahima Ndiaye, 

Ndioungue Cissé, Zacharia Niang, Mor Tall, Youssou Mbargane Mbaye and Demba 

Keita. Many have been in FESFOP from the first edition, such as Demba Keita, 

former theatre actor of the troupe Ngalam. He was recruited by Sarr both for Ngalam 

and FESFOP, and relocated to Louga, from Dakar, to participate actively in 

FESFOP. His engagement is another example of the way in which the FESFOP 

family was formed as a structure of social capital. Another active FESFOP member 

who has been in the association from its inception is theatre director Ibrahima 

Ndoye, known as Lébou. He was a tourist guide from 2000 until 2006, then become 

part of the Programming Committee, where he is currently the artistic director. As 

such, he is in charge of the festival programme, as well as the year-round programme 

of “cultural decentralisation.” The FESFOP family is increasing every year, 

welcoming new members who work on a voluntary basis for the Association. The 

loyalty of members such as Demba Keita and Lébou Ndoye, who have been there 
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from the beginning, and the continuous uptake of new members prove the social 

sustainability and regeneration of social capital in FESFOP. In my view, this is a 

determining factor in the successful establishment of the festival. The structure of 

FESFOP, like a family, keeps growing across generations.   

The voluntary nature of much of the labour that goes towards FESFOP is key 

to its reputation and perception as a family united by passion and commitment to 

contribute to local development through the cultural sector. Its social impact is 

reflected in the various ways in which FESFOP is described in spiritual terms by its 

members: as his “soul,” in the case of Mbaye; as “a noble project with the blessing 

of God,” in Keita’s words; or as “a state of mind,” as described by Sarr (pers. 

Comm. 2015). Sarr almost shyly confesses in an intimate reflection that FESFOP is 

his “life” (pers. Comm.  2015):   

[Personally, FESFOP has meant] a lot to me… I am no longer young. 

I have a certain age, a certain trajectory. I have over 50 years of 

experience in youth movements as well as political, economic, social 

and cultural associations; but the experience that I have lived here, I 

can say I had never imagined it (…) From the zero edition to today, 

great steps have been accomplished. We are in our 16th year of 

existence and our fifteenth festival, and that makes one proud. I have 

given my life to this festival. Totally. Entirely. Fortunately, my 

family understands me. I have given all my time to this cultural 

project. All my time to this branch of development. All my time to 

its character of international communication and interculturality. 

(Pers. comm. 2015) 

Sarr’s statement is an excellent example of the role of individual actors in the 

festivalisation of twenty-first century Senegal. It is also illustrative of the crucial 

social impact of the festival, beyond its outcome in the cultural and economic 
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spheres. It places FESFOP in the sacred sphere, even if it is not a religious festivity, 

by placing its significance in a spiritual way. FESFOP is not just a tangible entity 

consisting of a series of carefully curated events across various days taking place on 

a regular basis, which is how festivals as events have been defined (Bennett et al. 

2014, Gibson & Connell 2012, McKay 2015). It is also an intangible entity where 

different dimensions, aspirations and ideas come into being for different purposes, 

and whose significance extends beyond the cultural and economic spheres to the 

social and spiritual dimensions. The identification of the organising team as a family 

or of the ensemble of values with FESFOP as “the spirit of FESFOP” constitute 

excellent illustrations of it.   

The positive opinions about FESFOP do not prevent the appearance of 

frictions within the FESFOP family. At times these are due to the lack of 

communication among members of a given commission and thus the decision-

making processes are not as collective as desired. This is arguably shaped by the 

voluntary aspect of FESFOP, which leads to different degrees of engagement, but 

also by the two-tier dimension of the festival, where certain decisions are based on 

connections with institutions made by particular individuals without taking into 

account the specific festival commission. Illustrative of this was a quarrel during the 

training session organised a month prior to the Festival, which was discussed as “a 

first-time ever moment of tension, reflective of the degree of passion of FESFOP 

members” (Ousseynou Tall, vicepresident of FESFOP).14  Despite this exceptional 

matter, there is a friendly and collaborative environment within FESFOP, and people 

in Louga pride themselves on being part of FESFOP. Sarr emphasises the uniqueness 

of the FESFOP spirit, proud to have led “an excellent team that you barely see in any 

																																																								
14 I wonder to what extent my presence as a researcher may have influenced his choice to make this statement.  
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other city (…) or in the world (…) I say chapeau (well done) to the FESFOP team” 

(pers. comm.  2015).  

1.5. The Trajectory of FESFOP: A “project of territory” towards 
internationalisation and decentralisation  

  

FESFOP is held annually in Louga from 28 December to 1 January. It is a 

five-day festival which opens officially on 28 December with a series of speeches 

from political authorities and president Babacar Sarr, as well as short representations 

from the participating troupes, followed by the evening gala, which is the main event 

hosted at Place Civique every evening of the festival. The 29 and 30 December there 

are also outdoor performances in the neighbourhoods in the afternoon (Animations 

des Quartiers), and a colloquium hosted on one of the two days. A carnival across 

the city of Louga takes place on 31 December, and there is a New Year’s evening for 

organisers and guests, followed by the evening gala and a New Year’s evening party 

Figure 8. Troupe Communale de Louga during the official opening of 15th FESFOP (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 
28.12.15). 
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at the Centre Culturel Régional. On 1 January the festival travels to Léona, where 

there is a one-day mini festival with the local authorities and people in the 

community, with long speeches and short performances by some of the participating 

troupes.15 The Festival is surrounded by a series of parallel events that extend for 

almost a month. For instance, in 2015, there was a programme of cultural 

decentralisation from 4 to 6 December at the locality of Syer, followed by a 

decentralisation at Sakal from 18 to 20 December.16  

FESFOP has enjoyed an exceptional trajectory in the festivalisation of 

Senegal, since it has so far achieved an annual celebration. This is largely due to the 

social capital generated in FESFOP, thanks to the transformational leadership and 

rooted cosmopolitanism of president Babacar Sarr. An analysis of the festival 

trajectory allows me to further explore the two-tier dimension of the festival beyond 

the figure of the festival president and his capacity for inspiring others to claim the 

project as theirs.  

 

																																																								
15 See the full programme of the 15th edition in Appendix 5.  
16 The range of activities is discussed in depth in Chapter Six of festival temporalities. 

Figure 9. Board with a selection of photos of the different festival editions in the office at Village 
FESFOP (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 9 November 2015). 
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 In this section examine the way in which FESFOP, as a two-tier festival 

hosted in a rural region, has been engaging both the local and international 

population as endorsers of the project. In so doing, I focus on three main aspects: the 

increasing association of folklore with heritage resulting from the 

internationalisation of the project; the conception of FESFOP as a “project of 

territory” through decentralisation; and the internationalisation of the FESFOP 

project.  

Folklore is a polysemic concept which has increasingly been discussed in 

relation to heritage, as an effort to preserve tradition and showcase its cultural 

diversity. Very often FESFOP is designated by the national newspaper Le Soleil as 

“FESPOP,” which could stand for “Festival populaire.” While anecdotal, the 

disappearance of the reference to folklore and its increasing association with 

tradition points to the situation of FESFOP within the broader festivalisation of 

Senegal, where heritage is a recurrent theme, such as in FESNAC and the Festival 

Saint-Louis Jazz. Similarly, in FESFOP, folklore has increasingly been reinterpreted 

as the cultural heritage of Louga and the effort to preserve it. This was evident in the 

theme of the 2015 FESFOP colloquium, ‘Heritage, Cultural Diversity and 

Emergence.’ Adama Djigo argues that the interest in the preservation of heritage is a 

direct effect of globalisation since globalisation can lead to a loss of traditions, 

particularly for the youth, influenced by digital media (2015: 347-348). However, the 

emphasis on heritage is itself an effect of globalisation. It is a notion often imported 

from outside, and propagated by international institutions such as the United 

Nations. Evidence of the interest of FESFOP in preserving tradition is the building 

of the cultural infrastructure of the Museum of Percussion, located in the Village 

FESFOP, managed by Youssou Mbargane Mbaye. Yet, the fact that it was built 
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thanks to international funding is further evidence of the relation between heritage 

and internationalisation. Beyond the tangibility of this infrastructure, the festival 

itself appears mostly as an intangible form of heritage. However, this is a local 

response to demand by international organisations such as UNESCO that promote 

the idea of intangible cultural heritage. Since heritage is a “foreign” word, the 

reference to “tradition” helps to rally the local population to engage in the 

performance, (re)creation and preservation of heritage, thus making them part of the 

two-tier project. While Djigo does not focus specifically on the work done by 

festivals in preserving and recreating heritage, she refers to this aspect in relation to 

journées culturelles. These are, according to her, not just moments of entertainment 

and excitement for the local community, but also platforms for the protection of 

cultural heritage (Djigo 2015: 349).  

The framing of FESFOP as a site of heritage preservation allows me to revisit 

the role of Louga in the cultural history of Senegal, giving visibility to contemporary 

artists in Louga as successors of their ancestors. This is particularly relevant in the 

context of Louga, where almost no state initiatives are implemented to boost the 

cultural sector, due to the centralisation in Dakar, and to the rurality of the region. 

However, as Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes, the problem of folkloric festivals is that 

performers “tend to be represented exclusively in traditional terms” (1998: 76). In 

the case of FESFOP, the local artists given visibility have mainly been those from 

the Troupe Communale de Louga, whose performance features sabar percussion and 

dance, dressed in what FESFOP members refer to as “traditional clothes” (tenues 

traditionnelles). While there are a large number of griot families and artists in Louga 

who identify themselves in the theme of folklore and percussion, some younger 

generations suggest it is not inclusive enough of the range of artists from Louga 
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involved with other music genres, such as urban culture or the acoustic guitar. This 

problem is being overcome, however, through the way that FESFOP has been 

establishing partnerships with other festivals, such as the Festival Njaambuur Hip 

Hop, which I discuss in the next section.  

Beyond the local claiming of ownership over the festival of folklore, and 

perception of their region as a region of culture, the reinterpretation of folklore as 

heritage serves as an international fundraising strategy, due to the global concern 

with preserving heritage. It is an aim that fits into the international agendas of 

development, locating culture at the heart of that project.  

 A second determining aspect of FESFOP throughout its trajectory has been 

its conception as a “project of territory” and implementation of such territorialisation 

through the decentralisation of the event and of the parallel FESFOP activities for 

local development. This is one of the most illustrative aspects of the two-tier 

dimension of FESFOP, since it makes the local and international dimensions of the 

festival interdependent. That is, in order for FESFOP to reach as large a part of the 

local population as possible through the decentralisation of its activities, FESFOP 

also needs to engage the international community, since it is the international 

community that provides the funding for “cultural decentralisation” and most of 

FESFOP’s activities. 

  At the same time, decentralisation is a term with political connotations, since 

in Senegal there is a Law of Decentralisation of colonial origins with a number of 

reforms during the postcolonial period.17 Among these, the second Reform in 1996 is 

considered as the one seeking to move the centre of the cultural, economic, social 

																																																								
17 For information about this Law read the section 1.3. in the Introduction.  
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and political activity from Dakar to the different Senegalese regions. However the 

implementation of the Law is still challenging (Diop 2006), as festivalisation in the 

country illustrates. Dakar keeps benefiting from the largest range of activities and 

grants for the establishment of long-term projects. FESFOP contributes to the 

decentralisation from Dakar to other regions in the country. However, as I have 

stressed, it is not a state initiative, nor the result of a successful implementation of 

the Law of Decentralisation. Rather, it is the initiative of two particular individuals, 

Babacar Sarr and Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, who have carefully and thoughtfully 

involved the local government in the project, since this is part of the territory of 

Louga. That is, FESFOP is a project that was conceived for the benefit of the 

population of the region of Louga, including its political actors. In this sense, one of 

its main achievements is to have encouraged the local government to implement the 

Law of Decentralisation, with the cultural sector as the point of departure.  

 The support from the local government, as well as from other Senegalese and 

international institutions, has been shaped by the leadership of Sarr and the fact that 

he had occupied different political positions before the foundation of FESFOP in 

2000. As Figure 10 shows, the majority of the funding comes from international 

institutions, followed by Senegalese political institutions. The main international 

institutions that fund FESFOP are three Belgian sponsors – Africalia Belgium, the 

Province of Namur and Wallonie-Bruxelles – as well as the Organisation 

Internationale de la Francophonie (OIF), Italian NGO Comunitá, Impegno, Servizio, 

Volontariato (CISV), and in 2015, the Turkish and USA embassies. Some of the 

Senegalese political institutions funding the festival are the Ministry of Culture, the 

Departmental Council of Louga,  the Union Economique Monétaire Ouest Africaine 
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(UEMOA), the Centre Culturel Régional and the Town Hall of Louga.18 A 2016 

Internal Report from FESFOP also identified the dominant institutional nature of its 

funding, and noted the need to find further private sponsors (Internal Report, 9 July 

2016: 3-4).  

 

 The financial involvement of the mayor and town hall of Louga helps to 

show the way in which FESFOP has been contributing to the implementation of the 

Law of Decentralisation. Yet the fact that this is not the sole source of funding and 

its dependence on the relationship with Sarr unveil at the same time the still 

challenging implementation of the Law of Decentralisation by the state and confirm 

the role of cultural actors in the decentralisation of culture in Senegal, even if there 

are political tensions.  

  The importance of decentralisation in the trajectory of FESFOP is further 

reflected in the decentralisation of the festival activities within FESFOP, aiming to 

reach as much of the population as possible. This is further illustrative of the focus 

																																																								
18 See the budget of FESFOP in 2015 on Appendix 6, and logos of other sponsors on Appendix 7.  
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Figure 10. Percentage of budget from international institutions and Senegalese political and non-political 
institutions. (Elaborated by Luis Sendra from FESFOP 2015 Budget). 
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on decentralisation in two-tier festivals in Senegal more broadly. It does not just 

refer to the proliferation of festivals across Senegal, but to the decentralisation of the 

festival activities throughout different venues and spaces within the same festival. 

Today, FESFOP is a well-known festival in the region, and increasingly, in the rest 

of the country. It offers free access to all its activities. Unlike other festivals, such as 

the Biennale de Dak’Art and the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, festival activities are not 

divided into an ‘IN’ and ‘OFF’ programme, but are considered of equal importance.  

  Decentralisation also relates to the temporal nature of the festival since 

FESFOP extends beyond the festival dates, with a specific programme called 

“cultural decentralisation,” that operates year-round across the different localities of 

the region. Launched in 2009, thanks to the international sponsorship of the Belgian 

association Africalia, it has already reached 17 different urban and rural localities in 

the region, such as Léona, Kébémer, Ndande, Linguère, and Sakal. According to its 

manager, Lébou Ndoye, the programme consists of different stages. The first one 

informs the locality about the cultural project of FESFOP by approaching a range of 

artists based on the instruments they play in the areas where the decentralisation, that 

is, the ‘OFF’ programme, will be hosted. People are then “re-grouped by ethnicities.” 

The aim is, according to Ndoye, the formalisation, training and professionalisation of 

the 15 selected artists, so that they can make a living from their art. Following the 

training period, the resulting troupes offer an artistic performance in a one-day mini 

festival organised in that locality (pers. comm. 2015).  

  Ndoye discusses this programme as part of their focus on “diversity,” which 

is a term that further enters the dynamics of international funding and the nation-

state’s historical focus on “cultural diversity.” The statement also implies the 
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performance of local art as “folklore,” which is a term that involves a degree of 

internationalisation, as discussed above. The use of themes that fit into international 

agendas of development is further noticeable through the training activity of the 

forum theatre, run by Ndoye himself, who is also a theatre director. The theatre 

performances usually revolve around social themes, such as unemployment and 

clandestine migration, raising awareness among the young population who 

participate in the activities.  

  The strong international component of the decentralisation in FESFOP leads 

to the third defining aspect of the trajectory of FESFOP, its increasing 

internationalisation. FESFOP is illustrative of the shared desire among festivals of 

“achieving international recognition” (Comaroff 2009 in De Jong 2016: 167). The 

framing of the festival as an international project has favoured its international fund-

raising, a key financial support due to the lack or limitation of state support. That the 

internationalisation of the festival can lead to its framing as a project for 

development is evident in the case of FESFOP, whose theme of folklore and 

percussion has been complemented by that of “sustainable development” and 

“cultural diversity.” In the case of rural festivals, this is a common reality, further 

using internationalisation as a strategy to market the region as a tourist destination, 

giving access to the intangible heritage of Senegal.  

  Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes the advantages that festivals offer to tourists in 

allowing them a unique immersion in the everyday culture of a particular place and 

adding a festive and entertaining component to their trips (1998: 59). At the same 

time, the tourist target, she notes, can shape the way in which the events are created 

and further affect the tourists’ perception of the place, implying it is  “a society 
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always on holiday” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1998: 62). As the statement by a young 

Italian woman, Sara, shows, stressing the uniqueness of the festive excitement in 

Louga during FESFOP would constitute a very misleading view of Louga, where 

most of the regular events are sabar evenings for weddings or baptisms (pers. comm. 

2015).19  

  The building of a tourist space named Village Touristique FESFOP is a clear 

illustration of the aim of boosting local tourism to and via FESFOP. However, the 

limited tourist flow shows that tourism is still an aspiration, and that the vast 

majority of audiences are local. Tourism is still largely concentrated in Dakar and in 

further urban areas, such as Saint-Louis. Tourism in rural Senegal is still very limited 

or linked to volunteering projects for development that keep encouraging the framing 

of festivals as international projects for development. Another kind of tourism is 

culturally oriented and results from encounters with Senegalese musicians based 

abroad. These musicians plan to visit their families in Louga to coincide with the 

dates of FESFOP. Sometimes they might bring a group of tourists who may be 

related to them through music courses or friendship. This is a further form of social 

capital within FESFOP that can lead to further forms of capital, as usually families in 

Louga can benefit from that international presence.  

 This adds a further dimension to the internationalisation of festivals. Rooted 

cosmopolitans, contribute not just to the cultural scene in Louga, but also, to the 

local economy. A large number of artists from Louga are based abroad, and often 

return during the Christmas holidays when FESFOP takes place, participating in the 

festival in a variety of ways. Their participation is not necessarily physical. It can 

																																																								
19 Sara was working at CISV in Louga during the FESFOP 2015. She had been based in Louga from before the 
festival, and was able to see the differences between the environment during and outside of the festival dates. 
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also be a donation, or a social contribution that can lead to economic or social forms 

of capital. For instance, in 2015, Charlo Faye’s brother, based in Japan, funded the 

clothes of the Troupe Communale de Louga. Sall et al., who have studied the 

phenomenon of migration in Louga, argue that migration has allowed small towns in 

Senegal to become liaisons between the local and the global (2010: 1). In Louga, the 

presence of tourists, whether brought by Lougatois abroad or not, is also seen as an 

opportunity that can lead to “very important relational networks,” as claimed by 

Mbargane Mbaye. It can forge possibilities of exchange, marriages between 

Lougatois and tourists and international mobility for people in Louga. The impact of 

rooted cosmopolitans, based abroad but rooted in Senegal, is acknowledged by 

Mbargane Mbaye, who calls them “ambassadors of the culture of Louga and 

Senegal” wherever they are based. He stresses that this representation of local and 

national cultural abroad constitutes “the impact of FESFOP” (pers. comm. 2015). 

These words emphasise the role of internationalisation as a driving force of the 

festival. They also reflect the international framework within which FESFOP is 

located, and especially its aim of giving international visibility to the culture of 

Louga, for the benefit of people in Louga. This is a key aspect to understanding why 

the target audience of FESFOP is local, and how the local audience has to become 

the foremost endorser of the project for it to continue.    

1.6. Endorsement: FESFOP as vector and incentive of festivalisation in the region 
of Louga  

In discussing FESFOP as a structure characterised by its social capital, I want 

to further examine the social impact of FESFOP through looking at the way in which 

it contributes to the festivalisation of Louga. As it has obtained the local 
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endorsement of the population, FESFOP has been enjoying such a central position in 

Louga that it has become an endorser of further projects in the region.    

There is a shared perception that FESFOP is greatly anticipated each year by 

people in Louga, as stated by a large number of FESFOP members and local artists, 

such as Marème Diop, a Lougatois based abroad. During the Festival dates, there is 

an unusual festiveness in Louga. Demba Keita, FESFOP member in charge of the 

Animations des Quartiers, claims that “during FESFOP the town changes radically. 

First of all, people do not go to bed until past 2 am. It is also a good occasion for 

people to see something else. The commercial and economic activities continue 

every day until late at night. They open from 7am to 2am, every day, during the 

whole Festival” (pers. comm.  2015).  

The uniqueness of this “festive excitement” (Witz 2003: 10) is even 

acknowledged by some critical voices of the theme of FESFOP and of certain 

organisational aspects. FESFOP is not just discussed by organisers and the local 

population as a form of entertainment, however, but also as a cultural event of social 

and economic impact, that leads to experiences of sociality, and that can motivate 

and inspire people in Louga to create other projects. Illustrative of the social impact 

of FESFOP is Marthé Khady Diallo’s statement, acknowledging the range of things 

that FESFOP has offered to the city of Louga and its people, such as a platform for 

visibility of local culture, as well as the discovery of international culture, but also a 

learning space in the domain of culture and management, and a project with an 

important economic impact, that can allow many people “to capitalise on a lot of 

things” (pers. comm. 2015). Diallo further stresses the cooperation programme of 

FESFOP, and its benefits in the health and social sector (without particularly giving 

any specific examples), for instance arguing that “those are the sort of things that 
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should come from government institutions but that come instead from the FESFOP” 

(pers. comm. 2015). This statement suggests that FESFOP not only encourages the 

local government to implement the Law of Decentralisation, but also that it is a 

structure that can sometimes even replace the local government, assuming roles that 

the political sector should be taking on but is failing to do. This is one of the aspects 

that make FESFOP a respected structure within the region of Louga. Beyond the 

political territorialisation, made possible by the support from the local government, 

FESFOP is further territorialised through the support given by the local population. 

This comes not just from the improvement of the technical qualities of performances 

each year, but also, from the perception that FESFOP implements further projects 

that are beneficial for the people living in Louga.  

FESFOP has also encouraged the creation of other festivals of different scope 

in the region. As Keita states, “before FESFOP there were no festivals. But ever 

since FESFOP has existed, there have been other festivals, such as FESTEFF and 

FIRPI.20 FESFOP is the mother of all of them. It has given birth to all of that” 

(Keita, pers. comm.  2015).21 The most established one besides FESFOP is arguably 

the Festival Njaambuur Hip-Hop, co-founded in 2010 by Hamedine Fall and other 

young people in Louga, home region of one the most famous Senegalese rappers, Nit 

Doff.22 It has operated from 24 to 26 of December annually since its inception, to 

serve as a pre-FESFOP festival, and to extend the festivity of the major event.  

The umbrella of FESFOP is evidenced in the speeches of president Babacar 

Sarr, vice-president Ousseynou Tall, and administrator Massamba Ndiaye, on the 

last day of the Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop, accompanied by the current president 

																																																								
20 See Appendix 8 for the chronology of FIRPI, and Appendix 9 for the poster of the fifth edition.  
21 See Appendix 10 for a list of festivals created in Louga since the inception of FESFOP. 	
22 See Appendix 11 for the chronology of the Festival.  
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of the Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop, Khalifa Ababacar Cisse, and one of the main 

presenters, Malick Ka.23 According to its co-founder, Hamedine Fall, it was created 

to broaden the festival’s audiences, as there were many young people and children in 

Louga who failed to identify themselves with the Festival International de Folklore 

et de Percussion, with more of an adult and intellectual audience (pers. comm.  

2015). 

Aware of the important work 

that FESFOP does in making 

culture the most remarkable 

aspect of Louga, as it used to 

be historically, Fall and two 

other young musicians from 

Louga approached Sarr. They 

presented him with their idea of this festival of urban culture that would appeal to the 

young population of Louga (pers. comm.  2015). This intention of collaboration was 

also a strategic move of respect, to earn Sarr’s endorsement and consequently that of 

all the FESFOP members and ‘friends.’ The Festival is also hosted at the Place 

Civique which is an open space, non-ticketed, where there are usually religious and 

public gatherings, hosted with the approval of the Town Hall of Louga. It gathers 

crowds of thousands of spectators throughout the festival nights. The audience is 

mainly local, and very young. 

Smaller scale festivals are the Festival International pour la Renaissance du 

Patrimoine Culturel Immatériel de Louga (FIRPI), mainly focused on story-telling 

and tradition, the Festival du Théâtre Scolaire et Primaire en Français (FESTEFF), 

																																																								
23 Better known as Micka, he used to conduct a programme at FESFOP radio about hip-hop. 

Figure 11. Khalifa Ababacar Cisse, Massamba Ndiaye, Babacar 
Sarr and Micka (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 26.12.15) 
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the Festival Chemins Croisés de Danse, a dance festival, and the Festival Laribalah, 

a music festival. Both FIRPI and FESTEFF are directed by FESFOP members, 

Ngary Mbaye and Marthé Khady Diallo, respectively. If Mbaye explicitly states that 

FIRPI is the fruit of his learning process at FESFOP, Diallo, who is also member of 

the Council of Administration of FESFOP and of the Village FESFOP, argues that 

FESTEFF has greatly benefited from the experience of FESFOP (pers. comm. 2015).  

 

 

FESTEFF, which aims to promote the learning of French through theatre 

among young school children, was founded in 2009, in partnership with FESFOP. It 

was then that Diallo started to take on other responsibilities within FESFOP. 

FESTEFF is also managed by Keita, who emphasises that “it is thanks to FESFOP 

that other festivals exist in the region. There are also cultural weekends. But all of 

that is inspired by FESFOP members. If you go to those festivals and events, you 

find FESFOP members” (pers. comm.  2015). This last point is particularly relevant, 

as it raises a further aspect to take into account, which is the fact that FESFOP has 

achieved a leading role in the cultural scene to the extent that the local population 

Figure 12. Performance of story-tellers at Village SOS Enfants during FIRPI, July 2016 (Photo: E. S. 16.07.16). 
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look for their endorsement before joining new cultural initiatives. In other words, 

when FESFOP is a partner, the local population may participate more actively in an 

event. As such, FESFOP has the legitimacy to act as a mediator with the local 

authorities and facilitate local political support for further initiatives in the region. In 

Demba Keita’s words, “there are many organisations in Louga, but if they do not 

have support of FESFOP members, they end up disappearing because running a 

festival requires specific skillsets and technical know-how” (pers. comm.  2015). 

While his statement is illustrative of the importance of the technical quality of the 

event to achieve the successful celebration of the festival, it can also lead to the 

conclusion that FESFOP has become a crucial endorser in the region.  

 There are different degrees to which FESFOP might be involved in 

supporting new festivals, especially at the earliest stages. Sometimes support is 

critical to initiating the 

festival in the first place. 

On occasion the lack of 

FESFOP backing has led 

to the non-implementation 

of certain projects. An 

anonymous source told me 

that a festival project that he wanted to implement was met with scepticism by 

FESFOP and consequently failed to gain wider traction or get off the ground. The 

support is not so much financial, but of a strategic nature, as mentioned, where 

FESFOP has become a gatekeeper due to the large network that their different 

projects involve. The engagement of FESFOP in other festivals and activities in the 

region is also noted by Diallo, as she claims that “the majority of things that take 

Figure 13. Performance at Centre Culturel Régional during 8th 
FESTEFF in July 2016 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 13 July 2016). 
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place [in Louga] are an integral part of FESFOP” (pers. comm. 2015). Diallo is 

optimistic about the “continuous patronage” between FESFOP and FESTEFF, the 

latter having greatly benefited from advice from FESFOP members, as well as skills 

and technical support.    

 

 

The festival called FIRPI constitutes an illustrative example of the challenges 

of organising festivals without financial support, on a voluntary basis, in a rural 

region where there is already an existing well-established festival, FESFOP. It is also 

an example of a great deal of creativity, hampered by weak management and 

strategy, mainly due to the lack of support. However, the fact that it has been 

celebrated annually since its inception is also illustrative of the passionate nature of 

festival organisers, determined to continue regardless of the obstacles. This effort to 

give continuity to the festival became clear in the fifth edition. It took place partly 

thanks to the participation and partnership of the Spanish-Senegalese Associations 

Figure 14. Diallo presents the Festival and acknowledges the support of the director of the Centre Culturel 
Régional and FESFOP, during 8th FESTEFF in July 2016, by the entrance of the Centre Culturel Régional 

(Photo: Estrella Sendra, 13 July 2016). 
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Red Educativa sin Fronteras (RESF) and Puente Humano. These are composed of a 

collective of teachers or promoters of education for change from Louga, Canary 

Islands, Palestine and the Western Sahara. Their idea is to promote intercultural 

understanding and respect through educational activities. For RESF the Festival was 

an embodiment of their mission, which resulted in their participation in the 2016 

edition not just as cultural actors contributing to activities and performing, but also 

as organisers and sponsors, contributing to the design and funding of the festival 

banner, and the programming of the activities, as well as accommodation and food.  

The challenges to building a sustainable future for FIRPI rest on a series of 

factors, such as securing ongoing financial support; attracting and retaining talented 

staff to organise and run the festival; gaining permissions from officials to use public 

spaces; accessing and working technical equipment; effectively advertising the 

festival to galvanise and maintaining attendance. In rural regions like Louga, cultural 

actors struggle to access the necessary resources (such as technical equipment) to 

execute their festivals. The effects of this could be seen during the fifth edition in 

2016 when the final day had to be cancelled without prior warning due to logistical 

difficulties faced by the organisers. 

More importantly, the difficulties faced by FIRPI are revealing of the 

centralisation that can derive from the intended implementation of cultural 

decentralisation initiatives. In this case, a single structure or festival (FESFOP) is 

seen to concentrate the vast majority of financial support, both from local authorities 

and international sponsors. The establishment of FESFOP as the festival of Louga 

has led to an implicit situation in which other festivals may benefit from having good 

relations with FESFOP. This can lead to access to infrastructure (such as technical 

equipment, sound, lighting, and stage); access to local authorities, and hence 
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authorisations to be hosted in the Place Civique, or have security staff around the 

festival activities; access to audiences, since FESFOP has a long history in the region 

and therefore the ability to guarantee audiences; access to financial resources, 

securing funding from different institutions; and access to organisation, through 

trained people in management of scenic arts. In the case of FIRPI, there had not been 

a collaborative organisational approach from the beginning and access to these 

resources was not guaranteed, even though Ngary Mbaye, the director of FIRPI, is an 

active FESFOP member.  

Nonetheless, the central position of FESFOP became evident during the 

celebration of FIRPI, when three different forms of acknowledgment of FESFOP 

were displayed. First, a few days prior to the opening, the director of FIRPI, Mbaye, 

decided to include FESFOP’s logo among the partners included in the festival poster. 

Second, Babacar Sarr was invited to give a speech during the official opening. Third, 

FESFOP members were invited to attend the official opening as audiences. These 

three forms of visibility and acknowledgment of the support from FESFOP reflected 

the implicit broader rule of acknowledging the determining role that FESFOP plays 

in the cultural scene of Louga.  

 
 

 
Figure 16. Sarr giving speech at official opening  

(Photo: E. S. 15.07.2016). 

	

Figure 15. FESFOP members among the audiences of 
FIRPI (Photo: E. S. 15.07.2016). 
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While FESFOP is a vector and incentive of festivalisation in Louga, 

contributing to the cultural decentralisation of Senegal as a whole, the cultural 

decentralisation of Louga is still challenging. FESFOP continues to be the “festival 

of Louga,” and enjoys a privileged and carefully managed relationship with the local 

government. This has led to a certain centralisation of power or even monopolistic 

position to be held by FESFOP.     

1.7. Conclusion 

The research undertaken here demonstrates that FESFOP is one of the first 

two-tier festivals in Senegal, allowing an in-depth and specific discussion of what I 

mean by two-tier festival. FESFOP is framed as international, yet it is deeply 

grounded in the territory of Louga, and very specifically within its rurality. If festival 

studies (Arcodia & Whitford 2007; Finkel 2010; Mykletun 2009; Quinn & Wilks 

2013 & 2016; Wilks 2011; Ziakas 2013) have noted the social dimension of 

festivals, applying Bourdieu’s concept of “social capital” (1986), I have shown that 

the social capital formed at FESFOP is a critical success factor for the festival, even 

more so due to its rural nature.  

FESFOP is an excellent example of the social impact, still to be stressed 

within festival studies, which often focus on festivals in relation to tourism, as noted 

by Bernadette Quinn (2006: 288). It provides Lougatois with a pleasurable 

experience and an intellectually stimulating structure for the socialisation and 

training of any person interested in participating in it, in a region marked by a high 

degree of unemployment. The importance of social capital in its structure, 

conception and trajectory is arguably the main reason why FESFOP has succeeded in 

establishing itself as a consistent annual festival, which is exceptional in the 
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festivalisation of Senegal. The social capital of FESFOP is highly shaped by one 

particular figure, Babacar Sarr. His importance in the structure and trajectory of 

FESFOP as a “socially sustainable device” (Quinn 2006) is such that he supersedes 

the role of festival director, discussed in the second chapter, and is rather named 

festival president. The view of president Babacar Sarr as a “transformational leader” 

(Davies 2011) and “rooted cosmopolitan” (Appiah 2005), with an educational, 

political and social career prior to the directorship of FESFOP, and an international 

trajectory, also sheds light on the relations between politics and culture in two-tier 

festivals. Sarr facilitates the transition from social capital to other forms of capital, 

such as economic and cultural. That is, he plays a very important role in the 

crossroads of capital at festivals.  

Despite being defined as an “apolitical” project, there are instances that 

suggest that the festival sustainability is also possible thanks to its endorsement by 

the local government. First, Babacar Sarr’s political and social background have 

been key in networking with the local government and institutions. Second, the 

festival is the major cultural project supported by the local government, in contrast 

with other festivals in the region. This funding has however also been the result of 

the long festival trajectory, and is accompanied by international sponsors. Festival 

research needs to engage more closely with the variety of capitals that come into 

play at a festival, elaborating on the ways in which these are shaped by the figure of 

the director, something that has already been examined in relation to the curated 

programme and festival space (Dovey 2015).  

FESFOP also reflects the way in which two-tier festivals are participating in 

the implementation of the Law of Decentralisation in the cultural sector. This 
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constitutes one of the main discoveries of this thesis and of its contribution to 

Senegalese festival studies. As such, it opens new conversations about festivals in 

relation to cultural policies and the actors involved in festivalisation, superseding, in 

the case of Senegal, the prevailing focus on the figure of Léopold Sédar Senghor. 

Further research could also engage with the law of decentralisation and festivals in 

the country, focusing on festivals based outside of the colonial capitals, or 

questioning the extent to which the law is applied through examining the large 

number of festivals in capitals and the financial and political dimensions of these, as 

opposed to those celebrated in rural areas.  

That FESFOP contributes to the implementation of cultural decentralisation 

is reinforced by the use of the term “decentralisation” by the festival itself, in 

relation to the idea of “territory” and framing of the project as one for “local 

development.” As Djibril Diop shrewdly observes, these terms are tightly linked 

within the political discourse, and reflect the challenges faced by the postcolonial 

and contemporary political context in Senegal, marked by a multiplicity of actors 

(2006). However, FESFOP does not refer to the law when discussing its focus on 

decentralisation.  

The importance of social capital in relation to its rural nature is further 

reflected through its conception as a “project of territory.” The territorialisation of 

FESFOP implies the implementation of the project by and for people in Louga, with 

a particular emphasis on the population in rural areas.  Lougatois are considered as 

the first endorsers of the project. Territorialisation is understood as endorsement, that 

is, as the increasing support of the project by the people from the territory of Louga. 

However, and very importantly, these people supersede the population within the 
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physical geographical boundaries of Louga, as the endorsement sought also includes 

the diasporic territory, that is, from Lougatois living abroad. The strategy to achieve 

the territorialisation of the project is the decentralisation of FESFOP: spatially, 

offering free access to different activities hosted across the department of Louga; and 

temporally, with a series of projects framed as projects for development, 

decentralised across the regional territory, outside of the festival dates.  

This chapter also shows, through the case study of FESFOP, the multi-

sectorial impact that festivals can have in rural areas. Yet, at the same time, while 

acknowledging the festivalisation boosted by FESFOP and its focus on 

decentralisation, it also raises questions about the extent to which such 

decentralisation can also, paradoxically, lead to certain forms of centralisation. That 

is, FESFOP has become such a well-established structure that any other initiatives in 

the region need, implicitly, to be consulted with and endorsed by FESFOP. Festivals 

which do not have a close relationship with FESFOP, as partner, endorser or 

supporter, often remain small scale festivals, with very limited funding and outreach.  	
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Chapter Five: Festival spaces: FESFOP as a project of 
territory 

 

Having traced festivalisation in Senegal and Louga from a historical perspective, this 

chapter adopts a more theoretical approach, applying the insights of festival studies 

to my case study of FESFOP. I focus on the variety of festival spaces at FESFOP 

and how local and international participants interact with these spaces, thereby 

exploring how this rural festival operates as a two-tier festival through space. 

Specifically, I examine the foundation and self-definition of FESFOP as a “project 

of territory” (Sarr, pers. comm. 2015) which is implemented through a strategy of 

decentralisation and tightly connected to the rural aspect of Louga. I examine the 

decentralisation of space through the proliferation of festival activities and of 

FESFOP activities across the regional territory. I question the way in which the 

celebration of a festival in a rural region like Louga is different from other religious 

or animist festivities that also take place in the region. 

I start with the importance of the image of the gate of Louga in the posters of 

FESFOP as an icon of the region of Louga and as an illustration of the close 

relationship between FESFOP and its locality. I offer an overview of cultural spaces 

in Louga to then illustrate how these spaces are transformed and revitalised through 

FESFOP, further transforming the city and region.  

1.1. Putting Louga on the map as a ‘festival region’: The gate of Louga 

Festival scholars have noted an emergence of “festival capitals,” which have 

a “clearly identifiable, professional festival (…) with rare parallels in smaller towns” 

(Gibson & Connell 2011: 7). Dovey (2015) discusses the centrality of FESPACO in 
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Ouagadougou, to the extent that the capital of Burkina Faso is known internationally 

for the festival. According to her, the Burkinabé state saw it as “a way of putting this 

resource-poor, landlocked country on the map, of securing its existence,” that is, as a 

way of raising its profile (Dovey 2015: 98). This resonates with my argument in 

Chapter Three thin Louga has experienced a transition from a marketplace based on 

agriculture and livestock to a festival space.  FESFOP has greatly contributed to such 

a transition. It constitutes the most emblematic project and cultural event in Louga. 

While international, it is deeply grounded in the locality and rurality of Louga. Its 

centrality in the social, economic and cultural spheres of Louga is such that it makes 

Louga a ‘festival region,’ identifiable through FESFOP. It thus operates as a form of 

giving visibility to a rural region, which is usually disregarded in the social, 

economic and cultural maps of the country. 

De Valck suggests that physical location is one of the most important 

elements in the creation of what Julian Stringer calls the “festival image” (2001). 

She notes that a large number of festivals are named after their host city (De Valck 

2007: 137). While her study is based on festivals in Europe, it can also be applied to 

Senegal, with the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, Gorée Cinema, Gorée Jazz Festival, 

Dakar-Gorée Jazz, among other examples. In the case of FESFOP, the location is 

not included in the festival name, yet often follows it in the formulation: Festival 

International de Folklore et de Percussion de Louga. At times the theme is omitted 

and the festival is referred to as the “Festival de Louga,” as declared by Mbagnick 

Ndiaye1 during his speech in the official opening of the fifteenth FESFOP in 

December 2015. These ways of referring to the festival suggest both the relevance of 

																																																								
1 He was the Minister of Culture in Senegal from July 2014 to September 2017. 
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FESFOP in the region of Louga, its transformation into a festival region and the 

importance of this location for the conception of the festival.   

 

Figure 1.  Special supplement on FESFOP, describing it as “the new cultural window of 
Njaambur.” Source: Louga Info, February 2004 (Le Soleil Archives, accessed in April 

2016). 

The most emblematic publications on rural festivals (Gibson & Connell 

2011, Quinn & Wilks 2017) stress their close connection to geography, arguing that 

festivals are “expressions of local places, as well as local people,” with aspirations to 

“re-profile the place-image of a town or region” (Getz 1991, cited in Gibson & 

Connell 2011: 15). In other words, rural areas use festivals as marketing tools to 

advertise their regions and to put them “on the map” (Gibson & Connell 2011). They 

further note that “frequently festivals link into attempts by towns to claim national 

(and international) prominence as ‘capitals”’ (Gibson & Connell 2011: 11). In this 

sense, FESFOP puts Louga not just on the geographical map, but on the cultural 

map, locating Louga at the heart of it, as the “cultural capital” and also as a festival 

region. This idea is implied by the national media, claiming that FESFOP operates as 

“a cultural practice and artistic way of building a name and of giving itself an image” 

(Diakhate, in Le Quotidien, 26 December 2003). In other words, FESFOP is 

perceived as a tribute to the cultural history of Louga and a site of heritage 

(re)creation. As such it is a source of pride for people in Louga, since it inspires a 

proud feeling towards the historic past of Louga. 

Illustrative of the importance of the geographical location to FESFOP is the 

recurrent image of the gate of Louga on the festival poster. This repeated use 
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contributes to the creation of the gate as an iconic image of Louga. It acts as a 

symbol linking present day Louga to its historic role as a meeting point and the 

crossroads of different communities. Importantly, the gate inspires a sense of 

belonging.  

 

 

 

The festival’s use of the gate as an icon of Louga serves to illustrate that the 

socio-historical specificity of Louga is not an added value but rather constitutes the 

value of FESFOP, where Louga itself is described as “a city of folklore” by FESFOP 

members and as a “cultural capital” more broadly.  

 
 

Figure 2. Monument of Louga, built under the patronage of Djily Mbaye (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 25.11.15). 
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Figure 3. Range of some of the posters featuring the gate of Louga.  

1.2. An overview of the spaces used for FESFOP 

The fixed festival spaces at FESFOP are the Place Civique, the Centre 

Culturel Régional (Regional Cultural Centre), and the Village Touristique FESFOP. 

They are all functional year-round, yet in very different ways than during FESFOP, 
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when the festiveness of these spaces and of the city and department more broadly 

increases considerably. The Place Civique is located in front of the Town Hall of 

Louga in the central neighbourhood of Artilleries, next to the district of Montañe. It 

is a public square in a very lively urban area, near the market. In the periphery of the 

square there are some small shops.  

The square itself consists of a square of yellow (albero) sand with no seats, 

no trees and hence no shade. During the day, it is rare to see people or events there. 

However, at night it is a space where festivities are regularly hosted, endorsed by the 

Town Hall of Louga, such as religious gatherings of the different Muslim 

brotherhoods, like the Gamou on 23 December 2015.2 These events are set up in a 

similar way, with temporary architectural structures, such as large plastic tents, 

chairs and wooden benches.  

The Place Civique is a familiar place in the local imaginary, since people are 

used to participating in such festivities. However, its official name is not frequently 

used; many people refer to it as Place Publique, and others as Place Njaambur, 

followed by the reference of the Town Hall in front, which results in “Place 

Njaambur-en-face-de-la-mairie.” The multiplicity of names for the Place Civique, 

which is evident during FESFOP, is another indication of the two-tier nature of the 

festival in action. 

The Village Touristique FESFOP is located on the national road 2 on the way 

to Potou, next to the Oilybia petrol station where Lougatois wait for cars to go to 

Saint-Louis or Dakar, in front of the Station Total, in a rural area. It consists of a 

two-hectare piece of land, donated to FESFOP by the Town Hall at an event on 24 

March 2007.  
																																																								
2 Pilgrimage in commemoration of the birth of prophet Mohamed.  
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The Village FESFOP is illustrative of the two-tier dimension of the festival, 

due to the high degree of international funding of its infrastructure. In the words of 

Babacar Sarr, it is a space built using a “participatory approach” (pers. comm. 2015). 

The space is composed of a reception, funded by the province of Namur; and two 

Figure 4. Entrance to the Village Touristique FESFOP (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 9 November 2015). 

	

Figure 5. Map of the Village FESFOP (Source: Javier Santamaría Girón for the purpose of this thesis, 2016) 
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restaurants (one being identified as “Senegalese” and the other as “international” – 

which further illustrates its two-tier dimension), funded by the World Organisation 

of Tourism (WOT) and CISV. 

 

 

The Village FESFOP also offers accommodation in bungalows, funded 

internationally by the city of Millau (France), Africalia (Belgium), Turin (Italy), the 

WOT and the CISV (Italy). There is also a botanic garden, funded by the province of 

Namur in France and the Institut Technique Horticole Gembloux; administrative 

offices; a multi-purpose room (with a capacity of 75 people, and air conditioning), 

funded by Foundation 4 Africa in Italy; and a community radio, funded by the region 

of Piedmont in France. The funding is thus international, and mainly from European 

development organisations. Not only does this illustrate the two-tier aspect of 

FESFOP, but also the understanding of internationalisation as a fund-raising strategy 

with FESFOP positioning itself as a development project.  

According to an official report,3 the village was built with an aim to promote 

responsible tourism, “fight against poverty and work towards interculturalism with 

real added values.” It is a space that evidences the way in which internationalisation 

is used to market Louga as a tourist destination. As such it can be framed within the 

postcolonial development discourse. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
																																																								
3 This was given to me in a hard copy by the FESFOP administration at the beginning of my fieldwork period.  

Figure 6 and Figure 7. Exterior and interior views of rooms in Village FESFOP (Photos: E.S., 09.11.15). 
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tourism and the economic capital it generates are still quite limited and social capital 

remains the primary asset that FESFOP creates. This is a characteristic shared with 

many rural festivals. Something similar has been noted by Quinn in relation to 

festivals in rural Ireland; she observes that the festivals’ social dimension “extends 

far beyond tourism” (2006: 288). This is evident in the case of the Village 

Touristique, which is hardly ever populated by tourists, but remains active as a 

learning and socialising space. Here, the local population can find an occupation and 

a space in which to develop their ideas. This is particularly important for a rural 

region like Louga which has high rates of unemployment (30.8 percent) and 

inactivity among the young. Illustrative of how this can work is the community radio 

at FESFOP which is staffed by around 20 (mostly young) members working as 

presenters or sound engineers, led by Ama Dieng. However, the extent to which such 

space is enjoyed by the local population is debatable, as it is mainly FESFOP 

members who have access to it, even if in theory it remains open for anyone in 

Louga.  

The Village FESFOP also constitutes the centre of administration of 

FESFOP, operating year-round, with a series of meetings and workshops among 

artists, partners and FESFOP members. While the meetings and flow-through of 

FESFOP members increases as activities are organised, the Village FESFOP is open 

during the year as a tourist, social, economic and cultural space. The Village 

FESFOP has created 15 full time positions, three administrative roles and other part-

time and temporary placements. It is chaired by the FESFOP president, Babacar 

Sarr, whose contribution is voluntary and non-remunerated. 

Pape Mademba Ly, manager of Village FESFOP since 2009, stresses the 

importance of the space for the conception of FESFOP as a “project of territory” to 
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be claimed by the local population. He claims, “the Village is the reflection of 

FESFOP. The Village is for Louga, not just for FESFOP” (pers. comm. 2015). Ly 

further stresses the importance of the space for the sustainability of such a project, 

beyond the festival dates, “able to gather the FESFOP spirit” (pers. comm. 2015). 

However, the fact that it is funded by international sponsors and not by private local 

sponsors challenges the extent to which the space has been territorialised by the 

population of Louga.   

 

 

The Centre Culturel Régional of Louga, located in the district of Thiokhna, is 

a decentralised unit of the Senegalese Ministry of Culture. It was founded in 1977, a 

year after the official creation of the region of Louga. However, it was not functional 

until May 2003. Its general aim is “to participate in the cultural development of the 

region and encourage interactions between culture and the different socio-economic 

sectors,” as claimed by Aby Faye, director of the Centre Culturel Régional (pers. 

comm. 2015). Among the specific aims, the Centre seeks to contribute to the 

valorisation, diffusion and preservation of the tangible and intangible heritage of the 

Figure 8. Frontal view of Centre Culturel Régional in Louga (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 17 August 2013). 
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region, through a calendar of cultural activities, in line with the aims of the Law of 

Decentralisation regarding the cultural sector.  

 

 

However, the Centre operates rather as a cultural hub and co-working space 

for cultural actors in Louga, with theatre and percussion rehearsals, meetings and a 

space to socialise, due to the lack of resources that hamper the establishment of a 

continuous calendar. Instead, there are sporadic events, organised by locals. The 

Centre contributes through the free donation of the space and technical resources. 

There are also soirées where the main hall (grande salle) is turned into a club for 

either sabar or salsa nights. There is also a library where a few students do 

homework or reading consultations, and a classroom where the Red Cross runs free 

English courses. Besides the grande salle there is a theatre room, where different 

events are hosted, offering the possibility of allocating seats in rows for audiences. 

The current director, Aby Faye, who took the role in 2014, is a very 

approachable leader. She supports an inclusive policy of supporting each initiative 

Figure 9. Theatre auditorium at Centre Culturel Régional during FESTEFF 2016 (Photo: E.S. 13.07.16). 
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that emerges from local cultural actors, despite the limitation of resources and the 

lack of institutional support in most events organised in Louga (except for FESFOP 

and consequently, to some extent, for the Festival Njaambur Hip Hop, which is a 

partner of FESFOP). The Cultural Centre is involved, to different degrees, in every 

cultural event organised in Louga, and it is the norm to see the director herself 

physically present at the event, introducing it and devoting some opening words to 

the celebration, in the name of the Ministry of Culture. 

 

As supporter of all cultural events in Louga, Faye is a very strong endorser of 

the Festival, acknowledging its contribution towards the safeguarding of intangible 

cultural heritage, challenged by globalisation (pers. comm. 2015). The partnership 

between FESFOP and the Centre Culturel Régional embodies the two-tier dimension 

of the festival. First, while FESFOP is defined as “apolitical” and conceived by 

specific individuals, the festival benefits from its extended relations with local 

Figure 10. Aby Faye, director of Centre Culturel Régional (Photo: E. S., 19 November 2016). 
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political institutions, such as the Centre itself. Second, the Centre Culturel Régional, 

which represents the local government but derives from the national Ministry of 

Culture, uses FESFOP as a way to access international financial and social 

resources, that are possible thanks to the networks established in the local region of 

Louga through FESFOP. This second aspect is revealing of the influence of FESFOP 

in Louga and its centrality to socio-economic and cultural projects in the region. 

Faye sees an opportunity in the relationship, benefiting from its networks and 

development projects (pers. comm. 2015). It shows the extent to which FESFOP can 

become more powerful for the society and its region than the government through 

internationalisation, particularly in rural regions often disregarded by the state.      
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Figure 11. View of the festival spaces in the town of Louga (E.S. 2016). 
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1.3. FESFOP as a “project of territory”  

 In order to understand the two-tier spatial dimension of FESFOP and 

its rural nature, it is key to examine its conception as a “project of territory.” This is 

because the notion of territory is closely linked to that of decentralisation and of 

development, as noted by Djibril Diop (2006: 152). I start with Babacar Sarr’s 

understanding of the festival as a “project of territory” to examine how this defining 

feature of FESFOP was adopted from its conception and the way in which it has 

been implemented across the festival trajectory through space and festival access.  

 The territorial identity of FESFOP is discussed by Sarr as being central to 

FESFOP since its origins. The idea was to implement a project “that would be 

accepted by the community, implemented by the community and for the community” 

(pers. comm. 2015). This was achieved through a conception strongly linked to the 

rural geography of Louga and the multiplicity of actors of the region. Sarr refers 

explicitly to this as involving the “different layers of the societal tissue of Louga,” 

such as associations and local political institutions, the association of journalists and 

civil society (pers. comm. 2015). Even if Sarr insists on the apolitical nature of the 

festival, these layers do include certain political institutions, such as the Town Hall 

and the regional council, further illustrating the tensions between the political and 

cultural spheres that are involved within two-tier festivals. However, it is important 

to stress the agency of individual cultural actors in the festivalisation of the country 

and their view of the importance of non-state involvement in festivals’ management. 

State endorsement is, for the most part, requested only at the financial level.  

The conception of FESFOP as a project of territory, supported by the local 

population, is also revealing of the strong social component of the festival as a 

structure of social capital (Bourdieu1986). This is stressed by Sarr through the 
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association of the territory with “endorsement,” claiming that “if you want to 

implement a project of territory, the territory must then be an endorsement, it must 

accept the idea of the project” (pers. comm. 2015). This was particularly 

challenging, according to Sarr, due to the “traditional character” of the region. This 

could make people think that the festival had a political agenda behind it, such as 

enabling organisers and performers to obtain visas through networking (ibid.).  

Since its conception, FESFOP has sought to be claimed by artists in the 

region. A large number of FESFOP members have an artistic background, 

evidencing the integration of cultural figures in Louga in the project. Some of them 

had worked together already at the Cercle de la Jeunesse, or Ngalam, or the 

Orchestre Saourouba (that became later Louga Lô, and which led also to Ndiambour 

Salsa). The charismatic figure of Sarr, and the artistic background of vice-president 

Mbaye, as co-founders of Ngalam, were an important factor that led to the 

endorsement of FESFOP by regional artists. Mbaye is also the griot who formed the 

Troupe Communale de Louga, selecting artists from the different existing groups in 

Louga.  

 The endorsement of the local population is key in the success of the event, 

since audiences constitute a fundamentally heterogeneous group at the festival. 

While audiences have often been overlooked in festival scholarship, they are 

essential in triggering “festive excitement” (Witz 2003) expected in any festival. My 

archival research of FESFOP evidences a growing number of audiences each year. 

The estimated audience in 2003 was 300 festival-goers from 10 different countries 

(Diakhate, in Le Quotidien, 26 December 2003 [Le Soleil Archives]). During the 

fifteenth edition in 2015, I estimate there was an audience of 1,000 people per night 
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(at the Soirées de Gala), and around 200 people at each Animation des Quartiers.4 

There is a sense of festiveness generated by the performances that the community 

also benefits from. As Quinn notes in the case of festivals in Ireland over the last 35 

years, the impact of a festival is not limited to infrastructural development. It also 

encourages “community animation, the development of local resources, business 

expansion in both the arts and in arts-related areas, and the development of tourist 

audiences” (2006: 291). That is, it further extends to economic, cultural, but also, 

social impact. This is because the festival operates as a “crossroads of capital” 

(Adesokan 2011), where different kinds of exchange operate within the same multi-

dimensional space.  

The focus on social endorsement also challenges the idea of territory as 

merely a geographical term, since it implies that anyone supporting the festival can 

be part of the territory. Senegalese geographer Djibril Diop is key in this theorisation 

of the territory as both a place and “object of identity attachment” (2006: 141). This 

is reflected in the spiritual understandings of FESFOP as its members’ soul, or 

through the personification of its structure, to which there is a personality attributed, 

referred to as the “FESFOP spirit” (l’esprit du FESFOP). The territorialisation of 

FESFOP in its conceptual phase, as understood by Sarr, refers to the claiming of the 

Festival by the people within the territory, not just as audiences but also as its 

organisers.  

 The “territorial” aspect can be seen as more important than that of the 

“local,” as it includes different geographic areas within the territory; and it is 

particularly relevant to two-tier festivals located in rural regions. It has a strong 

connection with the notion of decentralisation in that it does not just cover the 

																																																								
4 The town of Louga has a total population of around 86,000 people. 
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territory of the city of Louga, but of its department, and of the whole rural region. 

This openness is particularly relevant in a region with a long history of mobility, and 

with cosmopolitan citizens of the world whose roots are in Louga. These people are 

also welcome to be part of the festival, even if not physically based in the region. It 

also leaves room for international forms of endorsement that can lead to further 

forms of capital, such as economic capital. In other words, one does not need to be 

from Louga, or Senegal and based in Louga, or elsewhere in the country, to support 

it through different forms of participation.  

 Territorial identity is, according to Diop, one of the motivating factors for 

individuals to become involved in the project (2006: 142). Projects of territory are 

often framed as projects for local development, as is the case for FESFOP. For such 

projects to succeed, social capital is indispensable, formed through people’s 

attachment to the territory and their willingness to improve their living conditions 

and those of friends and family back home if they are abroad (Diop 2006: 144). As 

Diop notes, a project is not born territorial; a project is conceived and strategically 

built as territorial by actors (2006: 143). In FESFOP, territorialisation extends 

beyond the conceptual phase through the implementation of a programme of 

“cultural decentralisation.” This is done in two ways. First, during the Festival, 

performances are taken to the different neighbourhoods, trying to reach the most 

remote areas. The city of Louga as well as certain remote rural areas in the 

department of Louga are festivalised, that is, transformed into spaces through which 

people can experience the Festival.  Second, the decentralisation reaches other areas 

in the three departments of the region of Louga, outside the festival dates, where a 

number of activities are implemented as projects for development. I discuss this in 
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Chapter Six as a form of decentralisation of festival time, further illustrating the 

territorialisation of FESFOP.   

By organising activities across different spaces in Louga, where residents do 

not just participate as audiences, but also as performing artists, FESFOP reaches a 

larger section of the population and acquires a richer platform of expression of the 

cultural diversity within the territory. Similarly, different local artists feel integrated 

as part of the project, and thus given visibility within the international framework of 

FESFOP. At the same time, the festival offers a “moving” platform – across the 

different festival spaces – not just to showcase the cultural diversity of Louga, but 

also of the country, as well as a number of international countries. Today FESFOP is 

a well-known festival in the region, and it is also becoming increasingly renowned in 

the rest of the country. By this I do not seek to imply a complete territorialisation and 

thus claiming of the project by the population of Louga without exceptions. Rather, I 

seek to argue that the programme of cultural decentralisation favours the 

territorialisation of the project, which I see as a gradual and dynamic process, and 

not exempt from contradictions or complexities.  

The rurality of Louga shapes the uniqueness of the decentralisation 

implemented by FESFOP. Festival activities are considered equally important, as 

emphasised by Sarr (pers. comm. 2015). Festival scholars have also noted the 

implementation of a certain hierarchy of festival activities by assigning selected 

performances a central locality, like Postdamer Platz at Berlinale, in Germany (De 

Valck 2007: 139). A priori, at FESFOP, there is no such hierarchy. The Festival 

takes place across different festival venues. However, in practice, there is a main 

(artistic) performance space, located at the Place Civique in front of the Town Hall, 

where the podium is located, hosting the evening performances. The next section 
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offers an analysis of the range of FESFOP spaces and the social interactions they 

forge, shedding light on the two-tier dimension of the festival.  

As a free-entry Festival, no accreditation system is implemented for 

audiences. This can further be seen as a form of territorialisation, and as a key factor 

for the social sustainability prioritised by the festival. Some festival scholars note the 

advantages of open access at festivals, encouraging relationships between festival 

participants without norms of exclusivity, for instance in the film festival FESPACO 

in Burkina Faso (Dovey 2015: 98). In contrast, accreditations can lead to 

“segregation” (De Valck 2007: 29). At FESFOP, access is not restricted or shaped 

across the artistic performance spaces. However it is, to some extent, in non-artistic 

performance spaces.  

As is the norm in festivalisation 

worldwide, certain official dinners are 

hosted for organisers, participating 

artists and sponsors. In FESFOP 2015 

a New Year’s Evening dinner was 

organised at the Complexe Omar 

Bongo and another dinner was hosted 

at the Departmental Council on 1 January. Access to this dinner was offered via oral 

invitations by FESFOP, to a certain number of participant-artists, FESFOP members, 

sponsors and contributors, and thus had a somewhat exclusive character. The 

discussion of its celebration as illustrative of the local political endorsement and 

territorialisation of the event embodies the tensions between the cultural and political 

spheres, as is the case in two-tier festivals more broadly. The dinner shows, on the 

one hand, FESFOP’s achievement in encouraging the local government to 

Figure 12. Dinner at Departamental Council (Photo: 
Estrella Sendra, 1 January 2016). 
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implement the Law of Decentralisation, through its financial endorsement. On the 

other hand, it serves as an activist platform to claim further support and raise 

awareness and visibility of the accomplishments of FESFOP, explicitly stated by 

Sarr in a speech during the dinner.  

Further instances of hierarchy and restriction of access operated at the New 

Year’s Evening Party organised at the Regional Cultural Centre following the night 

gala on 31 December. This was done associatively, as the concierges or bouncers at 

the Centre already knew or could easily identify FESFOP members, artists, and 

sponsors. While the party was listed in the programme and orally advertised at the 

evening performances, not many people could join the party from the beginning, 

mainly due to the limited capacity of the centre. A large number of young people 

stood by the entrance, hoping to be let in eventually. Once FESFOP members and 

festival “friends” had already entered the space, people were invited to join the party 

until the full capacity of the Centre was reached.  

A different form of participation in the festival is further encouraged by the 

use of oral or printed invitations for certain events. Quinn and Wilks note how in 

Feakle International Traditional Music Festival, a rural festival in Western Ireland, 

active participation in workshops and open-mic events were implicitly encouraged 

for performers with certain artistic knowledge and ability and acknowledged 

reputation (2017: 39). Inclusion in festival activities, they argue, is sometimes based 

on “artistic proficiency, relationship with gatekeepers, commercial reputation and 

historical connections with the festival” (Quinn & Wilks 2017: 42). In FESFOP, a 

similar dynamic operated in the “workshop” on cultural diversity hosted at the multi-

purpose room at Village FESFOP. This festival activity, framed under the theme of 

“cultural diversity,” was a clear illustration of another aspect of two-tier festivals, 
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which refers to the way in which festival programmes are shaped by international 

funding. The focus was on music exchange, which draws on the understanding of 

internationalisation as professionalisation, further leading to opportunities for 

networking and mobility for local artists. This focus is reflected in Lébou Ndoye’s 

statement: “it is all about the intercultural exchange. Artists are able to see what 

others do and they then try to improve and professionalise their artistic profile” 

(pers. comm., December 2015).  

Rather than a workshop, it consisted more of a jam session, where traditional 

Senegalese instruments such as the sabar drums, and ngalam, or the ngoni, were 

mixed with modern instruments played by the American musicians, such as the 

drums, the double bass and the saxophone. There was no audience other than some 

FESFOP members, including Sarr, who entered the room as they listened to the 

music. While it was an activity of no impact for audiences in Louga, it offered a 

space for exchange and music creation that favoured the integration of the jazz band 

within the Festival programme. As a result of the exchange, both local and American 

artists composed a cover of Youssou Ndour’s song ‘Younou deugue.’ The song was 

performed at the evening gala on 30 December, and widely acclaimed and 

appreciated at a very crowded Place Civique. Sung by Vieux Ndiaye, a young géwël 

5 who passed away due to a disease in April 2016, this cover constituted the last live 

performance by Vieux Ndiaye in Louga. 

																																																								
5 Wolof word for griot.  
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Access, like in the rest of festival activities, was not restricted or discouraged 

through fences, tickets or accreditations. Yet it could be argued that it was, somehow 

restricted, through the lack of information, as many people were unaware of the 

celebration of the festival activity. Its celebration, as well as the resulting 

collaboration performed on the evening of 30 December, are also revealing of the 

high degree of spontaneity in two-tier festivals, which caters also to the local and 

international dimensions of festival participants.  

Participation in FESFOP is inter alia encouraged through printed invitations. 

These are not produced for all festival activities, but the official opening of FESFOP, 

the official opening of the Foire Economique Régionale (Economic Regional Fair) 

and the colloquium at the Regional Cultural Centre. Many festival-goers expressed 

to me the value they gave to personal invitations to the festival from Sarr.6 These 

were printed and sent or handed in to religious families and other authorities in the 

different districts of Louga, a week prior to the festival opening. The invitations 

constitute another two-tier element of FESFOP. On the one hand, they operate as a 

sign of respect and as an invitation to the local population to claim and endorse the 

project. On the other, they seek to boost participation in events classified as 

“official” due to the presence of politicians, partners, or in the case of the 
																																																								
6 See Appendix 1 and 2 for the invitations to the official opening of the festival and fair, respectively.  

Figure 13 and Figure 14. Multi-purpose room used for the jam session named as “workshop” with 
American and Senegalese musicians during FESFOP (Photos: Estrella Sendra, 29 December 2015). 
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colloquium, intellectuals. At the same time, even if access is given to all the 

population in Louga for the official openings, invitation holders are given privileged 

treatment. This involves a certain hierarchy of space, with allocated seats in an area 

labelled as VIP, in the stand at the back of Place Civique, or in the seats in the tents 

by the space in which the fair was officially opened. However, these constitute the 

few exceptions in which a certain degree of restriction of movement can be noted, 

leading to different festival experiences.  

The free-entry and openness of the Festival could be taken for granted. 

However, the international context makes it different. At the same time as FESFOP 

was taking place in December 2015, there was still an on-going public debate on the 

terrorist attacks that had recently happened in Paris.7 Some other festivals around 

this time, and especially FESNAC, organised by the Ministry of Culture of Senegal 

in Kaolack, adopted security measures, decreasing the degree of festive excitement. 

The relevance of this point became more evident with the national spread of the 

rumour about the cancellation of the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, one of the most 

popular Senegalese festivals in the spring season, due to an invented terrorist threat.8 

This did not just the affect the jazz festival in Saint-Louis but the festival scene more 

broadly, as well as the security measures in “the capitals” (Saint-Louis and Dakar) 

and on the roads to the capitals. In contrast, while some security guards surrounded 

the FESFOP spaces, these guards were not armed, as FESFOP members thought this 

could be intimidating in a (rural) place like Louga.  

																																																								
7 The discussion was much less noticeable during the terrorist attack in Mali. The television was on 24/7 during 
an attack in France.  
8 This invented threat revealed certain tensions between religion and culture that are latent not just in Senegal but 
more widely across the neighbouring countries and the West African region as a whole. The festival was almost 
cancelled, after 23 uninterrupted annual editions, due to a false alarm of a terrorist threat, published on 3 of May 
2016, a week prior to the festival opening. The alarm soon spread across the national media and by the time it 
was revealed that it was a hoax – just a day later – and that the problem was rather about the funding of the 
security logistics required by the Festival, the rumour had already considerably affected the festival.  
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The lack of hierarchy of spaces is further illustrated in the way in which 

FESFOP is perceived as “successful” by its members, the media and the population. 

This depends on the participation of audiences in the full range of festival activities. 

In other words, it depends on the territorialisation of the project through its social 

endorsement. Spaces operate as complementary to each other – that is, they are not 

hierarchically related. This is proven by the fact that even if not all audiences 

participate in the activities in the different spaces, if the event attended runs 

smoothly and generates festiveness, the whole FESFOP is perceived as successful. 

For instance, people based in peripheral districts who are unable to participate in the 

evening performances as audiences, assume its successful celebration through their 

experience of the afternoon performances in their districts. This became evident in 

conversations with the population across the remote and peripheral areas in Louga. 

Similarly, if sponsors or authorities do not attend the latter, they assume their success 

by extension, through their participation in the official opening and evening 

performances.   

1.4. Festival spaces at FESFOP: Understanding the two-tier dimension of the 
festival from a spatial perspective  

Described by its population as a “city of folklore” and as a “traditional city,” 

Louga hosts a large number of religious and cultural festivities year-round. Most of 

these festivities, such as the Tabaski or Korité, and private cultural festivities, such 

as baptisms and weddings, take place within the domestic space. Since these often 

extend towards the exterior space surrounding the house, particularly for sabar 

events at weddings and baptisms, they are noticed by the rest of the population. They 

constitute an integral part of Louga and its everyday life. However, they do not 

transform the city or region.  
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This constitutes a stark distinction with festivals, and with FESFOP in 

particular, which involves a transformation of the space, to the extent that it 

transforms Louga from a “traditional city of folklore” into a “cultural capital” and 

festival region. Festival studies have addressed the transformation of space via 

festivals. Neveu Kringelbach observes a transformation of the Maison de la Culture 

Douta Seck in Dakar into “an island of cosmopolitan activity” during the dance 

Festival Kaay Fecc (2014: 4). Yet these studies refer to urban festivals. As Quinn 

and Wilks note, studies on the transformation of rural places through festivals are 

still scarce (2017: 37). I suggest that the impact of such transformation is acutely felt 

by the population of the rural areas hosting the festival as in the case of FESFOP. 

This decentralises the festiveness not just from the domestic space to the streets, but 

across the territory of Louga, generating further forms of social and cultural impact, 

as well as economic income.  

The spatial transformation of Louga during FESFOP is significantly shaped 

by the rural nature of the region and the way in which the festival emphasises its 

impact through fashioning itself as a project of territory. Since it is not a place with a 

large number of cultural infrastructure, in contrast with areas such as Dakar or Saint-

Louis, the focus is on intangible culture. That is, it highlights the cultural value of its 

people as “performers of themselves” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 18). This 

explains why a large number of rural festivals are conceived as sites for heritage 

(re)creation..   

The spatial transformation of Louga as a result of its festivalisation 

emphasises the social impact of FESFOP. It encourages the use of the public space, 

leading to different forms of socialisation that can also prompt other forms of capital. 
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During FESFOP the festival takes over the city and some of the rural communities, 

spread across the different districts. As Quinn and Wilks observe in relation to rural 

festivals in England and Ireland, the transformation of the space is clear in the 

alteration of routine mobility, with certain road closures, or specific signage (2017: 

36-37). During FESFOP, the road by the Prefecture and Regional Cultural Centre is 

closed, and transformed into a fair, with stands from both local and international 

vendors. As the festival approaches, the city is filled with FESFOP posters, 

especially around the Cultural Centre, at the monument of Louga and other festival 

spaces. The poster operates as a local tool of communication, to visually remind 

Lougatois of the upcoming festival. The Place Civique is arranged as a performance 

space, with a stage and rows of seats that contrast with the spatial distribution of 

other religious ceremonies hosted at the Place Civique.9 Its openness encourages 

wide access, without fences delineating the area. Further spatial transformation can 

be noted in the houses, arranged to be suitable for festival guests. Restaurants and 

hotels also prepare their infrastructure and catering for guests and tourists attracted 

to Louga by the Festival.  

The space is re-inhabited, re-valorised and hence re-signified through 

FESFOP, not just through the entertainment generated, but fostering different kinds 

of social exchange. It proves the “profound sociability” stimulated by rural festivals, 

as “socially sustainable devices” (Quinn & Wilks 2017: 39). Streets are bustling with 

people – children, teenagers, young people and older generations who enjoy the 

Christmas holidays. The “large influx of visitors” constitutes a “key transformative 

feature,” as Quinn and Wilks note in the case of the Feakle Traditional Music 

Festival, and the Sidmouth International Folk Week (2017: 40). A number of tourists 
																																																								
9 Religious festivities have a different pop-up tent, fully covered on the top, and a plastic fabric on the floor 
where people are seated, creating an intimate space for the devotion to God through prayers.  
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and rooted cosmopolitans based abroad are attracted to visit the town. Very often the 

tourist presence is the result of encounters with the latter. There is a shared view that 

rooted cosmopolitans schedule their holidays during the festival to participate in it, a 

convenient date also due to the Christmas holidays in the European countries where 

they are based.  

1.4.1. Central spaces at FESFOP. The podium at Place Civique and the 
Village Touristique FESFOP.  

 

 

While FESFOP considers all festival spaces as equally important, there are 

two fixed festival spaces that can be considered as central spaces, the Place Civique, 

and the Village Touristique FESFOP. These two spaces are central in that they give 

visibility to the festival project for international sponsors and participants, even if 

audiences are mainly local. As such they reflect the two-tier dimension of FESFOP 

and the way in which the internationalisation is integrated within the locality of the 

festival.   

Figure 15. Set up of the Place Civique at 5 PM, 28 December 2015 (Photo: E. S.). 
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1.4.1.1. Place Civique 

The Place Civique is the space that hosts the official opening and closing and 

the Soirées de Gala (Evening Galas) from 28 December to 1 January. Its spatial 

transformation for the purpose of FESFOP and its central location in relation to the 

rest of festival spaces imply its centrality, as the major festival space. Contrasting 

with other regional festivities, a stage is allocated in the square, named FESFOP 

podium, facing the stands of seats at the end of the other side. The area in between is 

allocated with rows of seats. This kind of set-up adds an official touch to the space, 

denoting an institutional and international target for the events it hosts which are not 

just performances, but also speeches, particularly during the official opening.  

 

 

The official festival opening takes place every year on 28 December and is 

evident of the implicit hierarchy of the space. Stands which are composed of six 

rows with a capacity of around 25 people each are given special attention. Those 

seated in the stands are not just distinguishable by age, much older than the 

Figure 1. Stands with VIPs, including sponsors from Turkish Embassy, mayor of Louga, Moustapha Diop 
and Minister of Culture Mbagnick Ndiaye (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 28.12.15). 
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significant young audiences at other festival spaces, but also by their social roles. 

The VIP festival guests include local and national authorities such as the Minister of 

Culture in 2015, Mbagnick Ndiaye, international sponsors, and invitation holders. 

However, this approximate number of 150 people in the VIP stands, only represent a 

small proportion of the audience. For instance in 2015, there were around 400 

occupied chairs in front of the stage, and around 300 local people standing, making a 

total approximate audience of over 850 people per evening gala. The numbers of 

those standing fluctuated significantly as passers-by temporarily joined the periphery 

of the square or sat around for some performances. The large number of local 

audiences is further illustrative of the way in which the local and international 

dimensions are interrelated, as the aim of these official events is threefold: to show 

the good technical quality of the event, that is, of the understanding of 

internationalisation as professionalisation; to give visibility to the FESFOP project 

and its impact, more broadly, evidencing the use of funds and pitching for future 

donations; and to prove its territorialisation, that is, its endorsement and claiming by 

the local population.  

 

The presence of official festival guests, referred to as “authorities,” is 

revealing of the tension between the state and the cultural actors responsible for the 

Figure 17 and Figure18. Audiences at the Place Civique during the night gala of the 30 December (Photos: E. S.). 
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festivalisaiton of the region, and more broadly, of Senegal. Even the use of the Place 

Civique reflects such tension, since its use requires an authorisation from the Town 

Hall of Louga. FESFOP is one of the few festivals in Louga hosted at Place Civique, 

with the Place Yacine Boubou and the Regional Cultural Centre the most frequently 

used festival spaces, and the Stade Alboury Ndiaye and the Terrain Basket the spaces 

for very crowded events, such as the concerts of acclaimed rapper from Louga, 

Nitdoff.10   

 
 

The official nature of the opening is emphasised through the dominance of 

speeches as opposed to the short three to seven-minute music performances, in 

contrast with the daily evening galas. The official and international nature of the 

space is further reflected in the language used in speeches given by the different 

local authorities and Sarr. If most festival events are presented in Wolof – except for 

the colloquium - the official opening combines French and Wolof, with different 

																																																								
10 As a partner of FESFOP, The Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop is also entitled to use the FESFOP stage, or 
podium, as it’s called locally. 

Figure 19. Speech by Minister of Culture, Mbagnick Ndiaye at FESFOP 2015 (Photo: E.S., 28.12.15). 
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content and modes. In 2015 French speeches were read and used for 

acknowledgments and the announcement of the festival programme, as well as the 

main FESFOP achievements, implying an international target. In contrast, Wolof 

speeches were never read, and were explicitly addressing local authorities, claiming 

a place for Louga in the country.  

The internationalisation of the festival shapes its programme, curated by 

FESFOP, through a system of submissions and recommendations by sponsors. The 

festival programme is composed of a total of twelve troupes, from different 

Senegalese regions, a few West African countries (funded by the OIF), such as 

Benin or Mali, and from non-African countries, such as the American jazz band and 

the Turkish percussion band in the fifteenth FESFOP, funded repectively by the 

American and the Turkish Embassie.11 

     

 

       

 

Despite the international influence in the programme, the two-tier dimension 

of the festival further arises from the privileged position attributed to the Troupe 

																																																								
11 The participation of the jazz band triggered certain surprise even among the American artists, unaware of the 
fact that they would be the only non percussion band (pers. comm. 2015).  
	

Figure 23. Regional music 
group from Dakar. 

Figure 20. Regional music 
group from Mali. 

Figure 24. Regional music 
group from Benin. 

Figure 25. Regional music group 
from Casamance. 

Figure 21. Regional music 
group from Mali. 

Figure 22. Regional music group 
from Thiès. 
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Communale de Louga. According to Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, it is usually 

programmed in the final slot because people in Louga await their performance, and 

they will remain in the square until they play (pers. comm. 2015). This predominant 

position of the regional troupe in the major festival space, the Place Civique, 

contrasts with the general lack of importance given to local bands at other well-

established festivals in the country, such as the Festival Saint-Louis Jazz, where the 

‘IN’ is mainly composed of international names in the headline of the programme. 

FESFOP constitutes a platform for visibility of the culture in Louga presented, 

through this space, in a professional way. The region of Louga and its cultural 

history, situated in the past but also in the present, through young contemporary 

artists, are both recreated and celebrated in the performances on stage. Louga is 

represented and marketed as a place of artists and rich cultural heritage, still 

manifested today.  

 

It is also two-tier in that it reflects the understanding of the 

internationalisation of the festival as professionalisation. It becomes a performance 

space in a country that has a scarcity of such spaces, particularly in rural regions. It 

offers a “good” quality event, comparable with those in urban areas. This idea was 

highlighted by Saintrick, the tutor in charge of the sound and lighting workshop in 

the fifteenth edition. He insisted on the importance of having technical quality, so 

Figure 26 and Figure 27. Performance by the Troupe Communale de Louga at the Place Civique during the 
evening gala (Photos: E. S., 30.12.15). 
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that audiences and artists, but particularly the latter, were satisfied (pers. comm. 

2015).  

Through the Place Civique, the festival attaches international visibility to 

artists from Louga and different regions in Senegal, presenting them in a 

professional way, even if this is not completely the case, as illustrated by Saintrick in 

the lack of general technical rehearsals with the artists. As Quinn and Wilks note in 

the case of rural festivals in Ireland and England, there is a strong “desirability for 

acceptance into the festival emplacement” (2017: 40). The participation in the 

festival as performers is seen as prestigious, particularly in this space. It can lead to 

opportunities for exchange, networking and ultimately, of mobility abroad. The 

prestige does not just apply to the artists performing, but also to FESFOP members. 

Thanks to the international cultural actors 

and partners attracted to Louga through 

FESFOP, involvement in the organisation 

of the Festival can lead to differnet forms 

of learning and opportunities for 

socialisation, exchange and networking.  

The transformation of Louga into a 

festival region and the implicit spatial 

hierarchy visible at the Place Civique are 

embodied in the pre-opening animation by 

local artists both from the Troupe 

Communale de Louga and further artists’ groups. In 2015, this took place from 5 to 7 

PM, prior to the arrival of the authorities. Local artists and simb (false lions) 

Figure 28. Simb at FESFOP 2015 (Photo: E.S. 
28.12.14). 
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gathered and performed by the sides of the square, attracting crowds, and building up 

the festive excitement. These kind of performances, much more based on 

improvisation, outside of the stage and for entertainment purposes, led to a different 

occupation of the space by the dynamic audiences gathered in the square by the 

music. It resembled more the spatial distribution at the Animations de Quartier, and 

contrasted with the somewhat fixed structured at the 

opening and evening galas.  

                    

                              
 

While key to the entertainment and building of festive excitement, the spatial 

dynamics and the local dimension of performers implied less internationalism and as 

such less professionalism. However the space given to these performers and this 

festival activity in every festival is a further illustration of the importance given to 

the claiming of the festival by the territory of Louga. It is also an activity key to the 

communication of the festival where audiences were being called to play an active 

role through their participation, to be expressed through dances, applause, songs, and 

excitement.  

Figure 29. Map of spatial distribution and social 
gathering at Place Civique in FESFOP 2014 (Source: 

Elaborated by Pablo Sendra for this thesis).	
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Figure 30. Map of spatial distribution and social 
gathering at Place Civique in FESFOP 2015 
(Source: Elaborated by Pablo Sendra for this 

thesis) 
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1.4.1.2. Village Touristique FESFOP 

The analysis of the use of the Village Touristique FESFOP during the 

festival serves to shed light on the influence of the internationalisation of the festival 

beyond the performance spaces. The Village Touristique FESFOP is not a space for 

festival audiences, but rather a rural hotel offering accommodation in bungalows 

both to some of the artists and festival sponsors. During the festival the 

administration moves to a space by Place Civique, more central than the Village. Yet 

the Village FESFOP can be considered as a central space in that it is key for the 

internationalisation of the festival, and as a hub for sponsors, networking and further 

exchanges across the different facilities. In contrast to its calm environment during 

the year, the festival transforms it into a space of exchange, further reinforcing the 

Figure 31, Figure 32, Figure 33 & Figure 34. Space arranged in the Place Civique before the official 
opening of the Festival. (Photos: E.S., 28 December 2015). 
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social capital generated by FESFOP and the ways in which it can lead to different 

forms of capital.  

However, the Village FESFOP is only used for FESFOP activities and has 

long periods of time when accommodation is not used by tourists and when the 

multi-purpose room is not used for cultural events or social gatherings outside of the 

FESFOP family and circle. The lack of cultural activity for audiences at the space of 

the Village is illustrative of the way in which its internationalisation and framing as a 

project for local development does not necessarily always have cultural implications. 

It can also challenge the utopian vision of the project as territorial, since the locals 

who actually benefit from the space are still limited. Despite the understanding of 

internationalisation as professionalisation it shows that there are still management 

aspects to be improved to further contribute towards the territorialisation of the 

project. Illustrative of this point is the inactivity of the Museum of percussion 

located in the Village FESFOP, funded internationally through different donations of 

instruments, and managed by Youssou Mbargane Mbaye. The FESFOP report in 

2016 included it as an area to improve through the programming of a calendar of 

visits by students and the educational sector, both during and outside the festival 

dates. 

The lack of tourists in the Village Touristique FESFOP is also illustrative of 

the difficulties of attracting tourists to rural areas, and of the need for a strategic 

tourist management and international communication of the festival that could attract 

further international visitors. For instance, in 2014, there was a percussion workshop 

listed in the written programme. However, this did not take place and most FESFOP 

members aware of it. When I asked about it, I was told it was based on the number 
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of “registrations,” that is, it had a tourist target. However, it would have been 

challenging for such audiences to know about the activity, since neither the website 

nor social media had any updated information about the festival at the time.   

In contrast with the museum of percussion, the community radio activity 

increases considerably during the festival, as it offers live coverage, as well as 

interviews, on top of its regular radio programme. It is the norm to see FESFOP 

members who are part of this department around the Village, contributing to the 

territorialisation of the festival through the air. This is thus a highly local component, 

not just because the radio frequency 94.0 only reaches the region of Louga, but 

because most of its coverage is in Wolof, clearly targeting the local population. From 

approximately 5 PM, when the Animations des Quartiers kick off, to 1 AM, when 

the Soirées de Gala conclude, the FESFOP radio programme is fully devoted to the 

Festival.  

 

 

It is then the norm to see FESFOP radio presenter Ndeye Fama Dieng, or 

other members of the Department of Communication, either on stage, recording 

speeches, or near the stage, recording performances. It constitutes a sonic space 

territorialising the festival through spreading its sounds, accompanied by 

Figure 35. DJ Lune and Ndeye Fama Dieng in the 
FESFOP radio studio (Photo: E.S. 18.11.15). 

	

Figure 36. Ndeye Fama Dieng reporting live the 
official opening of FESFOP (Photo: E.S., 28.12.15). 
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commentaries, across the space of Louga, allowing access to the festival to rural 

areas where transport is challenging. 

The use of the Place Civique and Village FESFOP in a festival that markets 

itself as a project of territory is a clear illustration of the two-tier dimension of 

FESFOP. It shows how the festival space plays a role in the internationalisation of 

the festival. The Village FESFOP is a meeting point for international and local 

actors, mainly, for international sponsors and artists and FESFOP members, looking 

for further opportunities of exchange and expansion. The Place Civique is a space 

which gathers tourists, rooted cosmopolitans, international sponsors, and local artists 

and audiences. However, as it can be implied from the map of festival spaces in 

Figure 11 and in the map of the districts’ Animations in the section bellow, the Place 

Civique is only a minuscule point in the broader festivalisation of the territory of 

Louga during FESFOP.  

1.4.2. Decentralisation of space at FESFOP: Animations des Quartiers, 
Veillée Culturelle, Carnival and FESFOP in Léona.  

 

 

 
 

The festivalisation of the territory of Louga is more remarkably achieved 

through the decentralisation of the festival space. This is what allows the region “to 

feel and live the festival,” in the words of both Demba Keita and Ngary Mbaye, 

Figure 37. Collaborative performance by different troupes at the district Touba Seras. Figure 38. Performance by 
Turkish troupe at the district Keur Seriñe Bara (Photos: Estrella Sendra, 30 December 2015). 
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FESFOP members of the commission of Programming and Animation (pers. comm. 

2015). This emphasis on decentralisation makes the decentralised space the central 

festival space. These spaces are crucial for understanding the territorialisation of the 

Festival, for and by people across the territory of Louga. This is because FESFOP 

overcomes the challenging access to Place Civique for remote rural areas in Louga 

by reversing the movement across the space. Instead of making audiences move 

towards a festival centre, the festival rather travels to different points in the 

department of Louga.  

The festival activity where cultural decentralisation is embodied par 

excellence is the Animation de Quartier. I briefly examine the Veillée Culturelle and 

Carnival as other forms of decentralisation of the festival space that revolve around 

spontaneity and are thus highly interactive. I also analyse the mini-FESFOP hosted 

in Léona on 1 January to illustrate the importance of the decentralisation of the space 

towards rural areas in the department. 

5.4.2.1. Animations des Quartiers 

The Animations des Quartiers are afternoon performances hosted 

simultaneously in four different districts every day of the festival except for 31 

December. They allow the different districts in Louga to participate in the festival, as 

performers, oral communicators spreading the word about the Animations, or as 

audiences. The vast spaces covered by this festival activity emphasise the minuscule 

scope of the Place Civique in relation to the rest of the areas hosting the festival, as 

Figure 39 shows.  
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The dominant local dimension of these activities can be noted not just in the 

audiences, who are the residents in the district, but in the artists. Besides the same 

troupes programmed for the evening galas, a large number of local bands and artists 

are invited to join as performers. The spatial distribution follows a similar set-up to 

sabar events, leading to more interactive and spontaneous performances than the 

ones at Place Civique. Non-staged, the performance takes places inside a sort of 

circle or square delimited by the people living in the district. The chairs in that 

circumference are brought by people from their homes. The lack of a stage allows 

them to move freely around the allocated spaces for the performances and approach 

audiences clapping or with small percussion instruments. Similarly, the lack of 

rehearsals leaves space for improvisation and creativity and the resulting 

Figure 39. Map of some districts in city of Louga, including those where the Animations des Quartiers have been 
organised. Source: Elaborated by author, adpated from Ndiaye 2007 & Google Maps. Certain districts have been 

identified by Lébou Ndoye.  
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performance is then a sort of agreement between the audience and performers 

present at a particular time and place.  

Many Lougatois see this as “the real Festival” (pers. comm. 2015), 

emphasising then its local component, through the spatial transformation of their 

neighbourhoods into festival spaces. The festival offers the local population a unique 

opportunity to see international artists as well as the performances by local artists. At 

the same time, the liveness and simultaneity of performances across Louga 

contribute to the creation of unique festival experiences, only lived by people the 

festival has travelled to. The spontaneous set-up leads to collaborative performance 

by people from different countries and cultures, an expression of another form of 

internationalism.  

The perception that these Animations are as important for the festival 

programme as the night galas is visible in that, while spontaneous and interactive in 

their conception, the Animations are still organised. This contrasts with “parallel 

events” at other festivals, as Dovey notes in the case of Durban International Film 

Festival, for instance, where there are “outreach” programmes in townships near 

Durban, inhabited by poorer people, but they “are often badly organised” (2015: 

140-141). The smooth organisation of these activities at FESFOP can be surmised 

from the technical set up with amplifiers and the distribution and transport of artists 

and FESFOP members who entertain and organise each of the districts’ Animations. 

Their success is also dependent on the figure of a mediator, who is usually a 

traditional communicator living in the district. The high number of children is not 

the result of disorganisation, but rather the fruit of a high degree of organisation, 

involving the participation of extended families, and where much of the performance 
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is aimed at entertaining particularly the children, who constitute a large part of the 

population in Louga.   

 

 

The format is not exclusive to FESFOP. It is reminiscent of the “Animations 

de Dakar” during the Premier Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres in 1966 and reflects 

the ways in which the legacy of this historic festival can be perceived in 

contemporary festivals. Like in the 1966 festival, the Animations are not associated 

with professionalism, unlike the 

performances at Musée Dynamique and 

the Théâtre National Daniel Sorano in 

the case of the 1966 Festival, or the 

Place Civique, in the case of FESFOP. 

This is reflected in the regular ‘urban’ 

clothing at the Animations worn by 

most performers at the Animations, 

contrasting with the “traditional” 

outfits at the Place Civique.12  

  

																																																								
12 This was not the case in 2015 for the troupes from Turkey and the USA, both dressed normally, thus distancing 
themselves from the “folkloric” theme of FESFOP.  

Figure 40. Performance of Benin at the district 
Touba Seras (Photo: E.S., 30.12.15). 

Figure 41. Dancers from Louga, Mali and Benin all 
together, at the district Touba Seras (Photo: E.S., 30.12.15). 

Figure 42. Archival photo of the Animation de Dakar 
(Dakar-Matin, 14 April 1966). Photo donated by 

UCAD Archives on 28.07.16.  
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5.4.2.2. Veillée Culturelle 

The Veillée Culturelle, like the Carnival, operates more as a space for 

visibility, communication and publicity for FESFOP than as a festival activity per se. 

It is hosted in a space located in the district of Thiokhna, on the perpendicular road 

leading towards the former train station of Louga (rue de la Gare) and the Regional 

Cultural Centre (avenue Cheikh Sabidou Cherif), in front of the gate of the former 

mayor of Louga, Mansour Bouna Ndiaye.13 

The space is a further reflection of the transformation of the space through 

the festival following local patterns in order to encourage the local claiming of the 

festival. In 2015, the space was arranged to emulate an enormous taniber, which are 

sabar night events which are very frequent in Louga. Benches were placed in a large 

square, and the drummers were on the left of the space, leaving the inside of the 

square for spontaneous dancing. That is, it was a space designed to include 

spontaneity, in a way that many festivals would not accommodate.  

 

 

The set-up included the use of a familiar voice, Ngary Mbaye, a regular 

presenter on FESFOP radio and an oral communicator. This operated as an oral 

communication tool, as a sonic space, announcing the opening of the Festival. This 
																																																								
13 See Figure 11 for exact location.  

Figure 43 and Figure 44. Spatial arrangement for the Veillée Culturelle in 2015 (Photos: E. S., 27.12.15). 
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is coherent with the main medium of communication used by FESFOP, the radio, a 

widely spread and popular media in the whole continent, particularly before the 

digital era (Gunner, Ligaga & Moyo 2011). The oral communication of FESFOP 

does not just resonate with the oral tradition in the country but is also linked to the 

rural context of Louga. That is, unlike urban festivals, where the Internet plays a key 

role in the communication and publicity of the festival, it is via physical and sonic 

space that the festival is communicated to people, visually, orally and interactively. 

The difference is due, to some extent, to the wider internationalisation of audiences 

at urban festivals in Senegal. Yet it also responds to the modus operandi of rural 

regions, where neighbourhood chiefs, spiritual leaders and traditional 

communicators continue to have a highly respected position.  

 

 

 

 

If at baptisms and weddings featuring sabar, the hosts are placed in a central 

position, facing the musicians, in the Veillée Culturelle the seated people were Sarr, 

Ousseynou Tall (vice-president), as well as some official guests, further implying a 

Figure 45 and Figure 46. Percussionists from Louga & presentation by Charlo Faye in FESFOP 2015 
(Photos: E.S.) 

	

Figure 47 and Figure 48. Ngary Mbaye initiating presentation. Chairs for vice-resident, president & FESFOP guest. 
(Photos: Estrella Sendra, 27.12.15). 
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certain degree of hierarchy. However, it was a very inclusive space, with a very 

informal set up not delimited by fences or an intimidating armed body of security 

forces restricting or controlling access. Minutes before it started, there were still 

motorbikes and cars passing by, and organisers moved the benches as needed, 

illustrative again of the role of spontaneity within the festival design. Only after 

there had been a great deal of entertainment, the regional guest troupes were 

introduced. These elements further show the local target of the festival. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 49. Ngary Mbaye announces Festival programme. Figure 50. Women dancing at the Veillée Culturelle 
(Photos: Estrella Sendra, 27 December 2015). 

	

Figure 51 and Figure 52. Charlo Faye leading the sabar and inviting children to dance (Photos: E.S., 27.12.15). 

	

Figure 53. Troupe Communale de Louga to conclude the Veillée Culturelle (Photo: E.S., 27.12.15). 
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5.4.2.3. Carnival 

The Festival also displaces itself towards local people through a traveling 

Carnival from the Place Civique to the market, as a further form of decentralisation 

of the festival space targeting the local population.  It allows people in Louga to feel 

the festive excitement and participate in it as the carriages and parade with artists 

and organisers pass by their houses.  

 

 

 

The parade is also a festival activity related to the oral communication of the 

Festival, led also by Ngary Mbaye. One of the floats is presented by a range of 

FESFOP radio members, announcing the remaining festival activities. The 

programme of entertainment and event locations are announced through the loud 

mbalax popular music, intertwined with their freestyle comments and interventions 

on the microphone. The Festival’s local target has been discussed by the local media 

Figure 54. FESFOP Carnival (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 31 December 2015). 
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as “an activity” to give it a “popular interface, by spontaneously counting on the 

contribution of the populations of Njaambuur” (Louga Info, February 2004).  

  

Figure 55. Simb. Figure 56. Ndeye Fatou and fellow FESFOP radio members at Carnival. (Photos: E.S., 
31.12.15). 

In 2015 there were over twenty carriages that seated two or three people. 

Despite the local target of the activity, attracting families in the houses and children 

in the streets, the few carriages also seated a group of Hungarian tourists who were 

in Louga that day. Their short presence in the region resonated with Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett’s idea that festivals put places on the tourist itinerary that would unlikely 

be visited otherwise (1998: 59). 

5.4.2.4. FESFOP in Léona 

FESFOP celebrates a one-day smaller scale festival outside of the town of 

Louga and its rural outskirts, in Léona, a rural community in the department of 

Louga. It is located a 40 minute- drive away from the city of Louga, to the West, 

towards the coast. The festival activity is illustrative of the implementation of the 

territorialisation of FESFOP through its decentralisation across the wider space of 
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the region. In 2015 FESFOP celebrated the eighth edition of the one-day Festival in 

Léona. 

 

   

Like the Animations and Carnival, the Festival in Léona also reverses the 

movement across space, from the festival to the people, instead of vice versa. This 

allows FESFOP to spread the festival experience to the wider territory of Louga. It 

shares with the opening of both the fair and the Festival an official aspect. This can 

be noted in the long speeches by the local (political) authorities, Aby Faye, Babacar 

Sarr, and the sponsor from the Province of Namur (Belgium), Claude Bultot, 

followed by very short performances by the regional troupes. The focus on the 

speeches, stressing the year-round FESFOP projects for development in Léona 

illustrated another aspect of its two-tier dimension, the understanding of 

Figure 57. Map of Léona in the department and region of Louga.  
Source: Elaborated by author, adapted from www.au-senegal.com, 2016. 
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internationalisation in relation to development and the ways in which culture is used 

as a pretext for that purpose.  

 

 
The festival’s format was similar to that of the official opening, with local 

géwëls singing and playing while the set-up of performance space was being 

completed. FESFOP members, Hungarian tourists, and local authorities sat in the 

allocated tent facing the performance space. There was also a certain hierarchy of the 

space, as people from Léona gathered in a square surrounding the area, uncovered by 

any kind of shade. The two-tier dimension of the event was further reflected in the 

political and institutional elements of the event, not just through the presence of the 

authorities but also by the singing of the national anthem by the children of Léona, a 

symbol of post-colonial creation that has further political implications. 

 

  
 

Figure 58. Arrival in Léona, people gathering 
under the tree (Photo: E.S., 1.01.16). 

	

Figure 59. Hungarian tourists, FESFOP 
members and authorities (Photo: E.S., 1.01.16). 

	

Figure 60. Children of Léona are ready to sing the 
national anthem (Photo: E.S., 1.01.16). 

	

Figure 61. Local performers sing and dance while 
the set up finishes (Photo: E.S., 1.01.16). 
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The rural character of the space was reflected in the use of language, as 

speeches were mainly in Wolof.14 These revolved around the economic benefits and 

the environmental importance of the broader project of decentralisation implemented 

in Léona also outside of the festival dates, which creates employment in the region. 

The speeches were thus targeting the local authorities and hampering the cultural 

celebration of the event, as in the end, there was not enough time for the cultural 

performances.   

 
 
 

This aspect became evident when Sarr gave his speech. Once the FESFOP 

work had been praised, in Wolof, by these officials, Sarr switched to French to 

highlight the internationalisation of the project, associating it directly to 

development: “This international dimension of the project reveals the diversity and 

sustainable development [of Louga]” (Sarr, 1 January 2016). This statement is highly 

revealing of the two-tier dimension of territorialisation and the interdependence of 

the local and international spheres.   

The language switch showed an attempt to appeal to the different types of 

festival participants such as the local population of Wolof speakers, French-speaking 

international partners and Senegalese visitors from urban areas. It also had a strategic 

function. Speaking in French addressed existing or potential international sponsors, 

while speaking in Wolof justified and endorsed the work done by FESFOP in the 
																																																								
14 Not many people in rural areas are French speakers.  

Figure 62 and Figure 63. Space allocated for the speeches and performances. On the right, Babacar Sarr 
translated in Wolof the speech from the Belgium sponsor of the decentralisation in Léona, from the Province of 

Namur (Photos: E.S., 1.01.16). 
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community of Léona and, more broadly, in the region and territory of Louga. The 

Hungarian tourists were rather more interested in the performances, and observed at 

the end of the event that “there was too much talking” (pers. comm. 2016). If 

speeches lasted for over two hours, the invited regional troupes for this space, Benin, 

Mali, Casamance, Dakar and Louga were asked to perform for only a minute each, 

which reflects the highly political component of this cultural event. However, the 

presence of tourists in Léona was arguably encouraging different dynamics of 

interactions between the artists, who were performing also for an international 

audience, and not just a local one. Similarly, it shaped interactions between FESFOP 

members and local authorities, who also saw a platform for the visibility of the 

broader FESFOP project and hence a potential opportunity for further sponsorship.  

 

 
 

Figure 64. Troupe from Ziguinchor (above, left). Figure 65. Troupe from Dakar (above, right). Figure 66. Troupe 
from Louga (below, left). Figure 67. Troupe from Mali (below, right) performing in Léona (Photos: E.S., 

01.01.16). 

1.4.3. Forum spaces at FESFOP. Colloquium and training workshops  

Two-tier festivals often include forum spaces, where colloquium and training 

workshops are hosted. These have to be seen as different kinds of performances, not 

of an artistic nature, but they are more or less explicitly required by festivals to 
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acquire sponsorship and other kinds of support. As such, forum spaces are reflective 

of two-tier aspects of festivals, and the different spheres implied in such 

festivalisation.  

At the fifteenth FESFOP there was a training workshop on sound and 

lighting, run from 25 to 31 December by Saintrick Mayitoukou, a Congolese singer 

and engineer based in Dakar, with over 18 years of experience; and a colloquium on 

‘Cultural heritage, Cultural Diversity and Emergence,’ with Baaba Maal as the main 

guest speaker, on 29 December. 15  Funded by Belgian non-profit organisation 

Africalia and hosted at the Regional Cultural Centre, the training workshop on sound 

and lighting and colloquium are illustrative of the way in which international 

funding can shape festival programmes. Internationalism appears as 

professionalisation and it is further inserted into postcolonial development dynamics. 

The colloquium itself was also revealing of the tensions between the political and the 

cultural spheres, due to the number of actors participating in it, such as Professor 

Abdoulaye Racine Senghor, director of the controversial Monument de la 

Renaissance. However, the selection of Baaba Maal as the main guest is also 

reflective of the two-tier dimension of festivals and of the way in which the 

festivalisation of rural places can re-position these as cultural capitals, transforming 

into further forms of capital taking culture as point of departure.  

Baaba Maal is an emblematic example of a rooted cosmopolitan, through his 

musical career, of international relevance, and his commitment to his native village 

of Podor, a rural area in the region of Saint-Louis, where he implements projects for 

development through his association Dande Lenool and where he has created the 

																																																								
15 See Appendix 3 for its programme.  
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Festival Blues du Fleuve. During the colloquium, he was presented as both preserver 

of heritage, professional artist (in that he is able to live from his art) and as 

ambassador for Senegal, contributing to the development of his region and spreading 

knowledge about Senegalese culture worldwide. The artist’s participation in the 

colloquium also needs to be seen as a performance of endorsement, that is, as what 

advertising calls a kind of celebrity marketing. Through Baaba Maal’s support for 

the festival, there is an aspiration of achieving further endorsement from different 

sectors of the population, due to the respect for him. 

 
 

His participation hence sheds light on the importance of social capital in the 

FESFOP structure, and the way in which this is even more evident in the case of 

rural festivals, where oral communicators still have a strong role in society. Rural 

specificity was also clear in his speech itself, very much rooted in the locality of 

Louga. He opened with his personal story, praising the greatness of the cultural 

history of Louga, contributing to its reputation as a cultural capital: “This city has 

given a lot culturally speaking. Louga was like the Mecca of Senegalese culture,” 

Figure 68. Baaba Maal on the microphone during the colloquium. On his left, Aby Faye, Director of Cultural 
Centre (Photo: E.S., 29.12.15). 
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and he spoke about how in Podor they used to copy the dance from the Cercle de la 

Jeunesse. That is, Maal’s speech was performative of the importance of the 

geographic rooting of this rural festival, giving the impression that FESFOP could 

not happen anywhere other than in Louga, as the “Mecca of Senegalese culture.”  

The notions of performance and performativity have a long history in 

linguistics, literature, philosophy and cultural studies (Loxley 2006). English 

philosopher John Austin formulated the concept of “performativity” in the 1950s, 

suggesting that words, “utterances,” are actions in themselves, in that they have an 

impact in the world (Loxley 2006: 2). Performances are not always cultural, but can 

also consist of speeches. As researcher, when we speak about festival spaces we 

refer to different kinds of performance spaces: cultural, economic, and social. This 

diversity of performance spaces can help understand the transformation of social 

capital at festivals into different kinds of capitals, that is, into “crossroads of capital” 

(Adesokan 2011).  

 

  Figure 69 and Figure 70. Training course by the area of the Place Civique (Photos: Estrella Sendra, December 
2015). 

The Festival impact is not only performed visually but also explained through 

speeches, as well as forum spaces with training workshops or colloquia, as in the 

case of FESFOP. These are seen as forging opportunities for reflection and learning 

in social and cultural areas. They enrich the festival programme and festival 
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experience, with specific learning outcomes. However, access is still challenging, 

limiting the scope of the impact, and their inclusion in the programme has also to be 

seen in relation to the two-tier dimension of the festival.  

If “the issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action” (Austin 1975: 

6), we could further claim that forum spaces at FESFOP are meta-performative, in 

that they are composed of a variety of speeches that imply performativity, including 

so-called “official launches” of such activities. It is in these official openings of the 

events that the aim of the fora are explicitly stated, through formal features and 

participant-actors.  

 

Figure 71 and Figure 72. From left to right, Massamba Ndiaye, Ousseynou Tall, Babacar Sarr, Aby Faye, 
Saintrick Mayitoukou (Photos: E.S. 25.12.15). 

The formal aspects of the opening of the training workshop featured a long, 

wide horizontal fabric banner with the name of the activity, its date and its sponsor, 

Africalia. The banner served as the backdrop for the presidential table. At the 

colloquium, speakers included Sarr, Faye, and other authorities, representing cultural 

diplomacy and the political sphere. The training workshop featured talks by the light 

and sound tutor and other FESFOP members. The visibility given to the sponsor was 

clear in both events. In the case of the training workshop, the inclusion of such a 

visible banner as part of the international funding criteria was more evident, in that 

the official launch consisted of acknowledging such sponsorship and the importance 

of such activity. However, the participants of the workshop were just a few FESFOP 
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members. The official nature of the opening of the workshop was further reflected in 

its short length and the content, which did not delve into the practical details of the 

structure of the course and different sessions. Its relevance was discussed in relation 

to the importance of the quality of the event, and as an activity of long-term impact, 

as the skills continue after FESFOP. By no means do I suggest that such activities 

were of no benefit for those who participated in it, or that they just existed in order to 

justify international funding. They enriched the festival experience, for those who 

learned technical aspects at the workshop and those who were intellectually 

stimulated in the colloquium. What I question, however, is the extent to which these 

activities were accessible and hence experienced by a large number of people in the 

territory of Louga. While it was conceived as a free and open training, there was no 

wide communication of it outside of the FESFOP family, and hence just some young 

FESFOP members, mainly from the radio and technical departments, took part in it 

and were able to benefit from it. This shows certain challenges faced in the 

territorialisation of the project and the impact felt by the population of the territory 

of Louga. 

1.4.4. The marketplace at FESFOP. Foire Economique Régionale.  

The performance of the economic impact of FESFOP takes place in the space 

of the Foire Economique Régionale de Louga (the Regional Economic Fair of 

Louga). It embodies the kind of economic capital that can be transferred from the 

social and cultural capital in FESFOP. In other words, it reflects that festivals can be 

seen as “crossroads of capital” (Adesokan 2011).  

The fair is also a two-tier space in that it is the result of a partner relationship 

with the local political authorities. It is co-hosted by FESFOP, the Chamber of 

Commerce and the Chamber of Crafts in Louga, which FESFOP describes as 
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“illustrative of the territorialisation of the project, not through its decentralisation, 

but by the support received” (Sarr, pers. comm. 2015). That is, the fair reflects the 

endorsement from the local political authorities, who join forces to co-organise it. 

The fair runs for around ten days, usually from 20 December to 3 January. 

Participation in the fair as a vendor is guaranteed upon registration, payment and 

acceptance of a contract by both sides. Vendors are local, national and international. 

In 2015, artisans and merchants were charged 30,000 FCFA and institutions and 

financial services, 60,000 FCFA. While in previous editions there had been up to 80 

stands, in 2015, these were limited to 50 in order to avoid “Made in China” products 

and to prioritise instead artisans’ work. For its aim is, according to Pape Cisse, 

member of the Chamber of Crafts in Louga and FESFOP member in charge of the 

fair, “to promote the local products of the region so that they can be showcased to 

the population” (pers. comm. 2015).  

 

  

As an expression of the territorialisation of FESFOP, the fair also includes 

different international dimensions, even if there is a local target. First, vendors 

include non-Senegalese exhibitors, from Morocco, Mauritania, as well as local 

stands whose artisan work is fruit of development projects implemented through 

FESFOP, funded internationally, such as Gie Keur Gui: Atelier de Batik (co-funded 

Figure 73. Assane Sylla, manager of the botanic garden 
at Village FESFOP, in the fair. (Photo: E.S., 25.12.15). Figure 74. Moroccan stand in the fair (Photo: E.S., 

25.12.15). 
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by Fonazioni4Africa and CISV, both Italian NGOs, in collaboration with the 

Association pour le Développement du Quartier Keur Seriñe Louga, founded by 

Babacar Sarr); or the food stands as part of the Slow Food International programme 

that FESFOP is part of.  

Second, the priority given to artisan products was discussed by Cisse as a 

step towards the professionalisation of the fair, through improving its structure, 

incorporating themes or dedicating particular days to certain institutions (pers. 

comm. 2015). The concept of professionalisation implies a certain 

internationalisation, since the people who can afford the consumption of artisan 

products are mainly international. At the same time, the priority given to artisan 

products, such as clothes and textiles dyed with natural colours, or in wax, shows 

how “traditional” culture becomes commodified and sold to international consumers. 

While it would be limiting to see festivals solely as a platform where culture is 

commodified, the concept of two-tier festivals allows a more complex reading of 

such a dynamic, considering it one of the multiple facets and ways of experiencing 

festivals.   

 

 

Marieme Ndiaye, a FESFOP member in charge of selling the stands, who 

also participates in the fair as a vendor of artisanal products, challenges the view of 

Figure 75. Marieme Ndiaye at her stand. 
(Photo: E.S., 25.12.15). 

Figure 76. Guest sponsor at stand of Gie Keur Gui 
(Photo: E.S., 26.12.15). 
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the fair’s target as solely international. According to her, it is also local, since the 

local population, such as the “grandes dames from Louga can afford to buy a table 

cloth and everything” (pers. comm. 2015). The local target was expressed as well by 

Sarr and Cisse, who argued that they encouraged vendors not to increase the price so 

that the local population could afford it. However, the artisan products from Senegal 

were still expensive for local consumption. In the end, these were more often 

purchased by international customers, and local consumption revolved around the 

“Made in China” products. In fact the latter had been accepted because FESFOP 

members perceived the tendency of children to ask their parents for games at the fair 

(Cisse, pers. comm. 2015). Yet young children were not the only ones purchasing 

“Made in China” products; there were also young teenagers, who bought accessories, 

underwear and further products targeted at young consumers. The lack of tourism 

did not favour the sales of artisan products, yet another aspect of their international 

implications is that the expected impact is not short-term, but long-term, as 

expressed by Cisse. He sees the fair as a space for visibility that can forge 

opportunities of expansion, possibly internationally, thanks to the establishment of 

partnerships (pers. comm. 2015).  

 

 

Figure 77. Touba Coffee by entrance to the fair 
(Photo: E.S., 29.12.15). 

Figure 78. Crowd of teenagers socialising at the fair 
in 2014 (Photo: Keba Danso, 30.12.14). 
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The fair is also revealing of the social capital at FESFOP through the spatial 

transformation of Louga during the festival. The fair is a source of socialisation, and 

a form of reaching younger audiences, who may not necessarily identify with the 

focus on folklore. It transforms the region into a lively place, encouraging the use of 

the public space to be re-signified and revitalised through FESFOP.  

This kind of young festival experience differs radically from the one during 

the official opening of the fair, where the aim is to acknowledge the endorsement by 

the local political authorities and institutions and to show these figures the benefit of 

such support. It is a further form of performance through speeches that participates 

in the official nature of FESFOP, and the view that such a space is also a key 

component of the territorialisation of the project.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 79. Front view of the official opening of 
the fair (Photo: E.S. 26.12.15). 

Figure 80. Official opening of the fair from the side 
of the official guests (Photo: E.S. 26.12.15). 

Figure 81. President Babacar Sarr and official 
guests. (Photo: E.S. 26.12.15). 

	

Figure 82. Invited guests to official opening  
(Photo: E.S. 26.12.15). 
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1.4.5. Virtual spaces at FESFOP. Bridge between hometown and 
diaspora and endorsement  

Besides the range of physical spaces where festival activities take place, 

further forms of experiences are triggered in spaces that are not physical, but rather, 

virtual. Festival scholar Norbert Bakker refers to the formation of a “virtual 

geography, inhabited by people” at online film festivals (2015: 10-11). While he 

uses such a notion to question the utopian view that online film festivals can forge 

“unprecedented connections among audiences,” the term is illustrative of the way in 

which FESFOP is experienced also beyond the physicality of the spaces (2015: 25).  

FESFOP is not an online festival since no performances are exhibited online 

for a virtual audience. The Internet servers in Senegal would barely allow the 

streaming of such virtual performances, as most of the people (in Louga) mainly 

access the Internet via smartphones, with pay-as-you-go data packages of a limited 

number of megabytes. In fact, the online communication of the festival is still 

challenging, with a non-interactive and outdated website that seems more like a 

requirement for the internationalisation of the Festival. However, virtual platforms, 

notably social media, participate in the generation of festive excitement. They 

encourage different forms of festival experiences and consequently the 

territorialisation of the project beyond the physicality of Louga where the festival 

takes place.  

Social media is particularly relevant in a region with a long history of human 

mobility, with such a large number of Lougatois based abroad (Sall et al. 2010: 23). 

It constitutes a virtual space where people participate in the Festival through 

supportive messages, photo sharing and multi-tagging (tagging various people).  It 

allows the participation also of those who are not physically present at the Festival, 

but in the cosmopolitan diaspora. In other words, it operates as a bridge between the 
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hometown and the diaspora. It is, therefore, a two-tier space, involving both the local 

and international population, and as such, allowing rooted cosmopolitans and the 

diaspora of Louga to connect and interact with their place of origin.  

Social media is a key virtual space for the internationalisation of the project. 

Rianne Dekker and Godfried Engbersen (2013) suggest social media transforms 

migration networks, facilitating them, and encouraging further migration through the 

establishment of connections. They claim that “social media have created a 

deterritorialised social space that facilitates communication among geographically 

dispersed people in migrant networks” (Dekker & Engbersen 2013: 403, my 

emphasis). That deterritorialised social space is what I refer to as virtual space, in the 

case of rural festivals, where migrant networks find a platform for participating in 

and experiencing the festival. It prompts forms of participation that connect 

‘migrants’ or rather, cosmopolitans, with their roots in Louga, even in the case of 

those unable to physically travel to Louga during the FESFOP dates. It thus helps to 

produce rooted cosmopolitans. There is then a more complex understanding of the 

idea of ‘territory’, since this not only refers to the physical space but also to the 

digital spaces. It is through the visual images and oral accounts of friends and 

families that diasporas are able to take part in the Festival and in a project where 

there is an international platform given to local artists.  

There are different ways of participating in the festival through social media. 

One of the most popular forms is based on endorsement. That is, it is further 

reflective of the importance of social capital in FESFOP, and the understanding of 

territorialisation in social terms, as support. Throughout the Festival, there are 

continuous publications, particularly of photographs of events, participants and 

‘selfies’ of those physically participating in the event. By uploading these 
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photographs, people identify themselves as a part of the FESFOP project, the 

FESFOP family or spirit, or the cultural legacy of Louga. This is complemented by 

multi-tagging, a popular practice, not just at festivals but on an everyday basis. 

During FESFOP, multi-tagging allows the virtual participation of all people tagged 

in the photograph.16  

Photo-sharing is a further technique of endorsement, not just of photographs 

but of Festival programmes or posters. Through social media local and international 

people become ambassadors of the festival, spreading the word and broadening its 

visibility. An example of an individual sharing posters or photographs is Lébou 

Ndoye, one of the most recognisable faces of FESFOP.17 The Festival poster, 

published by him before the official Facebook page of FESFOP or its website, is 

thus seen and shared by a large number of people – who in contrast may not 

necessarily “like”18  the FESFOP Facebook page. This is because of the high 

importance given to ‘personal trust’ among the people of Louga. The endorsement 

extends the use of social media as communication or publicity of the event, to a tool 

of celebration, and memory, as publications continue beyond the Festival dates.  

A further international implication of this virtual space refers to its use as a 

marketing tool both for local artists with or without experiences of international 

mobility. For local artists based abroad, participation in the event stresses their 

professionalism and legitimises their activities abroad, for instance, through teaching 

percussion courses. The images evidence not just their status as musicians, dancers 

or percussionists, but as “African”, “West African” or “Senegalese” artists, with 

																																																								
16 I do not share visual evidence for ethical reasons, but they can be seen for Facebook friends of any of the 
festival participants, including FESFOP Louga, which is not a Facebook page, but a profile.  
17 He works year-round with a large number of locals as theatre director, ARCOTS member and representative of 
the BSDA in Louga. 
18 I use “like” here as used in social media language.  
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images from the hometown and roots of the music performed or taught to people 

abroad. They reinforce the way in which the “traditional” can be used to claim 

professionalism, as noted by Neveu Kringelbach (2013). These images can also be 

an incentive for entrepreneurship, where performers based abroad invite friends or 

students at their dance and percussion workshops to attend the festivals, through 

organised trips framed under the banner of “cultural tourism” that often becomes the 

funding source for the journey back to the place of origin. For example, during the 

fifteenth edition, a group of Spanish people was brought by a percussionist from 

Louga based in Spain who taught them percussion.  

Social media is used by local artists in Louga who themselves do not have 

experience of international mobility in a way that suggests aspirations for their own 

internationalisation and in turn professionalisation. Several scholars have noted that 

social media can become “an effective infrastructure for exchanging social capital in 

migration networks” (Hiller & Franz 2004; Porter 1998; Deker & Engbersen 2013: 

405). By sharing images of their participation in the festival, there is an expectation 

of achieving a certain visibility among the existing international networks and 

forming more permanent online connections with those they encounter at the 

festival.  

Finally, social media can also offer a virtual space for expressions of 

nostalgia about the hometown, where the idealism associated with the memory of it 

is emphasised through the festive environment triggered by the Festival. A large 

number of people in the diaspora are not artists and thus do not participate in the 

Festival to market or publicise their work. Rather, the festival images become a 

source of pride, where virtual participants find a space for expression of their 
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nostalgia. Moradewun Adejunmobi uses the term “phenomenological proximity” to 

refer to the ways in which Nollywood films in English can also appeal to audiences 

beyond Nigeria. This is because they deal with global subjects and “familiar 

aspirations” among people also in the diaspora, but more importantly, they are 

simply a reminder of home for the diaspora (2010: 111). Social media in FESFOP 

becomes a space where the two-tier nature of festivals is evident, forging different 

festival experiences and connecting people worldwide through a project which has 

both local and international appeal.  

1.5. Conclusion 

 This chapter has examined the two-tier dimension of the festival from a 

spatial perspective. Festival spaces in FESFOP are key to understanding the 

importance of the rural context of the festival. This has led to the conception of the 

festival as a “project of territory,” as claimed by Babacar Sarr (pers. comm. 2015), 

which is closely linked to the notion of decentralisation. This seems particularly 

relevant in that it stresses the importance of the local rooting of FESFOP as a rural 

festival.  

The territorial attribute further serves as a bridge between the local and the 

international, no longer conceived as distinct poles, but blurred within a rooted 

cosmopolitanism. This is an aspect particularly revelatory of the internationalism 

involved in two-tier festivals, as it does not only include foreign parties, but also a 

large diasporic community of rooted cosmopolitans who have either returned or not, 

or are based in-between various places, including their hometown in Senegal. 

Nowadays, the festival space can no longer be studied as constrained by its 

physicality. The territory is also virtual, dynamic, and psychological. Festival 
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research could further question what the implications of understanding a festival as 

territorial are, and the extent to which festivals in urban areas can also be seen as 

territorial, as they are increasingly spreading their festival activities across different 

spaces. At the same time, I hope this chapter opens new conversations about the 

economic and cultural contributions of the diaspora, as contributors of social capital, 

in Senegal and how this is reflected, as I address here as a component of FESFOP, in 

the festival scene.  

The territorialisation of FESFOP also needs to be seen in relation to its 

broader framing as a project for local development. Since in FESFOP development 

is achieved largely thanks to international sponsorship, the territorial conception of 

FESFOP is key to understanding the two-tier dimension of the festival. That is, the 

local and the international are interconnected in a variety of ways. The project for the 

benefit, which benefits a specific region, Louga, is not funded by local private or 

institutional sponsors, but by international institutions. However, this support is 

often achieved thanks to a contact established by a person from the territory, based 

either in the diaspora or in the physical territory.  

The territorial nature of the festival has been implemented through a 

decentralisation of the festival space, that is, through the spread of different festival 

activities across different areas of the city, the department and the region of Louga. 

Unlike other festivals, FESFOP does not divide its programme into an ‘IN’ and an 

‘OFF’ programme, in an effort to allow the territorialisation of FESFOP and avoid a 

spatial hierarchy. If scholars have addressed the segregation and restriction of 

audiences through space in the case of urban festivals (De Valck 2007), FESFOP, as 

a rural two-tier festival does not explicitly engage in such practice, yet favours 
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different kinds of engagement across its different spaces, through subtle inclusion 

techniques, as observed by Quinn and Wilks in the case of rural festivals in Ireland 

and England (2017). I hope the analysis of such forms of implicit and subtle 

exclusion can inspire further festival research and keep shedding light on the 

different dimensions involved in festivals, as crossroads of capital.  

The focus on spaces has allowed me to argue that the transformation of 

Louga through FESFOP is such that this can be seen as a festival region. The 

territory of Louga operates as a “crossroads of capital” (Adesokan 2011), where 

there is not just cultural capital performed and generated through FESFOP, but also 

economic and social capital (Bourdieu 1986). The latter is particularly defining of 

rural festivals, since they do not rely on established infrastructure but rather emerge 

thanks to the engagement and participation of different individuals within the 

territory. Rural festivals are seen as producers of community, invited to collaborate 

and debate, and as ways of implementing “grass-roots economies” (Gibson & 

Connell 2011: xvi). FESFOP is, like other rural festivals, a space for the 

“performance of identity” (Gibson & Connell 2011: 12), encouraging reflection on 

what it means to be rural and to re-imagine the locality of the community. A large 

number of endorsers of FESFOP see it as a structure where a passion can become a 

profession, as a learning site, a socialising space and as a networking hub through 

which to establish short- or long-term relations that can eventually transform into 

economic capital.  

 FESFOP allows us to see the way in which rural festivals constitute sources 

of socialisation, both connecting unknown people and reinforcing pre-existing 

relations, as noted by Gibson and Connell in other rural festival studies (2011: 8). 
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Similarly, Duffy and Waitt argue that rural festivals “foster feelings of belonging” in 

an exercise of “remembering the past” (2011: 44). According to Gibson and Connell, 

it is precisely the “sense of totally embracing community” that distinguishes rural 

festivals from urban festivals (2011: 8). This connection is not solely achieved 

through artistic performance spaces, but also through speeches, a marketplace, a 

workshop and colloquium, where the multiplicity of actors – institutional, local, and 

international – interact, forging different festival experiences. Just as “Cannes is not 

always a bourgeois public sphere,” but also a “counterpublic sphere” (Wong 2016: 

89), the place civique is not just an official festival space illustrative of the political 

endorsement of FESFOP. It is also a space where local aspirations of achieving 

international mobility and recognition are displayed. It is equally a space that allows 

tourists to see Senegalese culture “in a concentrated form” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 

1998: 59). 	
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Chapter Six: Decentralisation of time at FESFOP: 
Sustainability beyond the festival dates 

 
The previous chapter stressed the importance of the decentralisation of space for the 

territorialisation of FESFOP, allowing participation in the festival experience across 

the territory of Louga. In so doing, it sheds light on the transformation of Louga into 

a festival region during the festival through the spread of activities throughout the 

space. In this chapter, I seek to examine the temporal dimensions of FESFOP, 

questioning the legacy and sustainability of FESFOP beyond the festival dates.  

Several film festival scholars have emphasised the exceptionality of “festival 

time” (Falassi 1987, De Valck 2007, Harbord 2016), in relation to “liveness” (Dovey 

2015: 22) and as embedded in a global network, calendar or circuit, through which 

films travel, adding value to the films through the accumulation of awards and 

through positive reviews (De Valck 2007: 133). Janet Harbord defines film festivals 

as “intense temporal happenings” in that they are “unique events” yet “cyclical 

rituals repeated annually or on occasions biannually” (Harbord 2016: 70). This can 

serve to understand the temporal dimension of festivals, as multifaceted and 

“multisensory events” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 57-58) associated with a 

celebration that contrasts with the routine of everyday life, yet circumscribed not 

only spatially but also temporally (Gibson & Connell 2012: 4; McKay 2015: 3; 

Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6-8). I have illustrated this in the previous 

chapter through the temporary transformation of Louga into a festival region during 

the limited festival dates. Yet, in this chapter, I question the unique temporariness 

attributed to festivals in much of the scholarship. In so doing, I do not neglect the 

view that festivals trigger unique moments of celebration. Such an argument would 

be contradictory to my analysis of the transformation of Louga during the festival in 
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Chapter Five. Rather, I seek to stress what happens before and after the festival, that 

is, the lead-up to, the legacy and the different forms of anticipating the festival 

before it “officially” opens and once it is “officially” over. I will argue that this 

constitutes a decentralisation of festival time. 

I start by offering an overview of the cultural calendar in Louga in which 

FESFOP is embedded. I then examine the open-endedness of FESFOP, first looking 

at the ambiguity of the festival dates, and finally at the decentralisation of time 

beyond the festival dates. I seek to contribute to Gibson and Connells’s questioning 

of whether festivals are really significant for rural communities despite their 

apparent short-lived nature (2011: xv, my emphasis). I examine how the Festival is 

present year-round, challenging the fixed temporality of any festival, and thereby 

also justifying its economic and social sustainability.  
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1.1. FESFOP in the cultural calendar in Louga 
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Figure 1. Calendar of non-religious festivities in Louga. Source: elaborated by author from data collection 
(2016). 

 

In Chapter Four, I suggested that FESFOP enjoys a leading position as the 

“major cultural event in the region,” as stated by the mayor of Louga, Moustapha 

Diop, during his speech at the official opening of the fifteenth FESFOP in 2015. I 
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also argued that this centrality is due to a reciprocal relation of endorsement. 

FESFOP, as a structure of significant social capital, needed the endorsement of the 

territory of Louga to establish itself in the region. Yet, its establishment along its 

trajectory is such that it has become so influential in the cultural scene in Louga that 

any other cultural initiatives “need” the endorsement of FESFOP in order to find a 

place in the cultural agenda of the region. FESFOP has contributed to festivalisation 

in the region through the festival itself, but also by inspiring others to found different 

festivals. However, their leading position as the festival of Louga may hamper the 

proliferation of festivals if these do not work in collaboration with FESFOP. Despite 

this paradoxical implication, the kind of festiveness forged by FESFOP dominates 

other festivities in this rural region. While religious festivities are prolific across the 

year, cultural events hosted annually or every second year – notably, festivals – are 

less prolific than in other areas, particularly urban areas, such as Dakar and Saint-

Louis. The city of Louga, as well as its region, more broadly, remains fairly quiet 

during the year, as a large number of artists have either moved to Dakar or abroad, in 

search of a professional artistic career. Local artists living in Louga rarely perform 

there, with the exceptions of specific soirées, or sabar events for private celebrations, 

such as baptisms and weddings.  

As Figure 1 shows, festivals in Louga are concentrated in the spring season, 

before Ramadan, with the exception of the Festival Chemins Croisés de Danse 

which is usually celebrated between the end of July and beginning of August. As 

discussed in Chapter Four, these festivals are small scale and young festivals – with 

the exception of the Festival du Sahel, a large scale music festival celebrated in the 

desert, yet which ended in 2015 - all established after 2009, after the establishment 

of FESFOP in 2000.  
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FESFOP prevails in the winter festival season, around the Christmas 

festivities, preceded, since 2010, by the Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop, as a partner 

festival. While most of the festivals of the spring season can take place without being 

“sensed” by a large part of the territory of Louga, the majority of people are aware of 

the celebration of FESFOP. It is the sole festival that triggers the transformation of 

Louga into a festival region, involving different sectors and actors of the population, 

at the local and international level. In other words, its exceptional position in the 

cultural calendar of Louga is further revealing of the way in which this project that 

revolves around decentralisation forges a festivalisation in the region centralised 

around FESFOP.  

In this thesis, I have been reinforcing the idea of entanglement, that is, of the 

need to study festivals as interrelated events (Malaquais & Vincent 2016). De Valck 

claims that these form “a travelling sequence of consecutive and overlapping events 

that are structured in an annual rhythm” (2007: 133). That is, “festival events ‘talk’ 

to each other” (De Valck 2007: 134). Two-tier festivals, managed by individual 

cultural actors, collaborate with each other through sharing human and technical 

resources, in a context where grants and funds are scarce. The different festivals in 

Louga are seen, in their different forms, as part of a broader project of contributing 

to the portrayal of Louga as “cultural capital.” Yet, within this calendar, beyond the 

predominance and exclusivity of FESFOP as the festival of the winter season, its 

leading position in the festivalisation of Louga is also visible in that while the other 

festival dates may vary, FESFOP has always been running at a “fixed” date, from 28 

December to 1 January. This aims to make the festival part of the internal calendars 

of the Lougatois, as expressed by Babacar Sarr himself (pers. comm. 2015).   

In Louga, the central role that FESFOP occupies in the regional cultural 
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calendar is further reflected in that the Festival rather engages in conversations with 

other festivals located outside of Louga, and notably, FESNAC, one of the few state-

funded and managed festivals. Run on an itinerant basis, every second year until 

2015 and since then annually, it shares with FESFOP the focus on cultural 

decentralisation, bringing the festival to different regions in the country, thus 

contributing to the implementation of the Law of Decentralisation, which is centrally 

managed from Dakar. Despite the criticism of FESNAC for its faulty organisation 

due to its political management, the participation of FESFOP in both the colloquium 

and the festival FESNAC hosted at Kaolack from 8 to 11 December 2015 was seen 

as prestigious by FESFOP members and the Lougatois artists participating. Such 

participation, presenting Louga as “a project of territory,” stressing as such its rural 

aspect and its economic opportunity, was continuously highlighted, even by the 

Minister of Culture during the official opening, who acknowledged the participation 

of the delegation of Louga, and of Babacar Sarr at the eighth FESNAC. That 

participation of FESFOP in the colloquium and festival at Kaolack in 2015 is one of 

the main factors that has led to the inclusion of FESNAC in the cultural calendar of 

Louga, with the celebration of its tenth edition from 19 to 24 December 2017. Its 

theme, ‘Culture and Emergence of Territory,’ stresses precisely the defining feature 

of FESFOP, the idea of territory. The choice of Louga as host of the tenth edition is 

thus illustrative of the two-tier dimensions of FESFOP and the cultural and political 

tension its conception entails. Yet at the same time, the relationship between 

FESFOP and FESNAC is revealing of the contribution from FESFOP, as a rural 

festival, in shifting the attention towards the consideration of rural festivals in the 

country, and the crossroads of capital they constitute, boosting the economy of the 

region, while offering a unique social and cultural platform.  
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1.2. The open-endedness of FESFOP  

FESFOP refers both to the association and the Festival International de 

Folklore et de Percussion (de Louga). Throughout the thesis, I have used it alike, 

trusting the context would elucidate whether it referred to one or the other, yet, at the 

same time, implying a certain ambiguity or rather, polysemy, in this nomenclature. 

Where and when does FESFOP as the Festival end? What is the relation between the 

Festival and the rest of the activities run by the FESFOP association? While the 

festival dates are “fixed” from 28 December to 1 January, reality challenges such 

fixed temporality, decentralising the temporal dimension of the Festival. If this is a 

“temporary township” (Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6-8) in that it happens 

for a certain period and is hosted annually, what are the dates of such temporariness?  

In this chapter, I seek to address these questions. I first look at the Festival, 

the événementiel, analysing the variety of calendars of its activities, illustrative of the 

blurred boundaries of what constitutes the Festival and the rest of the events and 

projects run by the FESFOP association. Many festivals around the world, such as 

the Toronto International Film Festival or the Africa Fête in Senegal, run activities 

outside of the main festival dates that are managed by the same organisational entity 

(Dovey 2015). However, I seek to shed light on the way in which in FESFOP (as a 

territorial rural festival) the boundaries between festival and association activities are 

particularly challenging to establish due to the decentralisation of the festival time.  

Before delving into the FESFOP activities beyond the festival dates, which 

extend the decentralisation across the department and region of Louga and encourage 

sustainable tourism, I examine the ‘pre-festival,’ that is, what happens before the 

celebration of the event in preparation for it. I argue that, like the activities after the 

festival dates, the preparation before is also illustrative of the legacy and impact of 
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the festival in the territory of Louga, further participating in the decentralisation of 

the festival time.  

1.2.1. Challenging the fixed temporality of festivals  

As moments of celebration spatially and temporally bounded, festivals can be 

seen as “chronotopes,” which literally means ‘time space’ (Bakhtin 1981: 84). This 

term was borrowed from mathematics by Bakhtin, becoming a key term in literary 

criticism. It refers to the “intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 

relationships that are artistically expressed in literature” (ibid.). Quinn and Wilks 

draw on Bakhtin to refer to the way in which festivals constitute moments of stand-

by – “time out of time” – offering “a temporary release from the structures and 

regulations of daily time” (2017: 36) yet where the transformations implied are, they 

argue, “only transitory” (2017: 42). I address time and space separately in two 

different chapters, in an attempt to shed light on the dynamics of each dimension, the 

spatial and temporal, yet they are to be seen as interrelated facets of festivals.  

Through a focus on festival dates, I attempt to challenge their fixed 

delimitation, stressing the influence of the rurality of FESFOP in the decentralisation 

of time. In other words, I question the assumption that festivals start and finish at a 

particular time, reflective of the study of festivals mainly as an urban phenomenon 

(Goerg 1999), where analysis focuses to a large extent on what happens during the 

festival dates (McKay 2015). This may also derive from the fact that 

methodologically, much festival research involves the researcher simply being 

present during the main festival. In contrast, my deep ethnographic approach has 

differed from this and allowed me to actually see and experience these before and 

after elements.  
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1.2.1.1. Calendar(s) of festival activities at FESFOP 

FESFOP takes place from 28 December to 1 January on an annual basis. 

Both the fixed estimated date – as contradictory as the two terms together may sound 

– and the annual periodicity – are factors that have favoured the territorialisation of 

the project, and its perception as significant for the revival of culture in Louga. This 

was noted by the local media from an early stage in the festival trajectory: “FESFOP, 

through the success of the first three editions, has given a new impetus to the culture 

of Louga in particular and of Senegal in general” (Bayo, in Louga Infos, February 

2004 [Le Soleil Archives]). 

    
 

Figure 2. FESFOP poster. Figure 3. Festival calendar, internally distributed among FESFOP members. 

However, FESFOP does not just take place from 28 December to 1 January. 

The festival dates are blurred. Beyond the uncertainty that characterises the festival, 

where spontaneity and improvisation are the norm, it is difficult to establish 

particular festival dates. This is shaped by the two-tier dimension of the festival, as 
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both territorial and international, with activities where these two scopes are 

interrelated and interdependent.  

A quick glimpse at the two figures above would confirm the multiplicity of 

calendars at FESFOP. The Festival poster (Figure 2) delimits it from 28 December to 

1 January, referring to the “main” festival events at the city of Louga, from the 

official opening on 27 December to the official closing on 1 January. In contrast, the 

festival programme (Figure 3) offers different festival dates. The heading marks 20 

December as the initial date and 3 January as the closing day. In this case, the first 

festival activity is considered to be the one-day festival at the rural community of 

Sakal, concluding the programme of cultural decentralisation run by the FESFOP 

association in the region. The closing day does not refer to the official closing at the 

Place Civique, but rather to the established final day of the fair. However, the 

breakdown of the programme establishes a different opening day, 4 December, with 

the beginning of the cultural decentralisation at the commune of Syer. Just by 

looking at the “written festival” one can see three different dates, from 28 December 

to 1 January; from 20 December to 3 January; and from 4 December to 3 January, 

extending the festival duration up to a month.  

Being on the ground, physically present, would make the attempt at 

establishing specific festival dates even more complicated. The FESFOP activity that 

gathered a large number of FESFOP members from different commissions was a 

training course on stage management held at the multi-purpose room at Village 

FESFOP from 26 to 28 November 2015. Since the course was aimed at delivering a 

higher technical quality performance of FESFOP this could also be seen as the first 

Festival activity, even if it took place backstage, with no audiences but the FESFOP 

members as participants. The date could even be placed before this, on 15 
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November, when rehearsals in Sakal took place for the cultural decentralisation on 

the first weekend of December. If this was to be considered a FESFOP activity rather 

than a Festival activity, the delimitation of an opening festival date would not be less 

challenging. On the afternoon of 26 December, prior to the closing of the Festival 

Njaambuur Hip Hop at Place Civique in the late evening, the official opening of the 

fair was hosted, mainly targeting the local political institutions and international 

sponsors. Due to the importance of this two-tier social and economic performance 

space of speeches and culture in its official opening, it would not be unreasonable to 

identify 26 December as the opening festival date. Like in the decentralisation in 

Sakal, it includes a short performance of the Troupe Communale de Louga, which 

has a central position in the performance spaces at FESFOP. Another festival activity 

could also mark the opening date on 27 December, the Veillée Culturelle, as it 

includes the performances of the different artistic delegations participating, 

following the local drummers from Louga. That is, being at the Festival challenges 

the three different opening dates given in the “written festival,” and adds four more, 

26 November, 15 November, 26 December or/and 27 December. As for the closing 

day, the festiveness increasingly fades out from 1 January, upon the official closing. 

Exhibitors at the fair start packing up. In 2015, by 3 January, very few stands were 

still open, making the last sales to locals who had waited until the last minute to 

visit.  

The blurred nature of the festival dates and the multiplicity of festival 

calendars are reflective of the multifaceted nature of festivals, where the emphasis is 

not so much on the content of the festival, but on its participants. A festival does not 

appear as a single festival, but as a variety of festivals, which offer diverse festival 

experiences to local and international participants and actors. FESFOP is 
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experienced differently across the different festival spaces, creating distinct festival 

calendars. The improvisation, surprise and uncertainty – or as Harbord claims, the 

accident or controversy of festivals (2016: 70) – stress the liveness of the festival 

time and space. The engagement of festival-goers shapes a festival’s temporality, 

and can impact when an activity takes place, makes space for new activities or 

effaces old ones. For instance, the Animation at Place Civique, with the 

performances of local artists of Louga, cannot be reduced to a pre-festival event. The 

“written” 2015 Festival marked 4 PM as the opening time, in order to encourage the 

engagement of festival-goers in the Animations. The actual participation and 

festiveness in the square showed that people in Louga did not take the arrival of the 

authorities as the “official” opening of the Festival – as it was common knowledge 

that this would start around 7 PM. The Animations constituted one of the openings 

of the festival, further revealing the multifaceted nature of FESFOP and the variety 

of experiences it forges, beyond the official aspect attributed to the opening. It is also 

a revealing temporal aspect of the two-tier dimensions of FESFOP, where the 

internationalisation implied by the modern term ‘festival’ requires an organised 

framework that contrasts with the everyday and further festivities, as noted by 

Harbord (2016: 78). That requirement is also reflected through a periodicity, that 

leads to the organisation of different editions of the same festival.  

This cyclical aspect of the festival time, as annual events, encourages, 

according to Harbord, the transformation of events into structures (2016: 70). In the 

case of FESFOP, this is particularly relevant, in that (as I discuss in the second part 

of the chapter), FESFOP is not perceived just as the événementiel, that is, the event, 

but also as a structure of the FESFOP association and its year-round project for the 

sustainable development of Louga. However, the structure is also transformed into 
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an event, in that it is formed by live and thus unique happenings. “If the former 

[structure] tends to absorb all events into a historical continuity, lodged under the 

festival name as a standard bearer across time, then the latter crumbles the structure 

into individual fragments as events” (Harbord 2016: 70). At FESFOP, the structure 

is given visibility throughout each of the events of the festival calendar(s). At the 

same time, these offer unique experiences to those who are there, participating in the 

festival events across its different spaces, and potentially benefiting socially, through 

encounters, learning and entertainment; economically, generating income in 

exchange of goods or services offered; culturally, finding a platform of visibility of 

culture, in a context where performance spaces are scarce; and professionally, with 

opportunities of mobility or through networking and having been given visibility as 

an artist. Simultaneously, as time decentralises in FESFOP and events spread across 

time, albeit keeping the festival programme with a repeated format annually, 

FESFOP also becomes a structure. As such, it influences the social, cultural and 

economic sectors in Louga beyond the festival dates. Similarly, Harbord concludes 

that the particularity of festival temporality is that this lies “at the intersection of the 

diachrony and synchrony” (2016: 71). The festival may be “officially over,” yet the 

structure continues, historically, cyclically reappearing, and often, as in the case of 

FESFOP, further decentralising its time through the organisation of additional 

activities and projects run by the structure.   

1.2.1.2. Preparing for the festival 

References to the festival temporality are the norm when reflecting on 

FESFOP and its impact. A large number of FESFOP members and artists I 

interviewed claimed that people in Louga wait for FESFOP every year, as if this had 

led to the invention of a ritual, a crucial moment for the life of people from Louga. 
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This is particularly illustrative in the case of Lougatois in the diaspora, that is, rooted 

cosmopolitans, based abroad for most of the year. Many wait for the celebration of 

FESFOP to return. This is also arguably motivated by two factors: avoiding cold 

winters in the range of European countries where they are based, such as 

Switzerland, Spain, Italy, Belgium or France; and enjoying the Christmas holidays, 

when FESFOP takes place. While it could be argued that they are mainly attracted 

by the Christmas holidays, their participation in FESFOP – in a variety of ways – 

implies also a certain degree of anticipation of FESFOP, and appreciation of the 

celebration of the festival in town.  

The waiting time implies certain expectations about the transformation of 

Louga into an enjoyable festival region. The building of expectations is often seen as 

a result of mediation, that is, as fruit of the communication of FESFOP and its 

marketing as the festival of Louga. The impact of both “traditional” and new media 

in audience development has been noted by many festival scholars (Sykes 2014, 

Wall & Dubber 2010, Webster & McKay 2016, Dayan 2013, among others). In the 

case of FESFOP the communication of the festival decentralises over time, at a local 

level, through FESFOP radio, as well as different oral communicators. The FESFOP 

radio operates daily. When the Festival dates approach, the Commission of 

Communications elaborates a plan to boost the visibility of FESFOP, as claimed by 

the director of the commission, Ama Dieng (pers. comm. 2015). Yet, at the same 

time, the festival offers visibility to the wider range of programmes of FESFOP 

radio, covering different sectors, such as health, development, education, society, 

and sport. The continuity of the radio programme establishes a loyal community of 

engaged listeners who are asked to share concerns and opinions, or to request songs, 

and who are encouraged to listen to the live Festival radio coverage through the 
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programmes and also their conductors. 

At the same time, notifications about the festival also spread through social 

media and printed media promoting FESFOP as a temporal structure and the Troupe 

Communale de Louga as the main attraction. In 2015, the performance offered to 

festival audiences was a variation on the award-winning performance at the eighth 

FESNAC at Kaolack, adding an extra value to the performance, and increasing the 

expectations among audiences. According to Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, the 

excitement that the performance by the regional troupe generates for the local 

population is the reason why it is scheduled as the final performance of the evening 

galas. He emphasises this by claiming that “people will remain at the Place Civique, 

waiting for the Troupe Communale de Louga to perform” (pers. comm. 2015). The 

excitement the regional troupe forges from before the FESFOP dates is illustrative of 

the two-tier dimension of the territorial festival. Despite the international framework 

of the Festival, the local troupe from Louga is treated as a star group. It embodies the 

idea of Louga as the “cultural capital of Senegal,” to be recreated by percussionists 

and dancers, as cultural ambassadors of Louga. The stardom is further stressed by 

the figure of the dancer Khadim Thiam.1 In 2015, both at FESNAC and FESFOP, he 

appeared on stage just in the last part of the performance, adding a climax that is 

highly celebrated by local audiences.    

The waiting time before the festival may also involve a preparation for it. I 

suggest that in rural festivals like FESFOP this is particularly relevant and clear 

evidence of the decentralisation of the festival time. Senegalese urban centres, such 

as Saint-Louis, count on a more continuous flow of tourism, where hotels and 

																																																								
1 This was the case in 2015. When I went back in 2017, Khadim Thiam had left for Chile, along with two other 
members of the Troupe Communale de Louga. The stars of the 2017 were a female dancer called Khady Diop, 
trained in the École des Sables at Toubab Dialaw, and Pape Malick Mbaye.  
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markets are also able to make certain profits. They also enjoy a year-round cultural 

programme at music and hotel venues. In such places, the temporality before the 

festival revolves around the communication and publicity of the event, through 

social media, flyers, posters and news articles. Yet, in Louga, posters were only hung 

a few days prior to the start of the festival. The flyers of the festival programme were 

not printed, and the radio was the main media that anticipated the arrival of the 

festival. The preparation for the festival does not just consist of the excitement 

generated by the expectations from the communication or publicity for the festival. It 

also involves a transformational aspect on the ground, as houses get ready, 

investments are made expecting high turnover, and hotels and restaurants prepare to 

cater for the high demand during the festival celebration.  

The preparation exceeds the infrastructural set-up for the event of the 

podium, chair hire, etcetera. It extends to artists, preparing for their performances, 

through rehearsals, as the festival is considered an emblematic platform for 

international visibility, and thus an opportunity for mobility and for their 

professionalisation. It also extends to houses accommodating festival guests, as 

Ibrahima Ndiaye, FESFOP member in charge of accommodation, claims, equipping 

them with basic needs of international guests, such as soap and breakfast (Ndiaye, 

pers. comm. 2015). The FESFOP Village itself is also prepared to host sponsors and 

artists during the festival, as even though theoretically active year-round, the number 

of tourists has decreased in the past few years. Hotels and restaurants also prepare 

for the high season, expecting a higher demand than the rest of the year triggered by 

the festival. 
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At the same time, artisans search for stock to make the most of the fair or the 

street sales. This was also evident in other festivals, both in urban and rural settings. 

For instance at Saint-Louis, the popular artist Maïssa Fall, who makes sculptures 

from recycling bicycles and other mechanical objects, would make a large number of 

music instruments or sculptures of Senegalese musicians, such as Youssou Ndour or 

the acclaimed kora player from Saint-Louis, Ablaye Cissoko. Yet, in Louga, the 

festival constitutes one of the few opportunities for tourism, as the region is usually 

beyond the tourist itinerary. 

1.2.2. FESFOP beyond the festival dates 

Building on Harbord’s point that the transformation of the event into a 

structure is encouraged by its periodical celebration (2016: 70), I further suggest that 

in the case of FESFOP it is due to a decentralisation of time. That is, the festival 

extends beyond its dates through a year-round programme of activities run by the 

FESFOP structure. These are not seen as independent and unrelated to the festival, 

Figure 4. Rehearsals by the regional dance group in Louga for the FESNAC in Kaolack  
(Photo: E.S., 17.11.15). 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. Theatre rehearsals by the theatre group in Louga for the FESNAC in Kaolack  
(Photos: E. S., 20.11.5). 
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but as part of it, as the referential project, precisely in the location of culture by 

FESFOP “as the beginning and end of any form of development,” in line with 

Senghor’s cultural policy and vision.  

If the Festival gives visibility to the umbrella project of FESFOP, the range 

of activities run by the FESFOP association year-round operate as reminders of the 

Festival. They further territorialise the project in two main ways: first, they spread it 

spatially across the region; and, second, they trigger the endorsement, on the one 

hand, from the population, where the project is implemented; and, on the other hand, 

from the funders, particularly the international funders who are indispensable for the 

implementation of the project.  

There is a decentralisation of the festival time in which FESFOP, as a 

structure, extends across time. This decentralisation of time operates as means and 

arguably as a criterion to achieve social, cultural and economic sustainability. In 

other words, it is key in the understanding of rural festivals in particular as 

crossroads of social, cultural and economic capital. As such, the decentralisation of 

the festival time plays a crucial part in the two-tier conception of the festival as a 

multifaceted event of local and international implications involving an interplay 

between different sectors.   

The idea of sustainability is intertwined with that of legacy, which refers to 

what remains after and beyond the festival. Several scholars (Hughes 2000; Webster 

& McKay 2016; Gibson & Connell 2011; Quinn & Wilks 2017, among others) have 

addressed the variety of ways in which the festival legacy is manifested. Webster 

and McKay note that the impact of British music festivals in the festival location is 

not just temporary, or short-term, but can also be permanent or long-term (2016: 5-

6). They contribute to the professionalisation of the cultural sector, through long-
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lasting infrastructures – particularly in rural areas (Huges 2000 in Webster & McKay 

2016: 11); or building audiences that expand beyond the festival, to the broader live 

music sector in the UK (Frith 2007 in Webster & McKay 2016: 7), or African film, 

in the case of African film festivals in Africa (Dovey 2015: 87-111).  

Rural festivals specifically can create employment in places of unfavourable 

conditions for the economy, such as drought or lack of resources (Gibson & Connell 

2011: 19; Dovey 2015: 98). Having examined a range of rural festivals in Australia, 

Gibson and Connell note that jobs are not just part-time during the festival dates, but 

they are also full-time, concerning “year-round planning work (…) [and] a diverse 

range of support services” (2011: 19). Similarly, FESFOP has created 15 full-time 

job positions at the Village FESFOP, for the management of activities; 19 other 

positions for the management of accommodation and other “indirect forms of 

employment.” In Chapter Four, I stressed the voluntary contributions of most of the 

FESFOP members, illustrating their devotion to this cultural project for local 

development and the social meaning the commitment entails. This has to do with the 

social impact of festivals, particularly of small festivals, an under-researched topic 

(Tindal 2011: 75). Festivals, as structures of “social capital” (Bourdieu 1986: 86-88) 

are thus “socially sustainable devices” (Ekman 1999; Farber 1983; Geertz 1993; 

Quinn 2006: 290) associated with community building (Gibson & Connell 2011: 

20). This view is particularly relevant in the case of FESFOP, as discussed before, 

due to its conception as a project of territory.  

The FESFOP association does not just organise the festival once per year. It 

is involved in a range of projects for the “revitalisation of Louga.” According to 

president Babacar Sarr, they are reflective of the cooperation and development 

component of the festival (pers. comm. 2016). As local journalist Laye Bao claimed 
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just four years after the foundation of the festival, “FESFOP goes beyond the mere 

cultural framework and is rather conceived more broadly in a vast enterprise 

revitalising Louga and the whole of Senegal” (Bao, in Louga Infos, February 2004). 

The current projects of FESFOP are the creation of a centre of collection, 

conservation and transformation of milk (into yogurt, cheese, etcetera); the second 

Rencontres Internationales de la Francophonie Abdou Diouf, known as RIFAD; the 

ITHCF Gbtx (Botanic garden and market gardening of women in Potou); water 

distribution in Hastière with INASEP (Intercomunale Namuroise de Services 

Publics); Slow Food International; among others. These projects are selected by 

FESFOP because they are considered as beneficial for the local population and able 

to respond to local needs. For instance, the transformation of milk in Léona stems 

from the perception that despite the large amount of milk being produced in Léona 

and its nutritional benefits for the local population, large quantities are often 

disposed of due to the limited resources available for its conservation and 

transformation. The RIFAD were created to tribute to the political figure of Abdou 

Diouf, who was a native of Louga, but who had also been the president of the 

Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie until his retirement. The project 

would constitute a meeting point for the francophone world, arguably encouraging 

different forms of exchange of capital, and is thus illustrative of the two-tier 

dimension of FESFOP.  

The decentralisation of time at FESFOP shows that, while revolving around 

‘liveness’, the festival is not ephemeral. The festival stays through the FESFOP 

structure. I seek to shed light on the decentralisation of time in FESFOP beyond its 

festival dates by examining its programme called “cultural decentralisation” and its 

promotion of sustainable tourism.  
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1.2.2.1. Decentralisation of FESFOP and/as sustainability 

One of the main projects run by FESFOP year-round is a project called 

“cultural decentralisation,” which started in 2009 with funding from the Belgian 

non-profit organisation Africalia. In the previous chapter, I have discussed the 

decentralisation of festival space through three main activities, the Animations des 

Quartiers, the carnival, and the one-day FESFOP at Léona. What I argue here is that 

the “cultural decentralisation” programme run by the FESFOP structure decentralises 

the festival not just spatially, reaching other areas in the region, but also, temporally, 

contributing to the forging of sustainability of FESFOP as a structure. I briefly 

describe what they consist of, and the places where they have been hosted so far. In 

so doing, I seek to contribute to the qualitative measurement of the legacy of 

FESFOP, and relate it to the sustainability of the FESFOP structure. I also briefly 

examine two different activities of cultural decentralisation which I was able to 

attend during my fieldwork period, in Léona and Sakal.  

The “cultural decentralisation” programme could be seen as a form of 

implementation of the Law of Decentralisation. Yet, in contrast with what the Law 

claims, this is not due to the transfer of competences to local authorities for them to 

implement projects for the local development of their communities. It is rather 

implemented by local actors – in this case, the FESFOP members – and funded not 

by grants attributed on a regular basis by the local (political) authorities, but through 

international sponsorship – in the case of FESFOP, by Africalia. Africalia is a 

strategic funder of FESFOP, providing 27.5 per cent of its budget. Their influence 

can be seen in the festival logo, with noticeable similarities with Africalia’s logo, as 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show.   
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Figure 7. Africalia logo. Figure 8. FESFOP logo. 

The “cultural decentralisation” programme aims to broaden the scope of 

action of the FESFOP association beyond the limits of the city of Louga. First, it 

seeks to grant access to the festival activities, by facilitating transport solutions to 

festival activities in the city of Louga from the different areas in the region. Second, 

it aims to boost the cultural sector in the different areas, particularly rural 

communities, offering training to local artists and encouraging the training of troupes 

and groups. Third, it aims to boost their local economies, through training – 

particularly for women – in activities that can then be commercialised and 

potentially generate a regular income, such as the dying of textiles and production of 

clothes, or the transformation of milk into cheese and yogurt. The “cultural 

decentralisation” project is thus indispensable to understanding the two-tier 

dimensions involved in this rural festival, involving the international community as 

funders of a project for local development and contributing to the long-term legacy 

of FESFOP as a territorial project.  
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Every year, FESFOP selects two rural communities where there is an analysis 

of the location, artists and cultural assets, followed by a proposal of a cultural 

activity. This programme is coordinated by Lébou Ndoye, artistic director of 

FESFOP, who works with the local authorities of those communities. After a three-

day training course, the community organises a small scale one-day FESFOP, using 

its podium, and following its format. This “mini-FESFOP” allows the community to 

enjoy the Festival during a different time. It further contributes to the 

professionalisation of local cultural expression, providing a platform for local artists, 

which constitute the sole performers participating. According to Lébou Ndoye, this 

programme has also led to the formation of theatre and dance groups. 

By January 2016, the programme of decentralisation had already been 

implemented in Léona, annually on 1 January since 2009; Niomré (twice); Kébémer; 

Figure 9. Map marking in red the areas in which FESFOP has implemented a decentralisation programme.  
Source: elaborated by author, adapted from Google Maps, 2016. 
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Linguère; Ndande; Guéoul; Sakal (twice); Tiamène; Coki (twice); Syer (three times), 

and Nguith.   

1.2.2.1.1. The example of the cultural decentralisation in Sakal: mini-
FESFOP  

Sakal is one of the four boroughs of the department of Louga, around thirty 

minutes on the road from the city of Louga, to the north. It is composed of three rural 

communities, Léona, Ngueune Sarr, and Sakal. The cultural decentralisation 

organised from 18 to 19 December in the rural community of Sakal consisted of a 

“mini-FESFOP,” with the participation of local artists. These had been previously 

trained by Magueye Kasse, in dance, and Lébou Ndoye, in theatre, with three 

rehearsals before the main performance day, open to the public of Sakal.  

The year 2015 saw the second programme of cultural decentralisation in the 

rural community, since, according to Ndoye, FESFOP members realised that there 

was a very high artistic potential (pers. comm. 2015). Ndoye is not just the artistic 

director of FESFOP, and coordinator of the programme of decentralisation. He is 

also, as mentioned in the previous chapters, the representative of ARCOTS in Louga, 

and theatre director with a year-round programme on theatre training, particularly for 

young people in Louga. Yet, the Troupe Théâtrale de Louga is cross-generational, 

gathering theatre actors from a wide range of ages and ethnicities. While FESFOP 

does not include theatre performances – even if there are theatrical elements in the 

dance performances – the year-round theatre programme led by Ndoye operates as a 

form of decentralisation of time of FESFOP. The involvement of Ndoye both in 

FESFOP and in ARCOTS participates in the ambiguity of the blurred boundaries not 

just of the festival dates, but of the involvement of FESFOP in the rest of the cultural 

initiatives in Louga, spreading its presence and activity across time.  
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The involvement of Africalia in the programme of cultural decentralisation is 

financial, granting free rein to FESFOP for its implementation and selection of 

cultural activities for the training, as well as for the selection of tutors. Ndoye shared 

with me that due to his education and experience in theatre direction, FESFOP had 

decided to appoint him as the tutor for the theatre training. This decentralises the 

temporalities of FESFOP, keeping the activity of its members “alive.” Yet, at the 

same time, it triggers the question of scope. That is, who are the people in Louga 

who benefit from such programmes of cultural decentralisation, not as people being 

trained or as audiences? To what extent does FESFOP reach people outside of the 

FESFOP “circle”?  

By no means do I seek to disregard the work done by FESFOP and question 

the positive impact of such activities in the communities in which they are held. 

Rather, I put this in conversation with Sarr’s claim that FESFOP is “in the age of 

Figure 10. Rehearsal of the theatre play, trained by Lébou Ndoye, prior to the performance on 19 December 
2015. (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 15 November 2015). 
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adolescence” (pers. comm. 2015), as [by 2015] it is a fifteen-year-old festival, “not 

amateur, not professional, but in-between, walking towards its professionalisation” 

(pers. comm. 2015). The challenge still lies in broadening the array of festival 

experiences and in decentralising time through the contribution to employment in the 

cultural sector, thus further contributing to the revitalisation of the cultural scene in 

Louga, not just as entertainment, but as a profession.  

This however, constitutes a daunting challenge for FESFOP as it is not the 

organisation in charge of implementing the Law of Decentralisation, which, in the 

cultural sector, should contribute to the actions just mentioned. It would be unfair to 

leave such responsibility to FESFOP, as the transfer of power stated in the Law does 

not refer to a direction from the national government to local actors; but from the 

national government to the local government. This is the entity in charge of offering 

grants and measures that could trigger the development of the cultural sector also at 

the professional level. Yet the programme of cultural decentralisation run by 

FESFOP is not funded by the local (political) authorities, but by an international 

non-profit organisation. The example of decentralisation in Sakal constitutes an 

illustrative example of the way in which the Law of Decentralisation is not being 

implemented efficiently by the local government, but rather by the local cultural 

actors, at a micro-level.  Framing the projects as both local – territorial – and as 

international contributes to ensuring long term sustainability. 

Further aspects of the decentralisation in Sakal are revealing of the leading 

role of the population in the festivalisation of Senegal, and its development through 

culture more broadly. The rehearsals took place at a cultural centre built with 

international funding from Ferrara. This was triggered by migration, that is, by 

rooted cosmopolitans based abroad who network to fundraise and encourage 
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initiatives for the local development of their communities of origin, for instance, 

through the building of infrastructures.  

 

 

The people being trained in 2015 were mainly female, with the participation 

as well of some young male drummers and a male adult tama player. Younger 

women were trained in theatre by Ndoye, and older women were trained in dance by 

Magueye Kasse, who is the griot in charge of the Troupe Communale de Louga. 

Together, they prepared a choreography to be performed on the last day of the mini 

festival. In the region of Louga, like in other rural areas in the country, while women 

play a key role in local social networks where they engage in different forms of 

exchange of social and economic capital that can benefit the political sector, they are 

still under-represented in the local political sphere, as noted by Senegalese 

sociologist Fatou Sow (2005: 6). With a few exceptions, such as Aby Faye, and 

Coumba Ndiaye, economic, social and environmental councillor, most of the local 

Figure 11. Rehearsal of the theatre play prior to the performance on 19 December 2015. (Photo: E. S., 15 
November 2015). 
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authority figures are male.  

 
 

 

The activities constituted a source of entertainment and socialisation for 

women, arguably counter-balancing their lack of political representation. They also 

targeted children and the youth in Sakal, who form the largest population segment in 

the region and country. The activities decentralised FESFOP both spatially, reaching 

other areas beyond Louga, and focusing on rural communities; and temporally, 

beyond the official festival dates. They created an event in Sakal. Yet, at the same 

time, there is an aim of decentralising the time of the event in Sakal, transforming it, 

following Harbord’s terms (2017) into a structure. This is encouraged through the 

formation of troupes as a result of the training, or through the cyclical celebration of 

the event. As mentioned, 2015 marked the second time in which the decentralised 

mini- festival was celebrated in Sakal, and Ndoye claimed the idea was to achieve its 

annual celebration (pers. comm. 2015), like in the case of the one-day FESFOP at 

Léona on 1 January.  

Figure 12. Rehearsal of the dance performance, trained by Magueye Kasse. (Photo: E. S., 15 November 2015). 
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The main performance day and event for the public took place on 19 

December 2015. It involved the displacement of a large number of FESFOP 

members to Sakal, as well as the presence of local authorities. The space was 

arranged in a similar way to the performance space of Place Civique in Louga, using 

the same FESFOP podium for performances.  

 

 
 

The time schedule was structured in a similar way to the official opening and 

closing at FESFOP, starting from the singing of the national anthem by the young 

children of Sakal, and intertwining speeches, handing over gifts to the local 

Figure 14. Aby Faye gives a short speech at the FESFOP in Sakal. On her right, Babacar Sarr. On her left, 
Ngary Mbaye (Photo: E. S., 19.12.15). 

Figure 13. Space set-up at the one-day FESFOP in Sakal (Photo: E. S., 19.12.15). 
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authorities and FESFOP members involved in decentralisation, and the 

performances. It was the occasion to see the result of the dance and theatre 

workshops run a month earlier in November. The event concluded with the 

participation of the Troupe Communale de Louga.  

 

 
 

The sound and lighting were controlled by Vito, the FESFOP in charge of the 

technical aspects of the performances held at Place Civique. The local authorities 

highlighted the professionalism of the event, due to the quality of the performance 

and the technical set-up. They also stressed its uniqueness in a rural community like 

Sakal, where no other festivals are celebrated. The most challenging technical aspect 

was the sound of the theatre performance, as there was a great deal of dialogue, and 

actresses needed to share and pass around two microphones, causing certain 

moments of distraction. 

 

 

Figure 15 and Figure 16. Audiences gathering by the sides during the mini-FESFOP in Sakal  
(Photos: Estrella Sendra, 19.12.15). 

Figure 17. Children singing. Figure 18. Women’s dance performance (Photos: Estrella Sendra, 19.12.15). 
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The event was followed by a visit to the cultural centre, where women could 

showcase the local products they had made for commercial purposes, outside of an 

informal economy setting where they are usually sold. Products included bottled 

bissap juice, and cakri, the production and consumption of which are aligned with 

the ethos of the Slow Food International programme. The people participating in this 

training were, once again, women from Sakal. That constituted another illustrative 

example of the decentralisation of time both for FESFOP and Sakal, due to the long-

term economic impact of establishing a form of commercialisation of local products, 

formalising the process of production.  

 
 

1.2.2.1.2. The example of cultural decentralisation in Léona: 
manufacturing of milk and dairy products 

Despite not being registered in the initial drafted programme (Figure 3), from 

Figure 19. Theatre performance in Sakal (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 19.12.15). 

Figure 20 and Figure 21. Women show their local products to the local authorities, accompanied by Babacar 
Sarr, Youssou Mbargane Mbaye and Falou Gueye (from Health and Safety) (Photos: E. S., 19.12.15). 
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the 11 to the 19 December, there was another FESFOP event, a training workshop on 

manufacturing of milk and dairy products at the rural community of Léona, in the 

borough of Sakal, towards the coast. It was again an activity aimed at women and 

implemented by a Belgian tutor, funded by Africalia, thus illustrative of the local and 

international dimensions of FESFOP as a territorial and rural project. This project 

responds to the lack of infrastructures to conserve milk and transform it into dairy 

products, such as cheese and yogurt. It seeks to consolidate a first unit of collection 

and conservation of milk and ensure its commercialisation in the local markets of the 

region of Louga.  

 
This activity is another illustrative example of the decentralisation of 

FESFOP spatially, reaching other areas in the department of Louga, and temporally, 

outside of the festival dates. It is an activity aimed at the economic development of 

the rural community, with a long-term impact, in the social and economic 

dimensions. It is particularly felt in the creation of employment for women who 

continue to implement the learning by manufacturing and commercialising the milk 

and dairy products. Additionally it helps to overcome environmental and ecological 

challenges, by preventing the wasteful disposal of milk. It is thus an activity where 

the temporality is decentralised also in the rural community of Léona, where the 

legacy of FESFOP remains beyond the dates of the training.  

Figure 22. Exhibition and sale of products elaborated during the training (Photo: E. S., 18.12.15). 
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The activity was not exempt from the official nature that features at FESFOP 

as a two-tier festival. It is an expression of a kind of territorialisation that implies the 

endorsement of the local authorities, even if this does not translate into financial 

support. As such, it constituted a kind of performance involving speeches. A 

presentation of the activity and learning outcomes was hosted on 19 December, with 

the women participating and the tutor, as well as Babacar Sarr and administration 

assistant, Amina Gueye, the local authorities – male figures, mainly, as the 

photograph shows – and the television channel, TFM. This featured a series of 

speeches by the local 

authorities, the tutor 

and Sarr as well as the 

delivery of certificates 

to the participants of 

the workshop. It is the 

norm to deliver 

certificates at any 

events organised by 

FESFOP, as evidence of participation, qualification obtained, and thus of 

professionalisation, but also as a form of decentralising time, through documenting 

Figure 23 and Figure 24. Tutor and women participating in the workshop (Photos: E. S., 18.12.15). 

Figure 25. Women trained listening to the speeches 
 (Photo E. S. 18.12.15). 
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the moment of learning, and implying its permanence across time.  

 Sarr, whose presence illustrates his status as a transformative leader and 

rooted cosmopolitan, stressed the relevance of the content of the training, pointing to 

the large amount of milk in the country, and the region. He addressed the issue that 

even though agriculture is the main economic activity, milk remains a luxury 

product, unaffordable for most of the population, who consume milk powder instead. 

The same applies to cheese and yogurt available in the market. They are not locally 

produced, but imported from Europe, and are thus very pricey for regular or even 

occasional consumption for the local population. The activity further decentralised 

the time of FESFOP in that women trained participated later at the regional 

economic fair at FESFOP in Louga, which could trigger opportunities of partnership, 

as claimed by the fair coordinator Pape Cissé (pers. comm. 2015), and revealed the 

long-term potential of the training.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 26. Official presentation of the training on 19 December 2015 (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 18.12.15). 
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1.2.2.2. Promotion of sustainable tourism in Louga 

 

Numerous scholars identify the role of festivals as boosters of tourism 

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998; Coleman & Crang 2002; Picard & Robinson 2006; 

Roche 2000; Quinn 2006; Gibson & Connell 2011; Dovey 2015). The relation 

between tourism and festivals has been studied in two different ways. On the one 

hand, it focuses on the local economic impact that tourism triggered by the 

celebration of the festival, contributing, in rural areas and places of scarce resources, 

to the re-profiling of the place (Getz 1991 in Gibson and Connell 2011; Dovey 

2015), and putting it on the map (Connell & McManus 2011, Gibson and Connell 

2011). I have discussed this in the previous chapter in relation to the spatial 

dimensions of FESFOP. 

 

Figure 27. Entrance of the Village Touristique FESFOP (Photo: E. S., 9.11.15). 
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Conversely, other studies focus on the influence of tourism in the 

performance, such as Waligórska’s study of klezmer music, a style from the Jewish 

tradition that she does not see as misrepresented in the festival due to the “need” to 

adapt to the international audiences, but rather, as “a site of cultural translation” and 

for experimentation and breeding of hybrid identities (Waligórska 2013: 10). 

Waligórska’s study resonates with Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s view that tourists expect 

to immerse themselves in an unknown culture, condensed in the time-space of the 

festival (1998: 59). This tourist dimension is then intrinsically related to the idea of 

heritage, a key theme in FESFOP – in line with the broader festivalisation in Senegal 

– and through its focus on folklore. There is an expectation from festival-goers that 

festivals – as culturally sustainable – will offer a glimpse of tradition and be a 

platform for cultural innovation. Quinn summarises these two dimensions very 

shrewdly, claiming: 

From a tourism perspective, festivals create ‘products,’ enliven a 

destination, and promise a glimpse into the authentic culture of a 

place. From a festival perspective, visitor audiences create new 

forms of demand, sources of box office income, and a means of 

heightening their repute. (Quinn 2006: 301)  

Figure 28 and Figure 29. Accommodation in bungalows at Village Touristique FESFOP  
(Photos: E. S., 9.11.15). 
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Ultimately, as Quinn notes (2006: 298), tourism contributes largely to the 

viability and sustainability of festivals, and vice versa, in some cases. Building on 

these insightful contributions, I seek to address tourism as a form of decentralisation 

of time at FESFOP, contributing to the sustainability of the festival and the structure 

more broadly. Tourism as a phenomenon at festivals, can be taken for granted and 

tends to be associated as time bound by the duration of the festival (Getz 1991; 

Goldblatt & Supovitz 1999; Hall 1992; O’Sullivan & Jackson 2002; Yu& Turco 

2000). I have already referred to Mame Birame Seck’s statement that the Festival 

Saint-Louis Jazz would help extend the spring tourist season (pers. comm. 2015). 

Yet festival audiences in Senegal, as noted by the first secretary of the cultural sector 

of the Spanish embassy in Dakar, are mainly local (pers. comm. 2015). This is even 

more the case with festivals in rural regions and FESFOP is one such illustrative 

example. Tourism is not to be taken for granted. Quinn argues that tourist audiences 

“are a relatively recent phenomenon and sometimes, the label ‘tourist attraction’ 

Figure 30. One of the sons of Youssou Mbargane Mbaye, sabar drummer, offers a guided tour to some 
tourists in Louga (Photo: Estrella Sendra, 6.06.16). 
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does not fit easily with a festival’s raison d’être” (2006: 289). Building on this, I 

further suggest that even when sometimes it is a driving force in the project, the aim 

does not necessarily translate into the realisation.  

At FESFOP, there is a desired tourist audience, as explicitly shared with me 

by different FESFOP members in different circumstances. Yet this is not seen as a 

substitute for the local audience, but as an addition to it, as one dimension of the 

two-tier conception of the festival. It is understood as part of the internationalisation 

and as a participation that can lead to social and economic forms of capital. That is, 

tourism has become necessary in a neoliberal capitalist world in which festivalisation 

is immersed. However, the number of tourists at FESFOP is very limited (around 6 

per cent). The majority of the audience is local. This is shaped by the international 

context. At the time in which I conducted my research, the tourist sector had 

decreased in Senegal more broadly, with the Ebola outbreak in 2014 in neighbouring 

countries in West Africa, and a series of terrorist attacks by people labelled as radical 

or extremist Muslims, damaging the image of Islam. Babacar Sarr stressed these 

external factors as some of the main reasons for the decreasing flow of tourists, 

unlike in previous editions (pers. comm. 2015).  

Yet another particularity of tourism in FESFOP is that the aim is not just to 

boost tourism during the festival dates but beyond this. Tourism, and more 

specifically, sustainable tourism, merges with the broader aim of sustainable 

development of the FESFOP structure, with a long-term aspiration of attracting 

tourists year-round. Tourism is then a significant component and contributor to the 

decentralisation of time of FESFOP, with a year-round tourist structure. However, 

the reality is that tourism is very low outside of the festival dates, and the 

accommodation is barely in use. The museum does not feature on a year-round 
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cultural programme of visits. It is always closed, except for specific pre-booked 

visits. The need to exploit the museum was tackled by FESFOP members in the 

assessment and report of the 2015 edition, so the use and impact of this facility will 

have to be re-measured in the upcoming years. The management of a continuous 

influx of tourists is still challenging. The visitors are mainly institutional, and 

notably, international, transforming the tourist village, to some extent, into a 

platform for networking and the establishment of partnerships, indispensable to run 

FESFOP both as a festival and as a structure.  

Quinn shrewdly observes a lack of research of the extent to which festivals 

can effectively produce sustainable tourism (2006: 289). In this respect, while I have 

suggested that the ability of festivals to boost tourism is still challenging, I have also 

suggested that FESFOP is moving in the direction of establishing a kind of tourism 

that is sustainable. That is, it aims to decentralise the festival time, fostering long-

lasting opportunities for social, cultural and economic exchange, through which to 

keep exploring and experiencing the variety of facets the festival entails.  

At the same time, one of most important forms of sustainable tourism offered 

by FESFOP is cultural tourism. This does not refer to cultural infrastructures, but 

rather, to intangible culture, that is, to heritage, as a form of decentralising the 

historic role of Louga in the culture of Senegal. This has to do with the performance 

of time at festivals. This is a point further raised by festival scholars, such as Quinn 

and Wilks, who suggest that “festivals serve to accumulate layers of time” (2017: 

37). They are able to gather together different people, no matter their age, in a 

mission that also involves a temporal dimension, recreating memories “from 

different time periods” (ibid.). Part of the pleasure the festive excitement involves 

lies in the nostalgia from the past, at times forging “a temporary haven from the 
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world” (Gibson & Connell 2011: 13).  

De Jong’s understanding of festivals as “palimpsest heritage” (2009: 38) goes 

beyond the idea of representing the past nostalgically. The concept draws on the fact 

that traditions do not just “continue the past in the present (Connerton 1989) or dress 

up the present as past (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1983)” (De Jong 2009: 39). There is 

also a re-invention, that departs from the past, intervening in it, thus accumulating 

different temporalities. The different kinds of performances at FESFOP, both artistic 

and speeches, engage in a multi-layered temporal dynamic, that fosters different 

expectations and experiences among festival-goers. The festival constitutes a 

temporality where the past, present and future merge. The project is culturally 

sustainable in that it preserves tradition, offering, in a way, a trip to the past for 

festival-goers, both local and international. It does not just offer traditional cultural 

forms performed in the present liveness and actuality of the festival. It also 

constitutes a palimpsest of memory of Louga, and its cultural position historically. 

At the same time, it is culturally sustainable in that it is a platform for exchange, and 

experimentation, leaving space for innovation, experienced, again, thanks to the 

liveness of the festival, but also motivated by the presence of tourists and 

international artists. Such an international framework also introduces a future-

oriented aspect to the present of the festival, in that expectations of mobility and 

further artistic career opportunities are embodied in the festival. This explains the 

variety of ways in which FESFOP is described by FESFOP members, as a “spirit,” a 

“way of life,” as the “soul” and “life” of those who participate in it. Its presence 

remains beyond the festival dates in that it constitutes a platform of social capital, 

making it a socially sustainable structure.  
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1.3. Conclusion 

This chapter offers an innovative approach to the study of festival time, 

grounded within, yet moving beyond, the focus on “liveness” (Dovey 2015: 22) and 

on the circuit within which festivals are embedded, accumulating or losing value as 

their subjects/objects of display travel across festivals (De Valck 2007: 137). It 

instead focuses on the decentralisation of festival time, complicating the idea that 

festivals have fixed dates that transform places momentarily (Harbord 2016, McKay 

2015). The range of possible festival dates at FESFOP is illustrative of its 

multifaceted nature and the different kinds of festival experiences it can forge, both 

for the local and international population that participates in it.  

I have shown that FESFOP enjoys a privileged position in the cultural 

calendar of Louga. It is the longest running festival, with a record of seventeen 

editions up to December 2017, without a single interruption. This cyclical aspect is, 

according to Harbord, one of the key aspects that contributes to the transformation of 

an event into a structure (2016: 70). FESFOP is not just a festival, but a year-round 

project that advocates for the local development of Louga. If the Festival takes place 

every year during the Christmas period, FESFOP is actively present throughout the 

whole year. FESFOP as a structure and a festival do not work independently but are 

entangled and considered as part of the same project of revitalisation of Louga.  

The festival can constitute such an important activity in the region that it can 

shape the rest of the annual calendar, as noted by Pitts (2005 in Webster & McKay 

2016: 10). This idea resonates with the shared perception among FESFOP members 

and artists that people wait for the festival, already noting a form of the 

decentralisation of time at FESFOP. Yet, more importantly, it is revealing of the way 

in which certain places, particularly in rural contexts, such as Louga, are revitalised 
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and reinvented through festivals, generating different forms of capital that extend 

beyond the festival dates, with such an impact on the social, economic and cultural 

sectors that they transform a rural region into a festival region. In this, the rural 

context is not ignored, but enhanced and embraced, leading to a conception of the 

festival as a project of territory, that is, as a structure, operating year round.  

 The decentralisation of time is key to examining the sustainability of 

festivals, and their legacy and impact. FESFOP constitutes an excellent example of a 

rural two-tier festival that has achieved a long-term implementation through a 

conception of the project as territorial, engaging local and international actors; and as 

a crossroad of capital, beyond the événementiel. Music festival scholars also 

highlight the positive economic impact of festivals, generating employment and 

increasing revenues, “providing focal points for marketing, attracting visitors, etc.” 

(Brookes & Landry 2002; AB Associates 2003; Morris Hargreaves McIntyre 2004; 

SQW 2005; Lynn Jones Research 2006; EKOS2006, 2011; Baker Associates 2007; 

SAM 2008; Chouguley et al. 2011; BOPA 2013, 2013b; Li and Chen 2013, in 

Webster & McKay 2016: 7). Further scholars have noted how in certain vulnerable 

rural areas in Australia of “uncertain future,” festivals can constitute opportunities 

for the generation of economic activity (Murphy 2001, Hall 1992, Tindal 2011: 74). 

This chapter has looked at different kinds of activities run by the FESFOP 

association with long-term impact in the region, decentralising the festival time 

through forms of exchange that extend the social dimensions. 	
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Conclusion 
 

I hope that this PhD thesis will inspire further research and analysis to be undertaken 

on the subject of festivals, especially rural festivals, beyond FESFOP in Senegal; and 

that it will open up the field to be examined through a range of other disciplines. I 

will start the conclusion by highlighting the key contributions of this thesis to 

festival studies and Senegalese festival studies in particular. I will conclude by 

suggesting further areas of research that could be undertaken. 

Through a focus on a rural festival, this thesis contributes significantly to 

festival studies, where festivals have often been understood as an urban phenomenon 

(De Valck 2007, Goerg 1999, Iordanova 2013). At the same time, the focus on the 

Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion (FESFOP) in Louga (Senegal), 

contributes to covering a regional gap in festival studies, where Senegal and Africa 

more broadly have been under-represented (Iordanova 2013, De Valck 2007 & 2016, 

Bennett et al. 2014), and as identified by Lindiwe Dovey, who has offered the first 

monograph on African film festivals (2015).  

I hope that the theoretical and extended diachronic methodological approach 

–studying the festival over many years –, as undertaken in this thesis, can inspire 

future work on festivals. I suggest such research to understand festivals as events 

that supersede the spatial and temporal boundaries of the dates and venues within 

which they take place and have wider implications than the cultural ones. I have 

attended FESFOP three different times, during the fourteenth edition in 2014, the 

fifteenth edition in 2015, and the seventeenth edition in 2017, and have been in touch 

with FESFOP since 2012. The number of in-depth extended studies devoted to a 

specific case study, in a thesis or book, is still scarce (Apter 2005, Glenn Brewer 

2017, Neveu Kringelbach 2013, Murphy 2016, Steinberg 1990, Teissl 2013), in part, 
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due to the dynamic nature of festivals as live events (Dovey 2015: 22, Witz 2003: 

10). It is thus important to offer extended studies of a specific festival, as festivals 

can change or disappear over time. For instance, Dovey and Federico Olivieri’s 

article on the Tarifa/Cordoba African Film Festival (FCAT) in Spain as a “nomadic 

heterotopia” (2015) would not be able to be written today, as the research needed to 

be done at the time the festival was taking place at Tarifa and then decided to change 

the location to Cordoba, to now be hosted again in Tarifa and adding Tanger, in 

Morocco, as a new festival location.  

 This thesis contributes more specifically to Senegalese festival studies, an 

emerging and dynamic area of studies (De Jong 2009, 2010 & 2016, Neveu 

Kringelbach 2013, Murphy 2016, Tamba & Blin 2014, Underwood 2014a & 2014b), 

yet where I am the first one offering a history of festivalisation in Senegal, not just 

based on a main case study, but also, supported by a wide range of festivals, in urban 

and rural areas, some of which I also attended in person. In so doing, it addresses a 

gap in Senegalese cultural and festival studies, where such history of festivalisation 

was inexistent, and where studies of specific festivals have been and still are scarce. 

It appears in a period in which scholars are seeking to cover that academic gap in 

Senegalese festival studies (De Jong 2009, Neveu Kringelbach 2013, Murphy 2016) 

and Senegalese cultural studies, by exploring cultural production in Senegal, 

particularly within Senegalese academia (Samba 2014, Kandé Senghor 2015, Mbaye 

2015, Ndiaye 2015, Niderhuber & Thiam 2016, Ndiaye 2017). 

 
One of the arguments of this thesis is that festivals are multifaceted events 

not just during their celebration, as suggested by Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1998: 57-

58), but also before and after the dates in which they are held and beyond the festival 
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venues. This is both a theoretical intervention, extending Barbara Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett’s understanding of festivals, as well as a methodological intervention, as it 

implies that it is not enough for festival scholars just to study the event. I have 

referred to such festival “omnipresence” through the ideas of ‘decentralisation of the 

festival space’ and ‘decentralisation of the festival time’ in Chapters Five and Six 

respectively. These two forms of decentralisation, I argue, are specific to ‘two-tier 

festivals,’ a concept I have suggested to refer to festivals in twenty-first century 

Senegal.  

Part of the value of this thesis is also in its contribution to a wide range of 

disciplines interested in the interactions between the global and the local beyond the 

African context. I suggest the term ‘two-tier festivals’ to refer to festivals that are 

framed both locally and internationally at the same time. These festivals share a 

series of characteristics in which these two frameworks are reflected and understood 

differently by organisers, artists, sponsors, and participating audiences. It is a 

concept that suggests that in the latest wave of festivalisation in Senegal there has 

not just been an increasing internationalisation, as in the case of film festivals in 

Africa and worldwide (Dovey 2015: 131-158), but also, an increasing understanding 

of the festival as defining and specific of a particular place, which is not the nation of 

Senegal, but a region, city or rural area within the country.  

This tight connection between a festival and its location resonates with the 

way in which festival scholars have discussed festivals as sites of identity 

(re)creation, fostering “feelings of belonging,” (Gibson & Connell 2011: 44) and 

“embracing community” (Gibson & Connell 2011: 8) for instance, through 

“remembering the past” (Gibson & Connell 2011: 44). This is how festival scholar 

Leslie Witz speaks about contemporary discourses in South Africa as a new nation in 
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the post-apartheid period, built upon a common past (Witz 2003: 9). In the 

Senegalese context, Ferdinand De Jong also studies the Fanal at Saint-Louis as 

entrenched very specifically in its colonial past which is remembered in the present 

(De Jong 2009).  

What this thesis further suggests is that such understanding of the festival as 

related to its location leads to the view of the festival as “territorial,” that is, as 

associated with the territory. This is a key contribution of this thesis in festival 

scholarship, where this attribute had not yet been applied to festivals. The territory 

operates as the “object of identity attachment” (Diop 2006: 141), thus motivating 

people from the territory to be involved in the project (Diop 2006: 142). I have 

examined such understanding and concept through FESFOP, described by its 

president, Babacar Sarr, as “a project of territory” (pers. comm. 2015). A festival is 

territorial when it is implemented by and for people from the territory, both 

physically present, as residents, or virtually, from the diaspora. That is, the territorial 

is a notion that supersedes that of the local, since it comprises an international as 

well as digital or mediated element, and thus is able to respond to the reality of 

migration and further forms of human displacement. As such, ‘territory’ is a key 

term implied in the idea of ‘two-tier festivals,’ where the local and the international 

meet. It is a term that takes festivals beyond commonplace definitions of liveness 

(Dovey 2015: 12-22, Harbord 2009: 43-44, Witz 2003: 10).  

 Territorial festivals scatter their activities across the different areas within 

the territory, so that a large cross-section of the population can sense it and 

participate. Yet a project is not territorial if it is not endorsed by the local population 

where it is hosted, across a series of spaces, such as, town centres, its outskirts, 

villages and rural areas. People from the territory, either based in it, abroad, or in-
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between (spending certain periods of time abroad and others in the place of origin), 

need to support the festival and see it as beneficial for the territory. This constitutes a 

theoretical intervention also in development and post-development studies 

discourses (Dovey, McNamara & Olivieri 2013). 

For instance, FESFOP creates a sense of belonging by rooting itself in the 

historic past of Louga, a place that was the home of a large number of artists in the 

country, such as percussionist El Hadj Mbol Seck (1932-1985), or Mademba Diop 

(1928-2007), a performing artist and songwriter, founder of the Cercle de la 

Jeunesse. It makes the gate of Louga, Babou Salam, an icon of a region that was a 

“crossroads of culture” (Mbargane Mbaye, pers. comm. 2015) using it in a large 

number of festival posters, or even, in the clothing of the Troupe Communale de 

Louga, as seen in the seventeenth edition. 

 

 
 

 Yet it also positions contemporary Louga in the cultural scene, through the 

Troupe Communale de Louga, composed of around fifteen young performers. 

Through the cyclical celebration of the Festival, FESFOP members claim the role of 

Louga as the “cultural capital of Senegal,” as declared by the then Minister of 

Culture, Mame Birame Diouf, in 2008.  

Figure 1. Troupe Communale de Louga, wearing boubous with the image of the gate of Louga, on 31 
December 2017, during the 17th FESFOP (Photo: Estrella Sendra). 
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This claim is of particular importance in the context of rural regions, which 

are often disregarded by cultural policies or political strategies that aim to boost 

national tourism.  As noted by further scholars (Dovey 2015: 158, Connell & 

McManus 2011, Gibson & Connell 2011), a festival can contribute to the “place-

image” (Getz 1991 in Gibson & Connell 2011: 15) or re-profiling of a territory. I 

hope the analysis of FESFOP as a project specific of the territory of Louga can 

inspire further festival research to examine the relation between festivals and their 

locations, not just in Senegal and other African countries, but also around the world.  

The idea of a “territorial festival” also opens new conversations, as a term 

illustrative of the ever-changing nature of the local, and its intersection with the 

international and new social relations, mediated through digital technologies. The 

territory is thus key to understanding what the notion of ‘two-tier festival’ entails. It 

is a appropriate term for the study of rural festivals, where these are not just 

described as local or international, but where these two categories meet. Such studies 

can further explore the implications of describing a festival as territorial and the 

ways in which this category transcends that of the local. It may also lead to studies 

assessing the factors that make a festival work in rural areas where there tends to be 

a lack of infrastructure and political support for cultural initiatives; and looking at 

the importance of the endorsement from the people from that territory as key for the 

successful establishment of the festival in the region, as I suggest in the case of 

FESFOP.  

A question this research invites to engage with is whether urban festivals are 

also understood as territorial, or if they can become territorial over time by spreading 

their festival activities through different spaces, that is, through a decentralisation of 

the festival space. If that was the case, we could also question if the idea of a 
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territorial urban festival is influenced by the proliferation of rural festivals, and 

hence find a platform to compare rural and urban festivals as part of the same 

phenomenon of festivalisation.  

The three key concepts – ‘territory,’ ‘decentralisation of the festival space,’ 

and ‘decentralisation of the festival time’ – that characterise my suggested notion of 

‘two-tier festivals,’ can inspire further festival studies, exploring the range of spaces 

used, re-invented and re-vitalised at festivals and the audience dynamics in each of 

them. For instance, I address how FESFOP prefers not to distinguish between an 

‘IN’ and an ‘OFF’ programme, to avoid any form of spatial hierarchy. However, I 

also note how there are subtle forms of limiting access to certain events to certain 

parts of the population, precisely by targeting specific people (such as sponsors, 

intellectual figures, local political and religious authorities) for events like the 

official opening of the festival and the colloquium or forum for the cooperation. It 

would be worth questioning the implications of not distinguishing between ‘IN’ and 

‘OFF’ explicitly, and the extent to which there is no such a distinction in practice. In 

the context of rural festivals, and not just in Senegal, but all over the world, it would 

also be worth questioning if such a distinction is not made, unlike in urban festivals, 

partly because of the lack of infrastructure in rural areas, as most spaces (except for 

the Centre Culturel Régional) adopt a pop-up performance space form.  

The idea of the ‘decentralisation of time’ is particularly innovative, in that it 

is revealing of the festivals impact and their legacy over time; not just from edition 

to edition, as Janet Harbord suggests (2016:70), leading to the transformation of the 

festival into a structure; but when the festival is, in fact, a structure working year-

round. I have shown that FESFOP is not just a five-day festival, but it is a project 

that has to do with the local development of Louga, and that has implications 
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concerning the heritage and the cultural sector in the region. This would not be 

achieved if the festival was just temporary and disappeared over time. This concept 

of the decentralisation of time can be applied to further festivals, such as the Toronto 

International Film Festival, whose activities run beyond the specific festival dates.  

This thesis connects the notion of two-tier festivals with a specific cultural 

policy (the Law of Decentralisation) that contains the same term that I refer to, 

namely, ‘decentralisation,’ and that festival organisers themselves use in order to 

stress their outreach and impact in the territory.  This connection had not sufficiently 

been explored in relation to festivals (just briefly in Tamba and Blin’s book on 

cultural policy in postcolonial Senegal, 2014: 73-74). Beyond the Senegalese context 

within which this thesis is framed, I hope other festivals all over the world can 

further engage in such analysis and question the way in which the proliferation of 

festivals contributes to cultural decentralisation and whether this happens at a 

political level or at a grassroots level. This constitutes a contribution to the long-

standing debates around the very value of festivals as short-lived rare events (Gibson 

& Connel 2012: 4, McKay 2015: 3; Moeran & Strandgaard Pedersen 2011: 6-8).  

This same concept of decentralisation has served me to establish a spatial 

criteria in my suggested history of festivalisation in Senegal. I have argued that 

Senegalese festivals before the year 2000 were marked by a centralisation, in that 

they mainly emerged from Dakar, the capital of Senegal. In contrast, after the year 

2000 there has been a decentralisation of festivals, which have sprung up in different 

regions. The identification of these two periods can lead to new ways of studying 

festivals in Senegal, not as state initiatives, but rather as individuals’ initiatives, 

responding to changes in cultural policy and serving the needs of contemporary 

society. 
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While specific to Senegal, this parameter suggests a spatial element of 

distinction of festivals for their research, other than those proposed by one of the 

most emblematic film festival scholars, Marijke De Valck, such as size, outreach, 

film genre or the exhibition platforms (2016: 1-5). It can lead to studies that may 

engage more closely with the differences between festivals celebrated in rural and 

urban areas within the same country and the way in which these are interrelated, not 

as dichotomies but rather exploring potential partnerships between them; shedding 

light on political, economic, social and geographic aspects of festivals, beyond their 

cultural value. 

I have already sought to engage in such conversation through applying 

Adesokan’s concept of “crossroads of capital” (2011) to festivals, which have often 

been compared to fairs in festival scholarship (Moeran & Strandgaard 2011). 

Specifically in West Africa the term “crossroads of capital” is useful because of the 

strong West Africa market culture to which Adesokan refers (2011: 6-7). Festivals, 

and more specifically, rural festivals, like FESFOP, are crossroads of capital in that 

they lead to the creation of a space for the exchange of different forms of capital, 

such as cultural, social and economic. This argument can contribute to the existing 

conversation on rural festivals in Australia, where different scholars (Darian-Smith 

2011, Gibson & Connell 2011, Brennan-Horley et al. 2007) have noted that festivals 

have emerged in order to provide an alternative economic income; particularly in 

places where the traditional forms of economy, such as agriculture, are no longer 

able to cater the economic needs of the population. It is a concept that can help 

understand the impact of rural festivals for the regions where they are hosted, and as 

such, further explores the understanding of festivals as multifaceted events 

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 57-58) and not just as public entertaining events, as 
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Dovey notes (2015: 22). 

At the same time, it is a concept that I study as rooted in the geographic and 

economic background of Louga. I suggest that it is this context what made the region 

not just a crossroads, but a crossroads of culture, where the music, dance and 

theatrical performances that emerged in the 1950s, such as Cercle de la Jeunese, 

included agricultural elements (Neveu Kringelbach 2013: 48). I hope that this 

background economic information of Louga can inspire other festival researchers, as 

I consider that it can be key to understanding the way in which festivals come into 

being specifically in rural areas or small towns.  

What I suggest in this thesis is that rural festivals, like FESFOP, are 

crossroads of capital where “social capital” (Bourdieu 1986) is the leading form of 

capital that can then transform or lead to cultural and economic capital. If festival 

studies have already applied Bourdieu’s term of social capital (Arcodia & Whitford 

2007, Finkel 2010, Quinn & Wilks 2013 & 2016, etc.), I hope this thesis can lead to 

new questions to be addressed to further understand the social impact of festivals 

like Louga, a “mixed commune,” 99 percent rural, a young population of under 30-

year-old men and women that accounts for 70.56 percent of the total population 

(ANSD, July 2015: 20), where across the whole population, 30.8 percent are 

unemployed (ANSD, July 2015: 111). As Bernadette Quinn notes (2006: 288), this 

social impact goes beyond tourism. The social capital at FESFOP transforms into 

different forms of capital for the region, whose population sees in FESFOP a 

learning and socialising space, but also, a source of employment and of opportunities 

for international mobility and exchange.  

In the case of rural places, social capital is even more significant, I suggest, 
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but it is still to be further examined in festival scholarship. In rural festivals, 

interactions between different actors and festival participants are higher in number 

and quality than in urban festivals. In addition to this, in rural areas, there are not so 

many events competing for people’s attention. There is a sense of proximity which 

makes it easier to connect with one another, leading to a richer personal experience 

and an increase in the social impact of the festival. For instance, during FESFOP, it 

is very easy, as an artist, member of the audience, or sponsor, to meet with the 

festival president, Babacar Sarr, as he is always on the ground, and there is a sense of 

openness in the spatial distribution. Similarly, artists are also very accessible and it is 

the norm to meet with one another, casually, across the festival spaces during the 

festival dates. The high degree of social capital in a rural festival such as FESFOP is 

illustrative of the social impact of the festival. Such impact is noted by the 

population of the territory, and not by the government pushing tourism as a state 

strategy (even if this is also the case). This is a crucial aspect still to be questioned in 

festival research, beyond ideas of curation (De Valck 2007 & 2016, Dovey 2015, 

Iordanova 2013).  

I also hope this thesis invites further research on rural festivals which, unlike 

FESFOP, are not conceived as sites of heritage (re)creation.  This would shed light 

on the extent to which the idea of heritage, and hence tradition, may also be included 

in the festival programme in order to reach international institutional and local 

political institutional funding, whose cultural agendas promote the preservation of 

heritage.  

This thesis has opened new research avenues in Senegalese festival studies 

more specifically, offering an analytical framework and a series of aspects to be 

further explored. I hope the initial conversation of festivals in Senegal in relation to 
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the Law of Decentralisation in this thesis can lead to further studies of festivals and 

cultural policy in Senegal, moving beyond the prevalent focus on culture in relation 

to Senghor’s vision of Négritude (Snipe 1998, Harney 2004). Similarly, I hope it 

leads to more specific and focused studies on influential individuals, such as 

Mamadou Konté, Babacar Sarr and many others, in line with some of the 

publications that are arising within Senegalese scholarship, including Amadou 

Ndiaye’s book on Baaba Maal (2015), Déthié Ndiaye’s on Ndongo Lô (2017) or in 

the urban cultural scene, from a polyphonic perspective, including various actors, 

such as in Margit Niederhuber and Ina Thiam’s book Networking à Dakar (2016), 

and Fatou Kandé Senghor’s Wala Bok (2015).  

This invites further questioning of the extent to which festivals that solely or 

primarily seek to provide a platform of visibility for culture can be financially 

sustainable, if the state fails to successfully implement the Law, and if international 

institutions are just interested in projects that fit their international diplomatic 

agendas, which often seek to overcome social and health problems (most of which 

arguably derive from the colonial period). 

The application of Appiah’s notion of “rooted cosmopolitans” (2005) to 

festival directors in Senegal, complemented by Davies’ notion of “transformational 

leader” (2011), is key to understanding a crucial international dimension of two-tier 

festivals, that refers to the internationalism of local individuals, those who have had 

an experience of international mobility (for instance, through migration or artistic 

performances abroad) and that make use of those connections to establish a project 

in their place of origin or to contribute financially, socially, or culturally to a local 

project. This point takes De Valck’s phrase of the “age of festival directors” (2007: 

192) even further. I hope it might also inspire further scholars to examine the 
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contributions of the diaspora to the festivalisation in Senegal in the discipline of 

festival studies, as well as the role of rooted cosmopolitans in the local economy, 

politics, social and cultural sphere of their regions across different disciplines. 

The suggested history of festivalisation in Senegal in this thesis, which starts 

from precolonial festivities, further opens a new conversation in Senegalese festival 

studies, inviting scholars to keep contributing towards the history of such a long 

tradition of festivities in the country. This needs to take into account precolonial 

festivities, such as rituals  or animist festivities and religious festivities. It can also 

lead to comparative studies of festivals, rituals and religious festivities, as well as to 

studies questioning the relation between culture and religion nowadays, in the case 

of Islam (Coulon 1999, De Jong 2010, McLaughlin 2011, Neff 2013), Christianity 

(Cabrita 2014, Englund et al. 2011) and further religious practices in Africa, through 

the lenses of festivals.  

The history of festivalisation here opens three other areas of research that I 

was not able to include in this thesis due to the constraint of space. The first one 

regards the festivalisation of colonial sites. I have shown in this thesis how the 

former colonial capitals, not just Dakar and Saint-Louis, but also Gorée Island 

(which along with Rufisque formed the Four Communes from where the colonial 

government operated), have been hosting a higher number of festivals than other 

regions in the country. I have included a list of some of the festivals that have 

celebrated various editions in the Appendix 24 of Chapter Two, such as Festival 

Saint-Louis Jazz and Festival Duo Solo Danse in Saint-Louis, and Gorée Diaspora 

Festival, Gorée Jazz Festival and Gorée Cinema in Gorée Island.  

A clear implication of this is that the Law of Decentralisation, as mentioned 
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above, is not successfully implemented, as certain areas keep concentrating the 

cultural activity. The discussion of the Fanal, a festival of colonial and Christian 

origins celebrated in Saint-Louis, is illustrative of such festivalisation of colonial 

sites and the ways in which these can operate as “palimpsest heritage” (De Jong 

2009: 38), engaging in a sort of colonial nostalgia; remembered, performed and re-

signified in the present for tourist purposes, but also, re-claimed by locals as a 

located festivity. Similar dynamics were found across these various festivals at 

colonial sites, such as the Fanal and the Spectacle Féerique de Gorée during the 

1966 Festival, that I have not been able to include here but that I hope will be 

covered in future research. 

This leads to a second area of research, which engages in a close examination 

of the legacy of Senghor and the 1966 Festival, continuing the conversation also 

opened by the edited collection on the Festival edited by Murphy (2016). It would be 

worth questioning whether such legacy is hidden, acknowledged or actively vowed 

against, by festivals today; and if so, under what circumstances, in what spaces and 

the potential purposes of the references to Senghor and the Premier Festival Mondial 

des Arts Nègres.  

A further aspect that emerges from the first two chapters in this thesis is the 

high degree of collaboration between different festivals and cultural actors, 

resonating with De Valck’s application of Latour’s actor-network theory to (film) 

festivals (2007: 32-36). Cultural actors collaborate with each other, seeing 

themselves as “entangled” (Malaquais & Vincent 2016: 195) within the broader 

festivalisation in the country and showing the social responses to the lack of state 

funding. This was particularly evident in the case of festivals of urban culture, such 

as FESTA2H and Festigraff in Dakar, or the Festival Njaambuur Hip Hop in Louga. 
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During fieldwork, it was common to see the same faces, artists, organisers and 

festival friends, at the various festivals; or supporting the fellow festivals through 

social media, endorsing each other as militants for the same cause: culture. I hope 

that these three aspects, which became evident during my research, will be examined 

in upcoming festivals research. 

I have stressed the positive impact of FESFOP in the region. It offers a 

stimulating learning and socialising platform, as well as a unique space for the 

visibility of its artists, and where further economic and development projects can 

emerge. However, I have also noted that the aim of cultural decentralisation can be 

hampered by the establishment of FESFOP as the main festival in the region and as a 

non-profit organisation that centralises a range of cultural and developmental 

projects for Louga.  

I have illustrated the centrality of FESFOP as the project of Louga through 

the example of its position in the cultural calendar and in relation to further festivals 

in the region. These often need the endorsement of FESFOP, even if only implicitly, 

in order to access infrastructure, funding, connections with the local authorities, and 

audiences. This aspect needs to be further examined. Is the support needed from 

FESFOP just a temporary factor for the initial project in order to help this settle in 

the region and become territorial? Or is it rather a centralisation that prevents other 

projects from finding a space within the region? Will they need to continue being 

defined in relation to FESFOP, as a broader “umbrella structure”?  

There were a number of aspects of FESFOP that attracted my attention but 

which I did not have the chance to cover in this thesis. For instance, it would be 

worth continuing to examine the festival’s impact in the region and the extent to 
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which its spatial decentralisation covers the range of areas in the region. I have 

created various maps to illustrate the scope of its activity, which I hope will inspire 

research methods in future research in relation to the festival space. However, I was 

not able to find the criteria of selection of the spaces selected for the programme of 

cultural decentralisation in FESFOP, as the response given to me was quite broad, 

mentioning the identification of artists in the region and their remote geographic 

position. This aspect could have been further revelatory of some of the political 

tensions involved in festivals, where the support from partners and local authorities 

is very often the fruit of personal and professional relationships between the festival 

director and the latter.   

The future of FESFOP remains unresolved and is increasingly questioned by 

the population in Louga, since it is so closely linked to the figure of Sarr. His 

qualities as a rooted cosmopolitan and transformational leader with a strong 

commitment and dedication are at the heart of FESFOP and its sustainability could 

be challenged if he left the role, due to age or any other reason. A wide range of 

FESFOP members and festival partners have explicitly stated in various colloquium 

spaces of FESFOP and further festivals that they do not think of the successor or his 

retirement and that they pray for the long life of the president. In fact, in the country, 

other festivals have disappeared with the disappearance of the figure of the director, 

yet others, such as Africa Fête, have continued to evolve, continuing the cause that 

first moved the initial festival founder.  

It would be worth examining if the subsequent editions of FESFOP are 

successful in raising money from private funders, such as rooted cosmopolitans, who 

are increasingly collaborating with the festival. Another question that arises is 

whether this thesis contributes to the festival’s sustainability through raising 
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awareness of it. In other words, is research a source of legitimisation for festivals, 

particularly in rural areas, where such academic discourse can be transformed into 

different forms of capital and lead to partnerships or opportunities of international 

mobility? This positions us, festival scholars, as activists, contributing to the 

visibility of such cultural initiatives all over the world, decentralising them across 

different geographic virtual spaces mediated through academia. As a researcher of 

FESFOP, I could see the number of times in which Babacar Sarr enjoyed his 

participation in panels, colloquium and networking spaces to introduce me to local 

political authorities, international sponsors and further festival actors. He highlighted 

that I was as a Spanish researcher from the University of London who was doing a 

thesis about festivals in Senegal and had selected FESFOP as the main case study. 

There was a sense of implied pride in such statements which prompted me to think 

that as a researcher, I may also participate in the sustainability of the festival.  

I hope that this thesis can lead to new conversations on festivals from a multi-

disciplinary perspective, intersecting with development studies, diaspora studies, 

migration studies and sociology, where scholars could use festivals as “heuristic 

devices” (Dovey 2015: 20), that is, as lenses through which to examine the economic 

and cultural contributions within different territories in Senegal by rooted 

cosmopolitans. 

 
I have already suggested a new area to be researched in festival studies and 

cultural policy that regards the ways in which cultural actors manage to organise 

their festivals in a context of non-favourable cultural policies. This leads to a further 

question still to be addressed – whether the cultural scene, as created by its cultural 
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actors and individuals’ initiatives can lead to changes in the cultural policy, and if so, 

in which ways, and after how long.  

I also hope this research inspires an analysis of cultural policy in relation to 

colonialism, as Adama Djigo does in the case of heritage (2015). It would be worth 

looking at the differences between festivals hosted in former colonial capitals or 

places where colonisers were settled, and festivals in other spaces, such as rural 

regions; and to see if the festivalisation of colonial sites shapes the funding raised 

from Senegalese political institutions and NGOs, political or non-profit organisations 

from former colonising countries (such as France), and whether this differs from the 

funds accessible for rural festivals.  

The thesis may also inspire conversations in heritage studies, examining the 

relation between festivals and rituals beyond the understanding of festivals as sites 

for heritage (re)creation (Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 1998, Cooley 2010, De Jong 2007, 

2009, 2010; Manuel et al. 2009; Bennett et al. 2014; Witz 2003), or the 

festivalisation of rituals (De Jong 2007 & 2013). One such aspect to question is the 

extent to which the view that festivals cohabit and do not replace rituals is the case, 

and the audience dynamics at these two different kinds of festivities.  

Festivals could also be analysed in development studies as lenses through 

which to examine the ways in which so-called projects for development are 

implemented, and what local development means for the different actors involved in 

such projects. A question deriving from this thesis is how many projects for 

development have benefited from the creation of festivals, or even started from the 

building of cultural infrastructure and an event. This can be another form of 

exploring Senghor’s legacy in the contemporary cultural scene, as he was an 
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advocate of the idea that culture was at the beginning and end of any form of 

development.   

I also hope the theorisation of FESFOP in this thesis can inspire further 

festival scholars to examine the festival impact and the variety of complexities 

involved, with close attention to the contemporary context of migration and 

displacement as well as that of digitalisation. From diaspora studies, one could look 

at the cultural and economic contributions from the diaspora, not just in festivals, but 

in different sectors.  

Ultimately, I hope the specificity and located scholarship suggested in this 

thesis can inspire research of other case studies of festivals in Senegal, in order to 

relate these to the phenomenon of festivalisation in Senegal, Africa and more 

broadly, in any other part of the world.  
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Appendix 2 

Article written by me on FESFOP during my internship in the national newspaper Le Soleil.  
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Appendix 3 
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Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 4. Archives from Cultura Dakar & Aula Cervantes 
List of activities in which Cultura Dakar has been involved:  

Year Festival Name Festival Date 
2009 1er Festival Afroflamenco 5 June 2009 
2009 1er Festival Cinéma Ibero-

Aro-Latinoaméricain 
Late March 

2009 1er Festival du Sahel 20-22 November 2009 
2009 Festival Image et Vie 18 June 2009 
2009 1er Festival Xeex 28 May – 1 June 2009 
2010 2ème Festival Afroflamenco 4-5 June 2010 
2010 18ème Festival de Jazz de 

Saint-Louis 
21-24 May 2010 

2010 2ème Festival du Sahel 11-12 December 2010 
2010 2ème Festival Xeex 15-19 December 2010 
2011 3ème Festival Afroflamenco 3 June 2011 
2011 4ème Festival Duo Solo 

Danse 
15-18 June 2011 

2011 5ème FESTA 2H 28-27 June 2011 
2011 19ème Festival de Jazz de 

Saint-Louis 
9-12 May 2011 

2011 2ème Festival Théâtre 
Forum 

2 July 2011 

2012 3ème Festival du Sahel 23-25 November 2012 
2012 5ème Festival Duo Solo 

Danse 
13-16 June 2012 

2012 Rapsusklei  
2012 Festival Africa Fête December 
2012 4ème Festival Afrikabok 9-22 January 2012 
2012 1er Festival Deggi Daaj 

International 
4-17 June 2012 

2012 6ème Festival Duo Solo 
Danse 

13-16 June 2012 

2012 6ème Festival FESTA 2H 16-23 June 2012 
2012 3ème Festival Theâtre 

Forum 
1-21 September 2012 

2012 Festival theâtre Kaddu 
Yaraax 

 

2012 4ème Festival Afroflamenco  
2012 Musica rekk Matador  
2013 12ème Africa Fête 30 November – 22 

December 
2013 5ème Festival Afrikabok March 2013 
2013 4ème Festival Afroflamenco  
2013  7ème Festival Duo Solo 

Danse 
12-15 June 2013 

2013 7ème Festival FESTA 2H 14-22 June 2013 
2013 4ème Festival du Sahel 22-24 November 2013 
2013 13ème Festival Image et Vie 14-18 June 2013 
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2013 2ème Festival Interferences 3-11 May 2013 
2014 6ème Festival Afrikabok 20 February – 30 March 

2014 
2014 11ème Biennale 2014 16 May 2014 
2014 2ème Festival Deggi Daaj 

International  
2-21 June 2014 

2014 9ème Festival FESTA 2H 4-8 June 2014 
2014 1er Festival l’abri des 

enfants 
15-29 March 2014 

2015 2ème Banlieue Film 
Festival 

10-12 December 2015 

2015 8ème Festival Duo Solo 
Danse 

3-7 June 2015 

2015 10ème Festival FESTA 2H 5-14 June 2015 
2015 5ème Festival du Sahel 4-6 April 2015 
2015 Vis à vis (not a festival) 5-8 March 2015  
2015 5ème Festival XEEX 11-13 December 2015 
 

Collected archived materials from Aula Cervantes:  

Archives 2016 
- Festival Films Femmes Afrique 19-27 February 2016.  
- Matador + Battle 18 March.  
- Cortos REKK. 18 April.  
- Dak’art 2016. Carrefour de cultures + Rafael Padilla.  

Archives 2015 
- Report of cultural scene in Senegal.  
- Vis à vis.  
- 5ème Festival du Sahel.  
- 11ème Festival Sénégalais de Théâtre forum. 25-30 July 2015.  
- Flamenco Show Ignacio Garrido had spoken about: Olga Pericet.  
- Future Film Festival et OK Film Tour Branderbury. 1er Festival de Film 

Ecologique et de Protection de la nature.  
- Banlieue Film Festival.  
- Concours court-métrages CORTOS REKK.  

 
Archives 2014 

- Tenerife shorts : Festival International de court-métrages Saint-Louis 18 
March (UGB) – 20 March (IC Dakar).  

- Biennale Dak’art 2014.  
- Festival de Cinéma Image et Vie 14ème édition. 13-17 June 2014.  
- Flamenco: Anabel Veloso.  

Archives 2013 
- 13ème Festival de Cinéma Image et Vie. 14- 18 June 2013.  
- 4ème Festival du Sahel. 22-24 November 2013.  

Archives 2012 
- Cultural programme 2010 
- Festival de Cinéma Image et Vie  
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- 7ème FESTA2H. 16-22 June 2012.  
- Africa Fête 
- 8ème Festival Sénégalais de Théâtre Forum. 17-21 September 2012 
- The historical heritage of Senegal.  
- 12ème Africa Fête. 30 November – 22 December 2012.  
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Appendix 5. List of festivals I attended during fieldwork 
	

Date City Festival Name 
23-28 November 2015 Saint-Louis 2nd Festival du Film Documentaire 
9-12 December 2015 Kaolack 8th FESNAC (Festival National des Arts et de 

Cultures) 
10-12 December 2015 Dakar 2nd Banlieue Film Festival 
11-13 December 2015 Dakar 5th Festival Xeex 
24-26 December 2015 Louga 6th Festival Ndiambour Hip Hop 

28 December – 2 January 2016 Louga 15th FESFOP 
22-23 April 2016 Louga 1st Festival de Rire 
23-30 April 2016 Saint-Louis 11th Festival International Rapandar 

26 April – 5 May 2016 Dakar 7th FESTIGRAFF 
3 May – 2 June 2016 Dakar 12th Biennale de l’Art Contemporaine Africaine 

(Dak’Art) 
11-16 May 2016 Saint-Louis 24th Festival Saint-Louis Jazz   
26-30 May 2016 Dakar 11th FESTA 2H 
2-5 June 2016 Dakar 9th Festival Duo Solo Danse 
13 July 2016 Louga 8th FESTEFF 

12-17 July 2016 (real date: 15-16) Louga 5th FIRPI 
23 July 2016 Gorée 

(Dakar) 
2nd Gorée Cinema Festival 

28 July – 2 August 2016 Louga 3rd Festival Chemins Croisés de Danse 
6-7 August 2016 Patte D’Oies, 

Dakar 
1st Rappatak (hip hop with basketball) 

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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APPENDIXES CHAPTER 1 
 
Appendix 1. 1990: Biennale des Lettres et des Arts (after, Biennale de l’Art 
Contemoporain Africain) (Dak’Art) 

EDITION DATE 
1 10-18 December 1990 
2 14-20 December 1992 
3 14-20 December 1996 
4 14-20 December 1998 
5 5 May – 5 June 2000 
6 10 May – 10 June 2002 
7 7 May – 7 June 2004 
8 5 May – 5 June 2006 
9 9 May – 9 June 2008 

10 7 May – 7 June 2010 
11 9 May – 8 June 2014 
12 3 May – 2 June 2016 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection 
(2016). 
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Appendix 2. 1997: Festival National des Arts et de Cultures (FESNAC) 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 2-9 December 1997 Thiès 
2 1-7 December 1999 Dakar 
3 19-22 December 2001 (interrupted following Senghor’s death) Ziguinchor 
4 19-22 December 2003 Ziguinchor 
5 19-22 December 2005 Tambacounda 
6 27-30 December 2007 Saint-Louis 
7 26-29 January 2012 Saint-Louis 
8 9-12 December 2015 Kaolack 
9 27-31 December 2016 Kolda 

 

 

 

Appendix 3. 1993: Festival des Origines Serer et Diola 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 30 December 1993 – 2 January 1994 Fatick 
2 17-20 May 1996 Joal 
3 18-23 November 1999 Joal 
4  8 February 2014 (Meeting only) Kaolack 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 4. 1994: Abene Festivalo (Festival d’Abène) 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 26 December 1994 – 2 January 1995 Abene (Casamance) 
2 26 December 1995 – 2 January 1996 Abene (Casamance) 
3 26 December 1996 – 2 January 1997 Abene (Casamance) 
4 26 December 1997 – 2 January 1998 Abene (Casamance) 
5 26 December 1998 – 2 January 1999 Abene (Casamance) 
6 26 December 1999 – 2 January 2000 Abene (Casamance) 
7  26 December 2000 – 2 January 2001 Abene (Casamance) 
8  26 December 2001 – 2 January 2002 Abene (Casamance) 
9 26 December 2002 – 2 January 2003 Abene (Casamance) 

10 26 December 2003 – 2 January 2004 Abene (Casamance) 
11 26 December 2004 – 2 January 2005 Abene (Casamance) 
12 26 December 2005 – 2 January 2006 Abene (Casamance) 
13 26 December 2006 – 2 January 2007 Abene (Casamance) 
14 26 December 2007 – 2 January 2008 Abene (Casamance) 
15 26 December 2008 – 2 January 2009 Abene (Casamance) 
16 26 December 2009 – 2 January 2010 Abene (Casamance) 
17 26 December 2010 – 2 January 2011 Abene (Casamance) 
18 26 December 2011 – 2 January 2012 Abene (Casamance) 
19 26 December 2012 – 2 January 2013 Abene (Casamance) 
20  26 December 2013 – 2 January 2014 Abene (Casamance) 
21 26 December 2014 – 2 January 2015 Abene (Casamance) 
22 26 December 2015 – 2 January 2016 Abene (Casamance) 
23 26 December 2016 – 2 January 2017 Abene (Casamance) 

 
Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 5. 1998: Festival International des Peuples de l’Eau (Eco arts) 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
Launch 8 February 1997 Dakar 

1 16-21 March 1998 Dakar 
2 22-27 March 1999 Dakar 
3 Not celebrated Dakar 
4 4 – 7 July 2002 Dakar 
5 9 – 11 December 2004 Dakar 
6 9-11 December 2008 Dakar 
7 Not celebrated Dakar 
8 Not celebrated Dakar 
9 Not celebrated Dakar 

10 October 2011 Dakar 
11 13-14-15 July 2012 Dakar 
12 28-30 June 2013 Dakar 
13 28-30 August 2015 Dakar 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 6. 1998: Festival international de culture et développement de Thilogne 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 1998 Thilogne (Matam) 
2 Unknown Thilogne (Matam) 
3 9 – 11 August 2002 Thilogne (Matam) 
4 6 – 8 August 2004 Thilogne (Matam) 
5 11 – 13 August 2006 Thilogne (Matam) 
6 8 – 10 August 2008 Thilogne (Matam) 
7 Unknown Thilogne (Matam) 
8 28 – 30 December 2012 

(cancelled) 
Thilogne (Matam) 

9 26 – 28 December 2014 Thilogne (Matam) 
10 16 – 18 December 2016 Thilogne (Matam) 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 7. 1999: Festival International du Film de Quartier (FIFQ) 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 15 – 20 December 1999 Dakar 
2 15 – 20 December 2000 Dakar 
3 15 – 20 December 2001 Dakar 
4 15 – 20 December 2002 Dakar 
5 15 – 20 December 2003 Dakar 
6 15 – 20 December 2004 Dakar 
7 15 – 20  December 2005 Dakar 
8 15 – 20 December 2006 Dakar 
9 12 – 17 December 2007 Dakar 

10 2 – 6 December 2008 Dakar & Ziguinchor 
11 15 – 20 December 2009 Dakar & Ziguinchor 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 8. 1993: Festival Saint-Louis Jazz (FIJS) 

 

Source: elaborated by author from data collection (2017). 

 

	

	 	

EDITION DATE 

1 15 – 17 April 1993 
2 14 – 16 April 1994 
3 6 – 8 April 1995 
4 9 – 11 May 1996 
5 7 – 10 May 1997 
6 3 – 6 June 1998 
7 12 – 15 June 1999 
8 1 – 5 June 2000 
9 9 – 12 May 2001 

10 15 – 18 May 2002 
11 28 – 31 May 2003 
12 5 – 8 May 2004 
13 4 – 7 May 2005 
14 31 May – 2 June 2006 
15 24 – 27 May 2007 
16 8 – 11 May 2008 
17 28 – 31 May 2009 
18 20 – 23 May 2010 
19 9 – 12 May 2011 
20 23 – 28 May 2012 
21 15 – 19 May 2013 
22 4 – 9 June 2014 
23 20 – 25 May 2015 
24 11 – 16 May 2016 
25 24 April – 1 May 2017 
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APPENDIXES CHAPTER 2 
Appendix 1. Festivals in Senegal until 2016.  
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Appendix 2 
Speech Macky Sall at Opening Dak’Art (Dak’Art actu, May 2016:6-7) 
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Appendix 3. 2001: Festival Africa Fête 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 2001 Dakar 
2 11-15 December 2002   
3 1-3 December 2003 Dakar 
4 29 November - 4 December 2004 Dakar 
5 28 November - 2 December 2005 Dakar 
6 30 November 2 December 2006 Dakar 
7 1 December 2007 Dakar 
8 6 December 2008 Dakar 
9 12-19 December 2009 Dakar & Louga 
10 9-18 December 2010 Senegal 
11 3 -1 December 2011 Dakar 
12 30 November - 22 December 2012 Senegal 
13 22 November - 21 December 2013 Senegal (Dakar; Kaolack; Louga;  

Saint-Louis; Ziguinchor) 
14 03-27 December 2014 Senegal 
15 4-20 December 2015 Senegal (St Louis; Tambacounda;  

Kaolack; Ziguinchor) 
16 15- 21 December 2016 Dakar & Saint-Louis 

 
  Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 4. 2015: Festival Salam 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 2 – 11 July 2015 Dakar 
2 17 – 25 June 2016 Dakar 

 
 
	

Appendix 5. 2001: Festival Kaay Fecc 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 31 May- 4 June 2001 Dakar 
2 30 May - 7 June 2003 Dakar 
3 1-5 June 2005 Dakar 
4 31 May - 6 June 2007 Dakar 
5 30 May - 5 June 2009 Dakar 
6 2 - 5 June 2011 Dakar 
7 29 May - 2 June 2013 Dakar 
8 27 - 31 May 2015 Dakar 
9 9 – 17 June 2017 Dakar 

 
 
 
 
Appendix 6. 2005: Festival International des Arts et Traditions du Saloum 
(FIN’ARTS) 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 25-27 November 2005 Kaolack 
2 24 -27 November 2006 Kaolack 
3 27 December 2007 Kaolack 
4 21 December 2008 Kaolack 
5 24-26 December 2010 Kaolack 
6 28-30 March 2014 Kaolack 
7 24 – 25 December 2016 Kaolack 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 7. 2007: Festival International des Arts Hip-hop de Kaolack 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 2007  Kaolack  
2 2008 Kaolack  
3 6 – 8 November 2009 Kaolack  
4 10 – 31 December 2010 Kaolack  
5 23 – 25  December 2011 Kaolack  
6 12 – 23 December 2012 Kaolack  
7 23 – 30 November 2013 Kaolack 
8 23 – 30 November 2014 Kaolack 
9 24 – 31 October 2015 Kaolack 
10 1 – 5 November 2016 Kaolack 

 
 
 
 
Appendix 8. 2010: Festival Njaambuur Hip-Hop 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 24-26 December 2010 Louga 
2 24-26 December 2011 Louga 
3 24-26 December 2012 Louga 
4 24-26 December 2013 Louga 
5 24-26 December 2014 Louga 
6 24-26 December 2015 Louga 
7 24-26 December 2016 Louga 

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 9. 2001: Festival Hip-hop Awards, Yakaar: Festival International de 
Musiques Urbaines 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1  April 2001 Dakar 
2  Unknown Dakar 
3 December 2003 Dakar 
4 5-12 December 2004 Dakar 
5 4-10 December 2005 Dakar 
6 4-11 November 2006 Dakar 
7 12-15 December 2007 Dakar 
8 30 November - 6 December 2008 Dakar 
9 2-5 December 2009 Dakar 
10 9-21 December 2010 Dakar & Thies 

Festival becomes Festival international de musiques urbaines Yakaar 
1 2 – 4 December 2011 Dakar 
2 1 December 2012 Dakar & Rufisque 
3 End of August 2013 Dakar 

4/14 28 – 31 May 2014 Dakar 
5/15 7 November 2015 Dakar 
6/16 3 – 4 June 2016 Dakar 
17 6 – 8 May 2017 Dakar 

 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 10. List of activities in which Cultura Dakar (from Spanish Embassy) has 
been involved 

 
Year Festival Name Festival Date 
2009 1er Festival Afroflamenco 5 June 2009 
2009 1er Festival Cinéma Ibero-Aro-Latinoaméricain Last week of March 
2009 1er Festival du Sahel 20-22 November 2009 
2009 Festival Image et Vie 18 June 2009 
2009 1er Festival Xeex 28 May – 1 June 2009 
2010 2ème Festival Afroflamenco 4-5 June 2010 
2010 18ème Festival de Jazz de Saint-Louis 21-24 May 2010 
2010 2ème Festival du Sahel 11-12 December 2010 
2010 2ème Festival Xeex 15-19 December 2010 
2011 3ème Festival Afroflamenco 3 June 2011 
2011 4ème Festival Duo Solo Danse 15-18 June 2011 
2011 5ème FESTA2H 28-27 June 2011 
2011 19ème Festival de Jazz de Saint-Louis 9-12 May 2011 
2011 2ème Festival Théâtre Forum 2 July 2011 
2011 2ème Festival du Sahel 11-12 December 2010 
2012 5ème Festival Duo Solo Danse 13-16 June 2012 
2012 Rapsusklei / 
2012 Festival Africa Fête December 
2012 4ème Festival Afrikabok 9-22 January 2012 
2012 1er Festival Deggi Daaj International 4-17 June 2012 
2012 6ème Festival Duo Solo Danse 13-16 June 2012 
2012 6ème Festival FESTA2H 16-23 June 2012 
2012 3ème Festival Theâtre Forum 1-21 September 2012 
2012 3ème Festival du Sahel November 2012 
2012 8ème Festival theâtre Kaddu Yaraax 17 – 21 September 2012 
2012 3ème Festival Afroflamenco 3 June 2011 
2012 Musica rekk Matador / 
2013 12ème Africa Fête 30 November – 22 December 
2013 5ème Festival Afrikabok March 2013 
2013 7ème Festival Duo Solo Danse 12-15 June 2013 
2013 7ème Festival FESTA2H 14-22 June 2013 
2013 4ème Festival du Sahel 22-24 November 2013 
2013 13ème Festival Image et Vie 14-18 June 2013 
2013 2ème Festival Interferences 3-11 May 2013 
2014 6ème Festival Afrikabok 20 February – 30 March 2014 
2014 11ème Biennale 2014 16 May 2014 
2014 2ème Festival Deggi Daaj International  2-21 June 2014 
2014 9ème Festival FESTA2H 4-8 June 2014 
2014 1er Festival l’abri des enfants 15-29 March 2014 
2015 2ème Banlieue Film Festival 10-12 December 2015 
2015 8ème Festival Duo Solo Danse 3-7 June 2015 
2015 10ème Festival FESTA2H 5-14 June 2015 
2015 5ème Festival du Sahel 4-6 April 2015 
2015 Vis à vis (not a festival) 5-8 March 2015 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 11. 2007: Festival International de Poésie (Saint-Louis) 

 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 2007 Saint-Louis 
2 2008 Saint-Louis 
3 16 – 19 December 2009 Saint-Louis 
4 2010 Saint-Louis 
5 1 – 3 December 2011 Saint-Louis 
6 12 – 14 December 2012 Saint-Louis 
7 12 – 14 December 2013 Saint-Louis 
8  2014 Saint-Louis 
9 3 – 5 December 2015 Saint-Louis 

 
 
 
Appendix 12. 2001: Festival Image et Vie 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 7-11 June 2001 Dakar 
2 13-17 June 2002 Dakar 
3 14-18 June 2003 Dakar 
4 11-16 June 2004 Dakar 
5 2005?   
6 14-17 June 2006 Dakar 
7 15-18 June 2007 Dakar 
8 14-17 June 2008 Dakar 
9 13-17 June 2009 Dakar 
10 15-19 June 2010 Dakar 
11 15-18 June 2011 Dakar, Podor, Ourossogui & Bakel  
12 12-16 June 2012 Dakar 
13 14-18 June 2013 Dakar 
14 13-17 June 2014 Dakar 
15 9-13 June 2015 Dakar 
16  15 – 17 December 2016 Dakar 
17 7 – 11 October 2017 Dakar 

 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 13. 2006: Festival FESTA2H: Festival International de Hip-Hop et 
Cultures Urbaines 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 24 – 30 July 2006 Dakar 
2 16 – 26 June 2007 Dakar 
3 21 – 29 June 2008 Dakar 
4 19 – 27 June 2009 Dakar 
5 17 – 26 June 2010 Dakar 
6 16 – 25 June 2011 Dakar 
7 15 – 23 June 2012 Dakar 
8 14 – 22 June 2013 Dakar 
9 4 – 8 June 2014 Dakar 
10 5 – 14 June 2015 Dakar 
11 26 – 30 May 2016 Dakar 

 
 
 
 

Appendix 14. 2009: Festival Afroflamenco 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 5 June 2009 Dakar 
2 4 – 5 June 2010 Dakar 
3 3 June 2011 Dakar 

 
 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 15. 2005: Festival Kaddu Yaraax 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 20 – 25 July 2005 Dakar 
2 19 – 24 July 2006 Dakar 
3 23 October  - 15 December 2007 Dakar 
4 25 – 30 July 2008 Dakar 
5 Unknown  
6 July 2010 Dakar 
7 2 – 8  July 2011 Dakar 
8 17 – 21 September 2012 Dakar 
9 21 – 26 September 2013 Dakar 
10 21 – 26 September 2014 Dakar 
11 25 – 30 July 2015 Dakar 
12 20 – 25 July 2016 Dakar 

 
 
 
Appendix 16. 2009: Festival du Sahel 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 20-22 November 2009 Lompoul (Louga) 
2 11-12 December 2010 Lompoul (Louga) 
3 23-25 November 2012 Lompoul (Louga) 
4 22-24 November 2013 Lompoul (Louga) 
5 4-6 April 2015 Lompoul (Louga) 

 
 
 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 17. 2009: Festival 72 h de Hip-Hop 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 1 – 3 January 2009 Dakar 
2 1 – 3 January 2010 Dakar 
3 1 – 3 January 2012 Dakar 

 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 21 – 23 April 2011 Tambacounda 
2 1– 3 October 2013 Tambacounda 

 
 
 
 
Appendix 18. 2010: Festigraff, Festival International de Graff en Afrique/Sénégal 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 13 - 25 April 2010 Dakar 
2 13 - 25 April 2011 Dakar 
3 13 - 22 April 2012 Dakar 
4 12 - 21 April 2013 Dakar 
5 11 - 20 April 2014 Dakar 
6 10 - 19 April 2015 Dakar 
7 26 April - 5 May 2016 Dakar 

 
	

Appendix 19. 2009: Festival Afrikabok 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 27 April - 20 May 2009 Dakar, Thiès; Louga; Saint-Louis 
2 22 March - 20 April 2010 Matam - Saint-Louis 
3 4 -20 March 2011 Matam - Saint-Louis 
4 10-22 January 2012 Fleuve 
5 9-23 February 2013 Dakar, Thiès; Louga; Saint-Louis 
6 20 February - 4 March 

2014 
Fleuve (de Thilogne à Saint-Louis) 

7 15 February - 2 March 
2015 

Fleuve (de Thilogne à Saint-Louis) 

8 25-11 March 2016 Fouta 
9 1-30 November 2016 Sine Saloum, Kaolack, Fatick, Foundiougne. 
10 17 March – 8 April 2017 Fouta 

 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 20. 2015: Festival Gorée Cinema 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 4 July – October 2015 Gorée (Dakar) 
2 16 July – 6 August 2016 Gorée (Dakar) 
3 6 – 9 July 2017 Gorée (Dakar) 

 
 
 
 
Appendix 21. 2013: Cisko Jazz Festival 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 19-21 April 2013 Cap Skirring (Ziguinchor) 
2 18-20 April 2014 Cap Skirring (Ziguinchor) 
3 17-19 April 2015 Cap Skirring (Ziguinchor) 
4 20-22 May 2016 Cap Skirring (Ziguinchor) 

 
 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 22. 1994: Abene Festivalo  

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 26 December 1994 – 2 January 1995 Abene (Casamance) 
2 26 December 1995 – 2 January 1996 Abene (Casamance) 
3 26 December 1996 – 2 January 1997 Abene (Casamance) 
4 26 December 1997 – 2 January 1998 Abene (Casamance) 
5 26 December 1998 – 2 January 1999 Abene (Casamance) 
6 26 December 1999 – 2 January 2000 Abene (Casamance) 
7 26 December 2000 – 2 January 2001 Abene (Casamance) 
8 26 December 2001 – 2 January 2002 Abene (Casamance) 
9 26 December 2002 – 2 January 2003 Abene (Casamance) 
10 26 December 2003 – 2 January 2004 Abene (Casamance) 
11 26 December 2004 – 2 January 2005 Abene (Casamance) 
12 26 December 2005 – 2 January 2006 Abene (Casamance) 
13 26 December 2006 – 2 January 2007 Abene (Casamance) 
14 26 December 2007 – 2 January 2008 Abene (Casamance) 
15 26 December 2008 – 2 January 2009 Abene (Casamance) 
16 26 December 2009 – 2 January 2010 Abene (Casamance) 
17 26 December 2010 – 2 January 2011 Abene (Casamance) 
18 26 December 2011 – 2 January 2012 Abene (Casamance) 
19 26 December 2012 – 2 January 2013 Abene (Casamance) 
20 26 December 2013 – 2 January 2014 Abene (Casamance) 
21 26 December 2014 – 2 January 2015 Abene (Casamance) 
22 26 December 2015 – 2 January 2016 Abene (Casamance) 
23 26 December 2016 – 2 January 2017 Abene (Casamance) 

 
  Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 23. 2008: Festival Koom-Koom, Festival de la Calebasse 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 12 – 15 December 2008 Ziguinchor 
2 19 – 20 December 2009 Ziguinchor 
3 8 – 13 December 2010 Ziguinchor 
4 22 – 25 December 2011 Ziguinchor 
5 7 – 9 December 2012 Ziguinchor 
6 6 – 8 December 2013 Ziguinchor 
7 19 – 21 December 2014 Ziguinchor 
8 17 – 20 December 2015 Ziguinchor 
9 16 – 19 December 2016 Ziguinchor 

	
	
 

 
 
 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 24. Festivalisation of colonial sites: Dakar, Gorée and Saint-Louis 

Gorée Island and Saint-Louis have both been listed as World Heritage Centres by 

UNESCO, in 1978 and 2000 respectively. Still perceived as colonial sites by the 

Senegalese population, they are now being marketed as tourist destinations. It is not 

a coincidence that a large number of festivals concentrate in both cities. The figure 

bellow shows some of the festivals created in the two former colonial communes.  

Festival Name Years of Celebration Location 
Festival Saint-Louis Jazz 1993 to 2017 Saint-Louis 

Festival Rapandar 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 
2009, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015, 
2016, 2017 

Saint-Louis 

Gorée Diaspora Festival 2004, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 
2013, 2014, 2016 

Gorée Island 

Festival International de Contes et de 
Paroles 

2007, 2008, 2009 Gorée Island 

Festival International de Poésie 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 

Saint-Louis 

Festival Duo Solo Danse 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 

Saint-Louis 

Festival Voyage sur le Fleuve 2009, 2013, 2015, 2017 Saint-Louis 
Festival Métissons 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 

2015, 2016 
Saint-Louis, 
except for 
2010 & 2011 
(Dakar) 

Gorée Jazz Festival 2014, 2015 Gorée Island 
Festival Rencontres Artistiques pour un 

développement Durable (RADD) 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 Saint-Louis 

Dakar-Gorée Jazz Festival 2015, 2016 Gorée Island 
Gorée Cinema 2015, 2016, 2017 Gorée Island 

Festival Saint-Louis Carrefour Hip-hop 2015 Saint-Louis 
World Festival Music 2016 Saint-Louis 

 
Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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Appendix 25. 2013: Festival de film Ciné Droit Libre 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 14 – 19 April 2014 Dakar 
2 21 November 2015 Dakar 
3 21 – 24 September 2016 Dakar 

 
 
 
Appendix 26. 2013: Banlieue Film Festival  

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 20 – 23 March 2013 Dakar 
2 10 – 12 December 2015 Dakar 

 
 
 
 
Appendix 27. 2006: Festival Blues du Fleuve 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 10 – 12 March 2006 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
2 27 – 29 April 2007 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
3 25 – 27 April 2008  Podor (Saint-Louis) 
4 24 – 26 December 2009 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
5 16 – 20 December 2010 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
6 2 – 4 December 2011 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
 6 – 8 December 2012 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
8 6 – 8 December 2013 Podor (Saint-Louis) & Boghé (Mauritania) 
9 4 – 6 December 2015 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
10 Not celebrated  

 
 
 

Appendix 28. 2007: Festival International de Contes et de Paroles 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 10-12 May 2007 Goree (Dakar) 
2 25-27 April 2008 Goree (Dakar) 
+ 22-25 May 2008 Bobigny (France) 
3 10-17 May 2009 Goree (Dakar) 

 
 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 29. 2011: Festival Rythmes et Formes du Monde  

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 7, 9 & 10 December 2011 under the name of Waykat Yi Toubab Dialaw 
2 15 – 31 December 2012 Toubab Dialaw 
3 24 – 31 December 2013 Toubab Dialaw 
4 26 December 2014 – 4 January 2015 Toubab Dialaw 
5 26 December 2015 – 2 January 2016 Toubab Dialaw 
6 24 December 2016 – 1 January 2017 Toubab Dialaw 

 
 

Appendix 30. List of selected rural festivals 
	

Festival Name Foundation Date Location 
Abene Festivalo (Festival d'Abène) 1994 Abene (Casamance) 
Festival International de Culture et 

Développement de Thilogne 
1998 Thilogne (Matam) 

Festival International de Folklore et de 
Percussion (FESFOP) 

2000 Louga 

Festival de Foundiougne (FES FOU) 2001 Foundiougne 
(Fatick) 

Festival du Théâtre et du Rire (Fest’rire)  2003 Kaolack 
Festival International Kaay Nianing 2004 Nianing (Mbour) 

Festival Blues du Fleuve 2005 Podor (Saint-Louis) 
Festival Koom-Koom (Festival de la 

Calabasse) 
2008 Ziguinchor 

Festival du Sahel 2009 Lompoul (Louga) 
Festival à Sahel Ouvert 2010 Mboumba (Podor, 

Saint-Louis) 
Festival de Vieilles Pirogues 2010 Saly 

Festival International de Ziguinchor (Zig Fest) 
or Festival International des Cultures 

Urbaines et Traditionnelles 

2010 Ziguinchor 

Festival des Rizieres 2011  Diembering 
Festival International pour la Renaissance du 

Patrimoine Culturel Immatériel de Louga 
(FIRPI) 

2012 Louga 

Festival International de la Culture Serère 
(FESICS) 

2015 Sine Saloum 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 31. 2010: Festival à Sahel Ouvert 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 20 – 21 February 2010 Mboumba 
2 22 – 24 February 2013 Mboumba 
3 26 – 28 February 2016 Mboumba 
4 February 2018 Date TBC Mboumba 

 
 
	
	

Appendix 32. 2010: Festival International de Ziguinchor (Zig’Fest) or Festival 
International des Cultures Urbaines et Traditionnelles 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 23-25 April 2010 Ziguinchor 
2 29-31 December 2015 Ziguinchor 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 
 
 
 
  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 33. Information in Festival Saint-Louis Jazz about fees and distinction 
between ‘IN’ and ‘OFF’ 
	

 
Source: http://www.saintlouisjazz.org/infos-pratiques/ (Accessed on 24.04.17).	
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Appendix 34. ‘IN’ of the Biennale Dak’Art 2016 
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Appendix 35. 2008: Festival Duo Solo Danse 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 26-30 May 2008 Saint-Louis 

2 8-12 June 2009 Saint-Louis 
3 2-5 June 2010 Saint-Louis 
4 15-18 June 2011 Saint-Louis 
5 13-16 June 2012 Saint-Louis 
6 12-15 June 2013 Saint-Louis 
7 11-14 June 2014 Saint-Louis 
8 3-7 June 2015 Saint-Louis 
9 2-4 June 2016 Saint-Louis 

 

 
 
 

Appendix 36. 2011 : Festival des Vieilles Pirogues  

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 December 2011 Saly 
2 20 – 21 December 2013 Saly 
3 14 – 15 February 2014 Saly 
4 1 – 3 May 2015  Saly  
5 16 – 18 December 2016 Saly 

 
	

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 37. Programme Festival des Vieilles Pirogues 2016 
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Appendix 38. 2007: Festival au Royaume des Enfants (FARE) 

 
EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 16-17 June 2007 Dakar 
2 14-15 June 2008 Dakar 
3 13 - 14 June 2009 Dakar 
4 13-14 June 2010 Dakar 
5 28- 30 July 2011 Dakar 
6 6-7 July 2013 Dakar 
7 5- 7 September 2014 Dakar 

 
 
 
Appendix 39. 2009: Festival Ribidion 
 

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 30 December 2009 – 3 January 2010 Dakar 
2 30 – 31 December 2011 Dakar 
3 30 – 31 December 2012  Dakar 

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  

 
 
 
	

	 	

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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APPENDIXES CHAPTER 3 
Appendix 1. List of cultural actors in the department of Louga 

Elaborated by author, translated and adapted from Diop and Ndiaye’s 2011. I have 

kept the name of the contact person to illustrate that the majority of them are 

FESFOP members, highlighting in grey those who are; and thus to illustrate the 

leading role of FESFOP in the cultural sector of Louga.  

Name Cultural form Contact person Locality 
Fédération Sénégalaise 
du Théâtre Populaire 

Popular theatre Youssou Mbargane 
Mbaye 

Louga 

Union régionale du 
théâtre populaire 

Popular theatre Omar Diongué Cissé Louga 

Daaray Mademba Theatre, dance Galaye Ndiaye Louga 
Artistes Comédiens du 
Théâtre Sénégalais 

Theatre Ibrahima Ndoye Louga 

Yoonou Ndaaw Theatre, dance, kassack Amadou Lamine Cissé Louga 
Volontaire des 
Échanges culturels 

Dance, theatre, and 
cultural animation 

Magueye Kassé Louga 

Association des 
Musiciens du Sénégal 

Music Amadou Diouf Sylla Louga 

Kaddu Ndiambour  Theatre, dance Ngary Mbaye Louga 
Festival de Théâtre des 
éléves de l’Elémentaire 
en Français 

School Theatre Mme Samb, born 
Marthe Khady Diallo 

Louga 

Troupe Baambado Xalam, praise singing, 
ritti, tama, dances 

Diaaba Guissé Potou 

Groupe Diabadou Xalam, tama, dances, 
praise singing, ritti 

Hamadou Mbaye Potou 

Troupe de Keur Malick 
Fall 

Xalam, Tama, dances, 
praise songs, ritti 

Guissely Bâ Niayam 

Groupe des griots Tama, dances, tam-tam Magatte Mbaye Leona 
Troupe Laobé Tassou, dances, tam-

tam 
Possette Sow Potou 

Groupe des maures  Taabala, praise songs, 
dances 

Fatou Tabane Potou 

Troupe de Ndoob Ritti, Tama, praise 
songs, dances 

Mody Ndiaye Ndoob 

Njambuur Hip-Hop Hip hop music, rap and 
social 

Khalifa Ababacar 
Cissé 

Louga 

Convergence School theatre, dance Youssoupha Wéllé Louga 
Groupe Sope Seriñe 
Sam Mbaye 

Fine Arts Alioun Badara 
soumaré 

Louga 

Troupe Ndiambour 
Teranga 

Dramatic theatre Pape Sarr Louga 

Ensemble Lyrique de 
Louga 

Theatre, dance Omar Diongué Cissé Louga 

Groupe Khaakhataay 
Show 

Dance Amadou Diallo Louga 

Troupe Pindi Wéala Theatre, dance Amadou Kane Sall Potou 
Troupe Mbaar Penc Theatre, protection of 

intangible heritage 
Amadou Bâ Louga 
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Jeunesse pour la 
Promotion de l’Art et 
de la Culture 

Management and 
cultural 
entrepreneurship 

Yousou Diallo Louga 

Troupe théâtral Bokk 
Jom 

Theatre Abdoulaye Cassé Louga 

Groupe Ndeg-Dacc Acoustic music Mamadou Tall Louga 
Troupe Communautaire 
Yéwu-Yété 

Theatre, dance Baba Niang Niomré 

Groupe de Keur 
Madialé 

Percussion, dance Yabal Samb Nguer Malal 

Groupe Wakeur Séllé 
Maissa 

Percussion, dance Mbaye Fall Louga 

Assocaition And Défar 
Sunu Goox 

Theatre, dance Abdoulaye Cissokho Leona 

Black Feeling Label Communication, 
production 

Pape Saliou Diallo ‘Dj 
Zale’ 

Louga 

Plateforme des Acteurs 
Non Etatiques 

Training, support Pape Cissé Louga 

Association des 
Plasticiens de Louga 

Promotion de l’art 
plastique 

Mamadou Tall Louga 

Association des 
conteurs de Louga 

Promotion of intangible 
heritage, story-telling, 
kassak 

Ngary Mbaye Louga 

Groupe Super Gestu Modern and traditional 
music 

Vieux Ndiaye Louga 

Troupe de Handicapés 
de Louga 

Theatre, dance Madjiguéne Gueye Louga 

Troupe Renaissance 
Culturelle 

Theatre Fatou Diarra Thioune Louga 

Kallam 121 Rap, Hip-Hop Mamadou Tall Louga 
Groupe Bookaatooré 
Ndef Leng 

Promotion and 
valorisation of Serer 
culture 

Ousmane Diouf Louga 

Ecole de danse Music Zacharia Niang Louga 
Groupe Seen Gem Rap, Hip-Hop Khalifa Ababacar 

Cissé 
Louga 

Pindi Pinal Theatre, dance Amadou Sileye Diallo Louga 
Njaambur rythme Music Abou Dieng Louga 
Troupe communautaire 
de Léona 

Theatre, ritti, praise 
singing 

Chopal Guissé Louga 

Yérel Galel Dance, percussion Amady Sow Guett Ardo 
Orchestre de Louga Music Seriñe Ibrahima 

Mbengue 
Louga 

Ndiambour Salsa Music Karimou Ndiaye Louga 
Cercle de la Jeunesse Dance  Mor Fall Louga 
Ngalam Theatre Youssou Mbargane 

Mbaye 
Louga 

Troupe des Maures de 
Louga 

Dance, maures singing Anna Fall Louga 

Mawni Weala Theatre Assane Ndiaye Louga 
Jitondé Pullago Pulaar dance Daouda Sow Louga 
Ngueweul Madior 
Dythme 

Percussion, dance, 
theatre 

Madior Gueye Louga 

Troupe des handicapés 
Forme-Educ 

Theatre Ibou Sène Louga 

Association des 
Ecrivains de Louga 

Books, Poetry Ndongo Ndiaye Louga 

Association des 
Travailleurs de Louga 

Theatre Alioune Diallo Louga 
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Hip Hop Sodiers Rap Laye Komal Louga 
Soukhaly Sunu Side Social rap Malick Kâ Louga 
Kumpe Gui Family Rap Ibrahima Nigger Bou Louga 
Samourai Killers Rap Abdou Samb ‘Ino’ Louga 
Label O Collectif Art, design Makhtar Koulé Louga 
Batookhol Dance, theatre Abdoul Aziz Ly Louga 
Ngalaagne Siguel 
Family 

Percussion, dance, 
theatre, traditional 
communication 

Ndiawar Seck Louga 

Foyer des Jeunes et de 
la culture 

Theatre Mass Diop Sakal 

Pencuum Njaambuur Theatre Mass Seck Louga 
Jaaboot Gui Theatre Mor Cissé Louga 
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Appendix 2. List of cultural events in the region of Louga 

Name Organisation Department Locality Last 
edition 

Number 
of 

editions 

Contact 
person 

Festival 
Ngueweul 
Rythme 

Ngueweul 
Rythme 

Kebemer Kebemer 2012 9 Cheikh 
Madjimbira 
Ndiaye 

Kebeculture Commune of 
Kebemer 

Kebemer Kebemer 2008 2 / 

La nuit du rire Pencuum Njonge Kebemer Kebemer 2011 4 Alioune 
Badara 
Diop 

Festival d’art 
et de culture 

Reseau des 
acteurs culturels 
de Kebemer 

Kebemer Kebemer 2010 1 Alioune 
Badara 
Diop 

Festival de tout 
petis 

Lowou 
Maskanda 

Kebemer Kebemer 2010 3 Birahim 
Ndiaye 

Nuit de la 
Beauté 

Association des 
animateurs de 
Kebemer 

 Kebemer 2011 3 Badou 
Diallo 

Festival du 
Sahel 

Sahel 
Decouvertes 

Kebemer Lompoul 2011 2 Rafael 
Rodríguez 

Fatelikul 
Concert Rap 

 Kebemer Kebemer 2011 2 Code 
Gueye 

Ngambene 
Rythme 

Ngambene Kebemer Kebemer 2011 1 Meissa 
Ndiaye 

Journée 
culturelles des 
maures 

Association 
culturelle des 
Maures Kebemer 

Kebemer Kebemer / / / 

Journées 
culturelles de 
Ndande 

Association des 
Ressortissants de 
Ndande 

Kebemer Ndande 2009 5 Omar 
Ngom 

Festival du 
Ritti 

Groupe Etou Linguere Dahra / / Aly 
Maimouna 
Sow 

Fête de la 
musique 

Commune of 
Dahra 

Linguere Dahra / / Maguette 
Seck 

Xirde: 
Concours 
contes, théâtre 

Groupe Daane 
Djolof and Radio 
Ferlo 

Linguere Dahra, 
Lapgar, 
Boulal 

2010 3 Adiel Sow 

Festival de 
théâtre de 
jeunes éleveurs  

Association 
Volontaire pour 
le 
Développement 
du Sahel 

Linguere Dahra 2010 1 Abdoulaye 
Dem 

Journées 
Culturelles 
Pencuum 
Djoloff 

Pencuum Djoloff Linguere Dahra 2009 3 Lemou 
Niang 

Journées 
culturelles des 
laobés 

Groupe 
Baambado and 
Groupe Laobés 
Linguere 

Linguere Linguere 2009 3 Madame 
Diewo Sow 

Journées 
culturelles des 
maures de 
Linguere 

Groupe 
Jamatouh al 
Weith 

Linguere Linguere / / Ahmed 
Babou 
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Théâtre à 
l’école 

Troupe Xel Xelu Linguere Linguere 2011 4 Baye 
Birame 
Niang 

Journées 
culturelles des 
sereers 

Associaiton 
Bokaatoore Ndef 
Leng 

Louga Louga 2007 4 Ousmane 
Diouf 

Black History 
Month 

Centre Culturel 
Louga and US 
Embassy Dakar 

Louga Louga / / Omar 
Danfakha 

Hip Hop 
School 
Challenge 
Revolution 

Black Feeling 
Label 

Louga Louga 2011 3 Saliou 
Diallo 

Journée 
Mondiale du 
Théâtre 

Artistes 
comédiens du 
théâtre 
sénégalais/Centre 
culturel régional  

Louga Louga / / Ibrahima 
(Lébou) 
Ndoye 

Hip Hop 
Environnement 

Njaambuur Hip 
Hop 

Louga Louga 2011 1 Khalifa 
Ababacar 
Cissé 

Fête de la 
musique 

Centre Culturel 
regional/ 
Association des 
musiciens du 
Sénégal 

Louga Louga / / Omar 
Danfakha 

Festival de 
théâtre des 
élèves de 
l’élémentaire 
en français 

FESTEFF Louga Louga 2011 3 Mme Samb 
born as 
Marthe 
Khady 
Diallo 

Nuit de 
l’excellence 

Association 
Jeunesse pour la 
promotion de 
l’art et de la 
culture /Gie 
Label Soutoura 
Productions 

Louga Louga 2011 6 Youssou 
Diallo 

Journées 
culturelles de 
Gabar 

Association And 
Defar sunu goox 

Louga Leona 2011 2 Abdoulaye 
Cissokho 

Festival 
Njaambuur 
Hip Hop 

Njaambuur Hip 
Hop 

Louga Louga 2011 2 Khalifa 
Ababacar 
Cisse 

Festival pour 
la renaissance 
du patrimoine 
immatériel 

Association des 
conteurs de 
Louga 

Louga Louga 2012 1 Ngary Baye 

Festival 
international 
de folklore et 
de percussion 

Association 
FESFOP 

Louga Louga 2011 11 Babacar 
Sarr 

VSD FESFOP Association 
FESFOP 

Louga Leona / / Babacar 
Sarr 

Source: Elaborated by author from Diop & Ndiaye’s 2011 report, pages 21-24. (Note: the information about the 
latest edition has not been updated by author). 
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APPENDIXES CHAPTER 4 
	

Appendix 1. List of members of the general assembly 

Name Gender Profession Role Institution 

Babacar Sarr M Retired teacher FESFOP president 

 

 

Amadou Tidiane Samb M Retired school principal  Vice-president  

Fadiara Cissokho M Retired school director   Conseil Régional Louga 

Bamba Sylla M Security Guard CEM  Conseil Municipal 

Mamadou Mbadje M Retired accountant  NGalam  

Moctar                   Diop M Manager in NGO ASBEF  General treasurer  

 

Conseil Municipal 

Cheikh M’Backé   Diaw M Cashier in Société des 
Eaux (SDE)  

 Troupe Communale 

Ousseynou       Tall M School principal Deputy general 
treasurer  

Conseil Municipal 

Saliou              Thiam  M High school principal  Adjoint au Maire Louga 

Mounirou Sy M University professor at 
Thiès 

  

Arame Coumba      Fall F Head of the Department 
of Social Development in 
Louga  

General secretary Réseau des femmes de 
Louga 

Awa                     Ndiaye F Senator of the Republic Vice-president Réseau des femmes 

Ousmane                Kane M Professor at CEM in 
Louga 

Deputy general 
secretary & eco-
tourism  

Société civile  

Ndeye Coumba Gueye F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Réseau des femmes de 
Louga 

Cheikh Sadibou    Sarr     M Retired accountant General manager of 
the Village 
Touristique FESFOP 

 

Youssou Mbargane 
Mbaye 

M Traditional communicator 
and advisor at IEC 

Curator of the 
Museum  

Théâtre Populaire 

Ibrahima            Ndoye M Cultural actor  Association Artistes 
Comédiens du Théâtre 
Sénégalais (ARCOTS) 

Fatou Diarra  Thioune  Health agent   Théâtre Populaire 

Anta Gueye           Diop  Artist  ARCOTS 

Ibrahima VitoMbengue M Sound and Lighting Sound and Lighting  Association des Métiers 
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Engineer  de la Musique(AMS) 

Amadou                Dieng M Journalist Responsible radio 
FESFOP  

ASS des Journalistes 

Mamadou            Thiam M Consultant Conception and study Conseil Municipal 

Ndeye Fatou          Diop F Agent commercial   Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Habib                 Gueye M Artisan  Chambre de métiers 

Satta                   Ndiaye F Agent CHR Louga   ARCOTS 

Maniang               Niang M Trader  Cercle de la Jeunesse 

Emmanuel  Ngom M Police inspector  Commissariat de Police 

Khady Diallo Samb F Teacher in Louga  FESTEFF 

Demba Keita M Electrician  Théâtre Populaire 

Khalifa Ababacar Cissé M Teacher  Ndiambour Hip hop 

Ibrahima Diop Diagne M Student  Ndiambour Hip hop 

Toutou      Cissé F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 ARCOTS 

Néné       Sall F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Radio Fesfop 

Absa        Séye F Radio presenter   Radio Fesfop 

Ndiouga    Samb M Artiste  Théâtre Populaire 

Ngoné     Ndiaye F Radio presenter  Mouvement de Jeunesse 

Kairé       Thioune F Teacher  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Mor           Fall M Arab teacher  Théâtre Populaire 

Falilou      Gueye M Health agent  Théâtre Populaire 

Ibrahima     Ndiaye  M Teacher of sports at Dakar  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Alioune B   Cissokho M School director  FESTEFF 

Ibrahima Clédor Cissé M Basketball coach  Radio Fesfop 

Oumar Mbaye Mbengue M Accountant  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Ndeye Marieme  Ndiaye F Trader   Chambre de Métiers 

Amadou Khoudia Diop M Artiste  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Ndiack           Gueye M Student   Mouvement de jeunesse 

Papa Ali        Dia M Development officer  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Madjiguéne    Gueye F Development officer  Association des 
Handicapes de Louga 

Amadou Siley Diallo M Radio presenter  Théâtre Populaire 

Ngary Mbaye M Teacher actor  Théâtre Populaire  
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Papa Mademba Ly M Manager Village fesfop  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Amcha    Yazback  F In charge of Mission 
Conseil Régional Louga 

 Conseil Régional 

Ami       Diop F Health agent  Réseau des femmes 

Ousmane Diouf M Development officer   Reseau Acteurs 
Culturels 

Marame Thiam F Artist  Association des 
Handicapes 

Galaye        NDiaye M Artist  ARCOTS 

Fatou         Mbaye F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Réseau des femmes 

Zaccharia      Niang M Directeur Ecole Musique Relais FESFOP Diaspora Italie 

Abdou Karim   kane M Boulanger   Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Ndiawwar       Seck M Officer Fondation Yéhudi 
Ménéhum 

Relais FESFOP Disapora Espagne 

Yaye Rama     Babou F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Réseau des femmes 

Marieme       Diop F Artist  ARCOTS 

Ndeye Khady Gaye F Artist  ARCOTS 

Moustapha   Sene M Social educator  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Talla           Sarr M Chauffeur  Conseil de quartier 

Fatou         Sene F Radio presenter  Radio Fesfop 

Ousmane Ndiaye  M Student  Eclaireur  

Oumar        Cissé M Trader  Théâtre Populaire 

Ahmed       Diaw M Student  Ndiambour Hip hop 

Seydou       Diaité M Student  Eclaireur  

Ibrahima    Ndiaye M Artist  ARCOTS 

Fatou      Seck F Student  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Mamadou Gueye  M Carpenter  Conseil de la Jeunesse 

Amédine    Diallo M Retired agent  Radio fesfop 

Mamadou Diallo M Trader  Radio Fesfop 

Absa   camara F Artist  Troupe Communale 

Ndiogou   Diop M Mason  Conseil Rural 

Daba Dieng F Student  Radio Fesfop 

Mbene      Diop F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Conseil Rural 
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Ndeye      Ndiaye F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Conseil de Quartier 

Maimouna  Bâ F Student  Radio Fesfop 

Aicha      Babou F Radio presenter  Theatre Populaire 

Abibatou   Fall F Facilitator in rural 
communities 

 Conseil de quartier 

Jules Gaye M Agent sanitaire    ASAC Ndiambour 

Mbarka  Fall  F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Conseil de quartier 

Papa Thiam M Radio engineer   AMS 

Ndongo Faye M Sound and Lighting 
Engineer 

 AMS 

Tacko Ndiaye F Cleaning and 
housekeeping service 
officer 

 Conseil de quartier 

Baye Samba Fall M Teacher  Conseil de quartier 

Mame Salla Dieng M Sportsman   ASAC Ndiambour 

Madieye      MBODJ M Teacher  Deputy mayor in Louga 

Odile BANDERPACH F Agent Commercial Relais Paris Comité de Soutien 
Paris-Livry, France 

Laia Pibermant F Student Relais Barcelone Barcelona (Spain) 

Germaine Barckydusenge F ASBL Manager Realis Belgique ASBL Payote Belgique 

Simona       Guida F Chef Desk CISV Sénégal Relais italie CISV Turin 

Daouda DIENG M FESFOP accountant  FESFOP 

Aminata  GUEYE F Administration Assistant 
FESFOP 

 FESFOP 

Ndéye Fama DIENG F Radio presenter Radio FESFOP Radio FESFOP 

	

Source: donated by FESFOP and translated by the author (2016). 
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Appendix 2. List of members of the Executive Board 

Festival 

International 

De Folklore et des Percussions  

De Louga  (FESFOP) 

 

Les membres du Conseil d’Administration du FESFOP 

 
1- Madame Marthé Eugène Khady DIALLO 
2- Madame Arame Coumba FALL 
3- Madame Mariéme NDIAYE 
4- Madame Madjiguéne GUEYE 
5- Monsieur Amadou Tidiane SAMB  
6- Monsieur Ousseynou TALL 
7- Monsieur Moctar DIOP 
8- Monsieur Ibrahima NDOYE 
9- Monsieur Mamadou THIAM 
10- Monsieur Youssouf MBAYE  
11- Monsieur Amadou DIENG  
12- Monsieur Khalifa CISSE  
13- Monsieur Ousmane KANE  
14- Monsieur Samba Souna FALL 
15- Monsieur Ibrahima Vito MBENGUE 
16- Monsieur Babacar SARR  

  

Source: Official document donated by FESFOP (2015).  
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Appendix 3. List of members of the Executive Bureau 
 

Festival 

International 

De Folklore et des Percussions  

De Louga  (FESFOP) 

 

Les membres du Bureau Exécutif du  FESFOP 

 

§ Monsieur Babacar SARR, Président du FESFOP 
§ Monsieur Amadou Tidiane SAMB, 1er Vice Président du FESFOP 
§ Monsieur Ousseynou TALL, 2éme Vice Président du FESFOP 
§ Monsieur Moctar DIOP, Trésorier du FESFOP 
§ Monsieur Ousmane KANE, Trésorier Adjoint du FESFOP 
§ Madame Arame Coumba FALL, Secrétaire Générale du FESFOP 
§ Monsieur Youssou MBAYE, Secrétaire Adjoint du FESFOP 

 

  

Source: Official document donated by FESFOP (2015).  
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Appendix 4. Original diagram of FESFOP structure. 

 

Source: donated by FESFOP (2015)  
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Appendix 5. Full festival programme 
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FESFOP

Dénomination projet Festival International de Folklore et de Percussion de Louga 

Période Année 2015 (01 janvier 2015 au 31 décembre 2015)

Présenté par Moctar DIOP Trésorier Général, au nom du Comité d’organisation                                                      

Code Bailleur Date/Période Débiteur Nature dépense ou recette Devise Montant en 
devise

Montant en 
EURO 

01/01/15 Solde 14 éme ÉDITION (DÉFICIT 2014) F CFA -3.710.777 5.657,04 €-                  

FESFOP Apport FESFOP/Location Stands, podium et 
sonorisation FCFA 2.475.300 3.773,57 €                  

FCFA 2.475.300 3.773,57 €                  

2015 Union Economique Monétaire Ouest 
Africaine UEMOA Contributions aux activités de 2015 FCFA 5000000 7.622,45 €                  

2015 Ministère de la Culture Contribution aux activités de 2015 FCFA 1.000.000 1.524,49 €                  
2015 Conseil Départemental de Louga Contribution aux activités de 2016 FCFA 1.000.000 1.524,49 €                  

2015 Mairie de Louga Subvention 2015 FCFA 4.000.000 1.524,49 €                  
2015 Contribution personnelle Moustapha DIOP-Ministre Maire de Louga FCFA 5.000.000 7.622,45 €                  
2015 Province de Namur / ASBL - SPF Contribution aux activités de 2015 FCFA 6.690.000 10.198,84 €                

FCFA 22.690.000 34.590,68 €                

FCFA 25.165.300 38.364,25 €                

2015 AFRICALIA Belgium Financement du PPA 2015 FCFA 24.926.365 38.000,00 €                

17/01/15 AFRICALIA Belgium
Lancement Belge de l’année Européenne de la  

coopération à Bruxelles

25/01/15 AFRICALIA Belgium
Participation au Conseil d’Administration 

d’Africalia à Bruxelles
2015 AFRICALIA Belgium Rencontre des Acteurs de la Coopération Belge FCFA 755.840 1.152,27 €                  

2015
OIF

(Organisation Internationale
de la Francophonie)

Contribution aux activités de 2015 FCFA 13.019.250 19.847,72 €                

2015 Délégation WBI à Dakar Contribution à l'organisation du colloque FCFA 607.500 926,13 €                     

Septembre 2015 Commune de Léona Mission Coopération Léona Hastière FCFA 1.500.000 2.286,74 €                  

Novembre 2015 Coopération Belge
Mission Commune Léona à Hastière 

et à Bruxelles/Programme International 
Communal Hastière/Léona

FCFA 1.500.000 2.286,74 €                  

Octobre 2015 Ville de Turin
3éme Forum Mondial du Développement 

Économique Local
FCFA 500.000 762,25 €                     

1ére janvier 2016 Commune de Léona 8éme Festival de Léona FCFA 3.000.000 4.573,47 €                  

2015 Foire Econoique Régionale
Organisation de la 15éme Foire Economique 

Régionale
FCFA 2.750.000 4.192,35 €                  

Période
Festival

Ambassade USA
Prise en charge Troupe Américaine FCFA 4.155.000 6.334,26 €                  

Période
Festival

Ambassade Turquie Prise en charge Troupe Turque FCFA 3.622.100 5.521,86 €                  

Période
Festival

WBI
Prise en charge Troupe

Bénin
FCFA 2.800.000 4.268,57 €                  

Période
Festival

Direction de la
 Cinématographie 

DCI FCFA 750.000 1.143,37 €                  

Période
Festival

Préfecture de Louga
Mise à Disposition salle réunion 

et chambres
FCFA 400.000 609,80 €                     

1ére janvier 2016 Conseil Départemental de Louga Diner offert au FESFOP FCFA 350.000 533,57 €                     
Période
Festival

Mairie de Louga
Mise à disposition 4X4 et diner

du Saint-Silvestre
FCFA 1.450.000 2.210,51 €                  

période 
festival

Centre Culturel 
Régional Louga

Matériel régie sons et lumières
Personnel, salles et voiture 4X4

FCFA 750.000 1.143,37 €                  

Période
Festival

Membres FESFOP
Mise en disposition

5 voitures membres  du FESFOP
FCFA 1.450.000 2.210,51 €                  

2015 Commission Presse, information
Radio FESFOP,

et Journalistes à Louga
FCFA 700.000 1.067,14 €                  

2015 FESFOP
Services apportés par les membres du FESFOP 

durant l’année 2015
FCFA 6.000.000 9.146,94 €                  

Période
Festival

CEFAM Mise en disposition de 4 chambres FCFA 400.000 609,80 €                     

TOTAL 2 FCFA 72.586.055 110.656,73 €              

FCFA 97.751.355 149.020,98 €              

2015 Secrétariat et coordination FCFA 950.650 1.449,26 €                  
2015 Siège et fonctionnement FCFA 1.358.351 2.070,79 €                  

2015 Restauration artistes/officiels et membres du 
comité d’organisation FCFA 3.422.000 5.216,81 €                  

2015 Transport international/national et local FCFA 2.544.785 3.879,50 €                  

2015 Animation-Programmation-régie sons & 
lumières et audiovisuel FCFA 1.369.490 2.087,77 €                  

2015 Cachet troupes-orchestres d’animation et 
autres animateurs FCFA 2.607.000 3.974,35 €                  

2015 Organisation/location 
matérielle/aménagement scénique FCFA 1.366.864 2.083,77 €                  

2015 Assurance — sécurité — médicale FCFA 797.400 1.215,63 €                  
2015 Protocole — guides — hôtesses FCFA 525.500 801,12 €                     
2015 Frais de banque FCFA 178.512 272,14 €                     
2015 Mission déplacements FCFA 1.735.000 2.644,99 €                  
2015 Évaluations FCFA 300.000 457,35 €                     
2015 Aménagement et refection FCFA 1.815.000 2.766,95 €                  
2015 Hébergement FCFA 1.085.000 1.654,07 €                  
2015 Evaluation FCFA 300.000 457,35 €                     
2015 Affaires sociales et spéciales divers FCFA 817.500 1.246,27 €                  

21.173.052 32.278,11 €                

2015 AFRICALIA Belgium Financement du PPA 2015 FCFA 24.926.365 38.000,00 €                

17/01/15 AFRICALIA Belgium
Lancement Belge de l’année Européenne de la  

coopération à Bruxelles

25/01/15 AFRICALIA Belgium
Participation au Conseil d’Administration 

d’Africalia à Bruxelles
2015 AFRICALIA Belgium Rencontre des Acteurs de la Coopération Belge FCFA 755.840 1.152,27 €                  

2015
OIF

(Organisation Internationale
de la Francophonie)

Contribution aux activités de 2015 FCFA 13.019.250 19.847,72 €                

2015 Déléguation WBI à Dakar Contribution à l'organisation du colloque FCFA 607.500 926,13 €                     
Septembre 2015 Commune de Léona Mission Coopération Léona Hastière FCFA 1.500.000 2.286,74 €                  

Novembre 2015 Coopération Belge
Mission Commune Léona à Hastière 

et à Bruxelles/Programme International 
Communal Hastière/Léona

FCFA 1.500.000 2.286,74 €                  

Octobre 2015 Ville de Turin
3éme Forum Mondial du Développement 

Économique Local
FCFA 500.000 762,25 €                     

1ére janvier 2016 Commune de Léona 8éme Festival de Léona FCFA 3.000.000 4.573,47 €                  

2015 Foire Econoique Régionale
Organisation de la 15éme Foire Economique 

Régionale
FCFA 2.750.000 4.192,35 €                  

Période
Festival

Ambassade USA
Prise en charge Troupe Américaine FCFA 4.155.000 6.334,26 €                  

Période
Festival

Ambassade Turquie Prise en charge Troupe Turque FCFA 3.622.100 5.521,86 €                  

Période
Festival

WBI
Prise en charge Troupe

Bénin
FCFA 2.800.000 4.268,57 €                  

Période
Festival

Direction de la
 Cinématographie 

DCI FCFA 750.000 1.143,37 €                  

Période
Festival

Préfecture de Louga
Mise à Disposition salle réunion 

et chambres
FCFA 400.000 609,80 €                     

1ére janvier 2016 Conseil Départemental de Louga Diner offert au FESFOP FCFA 350.000 533,57 €                     
Période
Festival

Mairie de Louga
Mise à disposition 4X4 et diner

du Saint-Silvestre
FCFA 1.450.000 2.210,51 €                  

période 
festival

Centre Culturel 
Régional Louga

Matériel régie sons et lumières
Personnel, salles et voiture 4X4

FCFA 750.000 1.143,37 €                  

Période
Festival

Membres FESFOP
Mise en disposition

5 voitures membres  du FESFOP
FCFA 1.450.000 2.210,51 €                  

2015 Commission Presse, information
Radio FESFOP,

et Journalistes à Louga
FCFA 700.000 1.067,14 €                  

2015 FESFOP
Services apportés par les membres du FESFOP 

durant l’année 2015
FCFA 6.000.000 9.146,94 €                  

Période
Festival

CEFAM Mise en disposition de 4 chambres FCFA 400.000 609,80 €                     

FCFA 72.586.055 110.656,73 €              

FCFA 93.759.107 142.934,84 €              

FCFA 3.992.248 6.086,14 €                  

31/12/14 FCFA -3.710.777 5.657,04 €-                  
31,12,2014 FCFA 0 -  €                          

FCFA 281.471 429,10 €                     

5.000.000
1.000.000

NB: A recouvrer pour 2015

UEMOA: 
Conseil Départemental de Louga:

RAPPORT FINANCIER ANNEE 2015

PARTENAIRES (DÉPENSES VALORISÉES)

PARTENAIRES (APPORTS VALORISES)

Recettes

SOUS TOTAL 1 (ST1)
APPORTS FINANCIERS DES PARTENAIRES

SOUS TOTAL 2 (ST2)

TOTAL 1  (ST1+ST2)

TOTAL DES RECETTES (T1+T2)

DÉPENSES

SOUS TOTAL 3 (ST3)

FCFA 1.200.000 1.829,39 €                  

TOTAL DES DÉPENSES (ST3+ST4)

SOLDE FESFOP 2015

RÉSULTAT
(Total des recettes — Total des dépenses)

Solde 2014
ACOMPTE SUR DETTES 2014

FCFA 1.200.000 1.829,39 €                  

SOUS TOTAL 4 (ST4)

 
FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DE FOLKLORE ET DE PERCUSSION  

FESFOP 
Siège:	Village	Touris0que	du	Fesfop,	Route	Na0onale	2	X	Route	de	Potou	
Email:	fesfoplougasn@gmail.com	–	Site	Web:	www.fesfoplouga.org 

LOUGA 
 

Appendix 6. FESFOP Budget in 2015 
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Appendix 7. FESFOP sponsors in 2004 

  
Source: Louga Info, nº 90, page 8, February 2004 (Le Soleil Archives, 2016).  
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Appendix 8. Timeline of the Festival International pour la Renaissance du 
Patrimoine Culturel Immatériel de Louga (FIRPI) 

	

EDITION DATE LOCATION 

1 7 – 9 September 2012 Louga 
2 14-16 June 2013 Louga 
3 13-14 June 2014 Louga 
4 4-6 June 2015 Louga 
5 15-16 June 2016 Louga 

 Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016).  
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Appendix 9. Poster of the 5th FIRPI, designed by me under the demand of 
president Ngary Mbaye, arguably due to the involvement of a Spanish 
delegation.  
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Appendix 10. List of festivals in Louga since FESFOP 
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Appendix 11. Timeline of Festival Njaambuur Hip-Hop 
	

EDITION DATE LOCATION 
1 24-26 December 2010 Louga 
2 24-26 December 2011 Louga 
3 24-26 December 2012 Louga 
4 24-26 December 2013 Louga 
5 24-26 December 2014 Louga 
6 24-26 December 2015 Louga 
7 24-26 December 2016 Louga 

 

  

Source: Elaborated by author from data collection (2016). 
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APPENDIXES CHAPTER 5 
Appendix 1. Invitation to the Official Opening of FESFOP 2015 
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Appendix 2. FESFOP programme in 2014  

 

 
See percussion workshop marked in red. 
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Appendix 3. Programme of the colloquium 
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Appendix 4. Invitation to the Official Opening of the Fair

 

	

	




